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Tue Jun 6, 2017

2:45pm  FWS weekly check in meeting

Video call:

Where: AS/FWP Conference Room -- 3144
Calendar: Maureen Foster
Created by: Tasha Robbins
Who:

3pm  *FWS weekly check in meeting

Video call:

Where: AS/FWP Conference Room -- 3144
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

Wed Jun 7, 2017

1pm

OIG monthly status update meeting/conference call (Jim, Steve, Kathy Garrity, Keith Toomey, Charisa) Room 3357

Video call:

Where: Dial: , Code: 
Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who:
Casey Hammond, Stephen Guertin, Katherine Garrity, Jim Kurth, Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Keith Toomey

2:30pm

[Asst Directors/Regional Directors Only-No Deputies or Actings] - Weekly Directorate VTC: Transition Check-In--Room 3038

Video call:

Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who:
william_c_woody@fws.gov, Tom Melius, bryan_arroyo@fws.gov, Wanda Cantrell, Edward Grace, betsy_hildebrandt@fws.gov, Henry Schlitzer, Pamela Michalegko, Kenneth Taylor, Benjamin Tuggle, Brian Bloodsworth, Robyn Thorson, Gary Frazer, Michael Gale, Jim Kurth, Charisa Morris, Paul Rauch, Denise Thompson, Seth Mott, Cynthia Martinez, cynthia_dohner@fws.gov, Kashif Askari, Denise Sheehan, Casey Hammond, Greg Sheehan, Janine Velasco, Noreen Walsh, Clayton McBride, Mario Flemate, Jerome Ford, David Hoskins, Wendi Weber, Paul Souza, Greg Siekaniec
### Thu Jun 8, 2017

**11:30am  Weekly FWS/SOL Meeting**  
*Video call:*

| Where: Room 3357 |
| Calendar: Jim Kurth |
| Created by: Roslyn Sellars |
| **Who:** Benjamine Jesup, Charisa Morris, Wendy Fink, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin, Peg Romanik, Jim Kurth |

### Tue Jun 13, 2017

**2:45pm  FWS weekly check in meeting**  
*Video call:

| Where: AS/FWP Conference Room -- 3144 |
| Calendar: Maureen Foster |
| Created by: Tasha Robbins |
| **Who:** Thomas Irwin, Charisa Morris, Maureen Foster, Richard Goeken, Greg Sheehan, Wendy Fink, Stephen Guertin, Catherine Gulac, Jason Larrabee, Tasha Robbins, Aurelia Skipwith, Marshall Critchfield, Heather Swift, Jim Kurth, Todd Willens, Roslyn Sellars, Zachariah Gambill, Peg Romanik, Barbara Wainman |

**3pm  *FWS weekly check in meeting**  
*Video call:

| Where: AS/FWP Conference Room -- 3144 |
| Calendar: Greg Sheehan |
| Created by: Roslyn Sellars |

### Wed Jun 14, 2017

**2:30pm  Monthly FWS Directorate VTC - Room 3038**  
*Video call:

| Calendar: Jim Kurth |
| Created by: Roslyn Sellars |
| **Who:** Azuredee Perkins, Jesse Brent, Eugene Sivigny, Denise Thompson, Greg Sheehan, David Hoskins, Virginia Takang, Thomas Irwin, Tauline Davis, Matthew Huggler, Robert Garfinkel, Wanda Cantrell, Michael Gale, Paul Souza, Janine Velasco, Roslyn Sellars, Rebekah Giddings, Greg Siekaniec, Joyce Nicholopoulos, Janine Velasco, Clayton McBride, JoAnMundt, Conni Conner, Cynthia Martinez, Denise Sanchez, Barbara Wainman, Robyn Thorson, Anya Rushing, Acuanetta Reese, Henry Schlotzer, Stephen Guertin, Michael Oetker, Lois Wellman, Delores Bigby, Stacey Garcia, Stephanie Potter, Kathleen King, Denise Sheehan, Nicole Tsugawa, Tom Melius, Gregory Sheehan, Shelly Senior, Wendi Weber, Charisa Morris, Robert Curry, Chris Jensen, Jay Slack, Lori Mendoza, John Schmerfeld, Gina Shultz, john tramack@fws.gov, Jim Willis, Deborah Rocque, Shaun Sanchez, Noreen Walsh, Jim Kurth, Gary Frazer, Mike Johnson, Seth Mott, Theresa Rabot, cynthia_dohner@fws.gov, Margaret Hardy, Brian Bloodsworth, Matt Hogan, Jody Holzworth, Shelley Hartmann, Jerome Ford, Benjamin Tuggle, Gloria Bell, Charles Wooley, Pamela Michalekgo, bryan_arroyo@fws.gov, Kelly Kennedy Bechdel, Larry Rabin, AndreyAndreyev, Edward Grace, Kenneth Taylor, veronica_barrientos@fws.gov, Paul Rauch, Anne Badgley, Karen Clark |
Thu Jun 15, 2017

11:30am  Weekly FWS/SOL Meeting - Room 3359

Video call:

Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Wendy Fink, Charisa Morris, Benjamin Jesup, Stephen Guertin, Peg Romanik, Greg Sheehan, Jim Kurth

Tue Jun 20, 2017

2:45pm  FWS weekly check in meeting

Video call:

Where: AS/FWP Conference Room -- 3144
Calendar: Maureen Foster
Created by: Tasha Robbins

3pm  *FWS weekly check in meeting

Video call:

Where: AS/FWP Conference Room -- 3144
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
**Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director**

**Wed Jun 21, 2017**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2:30pm</th>
<th>Weekly Directorate VTC: Transition Check-In--Room 3038</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Video call:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Calendar:</strong></td>
<td>Jim Kurth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Created by:</strong></td>
<td>Thomas Irwin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Who:</strong></td>
<td>Pamela Michalegko, Jim Kurth, Wanda Cantrell, Brian Bloodsworth, FWS Directorate &amp; Deputies, Edward Grace, Mario Flemate, Denise Thompson, Greg Sheehan, Casey Hammond, Clayton McBride, Kashif Askari, Janine Velasco, Henry Schlitzer, Michael Gale</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Thu Jun 22, 2017**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>11:30am</th>
<th>Weekly FWS/SOL Meeting - Room 3359</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Video call:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Calendar:</strong></td>
<td>Jim Kurth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Created by:</strong></td>
<td>Roslyn Sellars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Who:</strong></td>
<td>Jim Kurth, Stephen Guertin, Peg Romanik, Benjamin Jesup, Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Wendy Fink</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Tue Jun 27, 2017**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2:45pm</th>
<th>FWS weekly check in meeting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Video call:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Where:</strong></td>
<td>AS/FWP Conference Room -- 3144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Calendar:</strong></td>
<td>Maureen Foster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Created by:</strong></td>
<td>Tasha Robbins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Who:</strong></td>
<td>Thomas Irwin, Charisa Morris, Maureen Foster, Richard Goeken, Greg Sheehan, Wendy Fink, Stephen Guertin, Catherine Gulac, Jason Larrabee, Tasha Robbins, Aurelia Skipwith, Marshall Critchfield, Heather Swift, Jim Kurth, Todd Willens, Roslyn Sellars, Zachariah Gambill, Peg Romanik, Barbara Wainman</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3pm</th>
<th>*FWS weekly check in meeting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Video call:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Where:</strong></td>
<td>AS/FWP Conference Room -- 3144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Calendar:</strong></td>
<td>Greg Sheehan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Created by:</strong></td>
<td>Roslyn Sellars</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Thu Jun 29, 2017**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>11:30am</th>
<th>Weekly FWS/SOL Meeting - Room 3359</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Video call:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Calendar:</strong></td>
<td>Jim Kurth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Created by:</strong></td>
<td>Roslyn Sellars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Who:</strong></td>
<td>Peg Romanik, Greg Sheehan, Jim Kurth, Charisa Morris, Benjamin Jesup, Stephen Guertin, Wendy Fink</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
10:30am  Budget (Greg, Jim, Steve, Casey)  
Video call:  

Calendar: Stephen Guertin  
Who: Jim Kurth, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin, Casey Hammond, Gregory Sheehan  

Mon Jul 3, 2017  

10am  Weekly Politicals Meeting  
Where: Secretary’s Conference Room- 5160  
Calendar: Natalie Davis  

11am  AD Staff meeting -- Room 3038  
Video call:  

Calendar:  
GMS-mike_edwards@fws.gov-01cdc809-fe30cf88.pst/paul_souza@fws.gov (Read Only)  
Created by: Mike Edwards  
Who: Georgia Basso, Paul Souza, Honora Gordon, Stephen Guertin, GMS-mike_edwards@fws.gov-01cdc809-fe30cf88.pst/paul_souza@fws.gov (Read Only), Paul Rauch, bryan_arroyo@fws.gov, Gary Frazer, Greg Sheehan, David Hoskins, Chris Nolin, Jim Kurth, Casey Hammond, Charisa Morris, Cynthia Martinez, Kenneth Taylor, Brian Bloodsworth, Janine Velasco, Gregory Sheehan, Denise Sheehan, Jerome Ford, william_c_woody@fws.gov, betsy_hildebrandt@fws.gov, Maureen Foster  

11am  AD Staff meeting -- Room 3038  
Video call:  

Calendar: Jim Kurth  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who: Greg Sheehan, Jerome Ford, Gary Frazer, Charisa Morris, Jim Kurth, Stephen Guertin, Honora Gordon, Cynthia Martinez, Maureen Foster, Brian Bloodsworth, Casey Hammond, Chris Nolin, william_c_woody@fws.gov, Janine Velasco, betsy_hildebrandt@fws.gov, Paul Souza, Paul Rauch, Georgia Basso, Kenneth Taylor, Gregory Sheehan, Denise Sheehan, David Hoskins, bryan_arroyo@fws.gov
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

2pm  Meeting (Greg, Jessie and Kathy) to discuss benefits - Room 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Jessie Cheek, Greg Sheehan, Kathy Cannavino

Tue Jul 4, 2017

2:45pm  FWS weekly check in meeting
Video call:

Where: AS/FWP Conference Room -- 3144
Calendar: Maureen Foster
Created by: Tasha Robbins

3pm  *FWS weekly check in meeting
Video call:

Where: AS/FWP Conference Room -- 3144
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

Wed Jul 5, 2017

10am  FIFRA-ESA followup
Video call:

Where: SOL Conf rm. 6342 - Call-in: [phone number] participant code: [phone number]
Calendar: Mariagrazia Caminiti
Who: Mariagrazia Caminiti, Greg Sheehan, Daniel Jorjani, [b] (8) [c]@ceq.eop.gov, Casey Hammond, [b] (8) [c]@ceq.eop.gov, [b] (8) [c]@ceq.eop.gov

11:30am  Sage Grouse Review Team Bridge# [phone number] passcode [phone number]
Video call:

Where: BLM-WO MIB RM5653 Conference Room
Calendar: Yolando Mack-Thompson
2:30pm  Weekly Directorate VTC: Transition Check-In--Room 3038

Video call:

Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Thomas Irwin

Thu Jul 6

9:30am  Bi-Weekly Meeting with Assistant Secretary and Advisors

Video call:

Where: 5160 Conference Room
Calendar: ios.doi.gov
Created by: Caroline Boulton

9:30am  Bi-Weekly Meeting with Assistant Secretary and Advisors

Video call:

Where: 5160 Conference Room
Calendar: scott.angelle@bsee.gov
Created by: Thomas Lillie

11:30am  Weekly FWS/SOL Meeting - Room 3359

Video call:

Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Roslyn Sellar
Who: Jim Kurth, Stephen Guertin, Peg Romanik, Benjamin Jesup, Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Wendy Fink

12:30pm  Meeting (Jim, Greg, Steve and Gary) on ESA - Rm 3359

Video call:

Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Stephen Guertin, Greg Sheehan, Lois Wellman, Gregory Sheehan, Jim Kurth, Gary Frazer, greg_sheehan@fws.gov
Fri Jul 7, 2017

1 pm  
**OIG monthly status update meeting/conference call (Jim, Steve, Kathy Garrity, Keith Toomey, Charisa)** Room 3359

Video call:  

**Where:** Dial: , Code:  

**Calendar:** Jim Kurth  

**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars  

**Who:** Jim Kurth, Katherine Garrity, Stephen Guertin, Gregory Sheehan, Casey Hammond, Keith Toomey, Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris

Sat Jul 8, 2017

All day  7.5 credit hours

Video call:  

https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  

**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars

10 am  **Sage grouse EOC meetings**

Video call:  


**Calendar:** Gregory Sheehan  

**Who:** Greg Sheehan, Gregory Sheehan

4 pm  
**[Sat July 8 at 2:00p.m.Mountain] Meeting (Greg, Aurelia, Noreen Walsh/Matt Hogan) regarding Missouri River - While at WAFWA (Hotel lobby)**

Video call:  


**Calendar:** Gregory Sheehan  

**Created by:** Thomas Irwin  

**Who:** Matt Hogan, Tasha Robbins, Stephanie Potter, Greg Sheehan, Gregory Sheehan, Aurelia Skipwith, Noreen Walsh, Tameka Lewis-Robinson, Charisa Morris

4:30 pm  **Discussion on Lower Yellowstone litigation with Noreen and Aurelia**

Video call:  


**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  

**Created by:** Gregory Sheehan

5 pm  **Meet with Aurelia for overview of Mexican and Red Wolves**

Video call:  

https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/gregory-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  

**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars
Sun Jul 9, 2017

7pm  WAFWA Directors Panel
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Gregory Sheehan

3pm  Meet with Greg
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=bm9yZWVuX3dhbHNoQGZ3c
Where: Lobby
Calendar: Noreen Walsh
Who: Greg Sheehan

Mon Jul 10, 2017

10am  Weekly Politics Meeting
Where: Secretary’s Conference Room- 5160
Calendar: Natalie Davis
Who:

11am  AD Staff meeting -- Room 3038
Video call: 
Calendar: GMS-mike_edwards@fws.gov-01cdc809-fe30cf88.pst/paul_souza@fws.gov (Read Only)
Created by: Mike Edwards
Who:
Georgia Basso, Paul Rauch, Brian Bloodsworth, Jerome Ford, Paul Souza, Maureen Foster, GMS-mike_edwards@fws.gov-01cdc809-fe30cf88.pst/paul_souza@fws.gov (Read Only), bryan_arroyo@fws.gov, Jim Kurth, David Hoskins, Chris Nolin, Gary Frazer, william_c_woody@fws.gov, Janine Velasco, Cynthia Martinez, Charisa Morris, Denise Sheehan, Greg Sheehan, betsy_hildebrandt@fws.gov, Gregory Sheehan, Stephen Guertin, Casey Hammond, Kenneth Taylor
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

11am  AD Staff meeting -- Room 3038
Video call:

Calendar: Jim Kurth  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who:  
Casey Hammond, Denise Sheehan, Brian Bloodsworth, Paul Rauch, Kenneth Taylor,  
betsy_hildebrandt@fws.gov, Greg Sheehan, Gary Frazer, Charisa Morris, David Hoskins, Stephen  
Guertin, Janine Velasco, Georgia Basso, Gregory Sheehan, Chris Nolin, Maureen Foster, Paul  
Souza, Jerome Ford, Jim Kurth, bryan_arroyo@fws.gov, william_c_woody@fws.gov, Cynthia  
Martinez

2pm  Phone Call re: Juliana Vs U.S.
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/gregory-sheeфан?hceid=29y9zaGVlaGFuQG;

Where: Vail Marriott, Ballroom Salon J or Dial: [redacted], Code: [redacted]  
Calendar: Gregory Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who:  
Jim Kurth, Noreen Walsh, Gregory Sheehan, Greg Sheehan, Larry Mellinger, Greg  
Siekaniec, Gary Frazer, Charisa Morris

Tue Jul 11, 2017

2:45pm  FWS weekly check in meeting
Video call:

Where: AS/FWP Conference Room -- 3144  
Calendar: Maureen Foster  
Created by: Tasha Robbins  
Who:  
Thomas Irwin, Charisa Morris, Maureen Foster, Richard Goeken, Greg Sheehan, Wendy  
Fink, Stephen Guertin, Catherine Gulac, Jason Larrabee, Tasha Robbins, Aurelia Skipwith,  
Marshall Critchfield, Heather Swift, Jim Kurth, Todd Willens, Roslyn Sellars, Zachariah Gambill,  
Peg Romanik, Barbara Wainman

3pm  FWS Sportsmen Briefing
Video call:

Where: 6151 Conference Room  
Calendar: ios.doigov  
Created by: Caroline Boulton  
Who:  
Craig Hoover, Downey Magallanes, Todd Willens, Gregory Sheehan, bryan_arroyo@fws.  
gov, Scott Hommel, ios.doigov, Greg Sheehan

4:30pm  Greg/Cindy Dohner
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheeфан?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who: cynthia_dohner@fws.gov, Greg Sheehan
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

5pm Greg/Charisa

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/gregory-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI29yeV9zaGVlaGFuQG

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan

Wed Jul 12, 2017

9:15am

Meeting (Casey and Parker Moore) on ESA listing of the rusty-patched bumble bee - Rm 3038

Video call

Calendar: Casey Hammond
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Parker Moore, Virginia Johnson, Casey Hammond, Gregory Sheehan, GregSheehan

10:30am

Pre-brief for Senator McConnell meeting - Rm 3038-- Dial: , Code: Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/gregory-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI29yeV9zaGVlaGFuQG:

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Jim Kurth, Barbara Wainman, Devin Helfrich, Angela Gustavson, GregSheehan, Shaun Sanchez, Cynthia Martinez, Micah Chambers, Martin Kodis, Matthew Huggler, Casey Hammond, jeff_rupert@fws.gov, Jeffrey Fleming, David Viker

11:30am Scheduling (Greg/Roslyn)

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1pm

Meet & Greet (Greg Sheehan & FWS Ethics Staff) --Anne Badgley & Kim Hintz-FWS Ethics Office) Room 3358 (Kim-in person/Anne to call 208-4545)

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/gregory-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI29yeV9zaGVlaGFuQG.

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Anne Badgley, Greg Sheehan, kimberly_hintz@fws.gov

1:30pm

FWS/Kansas Farm Bureau Meeting re: lesser prairie chicken (referred by Senator Moran's office) - Room 3358

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/gregory-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI29yeV9zaGVlaGFuQG

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: flicknerr@kfb.org, Greg Sheehan
2:30pm  Monthly FWS Directorate VTC - Room 3038
Video call:

Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Roslyn Sellsar
Who:
Tom Melius, Janine Velasco, Michael Gale, Rebekah Giddings, Anne Badgley, Henry Schlitzer, Theresa Rabot, Jay Slack, Wanda Cantrell, Roslyn Sellsar, Gloria Bell, Gary Frazer, Pamela Michalekgo, Brian Bloodsworth, Charisa Morris, Stephanie Potter, Jody Holzworth, Lois Wellman, Noreen Walsh, Matt Hogan, Edward Grace, Acquanetta Reese, Denise Thompson, Gregory Sheehan, Benjamin Tuggle, Robert Garfinkel, John Schmerfeld, Nicole Tsugawa, john_tramack@fws.gov, Karen Clark, Jerome Ford, Paul Souza, Clayton McBride, Shaun Sanchez, Stephen Guertin, Matthew Huggler, Eugene Sivigny, Michael Oetker, Joy Nicholopoulos, Mike Johnson, Shelley Hartmann, Janine Velasco, cynthia_dohner@fws.gov, Greg Sheehan, Virginia Takang, Azureedee Perkins, Kelly Kennedy Bechdel, Jim Willis, Conni Conner, JoAn Mundt, Seth Mott, Cynthia Martinez, veronica_barrientos@fws.gov, Susan White, Barbara Wainman, Thomas Irwin, Shelly Senior, bryan_arroyo@fws.gov, Margaret Hardy, Stacey Garcia, Charles Wooley, Larry Rabin, Deborah Rocque, Gina Shultz, Robert Curry, Jesse Brent, Kathleen King, Greg Siekanieic, Wendi Weber, Denise Sanchez, Kenneth Taylor, Robyn Thorson, Paul Rauch, David Hoskins, Lori Mendoza, Jim Kurth, Delores Bigbyy, Chris Jensen, Anya Rushing, Tauline Davis, Denise Sheehan

3:30pm  Briefing re: S.O. 3347 and Sportsmen Access (Greg, Casey, Michael Gale, John Schmerfeld, Shaun Sanchez) Room 3038
Video call:

Where: Room 3038
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellsar
Who:
Casey Hammond, Shaun Sanchez, Michael Gale, John Schmerfeld, Anya Rushing, Cynthia Martinez, Greg Sheehan, David Hoskins
Thu Jul 13, 2017

4 pm
Briefing on Giant Garter Snake (Jim Cason, Dan Jorjani, Virginia Johnson, Aurelia Skipwith, Gary Frazer, Casey Hammond, Greg Sheehan, Downey Magallanes, Peg Romanik) Room 6120
Video call:

Where: Room 6120
Calendar: Gareth Rees
Who:

9 am
Briefing: (Greg, Jim, Jerome, Mike, Kari, Robert and Sarah) on upcoming North American Wetlands Conservation Council teleconference - Rm 3359
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/gregory-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ29yeV9zaGVlaGFuQG:

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who:
Greg Sheehan, Jim Kurth, Jerome Ford, Sarah Mott, Robert Ford, Mike Johnson, Kari Duncan

9:30 am
BRIEFING (Greg, Tim Van Norman and SOL) on Zimbabwe elephant trophies and the current litigation - Rm 3038
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/gregory-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ29yeV9zaGVlaGFuQG:

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who:
Peg Romanik, Tim Vannorman, Russell Husen, Greg Sheehan, Benjamin Jesup, Gloria Bell, Craig Hoover

10:30 am
[To Be Rescheduled] Hold for meeting with Scott Hommel & Todd Willens re: USPP proposal (Room to be determined)
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

11 am USGS briefing on Lesser Prairie-Chicken Viability
Where: Room 6461 + WebEx (details below)
Calendar: Michelle Mebane
Created by: William Lukas
Who:
Andrea Travnicek, William Lukas, Anne-Berry Wade, Charisa Morris, Barbara Wainman, David Applegate, Michelle Mebane, Betsy Hildebrandt, Anne Kinsinger, Ryan Nichols, Greg Sheehan, ASWS Conference Room, David Smith, Catherine Puckett, Gary Frazer, Kerry Rae, William Lellis, William Werkheiser, betsy_hildebrandt@fws.gov, Scott Cameron, John Organ
11:30 am  Weekly FWS/SOL Meeting - Room 3359
   Video call:
   Calendar: Jim Kurth
   Created by: Roslyn Sellars
   Who:
   Benjamin Jesup, Peg Romanik, Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan, Jim Kurth, Stephen Guertin, Wendy Fink

1 pm  Meeting (Greg Sheehan and Greg Schildwachter of Watershed Results) to discuss - conservation for the lesser prairie chicken - Rm 3358
   Video call:
   https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-greg-j-she?hceid=Z3JiZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
   Calendar: Greg Sheehan
   Created by: Thomas Irwin
   Who: Greg Sheehan, greg@watershedresults.com

1:30 pm  Travel to hill meeting
   Video call:
   https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/gregory-sheehan?hceid=Z3JiZ29yeV9zaGVlaGFuQG
   Where: Depart for Hill Meeting
   Calendar: Greg Sheehan
   Created by: Roslyn Sellars

2 pm  Meeting re: Potential New Refuge in Kentucky (Senator McConnell's Chief of Staff, Phil Maxson, Legislative Director, Katelyn Conner, and Legislative Assistant, Natalie McIntyre) - 317 Russell Senate Office Building
   Video call:
   https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/gregory-sheehan?hceid=Z3JiZ29yeV9zaGVlaGFuQG
   Calendar: Greg Sheehan
   Created by: Roslyn Sellars
   Who: Angela Gustavson, Greg Sheehan, Martin Kodis, Barbara Wainman, Micah Chambers

2:30 pm  On the Hill
   Video call:
   https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JiZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
   Calendar: Greg Sheehan
   Created by: Roslyn Sellars

3:30 pm  Meeting: Congressman Walter Jones, Josh Bowling, Virginia Johnson and Greg Sheehan
   Video call:
   Calendar: Tasha Robbins
   Where: 2333 Rayburn Building
   Created by: Tasha Robbins
   Who: Virginia Johnson, Roslyn Sellars, Tasha Robbins, Thomas Irwin, Greg Sheehan
6pm Meeting re: Sagegrouse - w/Bill Meyers & Idaho Speaker Scott Bedke

Video call:

Where: 6120 or call PC Mr. Cason’s LC
Calendar: Gareth Rees
Created by: James Cason
Who: Catherine Gulac, Roslyn Sellaras, lthurn@blm.gov, James Cason, Casey Hammond, Amanda Kaster, Kathleen Benedetto, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Aaron Moody, Yolando Mack-Thompson, Daniel Jorjani, Katharine MacGregor, Thomas Irwin, Greg Sheehan

6pm TRAVEL: To Old Ebbitt Grill


Where: 675 15th St NW, Washington, DC 20005, USA
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Greg Sheehan, kendall.garaway@mail.house.gov

Fri Jul 14, 2017

9am Meet with Jeff Crane - Congressional Sportsmens Foundation


Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellaras

10am Meeting Greg Sheehan/Steve Thompson/Timber Companies - Rm 3038

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/gregory-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ29yeV9zaGVlaGFuQG:

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: steve@stevethompsonnllc.com, Casey Hammond, Greg Sheehan

10:30am Briefing for Greg’s 7/19 Hearing - Room 3038


Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellaras
Who: Angela Gustavson, Lisa Jones, Greg Sheehan, Gloria Bell, Edward Grace, Craig Hoover, Martin Kodis, Gary Frazer, Alyssa Hausman, Barbara Wainman, Micah Chambers, Dominic Maione
12pm
**NAWCA council conference call (Dial-in: [Redacted] Passcode: [Redacted]) (POC: Sarah Mott)**

*Video call:*

*Calendar: Greg Sheehan*
*Created by: Thomas Irwin*
*Who: Greg Sheehan, Jim Kurth*

1pm  **Meeting w/Todd Willens and FWP Staff - Rm 3144**

*Video call:*

*Where: AS/FWP Conference Room, 3144*
*Calendar: Tasha Robbins*
*Who: Brian Pavlik, Tasha Robbins, Marshall Critchfield, Casey Hammond, Mary Josie Blanchard, Virginia Johnson, Roslyn Sellars, Catherine Gulac, Greg Sheehan, Wendy Fink, Thomas Irwin, Todd Willens, Maureen Foster, Shannon Estenoz*

2pm  **Meeting (Greg Sheehan and Anna Seidman) to discuss several issues SCI is working on and several SCI events - Rm 3358**

*Video call:*


*Calendar: Greg Sheehan*
*Created by: Thomas Irwin*
*Who: aseidman@safariclub.org, Greg Sheehan*

2:30pm  **Greg Sheehan/Whit Fosburgh TRCP - Room 3358**

*Video call:*


*Calendar: Greg Sheehan*
*Created by: Gregory Sheehan*
*Who: Greg Sheehan, wfosburgh@trcp.org*

3:30pm  **Recommended Members for the Sage Grouse Review Team**

*Video call:*

*Where: BLM-WO MIB RM5653 Conference Room*
*Calendar: Yolando Mack-Thompson*
*Who: Gisella Ojeda-dodds, Casey Hammond, Greg Sheehan, Vincent Devito, Timothy Williams, Kathleen Benedetto, Valerie Smith, BLM-WO MIB RM5653 Conference Room, Yolando Mack-Thompson, Amanda Kaster*

4pm  **Virginia and Greg**

*Video call:*

*Where: AS/FWP conference room, 3144*
*Calendar: Tasha Robbins*
*Who: Tasha Robbins, Virginia Johnson, Thomas Irwin, Greg Sheehan, RoslynSellars*
4:30pm  Greg emails in office
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/gregory-sheehan?hceid=Z3JiZ29yeV9zaGVlaGFuQG
Where: office
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Gregory Sheehan

6:30pm  Complete Financial Disclosure survey
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/gregory-sheehan?hceid=Z3JiZ29yeV9zaGVlaGFuQG
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Gregory Sheehan

Mon Jul 17, 2017

10am  Weekly Politicals Meeting
Where: Secretary's Conference Room- 5160
Calendar: Natalie Davis

11am  AD Staff meeting - Rm 3038
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/gregory-sheehan?hceid=Z3JiZ29yeV9zaGVlaGFuQG
Calendar: Mike Edwards
Created by: Mike Edwards
Who: Charisa Morris, Cynthia Martinez, Jerome Ford, Georgia Basso, Greg Sheehan, Denise Sheehan, Kenneth Taylor, GMS-mike_edwards@fws.gov-01cdc809-fe30cf88.pst/paul_souza@fws.gov (Read Only)
Created by: Mike Edwards
Who: Bryan Arroyo, David Hoskins, Casey Hammond, Stephen Guertin, Maureen Foster, Greg Sheehan, Brian Bloodsworth, Paul Souza

11am  AD Staff meeting - Rm 3038
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/gregory-sheehan?hceid=Z3JiZ29yeV9zaGVlaGFuQG
Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

12 pm  
Meeting (Greg and External Affairs) to discuss MyVoice program - Rm 3358  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI2qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Thomas Irwin  
Who:  
Shelley Hartmann, Barbara Wainman, Matthew Huggler, Kenneth Taylor, Greg Sheehan, Azuredeee Perkins

12:30pm  Scheduling Discussion (Greg, Roslyn) Room 3352  
Video call:  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1pm  
FWS/Nat’l Endangered Species act Reform Coalition (NESARC) Meeting - Room 3038  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/gregory-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI29yeV9zaGViQFuQG

Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who:  
Casey Hammond, Thomas Irwin, Greg Sheehan, jas@vnf.com, ryany@fb.org, Gary Frazer, Lois Wellman

2pm  McKittrick Discussion  
Video call:  
Where: 6120  
Calendar: Tasha Robbins  
Who:  
Todd Willens, Wendy Fink, Maureen Foster, Casey Hammond, Thomas Irwin, Greg Sheehan, Peg Romanik, Roslyn Sellars, Catherine Gulac, TashaRobbins

2:30pm  Briefing for Greg’s 7/19 Hearing - Room 3038  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/gregory-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI2qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who:  
Gary Frazer, Alyssa Hausman, Edward Grace, Dominic Maione, AngelaGustavson, Gloria Bell, Martin Kodis, Barbara Wainman, Craig Hoover, Lisa Jones, Greg Sheehan, Micah Chambers, Casey Hammond
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

4:30pm
Meeting: FWS & National Alliance of Forest Owners re: Projects to support the conservation of at risk species (Chip Murray, Jimmy Bullock) - Rm 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, jbullock@resourcemgt.com, cmurray@nafoalliance.org

Tue Jul 18, 2017

All day 2 credit hours
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

9am
Meeting with Apex Wind re: FWS permitting issue in Hoopeston/Vermillion County, IL (Greg, Doug Domenech)
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: Room 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Douglas Domenech, Greg Sheehan, dave.phillips@apexcleanenergy.com,Dennis步骤en@KLGates.com

9:30am Greg Sheehan’s ESA Hearing Murder Board Meeting
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: Room 3038
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Martin Kodis, Barbara Wainman, Greg Sheehan, Gary Frazer, Edward Grace, Dominic Maione, Jim Kurth, Stephen Guertin, Charisa Morris, Craig Hoover, Matthew Huggler, Casey Hammond, Micah Chambers, Lisa Jones

11am Do not schedule
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

12pm Lunch
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
1:30 pm  
Briefing (Greg, Jim, Steve and David Hoskins) on transferring Meridian NFH to City of Meridian, MS - Rm 3359  
Video call:  
Calendar: Jim Kurth  
Created by: Thomas Irwin  
Who: David Hoskins, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin, Jim Kurth

2 pm  
USPP Proposal Meeting with Scott Hommel - Room TBA  
Video call:  
Where: Rom 6144  
Calendar: Scott Hommel  
Created by: Elinor Werner  
Who: Greg Sheehan, Scott Hommel, Todd Willens

2:30 pm  
Scheduling (Greg, Roslyn) Room 3358  
Video call:  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

2:45 pm  
FWS weekly check in meeting  
Video call:  
Where: AS/FWP Conference Room -- 3144  
Calendar: Maureen Foster  
Created by: Tasha Robbins  
Who:  

4 pm  
Correspondence  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

4:30 pm  
Briefing re: Meeting with Congressman McCarthy re: Bitter Creek Refuge (Greg, Paul Souza, Cynthia Martinez, Shaun Sanchez) - Rm 3358--Dial , Code:  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Thomas Irwin  
Who:  
Paul Souza, Wanda Cantrell, Greg Sheehan, Shaun Sanchez, Cynthia Martinez, Barbara Wainman, Jim Kurth
4:30pm  
**Briefing re: Meeting with Congressman McCarthy re: Bitter Creek Refuge (Greg, Paul Souza, Cynthia Martinez, Shaun Sanchez) - Rm 3358--Dial [Video call](#):  

Calendar:  
GMS-mike_edwards@fws.gov-01cdc809-fe30cf88.pst/paul_souza@fws.gov (Read Only)  
Created by: Mike Edwards  
Who:  
GMS-mike_edwards@fws.gov-01cdc809-fe30cf88.pst/paul_souza@fws.gov (Read Only), Jim Kurth, Cynthia Martinez, Wanda Cantrell, Greg Sheehan, Shaun Sanchez, Barbara Wainman, Paul Souza  

5:30pm  Travel to Ducks Unlimited Event  
**Video call:** https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  

Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  

6pm  Ducks Unlimited Reception: Hunters & Anglers for the Great Lakes  
**Video call:** https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  

Where: Ducks Unlimited Office, 444 North Capitol Street NW, Suite 745, Washington, DC  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  

Wed Jul 19, 2017  

9:15am  TRAVEL: To Capitol Hill  
**Video call:** https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  

Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Thomas Irwin  
Who: Martin Kodis, Angela Gustavson, Greg Sheehan  

9:30am  Bi-Weekly Meeting with Assistant Secretaries & Advisors  
**Video call:**  

Where: 5160 Conference Room  
Calendar: scott.angelle@bsee.gov  
Created by: Thomas Lillie  
Who:  
Greg Sheehan, Scott Cameron, Aaron Thiele, Downey Magallanes, Alan Mikkelsen, Virginia Johnson, Gavin Clarkson, Scott Angelle, Laura Rigas, Gareth Rees, Scott Hommel, David Mihalic, los.doi.gov, Daniel Jorjani, James Cason, Vincent Devito, Timothy Williams, Todd Willens, Andrea Travnicke, Lori Mashburn, Douglas Domenech, Micah Chambers, Katharine MacGregor, Greg Sheehan
9:30am  Bi-Weekly Meeting with Assistant Secretaries & Advisors
Video call:

Where: 5160 Conference Room
Calendar: ios.doi.gov
Created by: Caroline Boulton
Who:
Douglas Domench, Vincent Devito, Alan Mikkelsen, David Mihalic, Micah Chambers, 
Gareth Rees, Gavin Clarkson, Gregory Sheehan, Aaron Thiele, Scott Hommel, Todd Willens, 
Laura Rigas, Daniel Jorjani, Andrea Travnicek, Katharine MacGregor, Virginia Johnson, Scott 
Angelle, Downey Magallanes, Greg Sheehan, Lori Mashburn, James Cason, 
ios.doi.gov, Timothy Williams, Scott Cameron

9:30am  Bi-Weekly Meeting with Assistant Secretaries & Advisors
Video call:

Where: 5160 Conference Room
Calendar: scott.angelle@bsee.gov
Created by: Thomas Lillie
Who:
Daniel Jorjani, Virginia Johnson, Micah Chambers, David Mihalic, Greg Sheehan, Vincent 
Devito, Gareth Rees, Andrea Travnicek, Gregory Sheehan, ios.doi.gov, Scott Cameron, 
Katharine MacGregor, Timothy Williams, Downey Magallanes, Scott Angelle, Gavin Clarkson, 
Aaron Thiele, Todd Willens, Douglas Domench, James Cason, Lori Mashburn, Scott Hommel, 
Alan Mikkelsen, Laura Rigas

10am  "On the Hill"
Video call:

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

10am  Hearing before the House Committee on Natural Resources on five bills that amend the ESA
Video call:

Where: 1324 Longworth
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

2:30pm  Weekly Directorate VTC: Transition Check-In--Room 3038
Video call:

Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who:
Jim Kurth, Clayton McBride, Henry Schlitzer, Janine Velasco, Greg Sheehan, Kashif Askari, 
Wanda Cantrell, Pamela Michalegko, Edward Grace, Casey Hammond, Brian Bloodsworth, FWS 
Directorate & Deputies, Denise Thompson, Michael Gale, Mario Flemate
3pm  Meeting (Greg Sheehan and Rep Chris Stewart, R-UT) - 323 Cannon
Video call:  

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Angela Gustavson, Devin Helfrich, Martin Kodis, Greg Sheehan

4pm  Meeting (Greg and Senator Mike Lee (R-UT) - 361A Russell
Video call:  

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Angela Gustavson, Martin Kodis, Greg Sheehan

5pm  Meeting (Greg and Majority Leader McCarthy) - Capitol Bldg, Room H-107
Video call:  

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Greg Sheehan, Martin Kodis, Devin Helfrich, Angela Gustavson

6pm  Dinner with Tim Sheehan
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan

Thu Jul 20, 2017

8:30am  Sportsmen's access - Rm 3358
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who:  
Michael Gale, Charisa Morris, Jim Kurth, Casey Hammond, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin, Barbara Wainman

9am  Meeting: Greg Sheehan/Jamie Clark-Defenders of Wildlife - Room 3358
Video call:  

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: jclark@defenders.org, isedlovsky@defenders.org, Greg Sheehan

9:30am  Travel to Skyline
Video call:  

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan
10am  Visit Skyline/Meet with Staff
Video call:  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who: Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris

12:30pm  Travel from Skyline
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1pm  
Briefing (Greg and Cindy Dohner) on Red Wolves (Cindy should call (202) 208-4545 and transferred to Greg's polycom) - Rm 3358
Video call:  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Thomas Irwin  
Who: cynthia_dohner@fws.gov, Greg Sheehan, Anya Rushing, Acquanetta Reese

1:30pm  Andrea/Greg re: Follow up on Viability of Lesser Prairie-Chicken
Where: Room 3358
Calendar: Michelle Mebane  
Who: Thomas Irwin, Roslyn Sellars, Andrea Travnicek, Michelle Mebane, GregSheehan

2pm  
Photo shoot (Greg and Kayt Jonsson) for bio and upcoming NFWF meeting -MIB
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Thomas Irwin  
Who: Kayt Jonsson, Greg Sheehan

2:30pm  Correspondence
Video call:  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

4pm  Scheduling/Travel (Greg, Roslyn) Room 3358
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
9:45am  Meeting (Greg and Aurelia) Follow-up questions - Rm 3358
   Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
   Calendar: Greg Sheehan
   Created by: Thomas Irwin
   Who: Tameka Lewis-Robinson, Aurelia Skipwith, Tasha Robbins, Greg Sheehan

10am  Catch-up Meeting (Greg and Paul Souza-in person) - Rm 3358
   Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
   Calendar: GMS-mike_edwards@fws.gov-01cdc809-fe30cf88.pst/paul_souza@fws.gov (Read Only)
   Created by: Mike Edwards
   Who: GMS-mike_edwards@fws.gov-01cdc809-fe30cf88.pst/paul_souza@fws.gov (Read Only), Greg Sheehan, Wanda Cantrell, Paul Souza

10am  Catch-up Meeting (Greg and Paul Souza-in person) - Rm 3358
   Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
   Calendar: Greg Sheehan
   Created by: Thomas Irwin
   Who: Paul Souza, Wanda Cantrell, Greg Sheehan

10:30am  Top 10 list brainstorming
   Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
   Where: Room 3357
   Calendar: Stephen Guertin
   Who: Greg Sheehan, Barbara Wainman, Charisa Morris, Stephen Guertin, Casey Hammond

12pm  Do Not Schedule
   Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
   Calendar: Greg Sheehan
   Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1pm  Ecological Service Program Briefing (Greg, Gary Frazer, Gina Shultz)
   Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
   Where: Room 3359
   Calendar: Greg Sheehan
   Created by: Roslyn Sellars
   Who: Lois Wellman, Greg Sheehan, Gary Frazer, Gina Shultz, Craig Aubrey, Jeff Newman, Steve Reagan, Bridget Fahey
1:30pm

Phone call re: Sage Grouse Draft Secretarial Order - Dial: 

Code:

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Gary Frazer, Theresa Rabot, Charisa Morris, Casey Hammond, Greg Sheehan, Noreen Walsh, Jason Holm, Stephanie Potter, Nicole Alt

2pm Sage Grouse Review Team Meeting - Bridge #

Video call:

Where: BLM-WO MIB RM5653 Conference Room
Calendar: lthurn@blm.gov

3pm Meeting: Greg Sheehan/Lori McCullough, CEO/Executive Director The Great Outdoors Fund

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: lori@thegreatoutdoorsfund.org, Greg Sheehan

3:30pm Meeting on the Sportsmen Access Summit (Greg, Barbara Wainman, Michael Gale) - Rm 3358

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Michael Gale, Barbara Wainman, Casey Hammond, William Hall, Greg Sheehan

3:45pm Correspondence/Emails

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

4pm Hold for Meeting: Greg, Barbara Wainman and Chris Tollefson Rm 3358

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Barbara Wainman, Greg Sheehan, Chris Tollefson
Sun Jul 23, 2017

All day

8 credit hours (Travel to/from airports 1hr, Flight 3 hr 45 min, meeting at Refuge)

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

All day

Travel to Denver for Sage Grouse Tash Force (7/23 - 7/25) -- Depart IAD at 12:30p on Sun., 7/23, Return Dulles 9p on Tue., 7/25

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

Mon Jul 24, 2017

All day

Travel to Denver for Sage Grouse Tash Force (7/23 - 7/25) -- Depart IAD at 12:30p on Sun., 7/23, Return Dulles 9p on Tue., 7/25

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

All day

Travel to Denver - Sage grouse SEC Order meetings (6/24 - 6/25)

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/gregory-sheehan?hceid=Z3JiZ29yeV9zaGVlaGFuQG

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

9am

Denver - Sage grouse SEC Order meetings

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/gregory-sheehan?hceid=Z3JiZ29yeV9zaGVlaGFuQG

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

10am

Discussion with Noreen on sage grouse

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Gregory Sheehan
10am Weekly Politicals Meeting
Where: Secretary’s Conference Room- 5160
Calendar: Natalie Davis

11am AD Staff meeting - Rm 3038
Video call:
Calendar: GMS-mike_edwards@fws.gov-01cdc809-fe30cf88.pst/paul_souza@fws.gov (Read Only)
Created by: Mike Edwards
Who: Georgia Basso, Chris Nolin, bryan_arroyo@fws.gov, Janine Velasco, Kenneth Taylor, Edward Grace, Jim Kurth, Gary Frazer, Paul Souza, Brian Bloodsworth, Charisa Morris, David Hoskins, Greg Sheehan, Jerome Ford, Casey Hammond, GMS-mike_edwards@fws.gov-01cdc809-fe30cf88.pst/paul_souza@fws.gov (ReadOnly), Gregory Sheehan, Denise Sheehan, Stephen Guertin, Paul Rauch, Maureen Foster, Cynthia Martinez

11am AD Staff meeting - Rm 3038
Video call:
Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Brian Bloodsworth, Casey Hammond, Kenneth Taylor, Gregory Sheehan, bryan_arroyo@fws.gov, Paul Rauch, Gary Frazer, Maureen Foster, Georgia Basso, Cynthia Martinez, David Hoskins, Chris Nolin, Edward Grace, Greg Sheehan, Denise Sheehan, Janine Velasco, Jim Kurth, Charisa Morris, Jerome Ford, Stephen Guertin, Paul Souza

12pm Do Not Schedule
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

Tue Jul 25, 2017
All day Travel to Denver for Sage Grouse Tash Force (7/23 -7/25)--Depart IAD at 12:30p on Sun., 7/23, Return Dulles 9p on Tue., 7/25
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
All day Denver Sage Grouse Meeting
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

7:30am Call into morning staff meeting from Denver
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Gregory Sheehan

8am On travel in Denver
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

12pm Do Not Schedule
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

2:45pm FWS weekly check in meeting
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: AS/FWP Conference Room -- 3144
Calendar: Maureen Foster
Created by: Tasha Robbins

4pm (No title)
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Gareth Rees
10am  
Meeting re: Texas Conservation Plan for the Dunes Sagebrush Lizard  
(Greg, Gary Frazer and Robert Gulley of Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts) - Rm 3358  
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Thomas Irwin  
Who: Gary Frazer, cary.dupuy@cpa.texas.gov, Greg Sheehan, Lois Wellman

10:30am  
Refuges Program Briefing (Greg Sheehan, Cynthia/Shaun & Refuges staff) - Rm 3038  
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Thomas Irwin  
Who: Shaun Sanchez, Cynthia Martinez, Greg Sheehan

11:30am  
Workforce Management Strategy (Greg, Steve, Casey, Jim, Rebekah Giddings, Denise Sheehan, Charisa) - Room 3357  
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who: Rebekah Giddings, Denise Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Jim Kurth, Casey Hammond, Stephen Guertin, Greg Sheehan

12pm  
Do Not Schedule  
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1pm  
Hornshell Final Rule & Texas HCP Issue - (Greg, Gary & Benjamin Tuggle, Jim Kurth) --Dial-in: Passcode: - Rm 3358  
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Thomas Irwin  
Who: Benjamin Tuggle, Gary Frazer, Greg Sheehan, Lois Wellman, Bridget Fahey, Stacey Garcia, Sarah Quamme, Jim Kurth
2pm
Discuss initiatives (Greg, Steve, Jim, Barbara, Casey, Michael Gale, Charisa) - Rm 3357
Video call:

Calendar: Stephen Guertin
Who: Jim Kurth, Greg Sheehan, Casey Hammond, Michael Gale, Charisa Morris, Barbara Wainman, Stephen Guertin

2:30pm Weekly Directorate VTC: Transition Check-In--Room 3038
Video call: f0jkrlr

Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Thomas Irwin

3pm
"Important Places for Important Faces" Follow Up (Greg, Barbara Wainman, Matt Huggler, Cynthia Martinez, Shaun Sanchez) - Room 3038
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Cynthia Martinez, Barbara Wainman, Shaun Sanchez, Matthew Huggler, Jim Kurth, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin, Kayt Jonsson, Nancy Monroe, Mark Newcastle, David Yeargin, Kristen Gilbert, Linda Walker

3pm Meeting - Sportsmen Reception 8/2
Video call:

Where: TBD
Calendar: Catherine Gulac
Who: Wesley Bullock, Marshall Critchfield, Heather Swift, Greg Sheehan, Todd Willens, Catherine Gulac, Casey Hammond
4pm
Sage Grouse Review Team Meeting (Jim Cason, Casey, Greg, Kren Kelleher, Kathleen Benedetto, Timothy Williams, Laura Brown, Todd Yeager, Todd Willens, Anne Kinsinger, Cynthia Moses Nedd) Rm 5653 or Bridge #

Video call:

Where: New Room: 5071, BLM-WO MIB RM5071 Conference Room
Calendar: lthurn@blm.gov

5pm  Meeting on 50 CFR 37.21

Video call:

Where: Room 6120 - Call-in Participant Code (Leader Code
Calendar: Gareth Rees
Who: Greg Sheehan, Daniel Jorjani, Gregory Sheehan, Roslyn Sellars, Kevin Haugrud, Todd Willens, Gareth Rees, Joseph Darnell, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Thomas Irwin, James Cason

Thu Jul 27, 2017

9am  Greg/Amos Enos - Rm 3358

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: aeno@resourcesfirstfoundation.org, Greg Sheehan

10am  Communication Priorities/Development of Remarks/Social Media (Greg, Barbara Wainman, Chris Tollefson, Matt Huggler) Room 3358

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Barbara Wainman, Matthew Huggler, Chris Tollefson, Greg Sheehan
11:30 am  Meeting with AWEA

Video call:  
Calendar: Vincent Devito
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Kathleen Benedetto, Greg Sheehan, mspeerschneider@awea.org, Casey Hammond, Gregory Sheehan, Vincent Devito

11:30am  Weekly FWS/SOL Meeting - Room 3359

Video call:  
Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Jim Kurth, Benjamin Jesup, Peg Romanik, Wendy Fink, Stephen Guertin, Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris

12pm  Do Not Schedule

Video call:  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1pm  MBCC/MBCF Overview + Amending the FY17 MBCF Work Plan - Room 3038

Video call:  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

2pm  WIIN Meeting

Video call:  
Where: Room 5112 - PC: , LC: 
Calendar: GMS-mike_edwards@fws.gov-01cdc809-fe30cf88.pst/paul_souza@fws.gov (Read Only)
Created by: Mike Edwards
Who: Scott Cameron, Virginia Johnson, Steve Glomb, GMS-mike_edwards@fws.gov-01cdc809-fe30cf88.pst/paul_souza@fws.gov (ReadOnly), Amy Holley, Shawn Buckner, Daniel Jorjani, Greg Sheehan, Benjamin Simon, Paul Souza, Aurelia Skipwith, Gary Frazer, Casey Hammond, Todd Willens, Peg Romanik, Alan Mikkelsen, Gregory Sheehan, David Murillo
2pm  
WIIN Meeting (Scott Cameron, Greg, Casey, Aurelia, Gary, Paul Souza) Rm 5112  
Video call:

Where: Room 5112 - , PC: , LC:  
Calendar: Scott Cameron  
Created by: Catherine Callaway  
Who:  
Daniel Jorjani, Aurelia Skipwith, Paul Souza, Amy Holley, Gary Frazer, Alan Mikkelsen, Gregory Sheehan, Casey Hammond, Peg Romanik, Greg Sheehan, Virginia Johnson, David Murillo, Shawn Buckner, Todd Willens, Scott Cameron, Benjamin Simon, Steve Glomb

3:30pm  Pesticide briefing for 7/28 mtg at CEQ (Greg, Casey, Gary) Rm 3358  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who: Gary Frazer, Casey Hammond, Greg Sheehan

5:30pm  Tom Melius - Discussion on FWS issues  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan

Fri Jul 28, 2017

9:30am  
Meeting (Greg, Jerome Ford & Migratory Bird Staff and Noah Matson)  
conflict bird species: vultures, ravens, and cormorants - Rm 3038  
Video call:  

Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who:  
Casey Hammond, Eric Kershner, Mike Johnson, Ken Richkus, brad_bortner@fws.gov, Greg Sheehan, Jerome Ford, Delores Bigby, Noah Matson

10:15am  Briefing: Pass-through of USAID funds to FWS (Rm 3038)  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who:  
Pamela Scruggs, richard_ruggiero@fws.gov, Gloria Bell, Jerome Ford, Edward Grace, Craig Hoover, Casey Hammond, Chris Nolin, Greg Sheehan, Dirck Byler, David Hubbard, Daphne Carlson Bremer
11 am  
**Meeting (Greg and Jeff Trandahl) to review Board meeting materials - Rm 3358**  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Thomas Irwin  
Who:  
mary.keelin@nfwf.org, jeff.trandahl@nfwf.org,julia.debuchananne@nfwf.org, Greg Sheehan

12pm  
**Do Not Schedule**  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1:30pm  
**Meeting: Greg Sheehan/American Bird Conservancy - Rm 3358**  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who: jcipolletti@abcbirds.org, Greg Sheehan, sholmer@abcbirds.org

2pm  
**Correspondence**  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

2:30pm  
**Travel to CEQ (Greg, Gary)**  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who: Gary Frazer, Greg Sheehan

3pm  
**Biological opinion update, 726 Jackson Place, the White House Conference Center (right next to CEQ)**  
Where:  
726 Jackson Place, the White House Conference Center  
Calendar: [b](5), [b](6)@ceq.eop.gov  
Created by: Thomas Irwin  
Who:  
greenwalt.sarah@epa.gov, Roslyn Sellars, baptist.ekir@epa.gov,perlis.robert@epa.gov, Milhouse, Gloria, Bennett, Tate,bolen.brittany@epa.gov, pease.anita@epa.gov, Neumayr, Mary B. EOP/CEQ,echoverria.marietta@epa.gov, Gary Frazer, Uthmeier, James (Federal),Starling, Ray A. EOP/WHO, Jakob, Avivah, Marshall, Venus, Knorr,Michele, Catanzaro, Michael J. EOP/WHO, keigwin.richard@epa.gov, GregSheehan, Seale, Viktoria Z. EOP/CEQ, dyner.mark@epa.gov, schwab.justin@epa.gov, Kunickis, Sheryl - OSEC, wise.louise@epa.gov,Vaden, Stephen - OGC, Bolen, Brittany, Chris Oliver - NOAA Federal,Erik Noble - NOAA Federal, Beck, Nancy, dravis. samantha@epa.gov, GinaShultz
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

4:15pm  Interview with Politico (Greg, Barbara Waiman, Gary Frazer) Rm 3358
Video call:

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Barbara Wainman, Gary Frazer

Mon Jul 31, 2017

9 am  Meet with Doug Dominic Tangier Island
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan

9:30am  Greg Sheehan/OIG meeting - Rm 4412
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Stephen Hardgrove, Greg Sheehan, Christopher Stubbs, Matthew Elliott, Mary Kendall

10 am Weekly Politicals Meeting
Where: Secretary's Conference Room- 5160
Calendar: Natalie Davis

11:15am  AD Staff meeting - Rm 3038
Video call:

Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Janine Velasco, Charisa Morris, Zachariah Gambill, Jerome Ford, David Hoskins, Barbara Wainman, Seth Mott, Jim Kurth, Cynthia Martinez, Georgia Basso, Casey Hammond, Edward Grace, Brian Bloodsworth, Stephen Guertin, bryan_arroyo@fws.gov, Paul Souza, Greg Sheehan, Kenneth Taylor, Bud Cribley, Gregory Sheehan, Maureen Foster, Gary Frazer, Chris Nolin, Paul Rauch, Denise Sheehan

12:15pm Do Not Schedule
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

1pm  Briefing to discuss BLM forest lands in Oregon and the spotted owl
Video call:

Where: FWS Conference room - 3038, main corridor
Calendar: Tasha Robbins
Who: Katharine MacGregor, Richard Cardinale, Tasha Robbins, Michael Nedd, Todd Willens, Roslyn Sellars, Jamie Connell, Catherine Gulac, Thomas Irwin, Lois Wellman, Aurelia Skipwith, Rollie White, Gina Shultz, Gary Frazer, Tameka Lewis-Robinson, Greg Sheehan, Kristin Bail, Linda Thurn, Robyn Thorson, Casey Hammond, Kathleen Benedetto, Ithurn@blm.gov, Maureen Foster, Tracie Lassiter, Wendy Fink, Paul Henson

2pm  FWS Meeting with Gulf County Florida Administrator re: Coast Barrier Resources Act Mapping - Rm 3038
Video call:

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Casey Hammond, Greg Sheehan, edward.hild@bipc.com

2:30pm  Follow up on USAID funding (Greg, Craig Hoover) Rm 3358
Video call:

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Craig Hoover, Greg Sheehan

3pm  Briefing on Waterfowl Breeding Population and Habitat Survey (Marshall Critchfield, Greg Sheehan, Jerome Ford, Mike Johnson) - Room 3038-MIB
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Tameka Lewis-Robinson, Marshall Critchfield, Jerome Ford, Mike Johnson, Greg Sheehan

4pm  Your Voice Follow Up (Greg, Matt, Barbara, Ken, Shelley) Rm 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Shelley Hartmann, Barbara Wainman, Matthew Huggler, Kenneth Taylor, Greg Sheehan
Tue Aug 1, 2017

8:30am  Travel to Glenn Dale, Maryland

9:30am  Congressional Sportsmen's Foundation event - Location: 10400
        Goodluck Road, Glenn Dale, MD (PG County, MD)

1:30pm  Travel to office

2pm  Transformation Team Report (Greg, Jim, Steve, Cynthia Martinez, Greg
      Siekaniec-in person from Region 7)--Room 3358
2:45pm  FWS weekly check in meeting
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where:  AS/FWP Conference Room -- 3144  
Calendar:  Maureen Foster  
Created by:  Tasha Robbins  

4pm  Meeting: Greg Sheehan/Steve Chancellor - Rm 3358
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where:  1849 C Street NW, Washington, DC  
Calendar:  Greg Sheehan  
Created by:  Roslyn Sellars  
Who:  rhallaway@hhqventures.com, Greg Sheehan

4:30pm  Correspondence
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar:  Greg Sheehan  
Created by:  Roslyn Sellars

4:30pm  
Sage Grouse - Comms meeting (Timothy Williams, Amanda Kaster, Heath Swift, Kathleen Benedetto, Laura Rigas, Micah Chambers, Russell Newell) Rm 6023
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where:  Conference room 6023  
Calendar:  Timothy Williams  
Who:  Laura Rigas, Amanda Kaster, Casey Hammond, John Ruhs, Kathleen Benedetto, Russell Newell, Timothy Williams, Gregory Sheehan, Greg Sheehan, Heather Swift, Micah Chambers

4:45pm  
Pesticide Regulatory Reform (Richard Goeken, Stephen Vaden, Dan Jorjani, Todd Willens, Connie Smith) Rm 6340
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where:  SOL Conference Room # 6340 Call In [ ]  
Participant: [ ]
Calendar:  Kimberly Edwards  
Who:  Greg Sheehan, Todd Willens, Daniel Jorjani, Mariagrazia Caminiti, stephen.vaden@ogc.usda.gov, Rich Goeken, Kimberly Edwards, Roslyn Sellars, connie.smith@osec.usda.gov

5:30pm  David Bernhardt open house
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar:  Greg Sheehan
9am  Bi-Weekly Meeting with Assistant Secretaries & Advisors

Video call:

Where: 5160 Conference Room
Calendar: scott.angelle@bsee.gov
Created by: Thomas Lillie
Who:
Gregory Sheehan, Laura Rigas, Downey Magallanes, Daniel Jorjani, Kathleen Benedetto,
Micah Chambers, David Bernhardt, ios.doi.gov, Gareth Rees, David Mihalic, Aaron Thiele,
Andrea Travnicek, Timothy Williams, Alan Mikkelsen, Vincent Devito, Scott Hommel, Scott
Angelle, James Cason, Greg Sheehan, Katharine MacGregor, Douglas Domenech, Lori Mashburn,
Scott Cameron, Virginia Johnson, Todd Willens

9am  Bi-Weekly Meeting with Assistant Secretaries & Advisors

Video call:

Where: 5160 Conference Room
Calendar: scott.angelle@bsee.gov
Created by: Thomas Lillie
Who:
Alan Mikkelsen, Virginia Johnson, Kathleen Benedetto, David Bernhardt, Scott Angelle,
Laura Rigas, Gareth Rees, Timothy Williams, Todd Willens, Scott Cameron, Daniel Jorjani, David
Mihalic, Andrea Travnicek, Scott Hommel, Lori Mashburn, Greg Sheehan, ios.doi.gov,
James Cason, Vincent Devito, Douglas Domenech, Gregory Sheehan, Micah Chambers, Aaron
Thiele, Downey Magallanes, Katharine MacGregor

9am  Bi-Weekly Meeting with Assistant Secretaries & Advisors - Room 5160

Calendar: ios.doi.gov
Created by: Caroline Boulton
Who:
Downey Magallanes, Lori Mashburn, Timothy Williams, Vincent Devito, Alan Mikkelsen,
ios.doi.gov, David Bernhardt, Kathleen Benedetto, Todd Willens, Douglas Domenech,
Aaron Thiele, Laura Rigas, Greg Sheehan, James Cason, David Mihalic, Virginia Johnson, Gregory
Sheehan, Andrea Travnicek, Scott Cameron, Micah Chambers, Katharine MacGregor, Gareth
Rees, Daniel Jorjani, Scott Angelle, Scott Hommel

10am  Sportsmen's Access Ramp Up Summit - South Penthouse

Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWV0YW5AZm

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

2:30pm  Weekly Directorate VTC: Transition Check-In--Room 3038

Video call:

Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who:
Michael Gale, Jim Kurth, Mario Flemate, Henry Schlitzer, Greg Sheehan, Janine Velasco,
Casey Hammond, Denise Thompson, FWS Directorate & Deputies, Pamela Michalegko, Wanda
Cantrell, Brian Bloodsworth, Clayton McBride, Kashif Askari, Edward Grace
3pm  Boards / Commissions / Advisory Councils discussion
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: Room 3357
Calendar: Stephen Guertin
Who: Stephen Guertin, Greg Sheehan, Jim Kurth, Matthew Huggler, CharisaMorris, Casey Hammond, Barbara Wainman

3:30pm
Pending listing rules without critical habitat (Greg, Gina Shultz) Rm 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Gina Shultz, Greg Sheehan

4:30pm
ESA hearing follow up (Greg, Barbara Wainman, Matt Huggler, Marty Kodis, Lisa Jones, Angela Gustavson) Rm 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Martin Kodis, Barbara Wainman, Matthew Huggler, Lisa Jones, Greg Sheehan, Angela Gustavson

5pm  Sportsmen's Access Reception - Rm 6154
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

5:30pm  Depart Office for Bat Event
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Barbara Wainman, Greg Sheehan

6pm
Bat Congressional Field Trip - Rock Creek Park Nature Center, 5200Glover Road NW, Washington, DC
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Thu Aug 3, 2017

10 am  Sage Grouse Briefing
Where: Secretary's Office
Calendar: ios.doi.gov
Created by: Leila Getto
Who: Downey Magallanes, Scott Hommel, Greg Sheehan, David Bernhardt, Laura Rigas, Todd Willens, Casey Hammond, Kathleen Benedetto, os.doi.gov

11 am  Depart office at 11am for 12:45p flight out of Dulles
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/gregory-sheehan?hceid=Z3JiZ29yeV9zaGVlaGFuQG

11:30am  Weekly FWS/SOL Meeting - Room 3359
Video call: 2f

Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Jim Kurth, Wendy Fink, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin, Benjamin Jesup, Charisa Morris, Peg Romanik

All day  Travel to Jackson, WY for NFWF Board Meeting 8/3 - 8/9
Video call: 21

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

2:30pm  Correspondence
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JiZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

Fri Aug 4, 2017

All day  Travel to Jackson, WY for NFWF Board Meeting 8/3 - 8/9
Video call: 2b

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

All day  Greg - On Leave
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/gregory-sheehan?hceid=Z3JiZ29yeV9zaGVlaGFuQG

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
8am  Greg day off. Tentative.
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan

9am  Bi-weekly Political Staff Meeting
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

12pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

2:30pm  Correspondence
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

Sat Aug 5, 2017
All day  Travel to Jackson, WY for NFWF Board Meeting 8/3 - 8/9
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

Sun Aug 6, 2017
All day  Travel to Jackson, WY for NFWF Board Meeting 8/3 - 8/9
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

Mon Aug 7, 2017
All day  Travel to Jackson, WY for NFWF Board Meeting 8/3 - 8/9
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

All day
Hold Greg Travel: NFWF Board of Directors Meeting - Jackson Hole, WY (8/7 - 8/9)
Video call:
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin

12pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1:30pm  Pesticide Regulatory Reform
Video call:
Where: Call In: Participant: Rick will lead the call
Calendar: Richard Goeken
Created by: Kimberly Edwards
Who: Catherine Gulac, Roslyn Sellars, jean.stephens@ogc.usda.gov, ToddWillens, Richard Goeken, connie.smith@osec.usda.gov, Greg Sheehan, stephen.vaden@ogc.usda.gov

2:30pm  Correspondence
Video call:
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

3:45pm
Phone call: Greg/Jim/Steve re: Passback-Rm 3357--Greg to call 202-208-4545
Video call:
Calendar: Stephen Guertin
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Jim Kurth, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin

Tue Aug 8, 2017

All day  Travel to Jackson, WY for NFWF Board Meeting 8/3 - 8/9
Video call:
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

All day
Hold Greg Travel: NFWF Board of Directors Meeting - Jackson Hole, WY (8/7 - 8/9)
Video call:
Where: Jackson, WY, USA
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin

11:30am Cache River Briefing
Video call:
Where: Conference room 6120, Todd's call in information - passcode
Calendar: Tasha Robbins
Who: cynthia_dohner@fws.gov, Catherine Gulac, Aurelia Skipwith, TashaRobbins, Richard Goeken, Roslyn Sellars, Greg Sheehan, Todd Willens, Ann Navaro, Jim Kurth

12pm Do Not Schedule
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

2:30pm Correspondence
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

2:45pm FWS weekly check in meeting
Video call:
Where: AS/FWP Conference Room -- 3144
Calendar: Maureen Foster
Created by: Tasha Robbins

8pm Dale Hall
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
All day    Travel to Jackson, WY for NFWF Board Meeting 8/3 - 8/9

Video call:

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

All day

Hold Greg Travel: NFWF Board of Directors Meeting - Jackson Hole, WY (8/7 - 8/9)

Video call:

Where: Jackson, WY, USA
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin

11am

Briefing on Forthcoming USGS Sage-Grouse Publications (USGS will brief ASWS about three forthcoming Open-File Reports pertaining to sage-grouse population and sagebrush ecosystem management in the Great Basin)

Where: 6641 or Dial code: [phone number]
Calendar: Michelle Mebane
Created by: William Lukas
Who:
Maureen Foster, Andrea Travnicek, A. Keith Miles, Gary Frazer, Greg Sheehan, Karen Kelleher, Russell Newell, Kathleen Benedetto, USGS/ASWSMeetings, William Lukas, Steve Hanser, Kerry Rae, Catherine Puckett, Paul Ross, David Applegate, Anne Kinsinger, Vicki Herren, Charisa Morris, Karen Prentice, jpressfield@usgs.gov, Mark Ricca, Peter Mali, Gordon Toevs, Tom Kimball, Barbara Wainman, Peter Coates, Ryan Nichols, ASWS Conference Room, Richard Cardinale, Michelle Mebane, Aurelia Skipwith, William Werkheiser, Kristin Bail, Betsy Hildebrandt, Steve Tryon

12pm    Do Not Schedule

Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

2:30pm    Correspondence

Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Thu Aug 10, 2017

8am  International Grants (Greg, Charisa, Jim, Steve) Rm 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIYX3NoZVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Charisa Morris, Jim Kurth, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin

9:30am  Do Not Schedule
Video call:
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

11am  Briefing for 1p Mtg with Falconers Assoc. (Greg, Jerome & Mig Birds Staff)
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIYX3NoZVoYW5AZn
Where: Rm 3358--Dial: Code: 
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Jerome Ford, brad_bortner@fws.gov, Mike Johnson, Greg Sheehan, BrianMillsap, Eric Kersher

11:30am  Weekly FWS/SOL meeting - Rm 3359
Video call:
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
12pm  **Do Not Schedule**

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars

---

12:30pm  **Upcoming Travel Discussion (Greg/Roslyn)**

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars

---

1pm  **Meeting: FWS/North American Falconers Assoc (Greg, Jerome Ford, Brad Bortner -in person, Brian Millsap & Erik Kershner -via phone)**

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Where:** Room 3358 or Dial: [number not provided]  **Code:** [number not provided]

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars
**Who:** Jerome Ford, Carter Wilford, Mike Johnson, Greg Sheehan, Eric Kershner, Brian Millsap

---

2pm  **Legally harvested trophy importation (Greg, Rick Goeken, Peg Romanik) - Rm 6311**

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Where:** Peg's Office
**Calendar:** Kimberly Edwards
**Who:** Kimberly Edwards, Peg Romanik, Greg Sheehan, Richard Goeken, Roslyn Sellars

---

2:15pm  **Human Capital Management System Briefing via Powepoint (Denise Sheehan, Rebekah Giddings, Pamela Sirotzky) - Rm 3038**

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars
**Who:** Denise Sheehan, Shelly Senior, Rebekah Giddings, Pamela Sirotzky, Greg Sheehan

---

3:15pm  **Meeting re: Import of Zimbabwe Elephant Trophies (Greg, John Jackson of Conservation Force, Craig Hoover, Tim VanNorman, Russell Husen-SOL)**

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Where:** Room 3358
**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars
**Who:** Gloria Bell, Tim Vannorman, Craig Hoover, Greg Sheehan, Russell Husen, Jim Kurth
4:15pm Letter from Central Texas Congressional Delegation re: Leander Independent School District - Rm 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: travis@lucas-compton.com, Greg Sheehan, Gary Frazer, Gina Shultz, Lois Wellman, Jim Kurth

5:15pm Meeting - DepSec w/Greg Sheehan
Video call:

Where: 6114
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Catherine Gulac
Who: Thomas Irwin, Greg Sheehan, David Bernhardt, Roslyn Sellars, Todd Willens

Fri Aug 11, 2017

9:30am Do Not Schedule
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

11am International Affairs Program Briefing (Greg Sheehan, Gloria Bell & IA staff)
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: Rm 3038
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Pamela Scruggs, Gloria Bell, Carol Greeley, Rosemarie Gnam, Craig Hoover, Greg Sheehan, richard_ruggiero@fws.gov

12pm Do Not Schedule
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

12:30pm Scheduling/Travel (Greg, Roslyn)
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
1 pm  Migratory Birds Program Briefing (Greg, Jerome and Mike Johnson)
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/roslyn-sellars?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZndz

Where: Rm 3038
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Jerome Ford, Mike Johnson, Greg Sheehan

2 pm  Sportmens' Access (Greg, Shaun Sanchez) - Rm 3358
Video call:

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Shaun Sanchez, Greg Sheehan

2:30 pm  Discuss end of year listing workplan (Greg, Jim, Gina Shultz)-Rm 3358
Video call:

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Gina Shultz, Greg Sheehan, Jim Kurth

3 pm  Correspondence
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZndz

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

3 pm  Ecological Services Package Briefing
Video call:

Where: Conference Room 3144
Calendar: Gina Shultz
Created by: Lois Wellman
Who: Roslyn Sellars, Tasha Robbins, Greg Sheehan, Aurelia Skipwith, Gina Shultz

4 pm  Phone Call: Waters of the United States Rulemaking (Greg Sheehan, Jim Kurth, Peg Romanik, Sarah Greenwalt of EPA) Rm 3358--Dial: [code]
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZndz

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: greenwalt.sarah@epa.gov, Peg Romanik, Jim Kurth, Greg Sheehan, dominguez.alexander@epa.gov, Gary Frazer, bolen.brittany@epa.gov, Gina Shultz
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

4:30pm
Fish & Aquatic Conservation Briefing (Greg Sheehan, Dave Hoskins, John Schmerfeld) Room 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doig/greg-j-sheehan?hcode=Z3JI19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Jim Kurth, David Hoskins, John Schmerfeld, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin

Mon Aug 14, 2017

9:15am
Western Great Lakes Wolf briefing (Todd Willens, Gary Frazer, Peg Romanik, Maureen Foster, Aurelia Skipwith, Ben Jesup, Jim Kurth, Richard Goeken, Wendy Fink) Rm 3144
Video call:

Where: AS/FWP Conference room - 3144
Calendar: Tasha Robbins
Who:
Roslyn Sellars, Tasha Robbins, Greg Sheehan, Jim Kurth, Catherine Gulac, Richard Goeken, Peg Romanik, Maureen Foster, Aurelia Skipwith, Casey Hammond, Sharon Pudwill, Benjamin Jesup, Wendy Fink, Todd Willens, Gary Frazer

10am Weekly Politics Meeting
Where: Secretary's Conference Room- 5160
Calendar: Natalie Davis
Who:

11am
Meeting with FWS (David Bernhardt, Greg Sheehan, Todd Willens, Maureen Foster, Gary Frazer) Rm 6120
Video call:

Where: Room 6120
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
Who:
Tasha Robbins, David Bernhardt, Greg Sheehan, Maureen Foster, Roslyn Sellars, Todd Willens, Thomas Irwin, Gary Frazer
11:15am  AD Staff meeting - Rm 3038
Video call:

Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Roslyn Sellsar
Who:
Janine Velasco, Charisa Morris, Zachariah Gambill, Jerome Ford, David Hoskins, Barbara Wainman, Seth Mott, Jim Kurth, Cynthia Martinez, Georgia Basso, Casey Hammond, Edward Grace, Brian Bloodsworth, Stephen Guertin, bryan_arroyo@fws.gov, Paul Souza, Greg Sheehan, Kenneth Taylor, Bud Cribley, Gregory Sheehan, Maureen Foster, Gary Frazer, Chris Nolin, Paul Rauch, Denise Sheehan

12pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JiZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellsar

1pm  Meet & Greet (Greg and Tom Melius) - Rm 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JiZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Tom Melius, Conni Conner, Greg Sheehan

1:30pm  Check-in with Greg Sheehan
Video call:

Where: Room 6114
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
Who: David Bernhardt, Greg Sheehan

1:30pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call:

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellsar

2:15pm  Science Program & LCC Briefing (Greg, Ben Tuggle-in person, Seth Mott) Room 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JiZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellsar
Who: Benjamin Tuggle, Seth Mott, Greg Sheehan, Jim Kurth, Stephen Guertin
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

3:30pm  ES Pesticide BO Briefing (Greg, Casey, Jim, Steve, Gary) Rm 3038
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who:
Gary Frazer, Jim Kurth, Casey Hammond, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin, Gina Shultz, Craig Aubrey, Patrice Ashfield, Maureen Foster, Tasha Robbins, Peg Romanik, Tameka Lewis-Robinson, Aurelia Skipwith, Todd Willens, Wendy Fink, Nancy Golden

Tue Aug 15, 2017

All day   Directorate meeting (Directorate Only) - Washington, DC (8/15 - 8/16)
Video call:

Calendar: Charisa Morris
Who:
Gregory Sheehan, Stephen Guertin, Jim Kurth, FWS Directorate Secretaries, Casey Hammond, FWS Directorate & Deputies, Greg Sheehan

All day   Directorate meeting (Directorate Only) - Washington, DC (8/15 - 8/17)
Video call:

Calendar: GMS-mike_edwards@fws.gov-01cdc809-fe30cf88.pst/paul_souza@fws.gov (Read Only)
Created by: Mike Edwards
Who:
GMS-mike_edwards@fws.gov-01cdc809-fe30cf88.pst/paul_souza@fws.gov (ReadOnly), FWS Directorate Secretaries, FWS Directorate & Deputies, Gregory Sheehan, Jim Kurth, Charisa Morris, Casey Hammond, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin, Paul Souza

9am

GPRA GOALS - Strategic Planning for "Expanding Outdoor Recreation and Access"
Video call:

Where: Secretary's Conference Room 5160 - , PC: , LC: 
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who:
Yolando Thompson, Evann Rogers, Greg Sheehan, Grayford Payne, Michael Nedd, Marie Hughes-Brown, Stephen Guertin, Katharine MacGregor, Scott Cameron, Richard Beck, Robert Curry, Andrea Travniecek, Kerry Rae, lthurn@blm.gov, Thomas Irwin, Shaun Sanchez, John Ruhs, Ann DeBlasi, Janice DeSordi, Alan Mikkelsen, Michael Reynolds, David Mihalic, Roslyn Sellars, Richard Cardinale, Bob Vogel, John Schmerfeld, Todd Willens, Lena McDowall
11am  FWS Directorate Meet & Greet with David Bernhardt - Room 5160
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Todd Willens, Catherine Gulac, Gareth Rees, Marshall Critchfield, Jim Kurth, Stephen Guertin, Michael Gale, Aurelia Skipwith, Tasha Robbins, Wendy Fink, Charisa Morris, Maureen Foster, Greg Sheehan, Peg Romanik

11am  FWS Directorate Meeting
Video call:
Where: 5160
Calendar: Room 5160
Created by: Mariane Gately
Who: Michael Gale, Charisa Morris, Roslyn Sellars, Greg Sheehan, Anya Rushing, Jim Kurth, Stephen Guertin

12pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

2pm  GPRA Goals - Strategic Planning for "Modernizing Our Organization and Infrastructure for the Next 100 Years"
Video call:
Where: Secretary's Conference Room 5160 - [b] [b] [b], PC: [b] [b] [b], LC: [b] [b] [b]
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: John Ruhs, Bob Vogel, Roslyn Sellars, lthurn@blm.gov, Rebekah Giddings, Scott Cameron, Yolando Thompson, Mary Pletcher, Brian Bloodsworth, Jean Parrish, Grayford Payne, Michael Reynolds, Megan Olsen, Michael Nedd, Ann DeBlasi, Thomas Irwin, weldon.loudermilk@bia.gov, Lena McDowall, Tony Dearnman, Alan Mikkelsen, Elena Gonzalez, Anna Owens-Brown, William Werkeiser, Janice DeSordi, Margo Harris, Raymond Limon, Stephen Guertin, Marie Hughes-Brown, Sylvia Burns, Evann Rogers, Greg Sheehan, Andrea Travnicek, Shawn Benge

2:30pm  Correspondence
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

2:45pm  FWS weekly check in meeting
Video call:

Where: AS/FWP Conference Room -- 3144
Calendar: Maureen Foster
Created by: Tasha Robbins

Wed Aug 16, 2017

All day  Directorate meeting (Directorate Only) - Washington, DC (8/15 - 8/16)
Video call:

Calendar: Charisa Morris

All day  Directorate meeting (Directorate Only) - Washington, DC (8/15 - 8/17)
Video call:

Calendar:
GMS-mike_edwards@fws.gov-01cdc809-fe30cf88.pst/paul_souza@fws.gov (Read Only)
Created by: Mike Edwards
Who: GMS-mike_edwards@fws.gov-01cdc809-fe30cf88.pst/paul_souza@fws.gov (Read Only), FWS Directorate Secretaries, FWS Directorate & Deputies, Gregory Sheehan, Jim Kurth, Charisa Morris, Casey Hammond, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin, Paul Souza

9am  Bi-Weekly Meeting with Assistant Secretaries, Directors, & Advisors
Video call:

Where: 5160 Conference Room
Calendar: scott.angelle@bsee.gov
Created by: Thomas Lillie
Who: Elinor Werner, Gavin Clarkson, Douglas Domenech, Daniel Jorjani, Lori Mashburn, Timothy Williams, Scott Angelle, Natalie Davis, Micah Chambers, Vincent Devito, Downey Magallanes, Caroline Boulton, Gregory Sheehan, James Cason, David Bernhardt, Greg Sheehan, David Mihalic, Aaron Thiele, Alan Mikkelsen, Scott Cameron, Gareth Rees, Katharine MacGregor, Andrea Travnicek, Todd Willens, Russell Roddy, Scott Hommel, Laura Rigas
9am  Bi-Weekly Meeting with Assistant Secretaries, Directors, & Advisors

**Video call:**

**Where:** 5160 Conference Room

**Calendar:** Caroline Boulton

**Who:**
Elinor Werner, Micah Chambers, Greg Sheehan, Daniel Jorjani, Scott Cameron, Gavin Clarkson, Lori Mashburn, Scott Hommel, Katharine MacGregor, Douglas Domenech, Natalie Davis, Russell Roddy, Alan Mikkelsen, Caroline Boulton, Timothy Williams, James Cason, David Mihalic, Todd Willens, Scott Angelle, David Bernhardt, Andrea Travnicek, Gregory Sheehan, Vincent Devito, Downey Magallanes, Aaron Thiele, Gareth Rees, Laura Rigas

9am  Bi-Weekly Meeting with Assistant Secretaries, Directors, & Advisors

**Video call:**

**Where:** 5160 Conference Room

**Calendar:** scott.angelle@bsee.gov

**Created by:** Thomas Lillie

**Who:**
Katharine MacGregor, Scott Cameron, Vincent Devito, Scott Angelle, Andrea Travnicek, Gregory Sheehan, Scott Hommel, Russell Roddy, Natalie Davis, David Mihalic, Caroline Boulton, Greg Sheehan, Douglas Domenech, Lori Mashburn, Todd Willens, Laura Rigas, Gareth Rees, Gavin Clarkson, Alan Mikkelsen, Downey Magallanes, Timothy Williams, Aaron Thiele, Daniel Jorjani, David Bernhardt, James Cason, Elinor Werner, Micah Chambers

10am  Meeting re: ESA, grizzly bears, sage grouse and UPD (Greg, Gary, Noreen)

Falls Church Office, Room to be determined

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan

**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars

**Who:** Gary Frazer, Stephanie Potter, Greg Sheehan, Lois Wellman, Noreen Walsh

12pm  Do Not Schedule

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan

**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars

2:30pm  Correspondence

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan

**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars
2:30pm  Weekly Directorate VTC: Transition Check-In--Room 3038

Video call:

Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who:
Brian Bloodsworth, Kashif Askari, Greg Sheehan, Jim Kurth, Janine Velasco, Edward Grace, Clayton McBride, Casey Hammond, Wanda Cantrell, Henry Schlitzer, Denise Thompson, FWS Directorate & Deputies, Pamela Michalegko, Michael Gale, Mario Flemate

Thu Aug 17, 2017

All day  Directorate meeting (Directorate Only) - Washington, DC (8/15 - 8/17)

Video call:

Calendar:
GMS-mike_edwards@fws.gov-01cdc809-fe30cf88.pst/paul_souza@fws.gov (Read Only)
Created by: Mike Edwards
Who:
GMS-mike_edwards@fws.gov-01cdc809-fe30cf88.pst/paul_souza@fws.gov (Read Only), FWS Directorate Secretaries, FWS Directorate & Deputies, Gregory Sheehan, Jim Kurth, Charisa Morris, Casey Hammond, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin, Paul Souza

8am  Meeting re: DAS-PRE/FWS areas of intersection (Greg Sheehan/Harry Humbert, Deputy Assistant Secretary Public Safety, Resource Protection, Emergency Services)

Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWV0YW5AZn

Where: Room 3358-MIB
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Harry Humbert, Greg Sheehan, Abigail Miller

9:30am  Per Greg, Do Not Schedule (Email/Correspondence Catch Up)

Video call:

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

11am  Meet re: Transformation (Greg, Steve) Rm 3358

Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWV0YW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Who: Stephen Guertin, Greg Sheehan
11:30am    Weekly FWS/SOL Meeting - Room 3359
Video call:
Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Jim Kurth, Stephen Guertin, Peg Romanik, Benjamin Jesup, Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Wendy Fink

12pm    Do Not Schedule
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

12:30pm    USGS Interactions with FWS and NPS ((William Lucas, Aurelia Skipwith, Barbara Wainman, Carol Schuler, Greg Sheehan, Jim Kurth, Kerry Rae, Maureen Foster, Michelle Brown, Steve Guertin, Todd Willens)-Rm 6641
Where: 6641 and dial code: 6641
Calendar: Michelle Mebane
Created by: William Lukas

1:30pm    American Burying Beettle (ABB) Discussion (Vincent Devito, Greg Sheehan, Casey Hammond, Todd Willens, Aurelia Skipwith) Rm 6136
Video call:
Where: Room 6136
Calendar: Vincent Devito
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who: Vincent Devito, Casey Hammond, Todd Willens, Aurelia Skipwith, Greg Sheehan

2pm    Correspondence
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
3pm
Discussion of Video Story Board for Refuge Initiative (Barbara Wainman, Shaun Sanchez, Gavin Shire, Kristen Gilbert, Kayt Jonsson) Rm 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who:
Kayt Jonsson, Barbara Wainman, Shaun Sanchez, Kristen Gilbert, Greg Sheehan, Gavin Shire

4pm
Meeting re: Initiatives to improve sportsmen's access to public lands and improve recreation opportunities on wildlife refuges (Greg, Jim, Lori Mccullogh-Great Outdoors Fund) -Rm 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: Room 3358-MIB
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Who: lori@thegreatoutdoorsfund.org, Jim Kurth, Greg Sheehan

Fri Aug 18, 2017

8am Travel from residence to Skyline
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

8:30am Video for SOBA conference
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where:
FWS, Skyline Office, Studio, Rm 2N405 (Kayt Jonsson will meet Greg in the lobby at 8:25)
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Kayt Jonsson, Greg Sheehan, Chris Tollefson

9:30am Travel from Skyline to Office
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

11am Loxahatchee Call: Dial [ ] , Passcode [ ]
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
11:15am  FWS Package Briefing
Video call:
Where: Conference Room 3144
Calendar: Gary Frazer
Created by: Lois Wellman
Who: Megan Apgar, Cynthia Martinez, Greg Sheehan, Maureen Foster, Gary Frazer, David Hoskins, Craig Hoover, Aurelia Skipwith, Shaun Sanchez, Tasha Robbins, Gloria Bell

12pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWV0YW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1pm  Briefing: (Greg and Refuges staff) to review September 6 MBCC meeting proposals (Greg, Jim, Cynthia Martinez, Shaun Sanchez, Jerome Ford, Mike Johnson, Ken Fowler, Sarah Mott) - Rm 3038
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWV0YW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin

2:30pm  Pre-brief for 8/23 Meeting with the House Natural Resources Committee majority staff (Greg, Lisa Jones, Gary, Craig Hoover, Casey, Micah Chambers, Ed Grace)
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWV0YW5AZn
Where: Rm 3038
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Gary Frazer, Edward Grace, Martin Kodis, Barbara Wainman, Craig Hoover, Lisa Jones, Casey Hammond, Angela Gustavson, Greg Sheehan, Micah Chambers, Lois Wellman

3:30pm  Briefing for Greg's 8/23 Meeting with OMB re: ESA (Greg, Gary, Jim) - Rm 3359
Video call:
Where: Room 3359
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Gary Frazer, Greg Sheehan, Jim Kurth, Gina Shultz
4pm
Dune Sagebrush Lizard (Aurelia, McKie Campbell, Greg) - Rm 3358 (Dial McKie at 202-589-0015)
Video call:

Where: Room 3358 - Call: 202-589-0015
Calendar: Aurelia Skipwith
Who: Greg Sheehan, Aurelia Skipwith

4:30pm
Gunnison Sage Grouse (Todd, Greg, Casey, Matthew McKeown, Wendy Fink, Dan Jorjani) Rm 6116
Video call:

Where: Room 3144 or call passcode Todd’s call in information
Calendar: Tasha Robbins
Who: Roslyn Sellars, Daniel Jorjani, Tasha Robbins, Matthew McKeown, Catherine Gulac, Greg Sheehan, Casey Hammond, Todd Willens, Wendy Fink

Sun Aug 20, 2017
All day
Travel to S. Carolina with Congressman Turner & Chairman Bishop to visit Cape Romaine Refuge (8/20 - 8/22)
Video call:

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Barbara Wainman

Mon Aug 21, 2017
All day
Travel to S. Carolina with Congressman Turner & Chairman Bishop to visit Cape Romaine Refuge (8/20 - 8/22)
Video call:

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Barbara Wainman
10am  Weekly Politicals Meeting  
**Where:** Secretary's Conference Room- 5160  
**Calendar:** Natalie Davis  
**Who:** 

12pm  Do Not Schedule  
**Video call:** 
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars

2:30pm  Correspondence  
**Video call:** 
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars

Tue Aug 22, 2017

All day  
**Travel to S. Carolina with Congressman Turner & Chairman Bishop to visit Cape Romaine Refuge (8/20 - 8/22)**  
**Video call:** 
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars  
**Who:** Greg Sheehan, Barbara Wainman

9:30am  
**Phone call re: Caribbean Grants Program (Greg, Gloria Bell & International Affair Staff)**  
**Video call:** 
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
**Where:** Dial:  Code:  
**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars  
**Who:** 
Greg Sheehan, Melida Tajbakhsh, Gloria Bell, Craig Hoover, richard_ruggiero@fws.gov, Amanda Gonzales, Pamela Scruggs, Thomas Irwin
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

**12pm**  Do Not Schedule

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars

**2:30pm**  Correspondence

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars

**2:45pm**  FWS weekly check in meeting

**Video call:**
Where: AS/FWP Conference Room -- 3144
**Calendar:** Maureen Foster
**Created by:** Tasha Robbins
**Who:**

**3:30pm**  Discussion on AK Oil & Gas Studies (Kathleen Benedetto, Vincent Devito, Denise Flanagan, Katharine Macgregor, Micah Chambers, Scott Cameron, Ed Keable, Oliva Ferriter) Rm 6136

**Video call:**
Where: Room 6136 and Dial-in: [b] (5) [b] and code: [b] [b]
**Calendar:** Vincent Devito
**Created by:** Gisella Ojeda-dodds
**Who:**
Michael Nedd, Olivia Ferriter, Casey Hammond, Micah Chambers, Katharine MacGregor, Vincent Devito, Laura Rigas, Denise Flanagan, Todd Willens, William Werkheiser, Walter Guidroz, Andrea Travnicek, Kathleen Benedetto, Margo Harris, Scott Cameron, James Cason, lthurn@blm.gov, Murray Hitzman, Greg Sheehan, Edward Keable

**4:30pm**  CEQ crab fest dinner meeting

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan

**8pm**  Flight Departs Raleigh-Durham

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars
9am  
**Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) & Waterfowl Hunting Season Internal briefing w/Todd Willens**

*Video call:*

*Where:* 6120  
*Calendar:* Catherine Gulac  

10am  
**Meeting: Greg Sheehan/Stuart Levenbach of OMB - Rm 3358**

*Video call:*

https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

*Calendar:* Greg Sheehan  
*Created by:* Roslyn Sellars  
*Who:* Greg Sheehan, @omb.eop.gov

10:30am  
**Briefing for 8/24 Meeting with Rich Beck-Director DOI, Director for Planning and Performance Management re: GPRA/Strategic Planning meeting (Greg, Kashyap Patel, Charisa, Gary, Gina, Tina Campbell, Kim Howze) Rm 3358-MIB**

*Video call:*

*Calendar:* Greg Sheehan  
*Created by:* Roslyn Sellars  
*Who:* Kim Howze, Greg Sheehan, Tina Campbell, Charisa Morris, Kashyap Patel, Gary Frazer, Gina Shultz

11:30am  
**Touch base before Hill Meeting (Greg, Micah Chambers, Lisa Jones)**

*Video call:*

https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

*Where:* Rm 3358 (Greg's office)  
*Calendar:* Greg Sheehan  
*Created by:* Roslyn Sellars  
*Who:* Casey Hammond, Lisa Jones, Greg Sheehan, Micah Chambers

12pm  
**Working Lunch**

*Where:* Secretary's Office  
*Calendar:* ios.doi.gov  
*Created by:* Caroline Boulton  
*Who:* Greg Sheehan, ios.doi.gov

1pm  
**Travel to meeting (Micah is reserving a car for transport)**

*Video call:*

https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

*Calendar:* Greg Sheehan  
*Created by:* Roslyn Sellars
1:30pm  
Meeting with the House Natural Resources Committee majority staff  
(POC: Lisa Jones)  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JiZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  

Where: 1324 Longworth House Office Building  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who:  
Martin Kodis, Barbara Wainman, Lisa Jones, Greg Sheehan, Micah Chambers, Angela Gustavson, Casey Hammond  

2:30pm  
Travel from meeting  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JiZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  

Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  

2:30pm  
Weekly Directorate VTC: Transition Check-In--Room 3038  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JiZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  

Calendar: Jim Kurth  
Created by: Thomas Irwin  
Who:  
Wanda Cantrell, Clayton McBride, Janine Velasco, Henry Schlitzer, Pamela Michalegko, Michael Gale, Denise Thompson, Brian Bloodsworth, Casey Hammond, Edward Grace, Kashif Askari, FWS Directorate & Deputies, Mario Flemate, Jim Kurth, Greg Sheehan  

3:15pm  
CH Litigation Meeting (Gary Frazer, Ben Jesup, Aurelia Skipwith, Casey Hammond, Peg Romanik, Rick Goeken, Wendy Fink, Todd Willens) Rm 3038  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JiZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  

Where: MIB - Conference Room 3038 (conference line Passcode 619)  
Calendar: Gary Frazer  
Created by: Lois Wellman  
Who:  
Greg Sheehan, Peg Romanik, Aurelia Skipwith, Benjamin Jesup, Gary Frazer, Maureen Foster, Casey Hammond, Todd Willens, Tameka Lewis-Robinson, Richard Goeken, Tasha Robbins, Roslyn Sellars, Wendy Fink  

4:30pm  
Meet with Greg Sheehan and Joseph McDermott  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JiZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  

Where: Room 6126  
Calendar: Douglas Domenech  
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds  
Who: Greg Sheehan, Roslyn Sellars, Joseph McDermott, Douglas Domenech
9:30am  Leander letter (Greg, Casey) Rm 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Charisa Morris, Casey Hammond, Greg Sheehan

10am
Mtg w/Don Peay; re: programs for landscape improvement and restoration (Todd Willens, Greg, Casey, Andrew Goodrich, Aurelia)
Video call:
Where: 6120 MIB
Calendar: Todd Willens
Who: Casey Hammond, Aurelia Skipwith, Todd Willens, Greg Sheehan, Timothy Williams, Andrew Goodrich

11:30am
Call w/Mayor Stinson, Doug Friedlander RE: White River Bridge at Clarendon (Aurelia, Greg, Ann Navaro, Micah Chambers, Richard Goeken)
Video call:
Calendar: Tasha Robbins
Who: Greg Sheehan, Ann Navaro, Aurelia Skipwith, gill@gill-law.com, jwimpy@gill-law.com, cynthia_dohner@fws.gov, Wendy Fink, Jim Kurth, Tasha Robbins, doug@whiteriverbridge.org, Richard Goeken, Micah Chambers, Roslyn Sellars

12:15pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1pm  Upcoming travel (Greg, Roslyn) - Rm 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

2pm  Call with Nick and Greg
Calendar: rregan@fishwildlife.org
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Greg Sheehan, Ron Regan, Nick Wiley
2pm Grants Discussion: Greg Sheehan/Gloria Bell - Rm 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

2:30pm Correspondence
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

3:30pm Quarterly disclosure report
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan

4pm Meeting with Rich Beck-Director DOI, Director for Planning and Performance Management re: GPRA/Strategic Planning meeting bureau concepts for use in DOI Strategic Plan narratives
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: Rm 3038-MIB
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

Fri Aug 25, 2017

All day Travel to Tangier Island, Virginia, 8/25 (Aerial Tour of areas degraded by sea level rise)
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

7:30am Travel to Tangier Island, Virginia (Aerial Tour of areas degraded by sea level rise)
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

12pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

2:30pm  Correspondence
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

4pm  Phone call/Pre-brief for call with Congressman Cramer (Greg, Lisa Jones, Marty Kodis, Barbara Wainman, Noreen Walsh, Matt Hogam, Eric Alvarez, Micah Chambers)
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: Dial:  Code:
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who:
Lisa Jones, Greg Sheehan, Stephanie Potter, Roya Mogadam, Matt Sprenger, A Alvarez, Matt Hogan, Martin Kodis, Barbara Wainman, Will Meeks, Devin Helfrich, Micah Chambers, Noreen Walsh, Anna Munoz

4:30pm  Phone call Congressman Cramer--Greg to call Cramer at 701-220-6368
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

Sat Aug 26, 2017

11am  Call into Hurricane Harvey field team
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan

3pm  Call with Nick and Greg re Retreat
Calendar: arnelson@fishwildlife.org
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who:
Nick Wiley, Roslyn Sellars, Greg Sheehan, Ron Regan, Thomas Irwin

Mon Aug 28, 2017

All day  Travel Wyoming for Meeting with State Directors (8/28 - 8/30)
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
9:30am  
**Briefing for 8/30 WHHCC meeting/teleconference (Greg, Jim, Joshua) Rm 3358**

**Video call:**

**Calendar:** Jim Kurth  
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars  
**Who:** Linda Walker, Jim Kurth, Greg Sheehan, Joshua Winchell

10am  
**Weekly Politics Meeting**

**Where:** Secretary's Conference Room- 5160  
**Calendar:** Natalie Davis  

10:45am  
**Travel to Dulles Airport**

**Video call:**  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars

11:15am  
**AD Staff meeting - Rm 3038**

**Video call:**

**Calendar:** Jim Kurth  
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars  
**Who:** Janine Velasco, Charisa Morris, Zachariah Gambill, Jerome Ford, David Hoskins, Barbara Wainman, Seth Mott, Jim Kurth, Cynthia Martinez, Georgia Basso, Casey Hammond, Edward Grace, Brian Bloodworth, Stephen Guertin, bryan_arroyo@fws.gov, Paul Souza, Greg Sheehan, Kenneth Taylor, Bud Cribley, Gregory Sheehan, Maureen Foster, Gary Frazer, Chris Nolin, Paul Rauch, Denise Sheehan

11:50am  
**Conference call with CEQ and Todd**

**Video call:**  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan

12pm  
**Conference Call with DOI and CEQ**

**Video call:**

**Where:** Call-in 1- (b) (5), (b) (6)  
**Participant Code:** (b) (5) (Leader Code)  
**Calendar:** Todd Willens  
**Created by:** Gareth Rees  
**Who:** Greg Sheehan, @ceq.eop.gov, Todd Willens
12:30 pm  Reminder: Flight Departs Dulles at 12:30p
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

2:30pm  Correspondence
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

Tue Aug 29, 2017

All day  Travel Wyoming for Meeting with State Directors (8/28 - 8/30)
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

All day  "Tentative" Farewell reception for Cindy Dohner - Atlanta, GA
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin

12pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

2:30pm  Correspondence
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

2:45pm  FWS weekly check in meeting
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: AS/FWP Conference Room -- 3144
Calendar: Maureen Foster
Created by: Tasha Robbins
Who:
**Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director**

**Wed Aug 30, 2017**

**All day**  
Travel Wyoming for Meeting with State Directors (8/28 - 8/30)  
*Calendar:* Greg Sheehan  
*Created by:* Roslyn Sellars

**9 am**  
WHHCC Teleconference (Background Attached)-- Dial [936], Code:  
*Calendar:* Jim Kurth  
*Created by:* Roslyn Sellars  
*Who:* Casey Hammond, Jim Kurth, Greg Sheehan

**11:30 am**  
[9:30 MDT] Meeting with staff at Elk Refuge (Refuge Manager: Brian Glaspell, Cell [587])  
*Calendar:* Greg Sheehan  
*Created by:* Roslyn Sellars

**2:15 pm**  
 Briefing on Merritt Island National Wildlife Refuge  
*Where:* FWS conference room - 3038 - See attached briefing paper  
*Calendar:* Tasha Robbins  
*Who:* Roslyn Sellars, Greg Sheehan, Thomas Irwin, Jim Kurth, Todd Willens, Shaun Sanchez, Tasha Robbins, Casey Hammond, Catherine Gulac, Cynthia Martinez

**3:25 pm**  
(1:25 pm - MDT) Reminder Flight departs Jackson, WY (Arrive Dulles 9p)  
*Calendar:* Greg Sheehan  
*Created by:* Roslyn Sellars

**Thu Aug 31, 2017**

**9:30 am**  
Reminder: Reactive PIV Card - Rm 1320  
*Calendar:* Greg Sheehan  
*Created by:* Roslyn Sellars
10am  Briefing on Diversity MOU and Diversity Joint Venture (DJV)-Rm 3358
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/\[g\[e\[g\]-\[\[j\]-\[\[s\]-\[\[h\]-\[\[e\]-\[\[h\]-\[\[a\]-\[\[n\]-\[\[\]h\]-\[\[\]e\]-\[\[\]a\]-\[\[\]n\]-\[\[\]o\]-\[\[\]z\]-\[\[\]w\]-\[\[\]v\]-\[\[\]o\]-\[\[\]y\]-\[\[\]w\]-\[\[\]5\]-\[\[\]a\]-\[\[\]z\]-\[\[\]n\]h\]

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Inez Uhl, Jim Serfis, Jim Kurth, Greg Sheehan, Seth Mott

11:30am  Weekly FWS/SOL Meeting - Room 3359
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/\[g\[e\[g\]-\[\[j\]-\[\[s\]-\[\[h\]-\[\[a\]-\[\[\]h\]-\[\[\]e\]-\[\[\]a\]-\[\[\]n\]-\[\[\]o\]-\[\[\]z\]-\[\[\]w\]-\[\[\]v\]-\[\[\]o\]-\[\[\]y\]-\[\[\]w\]-\[\[\]5\]-\[\[\]a\]-\[\[\]z\]-\[\[\]n\]h\]

Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Peg Romanik, Charisa Morris, Jim Kurth, Benjamin Jesup, Wendy Fink, Stephen Guertin

12pm  Check-in meeting - Rm 3359
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/\[g\[e\[g\]-\[\[j\]-\[\[s\]-\[\[h\]-\[\[a\]-\[\[\]h\]-\[\[\]e\]-\[\[\]a\]-\[\[\]n\]-\[\[\]o\]-\[\[\]z\]-\[\[\]w\]-\[\[\]v\]-\[\[\]o\]-\[\[\]y\]-\[\[\]w\]-\[\[\]5\]-\[\[\]a\]-\[\[\]z\]-\[\[\]n\]h\]

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Michael Gale, Charisa Morris, Jim Kurth, Casey Hammond, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin

12pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/\[g\[e\[g\]-\[\[j\]-\[\[s\]-\[\[h\]-\[\[a\]-\[\[\]h\]-\[\[\]e\]-\[\[\]a\]-\[\[\]n\]-\[\[\]o\]-\[\[\]z\]-\[\[\]w\]-\[\[\]v\]-\[\[\]o\]-\[\[\]y\]-\[\[\]w\]-\[\[\]5\]-\[\[\]a\]-\[\[\]z\]-\[\[\]n\]h\]

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

2:30pm  Correspondence
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/\[g\[e\[g\]-\[\[j\]-\[\[s\]-\[\[h\]-\[\[a\]-\[\[\]h\]-\[\[\]e\]-\[\[\]a\]-\[\[\]n\]-\[\[\]o\]-\[\[\]z\]-\[\[\]w\]-\[\[\]v\]-\[\[\]o\]-\[\[\]y\]-\[\[\]w\]-\[\[\]5\]-\[\[\]a\]-\[\[\]z\]-\[\[\]n\]h\]

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

3pm  Meet & Greet: Greg Sheehan/Center for Biological Diversity - Rm 3358
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/\[g\[e\[g\]-\[\[j\]-\[\[s\]-\[\[h\]-\[\[a\]-\[\[\]h\]-\[\[\]e\]-\[\[\]a\]-\[\[\]n\]-\[\[\]o\]-\[\[\]z\]-\[\[\]w\]-\[\[\]v\]-\[\[\]o\]-\[\[\]y\]-\[\[\]w\]-\[\[\]5\]-\[\[\]a\]-\[\[\]z\]-\[\[\]n\]h\]

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, suhlemann@biologicaldiversity.org, bcummings@biologicaldiversity.org
3:30pm
Briefing: Combating Wildlife Trafficking/The END Wildlife Trafficking Act
(Gloria Bell, Craig Hoover, David Hubbard, Ed Grace, Daphne Carlson-Bremer)
-Rm 3038
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Gloria Bell, Edward Grace, Craig Hoover, Daphne Carlson Bremer, David Hubbard, Greg Sheehan, paul_beiriger@fws.gov, Angela Gustavson

4:30pm
Conference call (Greg Sheehan, Jim Kurth, Steve Guertin and Bud Cribley) Dial-in: Passcode: - Rm 3359
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: bcribley@blm.gov, Charisa Morris, Jim Kurth, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin, Casey Hammond

5:30pm
"Tentative" Reception for Tom Tidwell, Chief of the Forest Service - Arlington, VA
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: Trout Unlimited, 1777 North Kent Street, Suite 100, Arlington, VA,
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin

Fri Sep 1, 2017
10am
Meet & Greet: Greg Sheehan/Cathy Liss, President & Nadia Adawi, Executive Director & General Counsel, Animal Welfare Institute Meeting - Rm 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: cathy@awionline.org, nadia@awionline.org, Kate O'Connell, Greg Sheehan
11am
Meeting re: Permitting and Biological Opinions for the Hecla Mining Company Montanore and Rock Creek mine projects in Montana (Greg, Noreen Walsh or Matt Hogan via phone, Nils Johnson of Holland & Hart)
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: Rm 3358-- Dial: Code:
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: nwjohnson@hollandhart.com, Greg Sheehan, Matt Hogan, Noreen Walsh, Casey Hammond, Gary Frazer

12pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1pm
Meeting (Greg and Lori McCullough, The Great Outdoors Fund) to discuss initiatives of improving recreation and access - Rm 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: lori@thegreatoutdoorsfund.org, Greg Sheehan

1:30pm
BRIEFING: (Greg, Cynthia and Shaun) on the Blackwater/GMO issue - Rm 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Charisa Morris, Shaun Sanchez, Cynthia Martinez, Greg Sheehan, Azuredeé Perkins

3pm  Correspondence
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

4pm  Phone call with Mike Oetker & Leo Miranda--(Dial: 202-208-4545)
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Leopoldo Miranda, Greg Sheehan, Michael Oetker

4:30pm  Phone call with Mike Oetker & Leo Miranda--(Dial: 202-208-4545)
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Leopoldo Miranda, Greg Sheehan, Michael Oetker
Sun Sep 3, 2017

10 am  Updated guidance
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: Steve to call Greg on  
Calendar: Stephen Guertin
Who: Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin

Mon Sep 4, 2017

All day  Labor Day Holiday
Video call: 
Who: Jim Kurth, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin, Roslyn Sellars
Going? Yes

All day  Roslyn, Leave 9/4 - 9/8
Video call: 
Who: Gregory Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Jim Kurth, Stephen Guertin, Roslyn Sellars, Greg Sheehan
Going? Yes

8:30am  Meeting with Steve to discuss budget adjustment offsets
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Maureen Foster, Paul Souza, Georgia Basso, Charisa Morris, Zachariah Gambill, David Hoskins, Casey Hammond, Seth Mott, Gary Frazer, Bud Cribley, Jerome Ford, Denise Sheehan, bryan_arroyo@fws.gov, Brian Bloodsworth, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin, Kenneth Taylor, Barbara Wainman, Paul Rauch, Janine Velasco, Gregory Sheehan, Jim Kurth, Chris Nolin, Cynthia Martinez, Edward Grace

12 pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

2:30pm  Correspondence
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
All day  Roslyn, Leave 9/4 - 9/8

Video call:

Who:
Gregory Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Jim Kurth, Stephen Guertin, Roslyn Sellars, Greg Sheehan
Going? Yes

10am  Weekly Politics Meeting
Where: Secretary's Conference Room - 5160
Calendar: Natalie Davis
Who:

11am  Pre-Brief Migratory Birds Conservation Commission
Where: Secretary's Office
Calendar: [link]
Created by: Leila Getto
Who: Sarah Mott, Jerome Ford, Greg Sheehan, Todd Willens, Downey Magallanes, A Alvarez

12pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3jIY19rX3NoZWV0YW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1pm  OIG monthly status update meeting/conference call (Jim, Steve, Kathy Garrity, Keith Toomey, Charisa) Room 3359
Video call:

Where: Dial: [redacted]  Code: [redacted]
Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who:
Jim Kurth, Charisa Morris, Gregory Sheehan, Casey Hammond, Greg Sheehan, Katherine Garrity, Keith Toomey, Stephen Guertin
2:15pm  VTC - Hurricane Harvey response
   Video call:
   Where: Room 3038
   Calendar: GMS-mike_edwards@fws.gov-01cdc809-fe30cf88.pst/paul_souza@fws.gov (Read Only)
   Created by: Mike Edwards
   Who: Chris Wilcox, FWS Directorate & Deputies, GMS-mike_edwards@fws.gov-01cdc809-fe30cf88.pst/paul_souza@fws.gov (Read Only), Henry Schlitzer, Terrina Harford, Clayton McBride, Kashif Askari, Charisa Morris, FWS Directorate Secretaries, Robert Garfinkel, Greg Sheehan, Michael Gale, Paul Souza

2:15pm  VTC - Hurricane Harvey response
   Video call:
   Where: Room 3038
   Calendar: Charisa Morris

2:30pm  Correspondence
   Video call:
   https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIz19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
   Calendar: Greg Sheehan
   Created by: Roslyn Sellars

2:45pm  FWS weekly check in meeting
   Video call:
   Where: AS/FWP Conference Room -- 3144
   Calendar: Maureen Foster
   Created by: Tasha Robbins

3:30pm  Meet with Kathleen Clark
   Video call:
   https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIz19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
   Calendar: Greg Sheehan
4pm    AK Oil & Gas Meeting
     Video call:
     Where:  Room 6151
     Calendar: Vincent Devito
     Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
     Who:
     Margo Harris, cyounger@blm.gov, Laura Rigas, Micah Chambers, Thomas Baptiste, James Cason, Kathleen Benedetto, Christopher Stolte, William Werkheiser, Scott Cameron, David Applegate, Andrea Travnicek, Todd Willens, Casey Hammond, lthurn@blm.gov, Katharine MacGregor, Murray Hitzman, Olivia Ferriter, Walter Guidroz, Kevin Haugrud, Denise Flanagan, Michael Nedd, Greg Sheehan, Vincent Devito

4pm    DOI Operations Meeting - AS/FWP
     Video call:
     Where:  Room 6120
     Calendar: Gareth Rees
     Who:

6pm    Dinner with Ross Melinchuk
     Video call:  
     Calendar: Greg Sheehan

Wed Sep 6, 2017

All day    Roslyn, Leave 9/4 - 9/8
     Video call:
     Who:
     Gregory Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Jim Kurth, Stephen Guertin, Roslyn Sellars, Greg Sheehan
     Going? Yes

8:30am    Migratory Bird Conservation Commission (MBCC) meeting - MIB South Penthouse
     Video call:  
     Calendar: Greg Sheehan
     Created by: Thomas Irwin

10am    Travel from South Interior
     Video call:  
     Calendar: Greg Sheehan
     Created by: Roslyn Sellars
10:15am  Meeting re: ESA Listing Workplan
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: Rm 3038
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who:
Todd Willens, Gary Frazer, Catherine Gulac, Richard Goeken, Benjamin Jesup, Tasha Robbins, Aurelia Skipwith, Peg Romanik, Maureen Foster, Casey Hammond, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Greg Sheehan, Lois Wellman, Sarah Quamme, Gina Shultz

11:15am  Meet & Greet & Discussion of Refugees, 2017 Priorities, CARE, Partnerships (Greg Sheehan, NWRA Staff-Geoff Haskett, Rebecca Rubin, Mark Musaus) Rm 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who:
Cynthia Martinez, ghaskett@refugeassociation.org, Desiree Sorenson-Groves, Greg Sheehan, Mark Musaus

12pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1pm  Meet with Texas Parks and Wildlife
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan

1:30pm  Predators Pre-Briefing (David Bernhardt, Downey Magallanes, Todd Willens)
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: Room 6120
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
Who:
Downey Magallanes, Greg Sheehan, Roslyn Sellars, Todd Willens, Gisella Ojeda-dodds, David Bernhardt, Thomas Irwin
2pm  International Affairs Reception for Bryan Arroyo
Video call:  
Where:  FWS Skyline, Rachel Carson Conference Room
Who:  Casey Hammond, Stephen Guertin, Charisa Morris, Roslyn Sellars, Greg Sheehan, Jim Kurth
Going? Yes

2:30pm  Correspondence
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

3:30pm  TRAVEL: Rtn to MIB
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin

4pm  Briefing with FWS to discuss FWS Realignment
Video call:  
Where:  6120
Calendar: Tasha Robbins
Who:  Greg Sheehan, Thomas Irwin, Tasha Robbins, David Bernhardt, Catherine Gulac, Todd Willens, James Cason, Roslyn Sellars, Gareth Rees, Maureen Foster

Thu Sep 7, 2017

All day  Roslyn, Leave 9/4 - 9/8
Video call:  
Who:  Gregory Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Jim Kurth, Stephen Guertin, Roslyn Sellars, Greg Sheehan
Going? Yes

All day  TRAVEL: AFWA Meeting, Snowbird UT (Eve of 9/7 - 9/13)
Video call:  
Where:  Snowbird, UT
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

9am  Briefing on Predators Program
Where: Secretary's Office
Calendar:  
Created by: Leila Getto
Who:  Downey Magallanes, Christine Bauserman, David Bernhardt, Todd Willens, Greg Sheehan,
10am  Briefing for FWS FY19 OMB Budget Briefing (Greg, Steve, Jim, Chris Nolin)
Rm 3038
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Jim Kurth, Casey Hammond, Chris Nolin, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin

11:30am  Weekly FWS/SOL Meeting - Room 3359
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Benjamin Jesup, Stephen Guertin, Jim Kurth, Wendy Fink, Greg Sheehan, Peg Romanik, Charisa Morris

12pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1pm  SAS 99 Meeting - Rm 3357
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: hkwilliams@kpmg.com, mocop@kpmg.com, mfreihober@kpmg.com, jhaueri@kpmg.com, kutz@kpmg.com, Pamela Michalegko, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin, Brian Bloodsworth, Janine Velasco

1:30pm  Briefing: FWS role in Gulf Restoration (Greg, Kevin Reynolds)-Rm 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Kevin Reynolds, Greg Sheehan

2:30pm  Correspondence
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

3pm  Travel to Airport for 5p flight to SLC
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
5pm  
Reminder: Flight departs Reagan National (DCA) at 5pm, Arrives Salt Lake at 7:41p  
Video call: 
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

Fri Sep 8, 2017

All day  Roslyn, Leave 9/4 - 9/8  
Video call: 
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
Who: Gregory Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Jim Kurth, Stephen Guertin, Roslyn Sellars, Greg Sheehan  
Going? Yes

All day  TRAVEL: AFWA Meeting, Snowbird UT (Eve of 9/7 - 9/13)  
Video call: 
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
Where: Snowbird, UT  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

All day  Greg, Leave (9/8)  
Video call: 
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

7am  Annual leave day  
Video call: 
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan

1pm  [CANCELLED] Meeting: Greg Sheehan/Wyoming County Commissioners Association re: Grizzly Bears & Sage Grouse - Room to be determined  
Video call: 
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who: Pete Obermueller, Greg Sheehan
Sat Sep 9, 2017

All day  TRAVEL: AFWA Meeting, Snowbird UT (Eve of 9/7 - 9/13)

Video call:

Where: Snowbird, UT
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

Sun Sep 10, 2017

All day  TRAVEL: AFWA Meeting, Snowbird UT (Eve of 9/7 - 9/13)

Video call:

Where: Snowbird, UT
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

Mon Sep 11, 2017

All day  TRAVEL: AFWA Meeting, Snowbird UT (Eve of 9/7 - 9/13)

Video call:

Where: Snowbird, UT
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

All day  Acting Director, Barbara Wainmen

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/75g-j-sheehan?hcid=Z3JliZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin

10am  Weekly Politcals Meeting

Where: Secretary's Conference Room- 5160
Calendar: Natalie Davis
Who:

12pm  Do Not Schedule

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/75g-j-sheehan?hcid=Z3JliZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
2:30 pm  Correspondence
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

7 pm  [5:00pm Mtn Time] AFWA Leadership Meeting - Snowbird Resort Wasatch Broom
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: Snowbird Resort Wasatch B room
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who:
Benjamin Tuggle, Jerome Ford, Jay Slack, Theresa Rabot, Stephen Guertin, Wendi Weber,
Michael Gale, Tom Melius, Robyn Thorson, Greg Sheehan, Gary Frazer, Karen Clark, Amy
Lueders, Deborah Rocque, Charles Wooley, Jim Kurth, Paul Rauch, Robert Curry, Cynthia
Martinez, David Hoskins, Matt Hogan, Charisa Morris, Greg Siekaniec, Noreen Walsh

Tue Sep 12, 2017

All day  TRAVEL: AFWA Meeting, Snowbird UT (Eve of 9/7 - 9/13)
Video call:

Where: Snowbird, UT
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

All day  Acting Director, Barbara Wainmen
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin

10 am  [8:00am Mtn Time] AFWA Leadership Meeting - Cirque Board Room, located on
Level C of the Cliff Lodge
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: Cirque Board Room, located on Level C of the Cliff Lodge
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who:
Benjamin Tuggle, Jay Slack, Jerome Ford, Theresa Rabot, Stephen Guertin, Wendi Weber,
Michael Gale, Tom Melius, Robyn Thorson, Greg Sheehan, Gary Frazer, Karen Clark, Amy
Lueders, Deborah Rocque, Charles Wooley, Jim Kurth, Paul Rauch, Robert Curry, Cynthia
Martinez, David Hoskins, Matt Hogan, Charisa Morris, Greg Siekaniec, Noreen Walsh

12pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
2:30pm  Correspondence
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

2:45pm  FWS weekly check in meeting
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: AS/FWP Conference Room -- 3144
Calendar: Maureen Foster
Created by: Tasha Robbins

Wed Sep 13, 2017

All day  TRAVEL: AFWA Meeting, Snowbird UT (Eve of 9/7 - 9/13)
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: Snowbird, UT
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

7:50am  Conference call with Todd
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan

10am  Conference call with Todd willens
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan

11am  Reminder: Flight from Salt Lake City lands at DCA at 4p
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

12pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

2:30pm  Monthly FWS Directorate VTC - Room 3038
Video call:  
Calendar: FWS MIB Dir.Conf. Rm 3038
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Delores Bigby, Marilyn Brower, Kashif Askari, Stephanie Potter, Stacey Garcia, Azureedee Perkins, Lois Wellman, Monique Manning, Xiomara Labiosa, Pamela Michalegko, Wanda Cantrell, Jesse Brent, Nicole Tsugawa, Henry Schlitzer, Acquanetta Reese, Greg Sheehan, Shelly Senior, Kathleen King, Rose Reed, Lillian Moore, Kelly Kennedy Bechdel, Conni Conner, Lynne Santos, Sharon Showalter, Margaret Hardy, FWS Directorate & Deputies, JoAn Mundt

5pm
Congressional Sportsmen’s Foundation 28th Annual Banquet & Reception for Secretary Zinke
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: Hyatt Regency Capitol Hill, 400 New Jersey Avenue, NW - Washington, DC
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

Thu Sep 14, 2017

10:30am  Wildlife & Sport Fish Restoration Program Briefing - Rm 3358
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Paul Rauch, Robert Curry, Greg Sheehan

11:30am  Weekly FWS/SOL Meeting - Room 3359
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Jim Kurth, Stephen Guertin, Peg Romanik, Benjamin Jesup, Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Wendy Fink

12pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
1pm
DAS Skipwith to meet w/Modesto Irrigation District, Turlock Irrigation District and San Francisco Public Utility Commission

Video call:

Where:
AS/FWP Conference room 3144 - Please enter on the C Street side. Once through security please call (202) 208-4416 and someone will escort you to the conference room.

Calendar: Tasha Robbins

Who:
Tasha Robbins, Aurelia Skipwith, Thomas Irwin, Thomas Garcia, tdykstra@tfgnet.com, Greg Sheehan, Roslyn Sellars

2pm
FWS FY19 OMB Budget Briefing (Craig Crutchfield, Denise Flanagan, Rachel Merkel, Steven Farrell, Greg Sheehan, Steve Guertin, Chris Nolin, Olivia Ferrier) OS-POB Conference Room 4223 MIB

Where: OS-POB Conference Room 4223 (MIB)

Calendar: TIFFANY TAYLOR

Who:
Olivia Ferriter, Steven Farrell, Denise Flanagan, TIFFANY TAYLOR, Adrienne Moss, Stephen Guertin, OS-POB Conference Room 4223 (MIB), @omb.eop.gov, Rachel Merkel, Chris Nolin, @omb.eop.gov, Greg Sheehan, Jason Freihage

3pm
Meeting: Greg Sheehan, Eugene Collins-Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Army, Dave Hoskins) - Rm 3358

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: Main Interior, 1849 C Street NW, Room 3358, Washington, DC

Calendar: Greg Sheehan

Created by: Thomas Irwin

Who:
@mail.mil, Julie Henning, @mail.mil, @mail.mil, @mail.mil, DavidMiko, Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan, David Hoskins

4pm
Phone call w/Evan Heusinkveld of Sportsmen’s Alliance and James Lister RE: Grizzlies and next steps (Todd Willens, Greg Sheehan, Aurelia Skipwith)

Video call:

Where:
Todd’s office 6116 - Todd's call in information, Passcode 99999

Calendar: Tasha Robbins

Who:
evah@sportsmensalliance.org, Thomas Garcia, Tasha Robbins, Greg Sheehan, jlister@dc.bhh.com, Catherine Gulac, Roslyn Sellars, Todd Willens, Thomas Irwin, Aurelia Skipwith

4:30pm  Meet with CJ buck.

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Fri Sep 15, 2017

All day
Travel to Federal Duck Stamp award in Stevens Point, Wisconsin (Event is on 9/16)
Video call:

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

8:35am  Delta flight #2063 departs Reagan (DCA) to Minneapolis-Stp (MSP)
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

12pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

2:30pm  Correspondence
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

Sat Sep 16, 2017

All day
Travel to Federal Duck Stamp award in Stevens Point, Wisconsin (Event is on 9/16)
Video call:

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

9:30am  Federal Duck Stamp award in Stevens Point, Wisconsin
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Gregory Sheehan
Sun Sep 17, 2017

7 am
[7a.m.MDT] Breakfast with ASA at AFWA Meeting - Golden Cliff Room at the Snowbird Resort
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin

Mon Sep 18, 2017

9 am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel

11 am
Grant Coordinators & Program Managers (Jim Cason, Doug Domenech, Jaime Rullan, James, Schock, Keith Oneil, Mark Eckl, Mike Reynolds, Olivia Ferrier, Paul Rauch, Scott Cameron, Todd Willens, Amy Holley) Rm 5160
Video call:

Where: Room 5160 - Call-in Participant Code: 123456
Calendar: James Cason
Created by: Catherine Gulac

11:15 am  AD Staff meeting - Rm 3038
Video call:

Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Janine Velasco, Charisa Morris, Zachariah Gambill, Jerome Ford, David Hoskins, Barbara Wainman, Seth Mott, Jim Kurth, Cynthia Martinez, Georgia Basso, Casey Hammond, Edward Grace, Brian Bloodsworth, Stephen Guertin, bryan_arroyo@fws.gov, Paul Souza, Greg Sheehan, Kenneth Taylor, Bud Cribley, Gregory Sheehan, Maureen Foster, Gary Frazer, Chris Nolin, Paul Rauch, Denise Sheehan

12 pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
1pm

**Budget, Planning and Human Capital Program & E-Perform Briefing - Rm 3038**

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who: Shelly Senior, Rebekah Giddings, Pamela Sirotzky, Greg Sheehan, Denise Sheehan

2pm

**Meeting (Greg, Charisa and Michael Gale) on International Grants - Rm 3358**

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Thomas Irwin  
Who: Charisa Morris, Michael Gale, Greg Sheehan

2:30pm **Correspondence**

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

3:30pm

**Meeting (Greg, Benjamin T. and Seth M.) to discuss the status of Science Applications funding and focus in FY18 and 19 - Rm 3358**

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Thomas Irwin  
Who: Benjamin Tuggle, Seth Mott, Greg Sheehan

5pm **Doug Dominick reception ASLM hallway**

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan

---

**Tue Sep 19, 2017**

8:30am **Travel from residence Skyline**

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
9am Greg to visit Skyline for Walk About/Meet & Greet with Refuge Staff
Video call: 
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: FWS Skyline Office, Greg to meet Cynthia Martinez downstairs at frontendk
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Michael Gale, Roslyn Sellars, Cynthia Martinez, Shaun Sanchez, ThomasIrwin, Azuredee Perkins, Greg Sheehan

10:15am Meet & Greet with Region 5 Refuge Managers - FWS Falls Church/Skyline Office, Theodore Roosevelt Conf. Room 1W104
Video call: 
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Deborah Rocque, Scott Kahan, Greg Sheehan, Wendi Weber, Kathleen King

10:45am Travel to MIB
Video call: 
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

11:15am Meet & Greet: American Fisheries Society - Rm 3358
Video call: 
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/dwinters-greg-j?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, dwinters@fisheries.org, tbigford@fisheries.org

12pm Do Not Schedule
Video call: 
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1pm Briefing on ePerform System (Denise Sheehan, Rebekah Giddings, Pamela Sirotzky, Marty Pletcher) - Rm 3038
Video call: 
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: Room 3038
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Shelly Senior, Rebekah Giddings, Mary Pletcher, Pamela Sirotzky, DeniseSheehan, Greg Sheehan
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

2pm    Monthly FWS Directorate VTC - Room 3038

Video call:  

Calendar: Greg Sheehan

Created by: Thomas Irwin

Who:  
cynthia_dohner@fws.gov, Shelley Hartmann, Jerome Ford, Nicole Tsugawa, Shelly Senior, Brian Bloodsworth, Seth Mott, Lori Mendoza, Kelly Kennedy Bechdel, Shaun Sanchez, Gloria Bell, Margaret Hardy, Delores Bigby, Greg Sheehan, Denise Thompson, Gary Frazer, Wanda Cantrell, Janine Velasco, Denise Sanchez, Charles Wooley, Jim Kurth, Clayton McBride, David Hoskins, Anne Badgley, Charisa Morris, Denise Sheehan, Greg Siekaniec, Conni Conner, Pamela Michalegko, Larry Rabin, Gina Shultz, Robert Garfinkel, Benjamin Tuggle, Jay Slack, Stephanie Potter, Theresa Rabot, Edward Grace, Jesse Brent, Thomas Irwin, Stephen Guertin, Taulline Davis, Wendi Weber, Jim Willis, Michael Gale, Michael Oetker, Tom Melius, Barbara Wainman, Kenneth Taylor, Matthew Huggler, Mike Johnson, Robyn Thorson, Lois Wellman, veronica_barrientos@fws.gov, Jody Holsworth, Acquanetta Reese, Karen Clark, john_tramack@fws.gov, Rebekah Giddings, bryan_arroyo@fws.gov, John Schmerfeld, Deborah Rocque, Janine Velasco, Paul Rauch, Stacey Garcia, Chris Jensen, Robert Curry, Joy Nicholopoulos, Cynthia Martinez, Roslyn Sellers, Matt Hogan, JoAn Mundt, Henry Schlitzer, Paul Souza, Eugene Sivigny, Azuredee Perkins, Virginia Takang, Gregory Sheehan, Kathleen King, Noreen Walsh, Amy Lueders

2pm    Monthly FWS Directorate VTC - Room 3038

Video call:  

Where:  

Calendar:  

GMS-mike_edwards@fws.gov-01cdc809-fe30cf88.pst/paul_souza@fws.gov (Read Only)

Created by: Mike Edwards

Who:  

Azuredee Perkins, Lois Wellman, Charisa Morris, Joy Nicholopoulos, Gloria Bell, Virginia Takang, Lori Mendoza, Delores Bigby, Denise Thompson, Stephanie Potter, Rebekah Giddings, Eugene Sivigny, Wanda Cantrell, cynthia_dohner@fws.gov, Gregory Sheehan, Gina Shultz, Janine Velasco, bryan_arroyo@fws.gov, Larry Rabin, john_tramack@fws.gov, Deborah Rocque, Michael Gale, Shaun Sanchez, Karen Clark, Paul Rauch, Amy Lueders, Barbara Wainman, Benjamin Tuggle, Jay Slack, Shelley Hartmann, Margaret Hardy, Jim Kurth, Taulline Davis, Robert Curry, Roslyn Sellers, Greg Sheehan, Acquanetta Reese, David Hoskins, Charles Wooley, Conni Conner, Henry Schlitzer, Matthew Huggler, Jerome Ford, Anne Badgley, JoAn Mundt, veronica_barrientos@fws.gov, Kelly Kennedy Bechdel, Shelly Senior, Thomas Irwin, Seth Mott, Gary Frazer, Theresa Rabot, Tom Melius, Robyn Thorson, Jody Holsworth, GMS-mike_edwards@fws.gov-01cdc809-fe30cf88.pst/paul_souza@fws.gov (Read Only), Clayton McBride, Brian Bloodsworth, Kathleen King, John Schmerfeld, Chris Jensen, Denise Sanchez, Stephen Guertin, Edward Grace, Nicole Tsugawa, Stacey Garcia, Greg Siekaniec, Pamela Michalegko, Matt Hogan, Jim Willis, Wendi Weber, Cynthia Martinez, Denise Sheehan, Jesse Brent, Michael Oetker, Robert Garfinkel, Kenneth Taylor, Mike Johnson, Janine Velasco, Paul Souza, Noreen Walsh
2:45pm  FWS weekly check in meeting

Video call:

Where: AS/FWP Conference Room -- 3144
Calendar: Maureen Foster
Created by: Tasha Robbins

4pm  DOI Operations Meeting - AS/FWP

Video call:

Where: Room 6120
Calendar: Gareth Rees

Wed Sep 20, 2017

All day
Johnny Morris Wonders of Wildlife National Museum & Aquarium Grand Opening - Springfield, Missouri (9/19 - 9/20)--Event is on 9/20

Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

8:59am  REMINDER: AA flight #1756 Departs DCA at 8:59a.m.

Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin

9am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358

Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

11am  FWS Package Briefing
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: Conference Room 3144
Calendar: Gary Frazer
Created by: Lois Wellman
Who: Aurelia Skipwith, Roslyn Sellars, Megan Apgar, Jerome Ford, Greg Sheehan, Cynthia Martinez, Gloria Bell, Maureen Foster, Thomas Irwin, Tasha Robbins, Gary Frazer, Jason Larrabee

12pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

2:30pm  Correspondence
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

Thu Sep 21, 2017

All day  Johnny Morris Wonders of Wildlife National Museum & Aquarium Grand Opening - Springfield, Missouri (9/19 - 9/20)--Event is on 9/20
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

8am  Out of Office - Flight lands at DCA at 2pm
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

12pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

2pm  Travel from DCA airport to office
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
2:30 pm  
Correspondence
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

3:30 pm  
Reminder: Meet in Todd Willens Office - Rm 6116 for Ride to EEOB
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin

4 pm  
Meeting re: Seven Hills Project (Todd Willens, Greg Sheehan) - EEOB 276
Video call:

Where: EEOB 276
Calendar: Catherine Gulac
Who: Thomas Irwin, Catherine Gulac, Todd Willens, Roslyn Sellars, Greg Sheehan

Fri Sep 22, 2017

All day  
REMINDER: A.M. M. Madison will be here for eagle delivery - Rm 3356
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin

8 am  
Carter Wilford eagle update
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan

9 am  
Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

10 am  
External Affairs Program Briefing (Greg, Barbara Wainman, Matt Huggler)
Room 3358
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Barbara Wainman, Matthew Huggler, Greg Sheehan, Doug Hobbs, Nancy Monroe, Martin Kodis, Gavin Shire
12pm  Do Not Schedule

Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1pm  New Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan (Todd Willens, Greg Sheehan, Paul Weiland & Steve Quarles) - Rm 3038

Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: FWS Conference Rm 3038-MIB
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: squarles@nossaman.com, Todd Willens, Tasha Robbins, Catherine Gulac, Gareth Rees, pweiland@nossaman.com, Greg Sheehan, Gary Frazer, Ann Navaro, Lois Wellman

2pm  Correspondence

Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

2:45pm  Grizzly Bears (Gary, Greg, Noreen, Matt) Rm 3358--Noreen/Matt dial 202-208-4545

Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Gary Frazer, Stephanie Potter, Matt Hogan, Greg Sheehan, Noreen Walsh

3pm  ABMO Issues (Greg, Janine, Brian, Michael Sciortino, Keri James) - Rm 3358

Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: Rm 3358
Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Stephen Guertin, Jim Kurth, Michael Sciortino, Janine Velasco, Greg Sheehan, keri_james@fws.gov, Brian Bloodsworth, Pamela Michalegko

Sat Sep 23, 2017

7am  National hunting and fishing day

Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
9 am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358

| Video call: |  
|---|---|
| [https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI%b%2c%20Charisa%2c%20Kashyap%2c%20Room%203358](https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn) |

| Calendar: | Greg Sheehan |
| Created by: | Roslyn Sellars |
| Who: | Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel |

10 am  Weekly Politicals Meeting

| Where: | Secretary’s Conference Room- 5160 |
| Calendar: | Natalie Davis |

11:15 am  AD Staff meeting - Rm 3038

| Video call: |  
| Calendar: | Jim Kurth |
| Created by: | Roslyn Sellars |
| Who: | Janine Velasco, Charisa Morris, Zachariah Gambill, Jerome Ford, David Hoskins, Barbara Wainman, Seth Mott, Jim Kurth, Cynthia Martinez, Georgia Basso, Casey Hammond, Edward Grace, Brian Bloodsworth, Stephen Guertin, bryan_arroyo@fws.gov, Paul Souza, Greg Sheehan, Kenneth Taylor, Bud Cribley, Gregory Sheehan, Maureen Foster, Gary Frazer, Chris Nolin, Paul Rauch, Denise Sheehan |

12:30 pm  Passport photo for Greg Sheehan - Rm 1061

| Video call: |  
| Where: | Room 1061 on first floor main hallway north side of building |
| Calendar: | Greg Sheehan |
| Created by: | Thomas Irwin |
| Who: | Tami Heilemann, Greg Sheehan |

2 pm  Meet & Greet with Mike Nussman - Rm 3358

| Video call: |  
| Calendar: | Greg Sheehan |
| Created by: | Thomas Irwin |
| Who: | janderson@asafishing.org, Greg Sheehan |
2:30pm  Correspondence
   Video call:  
   Calendar: Greg Sheehan
   Created by: Roslyn Sellars

3pm  Meet with Steve Thompson
   Video call:  
   Calendar: Greg Sheehan

3pm  Tentative: BLM provided update on progress regarding the sage-grouse review and sage-grouse planning moving forward (Dial: , Code: )
   Video call:  
   Calendar: Greg Sheehan
   Created by: Roslyn Sellars

4:30pm  Meeting - Christopher Prandoni
   Video call:  
   Where: DOI - Todd's Office Rm 6116 or call 
   Calendar: Catherine Gulac
   Who: Todd Willens, , Greg Sheehan, Roslyn Sellars, Catherine Gulac, Thomas Irwin, @ceq.eop.gov

6pm  Dinner with Casey Stemler
   Video call:  
   Calendar: Greg Sheehan
   Created by: Gregory Sheehan

Tue Sep 26, 2017

9am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
   Video call:  
   Calendar: Greg Sheehan
   Created by: Roslyn Sellars
   Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

9:30am  FWS to brief Todd on the Clearance of 5-year plan
   Video call:  
   Where: AS/FWP conference room - 3144
   Calendar: Tasha Robbins
   Who: Roslyn Sellars, David Miko, Thomas Irwin, Catherine Gulac, TashaRobbins, Robert Miller, Cynthia Martinez, Greg Sheehan, Todd Willens
Greg J. Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

10 am
Briefing for Greg re: Rosewood and CITES Reservations (Greg, Gloria, Craig Hoover) - Rm 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Gloria Bell, Craig Hoover, Greg Sheehan

10:30 am  Travel to ATF (Greg Sheehan/Jay Slack)
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Jay Slack, Greg Sheehan

11 am  Meeting with ATF (Greg, Jay Slack-in person) --FWS POC: Jay Slack
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: 99 New York Avenue, N.W. Suite 5SL00 Washington, DC
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Kelly Kennedy Bechdel, Jay Slack, Greg Sheehan

12 pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

12 pm  Travel from ATF
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1:30 pm  Meeting (Greg Sheehan and Friant Water Authority) re: California Water - Rm 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: tdykstra@tfgnet.com, Greg Sheehan

2:30 pm  Correspondence
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
2:30pm  TRAVEL: To Hill meeting
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWoVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin

2:45pm  FWS weekly check in meeting
Video call:
Where: AS/FWP Conference Room -- 3144
Calendar: Maureen Foster
Created by: Tasha Robbins

3pm
Meeting (Greg and Congresswoman Mia Love (R-UT)) - 217 Cannon House Office Building
Video call:
Where: 217 Cannon House Office Building
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Angela Gustavson, Greg Sheehan, Martin Kodis, Matthew Huggler

5pm
Meeting (Greg and Senator Mike Lee (R-UT)) - 361A Russell Senate Office Building
Video call:
Where: 361A Russell Senate Office Building
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Martin Kodis, Matthew Huggler, Angela Gustavson, Greg Sheehan

6pm  Dinner
Video call:
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Gregory Sheehan

Wed Sep 27, 2017

8am  Meet on Sage Grouse
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZVoVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

9 am  Meeting to discuss Clarendon Bridge - Rm 3144
Video call:  
Where:  3144  
Calendar:  Tasha Robbins  
Who:  Roslyn Sellars, Thomas Irwin, Thomas Garcia, Tasha Robbins, Aurelia Skipwith, Greg Sheehan

12 pm  Don Peay
Video call:  
Where:  6116  
Calendar:  Todd Willens  
Who:  Greg Sheehan, Downey Magallanes

4:30pm  National Wildlife Federation Open House
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
Where:  The National Wildlife Federation’s National Advocacy Center, 1200 G StNW, Suite 900  
Wash.,D.C.  
Calendar:  Greg Sheehan

Thu Sep 28, 2017

9 am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
Calendar:  Greg Sheehan  
Created by:  Roslyn Sellars  
Who:  Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel

10 am  AK Oil & Gas Meeting
Video call:  
Where:  Room 6151  
Calendar:  Vincent Devito  
Created by:  Gisella Ojeda-dodds  
Who:  Thomas Baptiste, David Applegate, Christopher Stolte, Ithurn@blm.gov, Katharine MacGregor, Andrea Travnicek, James Cason, Vincent Devito, Michael Nedd, Greg Sheehan, Scott Cameron, Olivia Ferriter, Kathleen Benedetto, Micah Chambers, Casey Hammond, Murray Hitzman, Kevin Haugrud, Stephen Wackowski, Margo Harris, cyounger@blm.gov, Walter Guidroz, Todd Willens, William Werkheiser, Laura Rigas, Denise Flanagan

11 am  Meet and Greet (Greg Sheehan and Kathleen Clarke, director of Public Lands Policy Coordinating Office, Utah) Rm - 3358
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
Calendar:  Greg Sheehan  
Created by:  Thomas Irwin  
Who:  pblackham@utah.gov, Greg Sheehan
11:30am Weekly FWS/SOL Meeting - Room 3359

Video call:
Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Jim Kurth, Stephen Guertin, Peg Romanik, Benjamin Jesup, Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Wendy Fink

12pm Do Not Schedule

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

12:15pm Meeting with Jim, Todd and Greg

Video call: 
Where: Room 6113
Calendar: Gareth Rees
Who: James Cason, Roslyn Sellars, Gareth Rees, Greg Sheehan, Thomas Irwin, Todd Willens

1pm Budget Training (Greg, Chris Nolin, Edith Thompson) - Rm 3358

Video call:
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Edith Thompson, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin, Chris Nolin, Rachel Merkel

2pm VTC: IRTM Program Briefing for Greg Sheehan (Ken Taylor, Shelley Hartman, Ellen Waterman-via Vidyo) - Room 3038-MIB

Video call: 
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Shelley Hartmann, Kashif Askari, Kenneth Taylor, Lew Wallis, Ellen Waterman, Henry Schlitzer

3pm Meeting (Greg, Jim and Inez Uhl) on Diversity Program - Rm 3358

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Inez Uhl, Lisa Danaceau, Jim Kurth, Greg Sheehan
3:30pm
FWS Briefing on Atlantic Menhaden October 2016 Harvest Limits (Aurelia, Dave Hoskins, Greg Sheehan, Sherry White) - Rm 3358

Video call:

Where: FWS Conference Room 3038 (Dial: [redacted] Participant code: [redacted])
Calendar: Aurelia Skipwith
Created by: Thomas Garcia
Who: Thomas Garcia, Aurelia Skipwith, Thomas Irwin, David Hoskins, Sherry White, Roslyn Sellars, Greg Sheehan

4:45pm
Phone call re: LEPC & Kansas field office/Greater Sage Grouse (Greg, Noreen, Matt) - - Dial: [redacted] Code: [redacted]
Video call:

Where: PC (Noreen only pc)
Calendar: Noreen Walsh
Created by: Stephanie Potter
Who: Thomas Irwin, Matt Hogan, Greg Sheehan, Roslyn Sellars, Noreen Walsh

6pm
Smithsonian National Zoo and Conservation Biology Institute Reception and Dinner - Smithsonian National Portrait Gallery, 8th & G Street NW, Wash., DC

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

Fri Sep 29, 2017

9am Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel

10am Briefing (Greg and PacifiCorp Energy) on West Coast hydropower projects w/ focus on Lewis River project in Washington - Rm 3358

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: jim.lynch@klgates.com, Greg Sheehan
Greg J. Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

10:30am
Meeting (Greg, Jim, Steve, Cynthia M. and Shaun S.) on Access Positions - Rm 3359
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Shaun Sanchez, Cynthia Martinez, Jim Kurth, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin

12pm Do Not Schedule
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

12:30pm Hold for call with Todd Willens
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1pm Meet and Greet (Greg and WGA Team) - Rm 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: tvigil@westgov.org, Greg Sheehan

2pm Meeting (Greg and Mamie Parker) - Rm 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: mamie@mamieparker.com, Greg Sheehan, Ma Parker & Associates

2:30pm Correspondence
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

3pm Foreign Travel Packages Discussion (For Greg's 10/2 Meeting with Todd)---
Greg, Jim, Steve, Charisa - Rm 3359
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Charisa Morris, Jim Kurth, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

6pm Haircut
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI5Z19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan

Mon Oct 2, 2017

9am Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI5Z19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellers
Who: Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan

9:30am Meeting: Greg, Jim, Steve, Bud - Rm 3359
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI5Z19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellers
Who: Michael Gale, Bud Cribley, Charisa Morris, Jim Kurth, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin

10am Weekly Politics Meeting
Where: Secretary's Conference Room- 5160
Calendar: Natalie Davis

11:15am AD Staff meeting - Rm 3038
Video call:
Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Roslyn Sellers
Who: Janine Velasco, Charisa Morris, Zachariah Gambill, Jerome Ford, DavidHoskins, Barbara Wainman, Seth Mott, Jim Kurth, Cynthia Martinez, Georgia Basso, Casey Hammond, Edward Grace, Brian Bloodsworth, StephenGuertin, bryan_arroyo@fws.gov, Paul Souza, Greg Sheehan, KennethTaylor, Bud Cribley, Gregory Sheehan, Maureen Foster, Gary Frazer, Chris Nolin, Paul Rauch, Denise Sheehan

12:15pm Do Not Schedule
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI5Z19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellers
1pm

**HOLD: Calls to Alaska congressional delegation and Chairman Bishop prior to announcement of Pacific walrus**

*Video call:*
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

*Calendar:* Greg Sheehan
*Created by:* Thomas Irwin
*Who:* Alyssa Hausman, Martin Kodis, Barbara Wainman, Matthew Huggler, Greg Sheehan, Angela Gustavson

2:20pm

**[2:20p] Call with Senator Murkowski re: Pacific walrus (Greg to call Murkowski's scheduler, Kristen Daimler-Nothdurft at [a3] [b] (5) (6) [c] [d] for the call)**

*Video call:*
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

*Calendar:* Greg Sheehan
*Created by:* Roslyn Sellars
*Who:* Alyssa Hausman, Greg Sheehan, Angela Gustavson

2:30pm  **Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Michael) Rm 3358**

*Video call:*
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

*Calendar:* Greg Sheehan
*Who:* Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Michael Gale

3pm  **Meet with Neal Ewald forestry discussion**

*Video call:*
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

*Calendar:* Greg Sheehan

3:30pm  **Pre-brief (Greg, Barbara Wainman, Matt Huggler) re: Upcoming "Grits with Greg" @ Skyline Tue, Oct 3 - Rm 3358**

*Video call:*
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

*Calendar:* Greg Sheehan
*Created by:* Thomas Irwin
*Who:* Charisa Morris, Michael Gale, Barbara Wainman, Matthew Huggler, Greg Sheehan

4pm  **FWS Foreign Travel discussion (Todd Willens, Maureen Foster, Greg, Steve, Jim)**

*Video call:*
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

*Where:* AS/FWP Conference room - 3144

*Calendar:* Tasha Robbins
*Who:* Tasha Robbins, Roslyn Sellars, Thomas Irwin, Greg Sheehan, Catherine Gulac, Jason Larrabee, Todd Willens, Maureen Foster, Stephen Guertin, Jim Kurth
5pm    Review packages
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar:  Greg Sheehan

6:30pm    Dinner with Jim
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar:  Greg Sheehan

Tue Oct 3, 2017

8am    TRAVEL: To Skyline
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar:  Greg Sheehan
Created by:  Thomas Irwin

8:30am    Grits with Greg - 2nd Floor Cafe @ Skyline
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where:  Skyline 2nd Floor Cafe
Calendar:  Charisa Morris
Who:  Roslyn Sellars, Michael Gale, Charisa Morris, Thomas Irwin, GregSheehan, Barbara Wainman

9:30am    TRAVEL: Rtn to MIB
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar:  Greg Sheehan
Created by:  Thomas Irwin

10am    Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar:  Greg Sheehan
Created by:  Roslyn Sellars
Who:  Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Kashyap Patel

11am    Call with Senator Sullivan re: Pacific walrus (Senator should call(202) 208-4545) - Rm 3358
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar:  Greg Sheehan
Created by:  Thomas Irwin
Who:  Alyssa Hausman, Angela Gustavson, Greg Sheehan
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

11 am
HOLD: Calls to Alaska congressional delegation and Chairman Bishop prior to announcement of Pacific walrus
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JiZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Alyssa Hausman, Martin Kodis, Barbara Wainman, Matthew Huggler, Greg Sheehan, Angela Gustavson

12 pm Do Not Schedule
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JiZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

12:30 pm
Call with House Natural Resource Chairman Rob Bishop (R-UT) re: Pacific walrus (Chairman Bishop should call (202) 208-4545) - Rm 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JiZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Alyssa Hausman, Angela Gustavson, Greg Sheehan

1 pm
Meeting (Greg Sheehan, Gary Frazer, Jerome Ford and EWAC) to discuss regulatory reform, eagle permit rule and MBTA - Rm 3038
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JiZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: janderson@nossaman.com, Gary Frazer, Jerome Ford, Greg Sheehan, Mike Johnson

2:30 pm Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Michael) Rm 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JiZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Who: Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Michael Gale

2:45 pm FWS weekly check in meeting
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JiZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: AS/FWP Conference Room -- 3144
Calendar: Maureen Foster
Created by: Tasha Robbins
4pm  DOI Operations Meeting - AS/FWP
Video call:

Where: Room 6120
Calendar: Gareth Rees
Who:

5pm  Meet with Missouri River People
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hcid=Z3JiZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan

6:30pm  Rivers of recovery Dinner Event
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hcid=Z3JiZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: The Observatory at America’s Square, 300 New Jersey Avenue, N.W. Rooftop
Calendar: Greg Sheehan

Wed Oct 4, 2017

All day
Travel: Private Lands Day - Bangor, ME (10/4 - 10/5) Flight departs DC 10p on 10/4, Return DCA 7:20p on 10/5
Video call:

Where: Bangor, ME 04401, USA
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

8am  Michael bogart
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hcid=Z3JiZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan

9am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hcid=Z3JiZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris
11am  FWS Package Briefing (Aurelia, Jason Larrabee, Gary Frazer, Gloria Bell, Megan Apgar)--ES & IA to brief Aurelia & Jason on Packages-- Rm 3144
   Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
   Where: Conference Room 3144
   Calendar: Gary Frazer
   Created by: Lois Wellman
   Who: Maureen Foster, Gary Frazer, Greg Sheehan, Gloria Bell, Thomas Irwin, Tasha Robbins, Megan Apgar, Aurelia Skipwith, Roslyn Sellars, Jason Larrabee

12pm  Travel to Hill Meeting
   Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
   Calendar: Greg Sheehan
   Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1pm  Meeting with Congressman Smucker re: importation of polar bear trophies taken before May 14, 2008 - 516 Cannon House
   Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
   Calendar: Greg Sheehan
   Created by: Roslyn Sellars
   Who: Martin Kodis, Barbara Wainman, Angela Gustavson, Greg Sheehan, Blake Deeley, Micah Chambers

2pm  Travel from Hill Meeting
   Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
   Calendar: Greg Sheehan
   Created by: Roslyn Sellars

2:30pm  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Michael) Rm 3358
   Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
   Calendar: Greg Sheehan
   Who: Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Michael Gale

6pm  Reminder: Flight departs DCA at 10pm
   Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
   Calendar: Greg Sheehan
   Created by: Roslyn Sellars

8pm  Travel to Maine - Partners conference
   Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
   Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

Thu Oct 5, 2017

All day
Travel: Private Lands Day - Bangor, ME (10/4 - 10/5) Flight departs DC 10p on 10/4, Return DCA 7:20p on 10/5
Video call:

Where: Bangor, ME 04401, USA
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

9am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hcid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

12pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hcid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

2pm  Conference call: Ryan Yates - (Dial-in [xxx] Passcode: [xxx]) - Rm 3144
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hcid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Todd Willens, Tom Melius, Charisa Morris, Catherine Gulac, Greg Sheehan, Cynthia Martinez, michael_gale@ios.do.gov, Dave Walker, Tasha Robbins, Aurelia Skipwith, Thomas Garcia

2:30pm  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Michael) Rm 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hcid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Who: Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Michael Gale

4pm  Travel to airport and back to DC
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hcid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
9 am  
Meeting (Greg, Barbara Wainman, Cynthia Martinez, Shaun Sanchez and Matt Huggler) to discuss the rollout strategy for the Restore the Refuges campaign - Rm 3358  
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3J1Z19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Who: Barbara Wainman, Shaun Sanchez, Cynthia Martinez, Matthew Huggler, Greg Sheehan

9:30 am  Elephants (Greg, Peg Romanik) - Rm 3358  
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3J1Z19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Who: Peg Romanik, Greg Sheehan

10 am  Meet with IWJV  
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3J1Z19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Who: Greg Sheehan

10:30 am  
Ext. Mtg w/ IWJV and Conoco (Linda Thurn, Casey Hammond, Christopher Stolte, Todd Willens, Vince Devito, Cynthia Moses Nedd, Kathleen Benedetto) Rm 5071  
Video call:  
Where: BLM-WO MIB RM5071 Conference Room

Who: Greg Sheehan

11 am  
LPC check in - (Amy Lueders, Greg Sheehan, Gary Frazer, Noreen Walsh)  
Dial Code:  
Video call:  

Who: Stephanie Potter, Roslyn Sellars, Greg Sheehan, Noreen Walsh, Amy Lueders, Gary Frazer

12:30 pm  
Utah Prairie Dog (Greg, Ed Grace, Steve Oberholtzer)  
Dial Code:  
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3J1Z19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Who: Steve Oberholtzer, Greg Sheehan, Edward Grace
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

1pm
Briefing (Greg, Jim, NWRS and Reg 1) on Tern Island (Dial-in: **Passcode: [REDACTED]**) - Rm 3359
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Cynthia Martinez, jeff_rupert@fws.gov, Samantha Brooke, Shannon Smith, Shaun Sanchez, Kim Trust, Pete Leary, Jim Kurth, Greg Sheehan, Robert Miller, Matthew Brown, Kevin Foerster, Azuredee Perkins

2pm Fish and Wildlife Service Budget Briefing w/PDAS, Jason Larrabee
Video call:
Where: AS/FWP conference room - 3144
Calendar: Tasha Robbins
Who: Greg Sheehan, Jason Larrabee, Roslyn Sellars, Thomas Irwin, Jim Kurth, Chris Nolin, Maureen Foster, Stephen Guertin, Tasha Robbins

2:30pm Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Michael) Rm 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Who: Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Michael Gale

4pm Meet and Greet w/Greg Sheehan - Principal Deputy Director, FWS
Video call:
Where: Jason's office 3154
Calendar: Tasha Robbins
Who: Greg Sheehan, Roslyn Sellars, Thomas Irwin, Jason Larrabee, Tasha Robbins

Mon Oct 9, 2017

All day Columbus Day
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: United States
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

9am Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

12pm Do Not Schedule
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

2:30pm Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Michael) Rm 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Who: Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Michael Gale

Tue Oct 10, 2017

All day Roslyn - Annual Leave (10/10)
Video call: 
Who: Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin, Roslyn Sellars, Charisa Morris, Jim Kurth
Going? Yes

8am Correspondence
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: U.S. Department of the Interior 1849 C St NW Washington DC 20006 UnitedStates
Calendar: Greg Sheehan

9am Meeting to discuss issues raised by SCI, NRA and others at meeting w/Secretary (Greg, Gloria Bell, Gary Frazer, Craig Hoover, Ed Grace, Tim VanNorman) - Rm 3038
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Shelley Hartmann, Gloria Bell, Gary Frazer, JoAn Mundt, Edward Grace, Barbara Wainman, Craig Hoover, Tim Vannorman, Greg Sheehan, Lois Wellman, Gina Shultz, Bridget Fahey, janine_vannorman@fws.gov, Carrie Hyde Michaels
**10am  Weekly Politicals Meeting**

*Video call:*

**Where:** Secretary's Conference Room- 5160  
**Calendar:** Alan Mikkelsen  

**11am**

**Meeting (Greg, Ed Grace, Marty Kodis and Lisa Jones) to discuss squid LoBiondo Ltr to Sec Zinke - Rm 3358**

*Video call:*

https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars  
**Who:** Martin Kodis, Lisa Jones, Greg Sheehan, Edward Grace

**11:30am  TRAVEL: Off-site luncheon**

*Video call:*

https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Thomas Irwin

**12pm  Lunch/Meet & Greet (Greg and Rachel McCormick)**

*Video call:*

https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Where:** Kingbird at the Watergate Hotel, 2650 Virginia Avenue Northwest, Washington, DC  
**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Thomas Irwin  
**Who:** elizabeth.schorgl@international.gc.ca, Greg Sheehan, danielle.chesky@international.gc.ca
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

1 pm  TRAVEL: Rtn to MIB
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin

1:30pm  Meeting re: Sage Grouse Report (Greg, Steve Holmer-American Bird Conservancy) - Rm 3358
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: sholmer@abcbirds.org, Greg Sheehan

2 pm  Briefing for 10/12 meeting with Todd Willens on Loxahatchee (Refuges and Region 4 staff)- Rm 3358 or Dial:  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Shaun Sanchez, David Viker, Cynthia Martinez, Greg Sheehan, Azuredee Perkins, Kathleen Burchett, Acquanetta Reese, Michael Oetker, Jeffrey Fleming, Ernest Clarke, Shannon Estenoz, Tina Moeinian, Rolf Olson

2:30pm  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Michael) Rm 3358
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Who: Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Michael Gale

2:45pm  FWS weekly check in meeting
Video call:  
Where: AS/FWP Conference Room -- 3144
Calendar: Maureen Foster
Created by: Tasha Robbins

3:30pm  Meeting (Greg and Tim Male) to discuss ESA policy reform ideas - Rm 3358
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: tmale@policyinnovation.org, Greg Sheehan
5pm Review packages
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan

5:30pm Call (Greg and Scott Hommel) to discuss Director of Nevada Department of Wildlife
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Greg Sheehan, Elinor Werner, Scott Hommel

6pm Congressman Stuart call in per Clay White email
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Gregory Sheehan

Wed Oct 11, 2017

9am Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Kashyap Patel

11am FWS Package Briefing
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: Conference Room 3144
Calendar: Gary Frazer
Created by: Lois Wellman
Who: Jason Larrabee, Aurelia Skipwith, Roslyn Sellars, Greg Sheehan, Tasha Robbins, Maureen Foster, Thomas Irwin, Gloria Bell, Megan Apgar, Gary Frazer

11am TRAVEL: To Rayburn HOB for Refuge Expo
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

11:30am
Speaking Engagement: Refuge Expo - Rayburn HOB (Greg to arrive at 11:30a)
Video call: 
Where: Congressional Wildlife Refuge Caucus and the Cooperative Alliance for Refuge Enhancement
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin

12pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

2pm  TRAVEL: Rtn to MIB
Video call:

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin

2:30pm  Monthly FWS Directorate VTC - Room 3038
Video call:

Calendar: FWS MIB Dir.Conf. Rm 3038
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Delores Bigby, Marilyn Brower, Kashif Askari, Stephanie Potter, Stacey Garcia, Azuredee Perkins, Lois Wellman, Monique Manning, Xiomara Labiosa, Pamela Michalegko, Wanda Cantrell, Jesse Brent, Nicole Tsugawa, Henry Schlitzer, Acquanetta Reese, Greg Sheehan, Shelly Senior, Kathleen King, Rose Reed, Lillian Moore, Kelly Kennedy Bechdel, Conni Conner, Lynne Santos, Sharon Showalter, Margaret Hardy, FWS Directorate & Deputies, JoAn Mundt

2:30pm  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Michael) Rm 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Who: Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Michael Gale

3:30pm  Meeting (Greg, Gloria, Craig and Tim) to discuss status of lion and elephant enhancement findings - Rm 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Gloria Bell, Craig Hoover, Tim Vannorman, Greg Sheehan
4:30pm  
Meeting (Greg, Linda Bond and Mike Dubois) (Paul Rauch via phone) to discuss grants from the Fish and Wildlife Service - Rm 3358  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWV0YW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: linda@kitbond.com, mike@kitbond.com, Greg Sheehan, Michael Gale, Paul Rauch

5pm  Sage Grouse and Menhaden (Greg and Whit Fosburgh) - Rm 3358  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWV0YW5AZn

Where: 1849 C Street NW, Room 3358, Washington, DC  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: wfosburgh@trcp.org, Greg Sheehan

5:30pm  Review packages  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWV0YW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan

6:30pm  Meet with Jason L - international  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWV0YW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan

Thu Oct 12, 2017

8am  mtg GS coffee downstairs  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=cGVnLnJvbWFuaWtAc29sLmF

Calendar: Peg Romanik
Who: Greg Sheehan, Peg Romanik

9:30am  **MEET & GREET: Greg & Sylvia**  
Where:  
OS-OCIO Sweet Gum Conference Room 7115 MIB, OS-OCIO Sweet GumConference Room 7115 MIB  
Calendar: Sylvia Burns
Created by: Cynthia Figueroa-Lugaro
Who:  
Thomas Irwin, Oluwarotimi Abimbola, Sylvia Burns, Roslyn Sellars, GregSheehan, OS-OCIO Sweet Gum Conference Room 7115 MIB

10am  Meet with Todd and Jason International  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWV0YW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
10am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Kashyap Patel

11:30am  Weekly FWS/SOL Meeting
Video call:  
Where: Room 3357
Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Benjamin Jesup, Charisa Morris, Wendy Fink, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin, Jim Kurth, Peg Romanik

12pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call:  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1pm  Follow-up Diversity meeting (Greg and Inez) - Rm 3358
Video call:  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Inez Uhl, Lisa Danaceau, Greg Sheehan

2:30pm  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Michael) Rm 3358
Video call:  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Who: Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Michael Gale

3pm  Briefing with FWS
Video call:  
Where: 6120
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
Who: Thomas Irwin, Peg Romanik, Todd Willens, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Gina Shultz, David Bernhardt, Lois Wellman, Craig Aubrey, Richard Goeken, Greg Sheehan, Roslyn Sellars, Gary Frazer

Fri Oct 13, 2017

7am  Out of office
Video call:  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
9am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

12pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

2:30pm  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Michael) Rm 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Who: Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Michael Gale

Mon Oct 16, 2017
9am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

10am  Weekly Politicals Meeting
Where: Secretary's Conference Room- 5160
Calendar: Natalie Davis
11am

CVP Winter Operations Discussion (Briefing for DC leadership by three regional directors (BOR, FWS, NMFS) on planned operations during winter/storm events in accordance with WIIN Act requirements to capture increased runoff during rain events)--Rm 6641

Video call:

Where: Room 6641, BOR-MPR RDO Main Conference Bridge
Calendar: Michelle Mebane
Created by: Deborah Lawler
Who: Michelle Mebane, Federico Barajas, Jason Larrabee, Deborah Lawler, Andrea Travincek, Harry Horner, Evann Rogers, Carter Brown, AustinEwell, Mathew Maucieri, Kevin Sabo, David Murillo, BOR WRO ASWSLiaison,Peg Romanik, Jeffrey Rieker, Wanda Cantrell, Alene Thomas, BOR-MPR RDOMain Conference Bridge, Gary Frazer, Greg Sheehan, Keith Saxe, DavidPalumbo, Alan Mikkelsen, Paul Souza, Travis Yonts, Richard Woodley,Kerry Rae, ASWS Conference Room

11:15am  AD Staff meeting - Rm 3038

Video call:

Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

12pm  Do Not Schedule

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1pm  Meeting (Greg and Paul Souza) - Rm 3358

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Paul Souza, Wanda Cantrell, Greg Sheehan

1:30pm  Meeting re: Speeches with Chris Tollefson - Rm 3358

Video call:

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Chris Tollefson, Greg Sheehan
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

2pm Phone call: Greg & Amy Lueders re: Fever Tick (Amy to call 202-208-4545)
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Stacey Garcia, Amy Lueders, Greg Sheehan

2:30pm Meet & Greet: Jason Larrabbee, Greg Sheehan & Paul Souza -Rm 3152
Video call:

Where: Jason's conference room - 3152
Calendar: Tasha Robbins
Who: Thomas Irwin, Tasha Robbins, Roslyn Sellars, Greg Sheehan, Paul Souza, Jason Larrabbee

3pm RESCHEDULED FROM 10/12 - Loxahatchee Briefing w/Todd Willens (Todd, AnnNavaro, David Viker, Greg Sheehan, Jason Larrabbee, Kathleen Burchette, Marshall Critchfield, Shaun Sanchez, Dan Jorjani, Mike Oetker) Rm 3144
Video call:

Where: Conference room - 3144 or call 1- - PC
Calendar: Tasha Robbins

4pm Invasive Species Overview (Greg Sheehan, Hilary Smith, Shawn Buckner)
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: Rm 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Shawn Buckner, Hilary Smith, Greg Sheehan

4:30pm Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Michael) Rm 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Who: Charisa Morris, Michael Gale, Greg Sheehan

6pm Phone call: Greg/Gary re: Dept. of the Army Position--Greg to call Gary's cell at
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Gary Frazer, Greg Sheehan
9 am    Midway Atoll Meeting (Aurelia, Greg, Jim Kurth, Jim Noone & JimD’Angelo of Mercury)

Video call:

Where: Rm 3144
Calendar: Aurelia Skipwith
Created by: Thomas Garcia
Who: Roslyn Sellars, Thomas Garcia, Aurelia Skipwith, Thomas Irwin, Greg Sheehan, jnoone@mercuryllc.com, Jim Kurth

10 am

Meeting w/Mark Limbaugh, The Ferguson Group re: Candidate Conservation Agreement on the Spineflower and Five Point (Jason Larrabee, Aurelia, Greg)

Video call:

Where: Rm 3144
Calendar: Tasha Robbins
Who: Roslyn Sellars, ycastellanos@tfgnet.com, Jason Larrabee, Greg Sheehan, Tasha Robbins, Thomas Garcia, Aurelia Skipwith, Thomas Irwin

10:30 am    Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan

11 am

Meeting on Enhanced Findings on 3 Species (Downey Magallanes, Greg Sheehan, Jim Kurth, Scott Hommel) Rm 6136

Where: Room 6136
Calendar: Downey Magallanes
Created by: Timothy Nigborowicz
Who: Jim Kurth, Scott Hommel, Greg Sheehan, Downey Magallanes, Elinor Werner, Thomas Irwin, Roslyn Sellars

11:30 am

Briefing for Multi-Storm Data Call for BDR (Jason Larrabee, Greg Sheehan, Chris Nolin, Brad Long, David Robinson)-Rm 3152

Video call:

Where: Jason's conference room - 3152
Calendar: Tasha Robbins
Who: Brad Long, Chris Nolin, Jason Larrabee, Tasha Robbins, Greg Sheehan, David Robinson
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

12pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

2:30pm  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Michael) Rm 3358
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Who: Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Michael Gale

2:45pm  FWS weekly check in meeting
Video call:  
Where: AS/FWP Conference Room -- 3144
Calendar: Maureen Foster
Created by: Tasha Robbins

2:45pm  Update Meeting (Secretary Zinke, Jason Larrabee, Kevin Haugrud, Dan Jorjanie, David Bernhardt, Downey Magallanes, James Cason)
Where: Secretary's Office
Calendar: ios.doi.gov
Created by: Leila Getto
Who: Jason Larrabee, James Cason, Downey Magallanes, Greg Sheehan, Micah Chambers, Joseph Darnell, David Bernhardt, Kevin Haugrud, Daniel Jorjani

4pm  DOI Operations Meeting - AS/FWP
Video call:  
Where: Room 6120
Calendar: Gareth Rees

6pm  NAPPC Reception - US Botanic Garden, 100 Maryland Ave., SW, Wash., DC
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

Wed Oct 18, 2017

**All day**
Speaking Engagement: NCTC 20th Anniversary Event - (Evening 10/18 and All day 10/19)
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

---

**9am**  Utah Prairie Dog (Richard Goeken, Aurelia, Greg) Rm 3038

Video call:

Where: FWS Room 3038
Calendar: Kimberly Edwards

---

**10am**  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358

Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Kashyap Patel, Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris

---

**11am**
Check in on Veterans and Sportsmens Access (Greg Sheehan, Marshall Critchfield, Ben Cassidy, Zack Gambill, Doug Hobbs, Michael Gale)-Rm3358

Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Michael Gale, Doug Hobbs, Marshall Critchfield, Benjamin Cassidy, Zachariah Gambill, Greg Sheehan

---

**12pm**  Do Not Schedule

Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

---

**1pm**  Speaking Event: Science ARD Meeting - Rm 3038 (POC: Seth Mott)

Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Benjamin Tuggle, Steve Delehanty, Seth Mott, Greg Sheehan, Jim Kurth
2:30pm  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Michael) Rm 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Who: Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Michael Gale

3:30pm  Travel to NCTC (Need to arrive before 7p for dinner)
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

Thu Oct 19, 2017

All day
Speaking Engagement: NCTC 20th Anniversary Event - (Evening 10/18 and All day 10/19)
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

9 am
Give Remarks and participate in NCTC 20th Anniversary - Shepherdstown, WV
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

10:30am  Vidyo Conference - Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan
Where: Greg while at NCTC, Jay Slack's Conf. Room, 256 Instructional West-2ndfloor
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

11:30am  At NCTC
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin

2:30pm  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Michael) Rm 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Who: Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Michael Gale
Fri Oct 20, 2017

6pm Dinner Lowell
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIz19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan

9am Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIz19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

10am Follow-up Meeting - Agency Reform Plans - Preferred New Regional Boundaries
Video call:

Where: 5160
Calendar: Catherine Gulac
Created by: Gareth Rees
Who:
Daniel Jorjani, Kerry Rae, John Tahsuda, Thomas Lillie, Basil Ottley, Nikolao Pula, James Cason, Walter Cruickshank, Christina Summers, Michael Reynolds, Elizabeth Appel, Greg Sheehan, Scott Angelle, Landon Davis, Catherine Gulac, Maureen Foster, Scott Cameron, Elena Gonzalez, Judy Nowakowski, Amy Holley, Russell Roddy, James Hess, Alan Mikkelsen, Glenda Owens, Richard Cardinale, David Mihalic, Michael Nedd, Lori Mashburn, Jason Larrabee, Todd Willens, mike.black@bia.gov, Peter Mali, Andrea Travnicek, Aaron Thiele, Laura Rigas, Denise Flanagan, Vincent Devito, Emily Lindow, Bryan Rice, Timothy Williams, Lena McDowall, Downey Magallanes, lthurn@blm.gov, Gavin Clarkson, Bob Vogel, Micah Chambers, Scott Hommel, Katharine MacGregor, John Ruhs, Douglas Domenech

12pm Do Not Schedule
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIz19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

12:30pm NOTE: Time Change - Lunch w/Jason Larrabee
Video call:

Where: Jason's Conference room - 3152
Calendar: Tasha Robbins
Who:
Thomas Irwin, Greg Sheehan, Brian Pavlik, Tasha Robbins, Zachariah Gambill, Jason Larrabee, Thomas Garcia, Roslyn Sellars, Marshall Critchfield, Aurelia Skipwith
2pm  
**Meeting (Greg, Shawn Buckner and Ben Simon) for an Office of Policy Analysis briefing - Rm 3358**

*Video call:*

*Calendar: Greg Sheehan*
*Created by: Thomas Irwin*
*Who: Chloe Mayne, Greg Sheehan, Benjamin Simon, Shawn Buckner*

---

2:30pm  **Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Michael) Rm 3358**

*Video call:*

https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

*Calendar: Greg Sheehan*
*Who: Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Michael Gale*

---

3:30pm  **Conference Call re: N. Dakota Easements (Dial-in: [Redacted]) - Rm 3358**

*Video call:*

https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

*Calendar: Greg Sheehan*
*Created by: Thomas Irwin*
*Who: Stephanie Potter, Matt Hogan, Denise Sanchez, Anna Munoz, Greg Sheehan, Noreen Walsh, Will Meeks, Maureen Gallagher, Micah Chambers*

---

**Mon Oct 23, 2017**

9am  **Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358**

*Video call:*

https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

*Calendar: Greg Sheehan*
*Created by: Roslyn Sellars*
*Who: Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Kashyap Patel*

10am  **BRIEFING (Greg, Gloria Bell and Cade London) on the Convention on Wetlands (Ramsar Convention) and its role - Rm 3358**

*Video call:*

https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

*Calendar: Greg Sheehan*
*Created by: Thomas Irwin*
*Who: Gloria Bell, Cade London, Greg Sheehan*
11:15am  AD Staff meeting - Rm 3038
Video call:  
Calendar:  Jim Kurth  
Created by:  Roslyn Sellars  
Who:  Janine Velasco, Charisa Morris, Zachariah Gambill, Jerome Ford, David Hoskins, Barbara Wainman, Seth Mott, Jim Kurth, Cynthia Martinez, Georgia Basso, Casey Hammond, Edward Grace, Brian Bloodsworth, Stephen Guertin, bryan_arroyo@fws.gov, Paul Souza, Greg Sheehan, Kenneth Taylor, Bud Cribley, Gregory Sheehan, Maureen Foster, Gary Frazer, Chris Nolin, Paul Rauch, Denise Sheehan

12:15pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
Calendar:  Greg Sheehan  
Created by:  Roslyn Sellars

1pm  
Meeting w/PowerPoint (Greg Sheehan & Chris Wood, Trout Unlimited CEO) - Rm 3038
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/ethompson-greg?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
Where:  FWS Director's Conference Room 3038  
Calendar:  Greg Sheehan  
Created by:  Thomas Irwin  
Who:  ethompson@tu.org, Greg Sheehan, elizabeth.thompson@tu.org

1:30pm  Travel to State Dept
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
Calendar:  Greg Sheehan  
Created by:  Roslyn Sellars

2pm  Sheehan, Gregory TDY Tanzania  
Where:  2201 C st. NW Washington DC Main State room B846  
Calendar:  calendar_med_hu_dom@state.gov  
Created by:  Thomas Irwin  
Who:  Greg Sheehan

2:30pm  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Michael) Rm 3358
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
Calendar:  Greg Sheehan  
Who:  Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Michael Gale

2:45pm  Travel from State Dept.
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
Calendar:  Greg Sheehan  
Created by:  Roslyn Sellars
Meet & Greet: Greg Sheehan, Kaycee Coleman and Robert Fowler - Rm 3358
Video call: 
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/__/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Charisa Morris, Michael Gale, Scott Johnston, Greg Sheehan, Robert Fowler, Kaycee Coleman

Tue Oct 24, 2017

9am Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call: 
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/__/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

10am Secretary's Bat Week Event
Video call: 
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/__/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: Courtyard adjacent to the Bison Bistro in the Main Interior Building. If there is inclement weather, the event will be in the Bison Bistro.
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Michael Gale, Zachariah Gambill, Charisa Morris, Jim Kurth, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin

11am FWS /DAS/FWP Meeting Re- Sea Urchins - Rm 3038
Video call: 
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/__/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: Room 3038
Calendar: Aurelia Skipwith
Created by: Thomas Garcia
Who: Thomas Irwin, Greg Sheehan, Roslyn Sellars, Aurelia Skipwith, Thomas Garcia

11:30am Meeting: Greg Sheehan/Jaime Matyas, President & CEO of Student Conservation Assoc.) - Rm 3358
Video call: 
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/__/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Greg Sheehan, rkhera@thesca.org, Charisa Morris, Michael Gale

12pm Do Not Schedule
Video call: 
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/__/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
**1 pm Weekly Politicals Meeting**

**Where:** Secretary's Conference Room - 5160  
**Calendar:** Natalie Davis  
**Who:**  
Lori Mashburn, James Cason, David Mihalic, Downey Magallanes, Daniel Jorjani, Russell Newell, James Schindler, Joseph Balash, Samantha Hebert, Brian Pavlik, Matthew Dermody, Thomas Baptiste, Richard Goeken, Jason Larrabee, Aurelia Skipwith, cyounger@blm.gov, Faith Vander Voort, Scott Hommel, Lacey Smethers, John Tanner, Kyle Scherer, Aaron Thiele, ldavis@osmre.gov, Charles Laudner, Laura Rigas, Douglas Domenech, Shirley Lewis, Alex Hinson, Cally Younger, Vincent Devito, Steven Howke, David Bernhardt, Scott Cameron, Heather Swift, Susan Combs, Brendan Quinn, Zachariah Gambill, Sarah Jorgenson, Joshua Campbell, Casey Hammond, Amanda Kaster, Timothy Petty, Caroline Boulton, Paul (Dan) Smith, Kyle Scherer, Blake Deelye, Ryan Nichols, Jason Funes, Holly Lane, James Voyles, John Tahsuda, Gary Lawkowski, Scott Angelle, Brenda Burman, Todd Willens, Christine Bauserman, Stephen Wackowski, Todd Wynn, Preston Beard, Michael Argo, Alan Mikkelson, Gregory Sheehan, Elinor Werner, Greg Sheehan, Virginia Johnson, Benjamin Cassidy, Micah Chambers, Brandon Middleton, Christopher Stolte, John Bockmier, Kyle Scherer, Wesley Bullock, Jean Hovland, Russell Roddy, Katie Mills, Marshall Critchfield, Gary Lawkowski, Kathleen Benedetto, Katharine MacGregor, William Dove, Leila Getto, Rick May, Timothy Williams, Austin Ewll, Andrea Travnicek, Eli Nachmany, Ryan Hambleton, James Reilly, Gavin Clarkson, Brian Steed, Steven Smith, Nicholas Davis

**2:30 pm Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Michael) Rm 3358**

**Video call:**  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Who:** Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Michael Gale

**2:45 pm FWS weekly check in meeting**

**Video call:**

**Where:** AS/FWP Conference Room -- 3144  
**Calendar:** Maureen Foster  
**Created by:** Tasha Robbins  
**Who:**  

**3 pm**

**BRIEFING (Greg and Reg 2) on fever tick issue** (Dial-in: [Video call](https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn))

**Passcode:** [Password] - Rm 3358

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Thomas Irwin  
**Who:**  
Michael Gale, Joy Nicholopoulos, Amy Lueders, Charisa Morris, Stacey Garcia, Greg Sheehan
4pm  
Meeting re: Phone call with State and NMFS co-chairs to the ESA JTF (Greg, Gary)  
Rm 3358  
Video call:  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who: Gary Frazer, Greg Sheehan

5pm  
TRAVEL: To Rayburn HOB  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Thomas Irwin

5:30pm  
BatWeek Congressional Reception - Rayburn HOB cafeteria (Taylor Pool-FWS, Congressional Affairs with come from Skyline to ride with Greg)  
Video call:  
Where: Rayburn HOB cafeteria  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Thomas Irwin

Wed Oct 25, 2017

9am  
Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who: Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan

11:30am  
Check in  
Video call:  
Where: Greg's Office  
Calendar: Stephen Guertin  
Who: Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin

12pm  
Do Not Schedule  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1pm  
Meeting: Greg Sheehan/Casey Stemler - Rm 6118  
Video call:  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who: Casey Stemler, Greg Sheehan
2pm  Meeting w/DepSec re: Pesticides (Greg Sheehan, Gary Frazer, Nancy Brown-Kobil, Richard Goeken)
Video call: [Link]
Where: 6120
Calendar: Gareth Rees
Created by: Catherine Gulac

2:30pm  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Michael) Rm 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Who: Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Michael Gale

2:30pm  TRAVEL: To Skyline 1W112 - Mollie Beattie Conference Rm
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Zachariah Gambill, Greg Sheehan

3pm  SPEAKING EVENT: Special Agents in Charge (SAC) meeting - Skyline 1W112 - Mollie Beattie Conference Rm
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: JoAn Mundt, Greg Sheehan, Edward Grace, Zachariah Gambill

3:30pm  [To Be Rescheduled] Meeting/Conference Call (Greg Sheehan, Linda Adkins, Corolla Wild Horse Fund and Reg 4) Dial-in: Code: - Rm 3358
Video call: [Link]
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: execdirector@corollawildhorses.com, Greg Sheehan, David Viker, Michael Oetker

4pm  Meet & Greet MB Chiefs at Skyline - Conference Center Rm 108
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Jerome Ford, Delores Bigby, Mike Johnson, Greg Sheehan
4:30pm   TRAVEL: RTN to MIB
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JiZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin

Thu Oct 26, 2017

8:30am
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JiZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellar
Who: thomas.daley@state.ma.us, Greg Sheehan, Steven Smith, Timothy Williams

9:30am   TRAVEL: To Hill meeting
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JiZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellar

10am
Meeting with Congressman Estes (R) Kansas to discuss Lesser prairie chicken (POC: Marty) - Rayburn 2452
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JiZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Martin Kodis, Barbara Wainman, Greg Sheehan

10:30am   TRAVEL: Rtn to MIB
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JiZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin

11am   BRIEFING (FWS, David Bernhardt and Todd Willens) - Rm 6120
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JiZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: Room 6114
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
Who: Greg Sheehan, Gary Frazer, Catherine Gulac, David Bernhardt, Roslyn Sellar, Todd Willens, Michael Gale, Thomas Irwin
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

12pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/\$id=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar:  Greg Sheehan
Created by:  Roslyn Sellars

1pm  Speaking Engagement:  Veterans and Sportsmens Event with Secretary Zinke - South Penthouse
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/\$id=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar:  Greg Sheehan
Created by:  Roslyn Sellars

2:30pm  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Michael) Rm 3358
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/\$id=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar:  Greg Sheehan
Who:  Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Michael Gale

3pm  Update on Puerto Rico - Rm 5160
Video call:  
Where:  Room 5160
Calendar:  Douglas Domenech
Created by:  Shirley Lewis
Who:  Gregory Sheehan, Pedro Meléndez-arreaga, Michaela Noble, Marshall Critchfield, Jim Kurth, Jason Larrabee, Harry Humbert, Douglas Domenech, Micah Chambers, Casey Hammond,  
@ceq.eop.gov, Greg Sheehan, Bryan Arroyo, Maria Lurie, Christopher Weaver,  
David Mihalic, Michael Reynolds, Ryan Nichols, Scott Cameron, Lisa Branum, Todd Willens,  
Nikolao Pula

Fri Oct 27, 2017

9am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/\$id=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar:  Greg Sheehan
Created by:  Roslyn Sellars
Who:  Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

10am  Eagle Falconry (Greg, Jerome, Mike Johnson, Brad Bortner, Eliza Savage, Erick Kershner, Ken Richkus)
Video call:  
Where:  Room 3359 or Dial:  Code:
Calendar:  Greg Sheehan
Created by:  Thomas Irwin
Who:  Jerome Ford, Delores Bigby, Mike Johnson, Greg Sheehan, Brian Millsap, Eric Kershner, Ken Richkus, Eliza Savage, brad_bortner@fws.gov
10:30am  **External Meeting - Heritage Foundation**

Where: 6120  
Calendar: Catherine Gulac  
Who: Greg Sheehan, Catherine Gulac, Jason Larrabee, Jason Funes, Todd Willens

**10:30am**  
**Pre-Briefing for meeting with Jason Larrabee on Service Regulations Committee - Rm 3358**

Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Thomas Irwin  
Who: Ken Richkus, Delores Bigby, Jim Kurth, Greg Sheehan, Jerome Ford,brad_bortner@fws.gov

**12pm**  
**Do Not Schedule**

Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

**1pm**  
**External Affairs Program Briefing Follow up from 9/22 Meeting (Greg, Barbara Wainman, Matt Huggler) - Rm 3358**

Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who:  
Nancy Monroe, Doug Hobbs, Martin Kodis, Barbara Wainman, Matthew Huggler, Greg Sheehan, Gavin Shire

**2pm**  
**Meeting: Greg Sheehan, Richard Johnston, Katherine Korte**

Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: Rm 3358-Main Interior Bldg  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who:  
Richard Johnston, Katherine Korte, Greg Sheehan

**2:30pm**  
**Meet with Beaver. Utah county commissioner**

Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/gregory-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI29yeV9zaGVlaGFuQG:  

Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Gregory Sheehan

**2:30pm**  
**Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Michael) Rm 3358**

Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Who: Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Michael Gale
3pm

Strategy for engaging with Lake Mead and State of Nevada (Scott Cameron, Mike Reynolds, Aurelia Skipwith, Jason Larrabee, Raymond Sauvajot, Shawn buckner, Lizette Richardson)

Video call:

Where: Room 5112 - : Participant: - Leader:
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: jason.larrabee@mail.house.gov, Hilary Smith, Johnny (Mark) Sappington, Jason Larrabee, Roslyn Sellars, Lila Klein, Guy Adema, Patrick Gubbins, Lizette Richardson, Greg Sheehan, Michael Reynolds, Sarah Abdelrahim, Scott Cameron, Raymond Sauvajot, Tasha Robbins, Aurelia Skipwith, Shawn Buckner, Janice DeSordi, Claire Shields, Theresa Thom

4pm Meeting: Greg Sheehan/Micah Chambers re: ANWR Hearing Prep

Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: Room 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Micah Chambers, Greg Sheehan, Martin Kodis, Christopher Salotti, Dominic Maione

5pm Meeting with Susan Reneau re: National Bison Range

Video call:

Where: 1849 C Street NW, Room 3358, Wash., DC
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Susan Reneau, Greg Sheehan

6pm Haircut

Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan

Mon Oct 30, 2017

8am Hearing Prep (Do Not Schedule)

Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

10am AD Staff meeting - Rm 3038

Video call:

Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Thomas Irwin
11am
[Per Cynthia, Keep for 10/30] Briefing on Status of Regional Hunt Fish
Chiefs/HQ Coordination Efforts (Cynthia Martinez & Refuge Staff) --Dial-in:
-Code:  - Rm 3359
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who:
Katherine Harrigan, Cynthia Martinez, Shannon Smith, Shaun Sanchez, Xiomara Labiosa,
Jim Kurth, Aaron Mize, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin

1pm
Mexican Wolf Briefing with Todd Willens and Jason Larrabee (Greg, Amy
Lueders-via phone, Gary Frazer, Sherry Barrett-via phone, Ted Koch-via
phone)- - (Moved to 1pm Per Todd Willens]
Video call:
Where: AS/FWP conference room - 3144 - passcode
Calendar: Jason Larrabee
Created by: Thomas Garcia
Who:
Tasha Robbins, Maureen Foster, Thomas Irwin, Amy Lueders, Gary Frazer, Stacey Garcia,
Catherine Gulac, Roslyn Sellars, Todd Willens, Joy Nikolopoulos, Lois Wellman, Jason Larrabee,
Sherry Barrett, Ted Koch, Greg Sheehan

2:30pm Hearing Prep (Greg, Barbara Wainman, Micah Chambers)
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: Room 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Barbara Wainman, Greg Sheehan, Micah Chambers

2:30pm Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Michael) Rm 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Who: Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Michael Gale

5pm Meet with Tim Williams on Nevada NWR issues
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Who: Valerie Smith, Greg Sheehan

5:30pm Call with Ed Bogess and Bill Moritz, Monarch Conservation Rangewide
Plan
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Gregory Sheehan
9am  Hearing Prep - Do Not Schedule

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

11am  Arctic NWR Hearing Preparation for Greg Sheehan - Murder Board - Rm 3038

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who:
Bud Cribley, Martin Kodis, Dominic Maione, Barbara Wainman, Jim Kurth, Amanda Kaster, Christopher Salotti, Greg Sheehan, Micah Chambers, Blake Deeley, Downey Magallanes

11am  Greg Sheehan's ESA Hearing Murder Board Meeting

Where: Room 3038
Calendar: Barbara Wainman
Created by: Greg Sheehan
Who:
Charisa Morris, Gary Frazer, Jim Kurth, Lisa Jones, Martin Kodis, GregSheehan, Edward Grace, Matthew Huggler, Craig Hoover, Micah Chambers, Stephen Guertin, Dominic Maione, Casey Hammond

12pm  Do Not Schedule

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1pm  Weekly Politics Meeting

Where: Secretary’s Conference Room- 5160
Calendar: Natalie Davis
Who:
2:30pm  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Michael) Rm 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Who: Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Michael Gale

2:45pm  FWS weekly check in meeting
Video call:
Where: AS/FWP Conference Room -- 3144
Calendar: Maureen Foster
Created by: Tasha Robbins

4pm  DOI Operations Meeting - AS/FWP
Video call:
Where: Room 6120
Calendar: Gareth Rees

6pm  Dinner with Ron
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan

7pm  Wall Street Journal Interview with Jim Carlton
Where: Phone Call (Gavin Shire will call Greg at 6:50p and then connect the reporter to Greg's cell. [b] (5), [b] (6)
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roselyn Sellars
Who: Barbara Wainman, Greg Sheehan, Gavin Shire
10am
External Meeting - Alaska Gasline Development Corporation (Jim Cason, Jason Larrabee, Aurelia Skipwith, Kathleen Benedetto, Todd Willens, Michael Nedd)
Video call:

Where: 6120 or call 1- PC
Calendar: Catherine Gulac
Who:
Stephen Wackowski, Peter Mali, Tasha Robbins, Kathleen Benedetto, Jason Larrabee, Maureen Foster, Michael Nedd, James Cason, Roslyn Sellars, Todd Willens, Greg Sheehan, Aurelia Skipwith, Thomas Irwin, Catherine Gulac, lthurn@blm.gov, kathleen_benedetto@ios.doi.gov

10:30am
Murder Board (Micah Chambers, Barbara Wainman, Blake Deeley, Downey Magallanes, Dominic Maione, Jason Larrabee, Todd Willens, Andrea Travnicek, Casey Stemler, Chris Salotti, Katharine MacGregor, Marty Kodis)
Video call:

Where: 5160 Conference Room
Calendar: Micah Chambers
Who:
Christopher Salotti, Dominic Maione, Andrea Travnicek, Todd Willens, Casey Stemler, Jason Larrabee, Martin Kodis, Barbara Wainman, Katharine MacGregor, David Bernhardt, Downey Magallanes, Amanda Kaster, Greg Sheehan, Blake Deeley, Micah Chambers

12pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1pm
Update Briefing with FWS (David Bernhardt, Ben Jesup, Gary Frazer, Nancy Brown Kobil, Richard Goeken, Todd Willens) follow-up with review panel on pesticides - Rm 6120
Video call:

Where: 6120 - Call-in PC Participant Code (Leader Code)
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
Who:
Nancy Brown-Kobil, Greg Sheehan, Richard Goeken, Peg Romanik, Gary Frazer, Todd Willens, David Bernhardt, Gareth Rees, Thomas Irwin, Roslyn Sellars, Benjamin Jesup, Mariagrazia Caminiti
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2pm</td>
<td><strong>USGS Sage-grouse Publications Briefing</strong> (Todd Willens, Casey Hammond, Jason Larrabee, Kathleen Benedetto, Ryan Nichols, Kerry Rae, Anne Kinsinger, Aurelia Skipwith, Jim Cason, William Lukas)</td>
<td>Where: 6641; Call # (5); Calendar: Michelle Mebane; Created by: William Lukas; Who: Todd Willens, Ryan Nichols, Colette Charbonneau, David Applegate, Carol Schuler, Aurelia Skipwith, Casey Hammond, James Cason, Andrea Travniczek, Kerry Rae, Margo Harris, Anne Kinsinger, William Werkheiser, Steve Hanser, ASWS Conference Room, Kathleen Benedetto, Greg Sheehan, Katharine MacGregor, Austin Ewell, William Lukas, Michelle Mebane, Jason Larrabee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:30pm</td>
<td><strong>Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Michael)</strong> Rm 3358</td>
<td>Video call: <a href="https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JiZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn">https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JiZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn</a>; Calendar: Greg Sheehan; Who: Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Michael Gale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5pm</td>
<td><strong>Panel Presentation - The Property and Environment Research Center/Noble Research Institute</strong></td>
<td>Video call:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6pm</td>
<td><strong>Reception - The Property and Environment Research Center/Noble Research Institute</strong></td>
<td>Video call:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Thu Nov 2, 2017**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All day</td>
<td><strong>Hearing - Capitol Hill</strong></td>
<td>Video call: <a href="https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JiZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn">https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JiZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn</a>; Calendar: Greg Sheehan; Created by: Thomas Irwin</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
9 am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Charisa Morris, Kashyap Patel, Greg Sheehan

9:30 am  HEARING
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: Senate Dirksen 366
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1:30 pm  Meet & Greet w/ FWS FEMP Award Winners - Rm 3038
Video call:
Where: FWS Corridor at MIB
Calendar: Brian Bloodsworth

2:30 pm  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Michael) Rm 3358
Video call:
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Who: Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Michael Gale

3 pm  Meeting with the Property and Environment Research Center (PERC) re:
ESA Reform (Tim Williams, Todd Willens, David Bernhardt, Greg Sheehan)
Video call:
Where: Room 6120
Calendar: Jason Funes
Who: hannah@perc.org, Todd Wynn, Catherine Gulac, Todd Willens, Greg Sheehan, Gregory Sheehan, Gareth Rees, Roslyn Sellars, David Bernhardt, Jason Funes

3:30 pm  Catch Up Meeting: Greg Sheehan/Jim Lyons
Video call:
Where: Room 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: , Greg Sheehan
Fri Nov 3, 2017

4pm  TRAVEL: Nat'l Archives 700 Penn Ave, NW - Use Constitution Ave. exhibit entrance btwn 7th and 9th streets
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin

4:30pm  Awards Ceremony/Reception for 2017 Federal Energy and Water Management Awards Ceremony - National Archives at 700 Penn Ave NW
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: William G. McGowan Theater & Rotunda Galleries at the National Archives
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin

6pm  Awards Reception for 2017 Federal Energy and Water Management Awards Ceremony - William G. McGowan Theater National Archives at 700 Penn Ave NW
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: William G. McGowan Theater & Rotunda Galleries at the National Archives
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin

All day  Roslyn - Out of Office (9a- 11a)
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Who: Charisa Morris, Roslyn Sellars, Stephen Guertin, Greg Sheehan, Jim Kurth
Going? Yes

8am  Catch Up Meeting: Greg Sheehan/Robyn Thorson-in person
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: Room 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Robyn Thorson, Greg Sheehan

9am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Kashyap Patel
10am
**BRIEFING (Greg, Gary and R4 ES Office) on Barrens Top Minnow** (Dial-in: [Passcode: ] - Rm 3358)
**Video call:** https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Thomas Irwin  
**Who:** Leopoldo Miranda, Gary Frazer, Laura Maloof, Michael Oetker, Greg Sheehan, Lois Wellman, Jack Arnold, Timothy Merritt, Acquanetta Reese, Bridget Fahey, Michelle Eversen, Sarah Quamme

10:30am  **Meeting (Greg, AIA and OLE) to discuss October Grants** - Rm 3358
**Video call:** https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Thomas Irwin  
**Who:** richard_ruggiero@fws.gov, Gloria Bell, Greg Sheehan, Edward Grace, Charisa Morris, Daphne Carlson Bremer

12pm  **Do Not Schedule**
**Video call:** https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars

1pm  **RESCHEDULED FROM 11/2 - Border Barrier Briefing w/FWS**
**Video call:**
**Where:** AS/FWP conference room - 3144 - [Passcode: ]  
**Calendar:** Tasha Robbins  
**Who:** Roslyn Sellars, Paul Souza, Maureen Foster, Shaun Sanchez, Jason Larrabee, Tasha Robbins, Gina Shultz, Greg Sheehan, Cynthia Martinez, Xiomara Labiosa, Gary Frazer, Amy Lueders, Thomas Irwin

1:30pm  **[Paul Rauch will attend for Greg] CFC kickoff event - Skyline (Rm Rachel Carson Conference Center)**
**Video call:** https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Thomas Irwin  
**Who:** Charisa Morris, Michael Gale, Paul Rauch, James Carithers, Greg Sheehan

2:30pm  **Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Michael) Rm 3358**
**Video call:** https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Who:** Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Michael Gale
3pm  Guam National Wildlife Refuge (NWR) Memorandum of Agreement (MOA)

Where:  1849 C Street NW | Room 3038 | Washington, DC
Calendar:  @navy.mil
Created by:  Greg Sheehan
Who:
Roslyn Sellars, Margo Harris, Ohannessian, Karnig H SES OASN EI&E, Xiomara Labiosa, Cynthia Martinez, Rice, Jacqueline D I&L, MCICOM, William Werkheiser, Azuredee Perkins, Theresa Rabot, Thomas Irwin, Scarborough, Jennifer CTR OASN (EI&E), Powell, Jeffrey S CDR OASN EI&E, Vavra, Randy CAPT OASN (EI&E), OAGC, Robyn Thorson, Cecchini, Joseph DCIV OASN EI&E, Shaun Sanchez, Greg Sheehan

3pm
Meeting between Dept of the Navy/FWS/USGS re: Guam National Wildlife Refuge (NWR) Memorandum of Agreement
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where:  1849 C Street NW, Room 3038, Wash., DC or Dial:  Code:
Calendar:  Greg Sheehan
Created by:  Roslyn Sellars
Who:
Shaun Sanchez, Cynthia Martinez, Greg Sheehan, @navy.mil, @navy.mil, @navy.mil, @navy.mil, @navy.mil, @navy.mil, @navy.mil, @usmc.mil, Theresa Rabot, Robyn Thorson, Jim Kurth, William Werkheiser, Margo Harris, Zachariah Gambill, Wendy Fink

4:15pm  Follow-up meeting (Greg Sheehan and Sylvia Burns) Rm - 3358
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar:  Greg Sheehan
Created by:  Thomas Irwin
Who:  Oluwarotimi Abimbola, Sylvia Burns, Greg Sheehan

Mon Nov 6, 2017

All day  NFWF Board meeting - DC, Nov. 6 - 7
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar:  Greg Sheehan
Created by:  Roslyn Sellars

All day  Roslyn - Out of office all day (11/6)
Video call:  

Who:  Jim Kurth, Roslyn Sellars, Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Stephen Guertin
Going?  Yes
9:15am  Meeting w/Jeff Nulf of NIC Federal (Todd Willens, Aurelia Skipwith, Greg Sheehan)  Rm 6120
   Video call:
   Where: ASFWP Conference Room 3144
   Calendar: Catherine Gulac
   Who:
   Maureen Foster, Jason Larrabee, Greg Sheehan, Todd Willens, Roslyn Sellars, Aurelia Skipwith, Thomas Irwin, Thomas Garcia, Tasha Robbins, Catherine Gulac

10 am  AD Staff meeting - Rm 3038
   Calendar: Jim Kurth
   Created by: Greg Sheehan
   Who:

10 am  Briefing with FWS (David Bernhardt, Jason Larrabee, Todd Willens, Greg Sheehan)
   Video call:
   Where: Room 6114
   Calendar: David Bernhardt
   Created by: Gareth Rees
   Who:
   Roslyn Sellars, Thomas Irwin, Todd Willens, Jason Larrabee, David Bernhardt, Greg Sheehan

11 am  Meeting with John Sandy
   Video call:
   Where: Room 6120 or call [phone number] PC or
   Calendar: David Bernhardt
   Created by: Gareth Rees
   Who: Todd Willens, Amanda Kaster, Greg Sheehan, Micah Chambers, David Bernhardt

11:45am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
   Video call:
   https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JiZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
   Calendar: Greg Sheehan
   Created by: Roslyn Sellars
   Who: Kashyap Patel, Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris

12 pm  Call from Paul Tudor Jones
   Video call:
   https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JiZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
   Calendar: Greg Sheehan
   Created by: Gregory Sheehan
12:30 pm  Meeting (Greg and Gary) ES program info status - Rm 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Gary Frazer, Greg Sheehan, Lois Wellman

1pm  NFWF Board Meeting
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: NFWF DC Office, 1133 15th Street NW, 11th Floor
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

2pm  HOLDING: Meeting/Conference Call (Greg and IA) to discuss Tanzania and International Planning Strategy (Dial-in: [123] 4567890 Passcode: [123] 4567890) - Rm 3038
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: Director's Conference Room 3038
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: richard_ruggiero@fws.gov, Gloria Bell, Edward Grace, Charisa Morris, Craig Hoover, Tim Vannorman, David Hubbard, Michelle Gadd, Greg Sheehan

2:30pm  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Michael) Rm 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Who: Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Michael Gale

5pm  TRAVEL: To Renwick Gallery
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan

5:30pm  NFWF Board reception.
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: Renwick Gallery, 1661 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Washington, DC.
Calendar: Greg Sheehan

Tue Nov 7, 2017

All day  NFWF Board meeting - DC, Nov. 6 - 7
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

7 am  NFWF Board Meeting
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVVoYW5AZn
Where: NFWF DC Office, 1133 15th Street NW, 11th Floor
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

9 am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan

12 pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1 pm  Weekly Politiculs Meeting
Where: UPDATED: Auditorium @ C Street Lobby
Calendar: Natalie Davis
Who:  

2 pm  Political picture in front of DOI after regular meeting
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
2:30pm    FWS weekly check in meeting
Video call:  
Where:  AS/FWP Conference Room -- 3144
Calendar:  Maureen Foster
Created by:  Tasha Robbins

2:30pm    Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Michael) Rm 3358
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar:  Greg Sheehan
Who:  Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Michael Gale

6pm    NFWF Board Dinner
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where:  Joe’s Seafood, Prime Steak & Stone Crab, 750 Fifteenth St NW, Wash, DC (Corner of 15th and H Streets, NW)
Calendar:  Greg Sheehan
Created by:  Roslyn Sellars

Wed Nov 8, 2017

All day    Travel to Houston for visit to refuges (11/8 - 11/10)
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar:  Greg Sheehan
Created by:  Roslyn Sellars

8am    NFWF Meeting at White House
Video call:  
Where:  White House
Calendar:  Greg Sheehan
Created by:  Gregory Sheehan

9am    Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar:  Greg Sheehan
Created by:  Roslyn Sellars
Who:  Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11am</td>
<td>FWS Package Briefing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Video call:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Where</strong>: Conference Room 3144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Calendar</strong>: Gary Frazer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Created by</strong>: Lois Wellman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Who</strong>: Megan Apgar, Gary Frazer, Maureen Foster, Jerome Ford, Greg Sheehan, Rosyn Sellars, Jason Larrabee, Aurelia Skipwith, Thomas Irwin, Tasha Robbins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12pm</td>
<td>Travel from NFWF meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Video call:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn">https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Calendar</strong>: Greg Sheehan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Created by</strong>: Roslyn Sellars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:20pm</td>
<td>Menhaden Briefing (Greg Sheehan, Jason Larrabee, Aurelia Skipwith, Jim Kurth, Steve Guertin, Dave Hoskins)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Video call:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn">https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Where</strong>: Room 3038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Calendar</strong>: Greg Sheehan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Created by</strong>: Roslyn Sellars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Who</strong>: Aurelia Skipwith, Tasha Robbins, David Hoskins, Thomas Garcia, Jim Kurth, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin, Jason Larrabee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1pm</td>
<td>Meeting (Greg, Gary Frazer and Bridget Fahey) to discuss FY18 Listing Workplan - Rm 3358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Video call:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn">https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Calendar</strong>: Greg Sheehan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Created by</strong>: Thomas Irwin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Who</strong>: Bridget Fahey, Gary Frazer, Greg Sheehan, Lois Wellman, Sarah Quamme, Gina Shultz, <a href="mailto:janine_vannorman@fws.gov">janine_vannorman@fws.gov</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:30pm</td>
<td>Briefing/Video Teleconference (Greg and Reg 6) on Utah Prairie Dog - Rm 3358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Video call:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn">https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Where</strong>: NOTE new video and dial in info</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Calendar</strong>: Greg Sheehan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Created by</strong>: Thomas Irwin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Who</strong>: Stephanie Potter, Matt Hogan, Michael Thabault, Denise Sanchez, GregSheehan, Laura Romin, Noreen Walsh, Henry Schlitzer, Kate Novak</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2:30pm  Monthly FWS Directorate VTC - Room 3038

Video call:

Calendar: FWS MIB Dir.Conf. Rm 3038
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Delores Bigby, Marilyn Brower, Kashif Askari, Stephanie Potter, Stacey Garcia, Azuredee Perkins, Lois Wellman, Monique Manning, Xiomara Labiosa, Pamela Michalegko, Wanda Cantrell, Jesse Brent, Nicole Tsugawa, Henry Schlitzer, Acquanetta Reese, Greg Sheehan, Shelly Senior, Kathleen King, Rose Reed, Lillian Moore, Kelly Kennedy Bechdel, Conni Conner, Lynne Santos, Sharon Showalter, Margaret Hardy, FWS Directorate & Deputies, JoAn Mundt

2:30pm  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Michael) Rm 3358

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Who: Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Michael Gale

3pm  TRAVEL: To Reagan National (DCA) airport for 4:30p flight to Houston

Video call:

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

3:30pm  [To Be Rescheduled] BRIEFING (Greg and International Affairs) - Rm 3358

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Gloria Bell, Craig Hoover, Greg Sheehan, Rosemarie Gnam, Laura Noguchi

3:30pm  Phone call w/Craig Schmauder re: Seven Hills Mine, Indiana

Video call:

Where: 6116 or call 1- Participant Code
Created by: Todd Willens
Who: Thomas Irwin, Todd Willens, Greg Sheehan, Roslyn Sellars

Thu Nov 9, 2017

All day  Travel to Houston for visit to refuges (11/8 - 11/10)

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
9am
Briefing (Aurelia, Greg, Steve, David Hoskins and Reg 5) on Menhaden sportsmen - Rm 3144
Calendar: Stephen Guertin
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Greg Sheehan, Thomas Garcia, Virginia Takang, Jim Kurth, Aurelia Skipwith, Sherry White, Stephen Guertin, David Hoskins, Jason Larrabee

2:30pm Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Michael) Rm 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Who: Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Michael Gale

4pm Mexican wolf litigation discussion
Video call:
Where: Main DOI Room 6342 or dial in code
Calendar: Ann Navaro
Who: Todd Willens, Benjamin Jesup, Ann Navaro, Frank Lupo, andy.mergen@usdoj.gov, Jason Larrabee, Greg Sheehan, Gary Frazer, Peg Romanik, Amy Lueders, Justin Tade, Ted Koch, Sherry Barrett, Seth Willey

Fri Nov 10, 2017
All day Travel to Houston for visit to refuges (11/8 - 11/10)
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

All day Veterans Day
Video call:
Who: Roslyn Sellars, Stephen Guertin, Greg Sheehan, Jim Kurth
Going? Yes

2:30pm Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Michael) Rm 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Who: Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Michael Gale
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

Sat Nov 11, 2017

10am check in (Dial: Code: Video call:
Where: (Dial: Code: 
Calendar: Stephen Guertin
Who: Casey Stemler, Jerome Ford, Jim Kurth, Zachariah Gambill, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin, Barbara Wainman

Sun Nov 12, 2017

All day TRAVEL: To Tanzania (11/12 - 11/16)
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

Mon Nov 13, 2017

All day TRAVEL: To Tanzania (11/12 - 11/16)
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

All day Thomas - Out of Office (11/13)
Video call:
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

10am AD Staff meeting - Rm 3038
Video call:
Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Thomas Irwin
1pm
OIG monthly status update meeting/conference call (Jim, Steve, Kathy Garrity, Keith Toomey, Charisa) Room 3359
Video call: rtkpgc
Where: Dial: Code:
Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Gregory Sheehan, Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Keith Toomey, Casey Hammond, Katherine Garrity, Stephen Guertin, Jim Kurth

2:30pm Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Michael) Rm 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Who: Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Michael Gale

3:30pm [To Be Rescheduled] Briefing re: Financial Assistance Notice of Funding Opportunities (NOFOs)--Greg Sheehan, Gloria Bell, Derek Litchfield & AIA staff
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: Room 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Gloria Bell, Derek Litchfield, Michelle Haynes, Greg Sheehan, richard_ruggiero@fws.gov

Tue Nov 14, 2017

All day TRAVEL: To Tanzania (11/12 - 11/16)
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

11am [To Be Rescheduled] Briefing re: Financial Assistance Notice of Funding Opportunities (NOFOs)--Greg Sheehan, Gloria Bell, Derek Litchfield & AIA staff
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: Room 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Gloria Bell, Derek Litchfield, Michelle Haynes, Greg Sheehan, richard_ruggiero@fws.gov
1pm  Weekly Politicals Meeting
Where: Secretary's Conference Room- 5160
Calendar: Natalie Davis
Who:

2:30pm  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Michael) Rm 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Who: Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Michael Gale

4pm  DOI Operations Meeting - AS/FWP
Video call:

Where: Room 3144
Calendar: Gareth Rees
Who:

Wed Nov 15, 2017

All day  TRAVEL: To Tanzania (11/12 - 11/16)
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
1pm  Directorate VTC re: Barrier Analysis (Presented by Inez Uhl)

Where: [Attachment Added] Room 3038
Calendar: FWS MIB Dir.Conf. Rm 3038
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

2:30pm  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Michael) Rm 3358

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Who: Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Michael Gale

Thu Nov 16, 2017

All day  TRAVEL: To Tanzania (11/12 - 11/16)

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

9am  Internal Meeting - Public/Private Partnerships

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: Conf Rm 6120 or call [b] (b) (5), (b) (6) Participant Code [b] (b) (5), (b) (6) JCason’s Leader Code [b] (b) (5)
Calendar: Catherine Gulac
Who: Michael Nedd, Tasha Robbins, Roslyn Sellars, Janice DeSordi, Andrea Travnicek, James Cason, Willow Iron Cloud, Maureen Foster, Katharine MacGregor, tony.dearman@bie.edu, Stephen Guertin, Michael Reynolds, Anna Owens-Brown, Grayford Payne, Thomas Irwin, Kerry Rae, Alan Mikkelsen, Jennifer Wyse, Marisa Craft, Jim Kurth, Bryan Rice, Jeffrey Reinbold, Evann Rogers, Lisa Mendelson, John Tahsuda, Richard Cardinale, Tracie Lassiter, Yolando Mack-Thompson, krussell@usbr.gov, Brian Steed, Anita Personius, Robert Wolf, lthurn@blm.gov, Jason Larrabee, bart.stevens@bie.edu, Catherine Gulac, Terzinda Vinson, Austin Ewell, Michelle Mebane, Olivia Ferriter, Christina Kalavritinos, Carol LeaderCharge, Greg Sheehan

11am  ASFWP Operations

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: 6136
Calendar: Downey Magallanes
Who: Jason Larrabee, Downey Magallanes, Greg Sheehan, Todd Willens
1pm  
[To Be Rescheduled] Briefing re: Financial Assistance Notice of Funding Opportunities (NOFOs)--Greg Sheehan, Gloria Bell, Derek Litchfield & AIA staff  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: Room 3358  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who: Gloria Bell, Derek Litchfield, Michelle Haynes, Greg Sheehan, richard_ruggiero@fws.gov

Fri Nov 17, 2017

8:30am  Director’s Office Meeting - (Dial: [ ] Code: [ ] - Rm3359  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who: Michael Gale, Bud Cribley, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris, Barbara Wainman, Jim Kurth, Zachariah Gambill, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin

9am  
Briefing - St. Johns New Madrid Floodway Project - DOI/CEQ/Army Letter (Todd Willens, Jason Larrabee, Dan Jorjani, Jim Cason, Downey Magallanes)  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: Conf Rm 6120 - DOI, 1849 C St, NW, Washington, DC 20240  
Calendar: Catherine Gulac  
Who: Jason Larrabee, Greg Sheehan, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Catherine Gulac, civ@mail.mil, Downey Magallanes, James Cason, Peg Romanik, Gisella Ojeda-dodds, Todd Willens, Tasha Robbins, Richard Goeken, Thomas Irwin, Daniel Jorjani, Roslyn Sellars, Maureen Foster
10am
Meeting re: Ivory Ban (Greg Sheehan, FWS Intl Affairs & LE staff, Anita Difanis, Director of Government Affairs, Association of Art Museum Directors; Alex Nyerges, Director, Virginia Museum of Fine Arts, Richmond, VA-via phone; Christine Kraemer, Acting Director, Smithsonian Museum of African Art; Griffith Mann, Curator in Charge of Cloisters, Metropolitan Museum of Art; Timothy Rub, Director, Director Philadelphia Museum of Art (invited); Josh Knely, Special Counsel to Association of Art Museum Directors (AAMD) AAMD, from Hahn, Loeser & Parks, Cleveland)
Video call:

Where: Room 3038 or Dial , Code:
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: adifanis@aamd.org, Greg Sheehan, gdietrich@umfa.utah.edu, Gloria Bell, Laura Noguchi, Edward Grace, Craig Hoover, OIEA OS

11am
..Status of the Bear River Migratory Bird Refuge Lawsuit (Greg, Jim, Cynthia Martinez & Refuge Staff)
Video call:

Where: MIB Directors Conference Room
Calendar: Cynthia Martinez
Created by: Xiomara Labiosa
Who: Shaun Sanchez, Roslyn Sellars, Jim Kurth, Greg Sheehan, Cynthia Martinez, Thomas Irwin, A Alvarez, Azuredee Perkins
Going? Maybe

12pm    Do Not Schedule
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

2:30pm    Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Michael) Rm 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Who: Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Michael Gale

3pm
Phone call w/Craig Schmauder re: Seven Hills Mine, Indiana (Todd Willens, Greg Sheehan)
Video call:

Where: 6116 or call , Participant Code
Calendar: Catherine Gulac
Who: Catherine Gulac, Todd Willens, Roslyn Sellars, Thomas Irwin, .civ@mail.mil, Greg Sheehan
9 am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JiZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars
**Who:** Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

9:30 am

**Phone call re: Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan Language (Gary Frazer-for Greg Sheehan, Amy Lueders, Ann Navaro, Ben Jesup, Justin Tade, Peg Romanik, Richard Goeken, Ted Koch)**

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JiZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Where:** Dial: [XXX-XXXX] Code: [XXX-XXXX]

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars
**Who:** Gary Frazer, Amy Lueders, Richard Goeken, Peg Romanik, Ted Koch, AnnNavaro, Greg Sheehan, Benjamin Jesup, Justin Tade

10 am  AD Staff meeting - Rm 3038

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JiZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Calendar:** Jim Kurth
**Created by:** Thomas Irwin
**Who:** Paul Rauch, Bud Cribley, Maureen Foster, Jerome Ford, Gary Frazer, GregSheehan, Denise Sheehan, Zachariah Gambill, Paul Souza, Edward Grace,Kenneth Taylor, Charisa Morris, Brian Bloodsworth, Janine Velasco,Barbara Wainman, Aurelia Skipwith, Georgia Basso, David Hoskins, Cynthia Martinez, Gregory Sheehan, Stephen Guertin, Seth Mott, JimKurth, Chris Nolin

10 am

**Monthly meeting with ASFWP/Jason Larrabee (Todd Willens, Jason Larrabee, Greg Sheehan, Zack Gambill, David Bernhardt, DowneyMagallanes)**

**--Monthly on the 3rd Wednesday**

**Where:** Secretary's Office
**Calendar:** ios.doi.gov
**Created by:** Leila Getto
**Who:** Gareth Rees, Greg Sheehan, Maureen Foster, Jason Larrabee, DowneyMagallanes, Caroline Boulton, Paul (Dan) Smith, Todd Willens, SusanCombs, Scott Hommel, David Bernhardt

11 am

**Meeting (Greg Sheehan and Jen Mock Schaeffer) to discuss AFWA's priorities with the FWS - Rm 3358**

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JiZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Where:** 1849 C Street NW, Room 3358, Wash., DC
**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars
**Who:** Greg Sheehan, Jen Mock Schaeffer
11:30am
VTC: Red Wolf Update with Region 4 (Greg, Mike Oetker, Leopold Miranda)
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: Room 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who:
Leopoldo Miranda, Acquanetta Reese, Greg Sheehan, Michael Oetker, Gary Frazer, Lois Wellman, Kashif Askari, Laura Maloof, Henry Schlitzer

12:30pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1pm
Meeting (Greg Sheehan, Gary Frazer, Kent Burton and Marc Himmelstein) - Rm 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Gary Frazer, Greg Sheehan, Lois Wellman, OIEA OS

2pm
Meeting re: Import/Export of Shellfish and Fishery Products (Aurelia Skipwith, Gloria Bell, Rosemarie Gnam, Thomas Leuteritz)
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: Room 3144
Calendar: Aurelia Skipwith
Created by: Thomas Garcia
Who:
Roslyn Sellars, Rosemarie Gnam, Greg Sheehan, Thomas Irwin, Thomas Leuteritz, Edward Grace, Thomas Garcia, Aurelia Skipwith, Gloria Bell

2:30pm
Briefing: CITES Standing Committee issues and negotiating positions (Gloria Bell, Craig Hoover, Laura Noguchi) - Rm 3038
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: One hour
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Gloria Bell, Craig Hoover, Greg Sheehan, Laura Noguchi, Rosemarie Gnam
2:30pm  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Michael) Rm 3358
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Who: Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Michael Gale

3:30pm  International Strategic Plan Briefing (Gloria, Craig, Rosemarie, Richard, Cade, Daphne Carson-Bremer, Pam Scruggs, Danielle Kessler)
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: Room 3038
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: richard_ruggiero@fws.gov, Gloria Bell, Cade London, Rosemarie Gnam, Craig Hoover, Greg Sheehan

5pm  Scheduling Items (Greg, Roslyn) - Rm 3358
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

Tue Nov 21, 2017

9am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Charisa Morris, Kashyap Patel, Greg Sheehan

9:45am  Scheduling Items (Greg, Roslyn) Rm 3358
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

10am  BRIEFING (Greg and International Affairs) on CITES Standing Committee issues and negotiating positions - Rm 3358
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: Note: Meeting shortened by 30 minutes
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Gloria Bell, Craig Hoover, Greg Sheehan, Rosemarie Gnam, Laura Noguchi
11am
[To Be Rescheduled] Briefing re: Financial Assistance Notice of Funding Opportunities (NOFOs)--Greg Sheehan, Gloria Bell, Derek Litchfield & AIA staff
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: Room 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Gloria Bell, Derek Litchfield, Michelle Haynes, Greg Sheehan, richard_ruggiero@fws.gov, Zachariah Gambill

11am Internal Meeting - Willens/Larrabee/Sheehan
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: 6116
Calendar: Catherine Gulac
Who: Roslyn Sellars, Greg Sheehan, Catherine Gulac, Todd Willens, Maureen Foster, Tasha Robbins, Thomas Irwin, Jason Larrabee

12pm Do Not Schedule
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

12:30pm Meeting: Greg Sheehan/McKie Campbell
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: 1849 C Street NW, Rm 3358, Wash., DC
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: mcampbell@bwstrategies.com, Greg Sheehan

1pm Weekly Politicals Meeting
Where: Secretary's Conference Room- 5160
Calendar: Natalie Davis
2pm
Meet and Greet: Greg Sheehan/Chris Cox-NRA Institute for Legislative Action) - Rm 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: 1849 C Street NW, Room 3358, Wash., DC
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who:
ccox@nrahq.org, erhood@nrahq.org, Greg Sheehan, dsargol@nrahq.org, dlehman@nrahq.org, OIEA OS

2:30pm Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Michael) Rm 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Who: Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Michael Gale

2:45pm FWS weekly check in meeting
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: AS/FWP Conference Room -- 3144
Calendar: Maureen Foster
Created by: Tasha Robbins
Who:

3:30pm Water Dog/Horn Shell (Greg/Gary) Rm 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Gary Frazer, Greg Sheehan, Lois Wellman

4pm Meet with Paul Babaz, SCI President - Rm 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan

4:30pm

5pm
Phone call: Greg/Amy Lueders re: Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan (Amy to call 202-208-4545)
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Stacey Garcia, Amy Lueders, Greg Sheehan
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

Wed Nov 22, 2017

**All day Leave**

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars

**All day Roslyn - Out of Office 4 - 5:30p**

**Who:** Roslyn Sellars, Jim Kurth, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin
**Going? Yes**

**All day Thomas - Annual Leave**

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars

**7am Annual leave - Utah**

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan

**9am Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358**

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars
**Who:** Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan

**12pm Do Not Schedule**

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars

**2:30pm Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Michael) Rm 3358**

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan
**Who:** Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Michael Gale

Thu Nov 23, 2017

**All day Thanksgiving**

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Who:** Roslyn Sellars, Jim Kurth, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin
**Going? Yes**
9am Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel

11:30am Weekly FWS/SOL Meeting - Room 3359
Video call:
Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Peg Romanik, Charisa Morris, Jim Kurth, Stephen Guertin, Benjamin Jesup, Greg Sheehan, Wendy Fink

12pm Do Not Schedule
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

2:30pm Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Michael) Rm 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Who: Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Michael Gale

Fri Nov 24, 2017

All day Greg - Leave
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

All day Roslyn - Annual Leave
Video call:
Who: Charisa Morris, Jim Kurth, Roslyn Sellars, Stephen Guertin, Greg Sheehan
Going? Yes

7am Annual leave - Utah
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan

2:30pm Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Michael) Rm 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Who: Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Michael Gale
**Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director**

**Mon Nov 27, 2017**

**9am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358**

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars  
**Who:** Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan

**10am  AD Staff meeting - Rm 3358**

**Calendar:** Jim Kurth  
**Created by:** Thomas Irwin  
**Who:** Paul Rauch, Bud Cribley, Maureen Foster, Jerome Ford, Gary Frazer, GregSheehan, Denise Sheehan, Zachariah Gambill, Paul Souza, Edward Grace,Kenneth Taylor, Charisa Morris, Brian Bloodsworth, Janine Velasco,Barbara Wainman, Aurelia Skipwith, Georgia Basso, David Hoskins, Cynthia Martinez, Gregory Sheehan, Stephen Guertin, Seth Mott, JimKurth, Chris Nolin

**11am  Liability (Greg, Denise Sheehan, Rebekah Giddings) Rm 3358**

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars  
**Who:** Denise Sheehan, Shelly Senior, Rebekah Giddings, Greg Sheehan

**12pm  Do Not Schedule**

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars

**1pm  Briefing for upcoming call with Rep. Jones' office (R-NC) re CoastalBarrier Resources (CBRA) System unit on Topsail Island, NC (Dial-in: [Redacted]) - Rm 3038**

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Where:** Room 3038 (Dial-in: [Redacted])  
**Passcode:** [Redacted]  
**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars  
**Who:** Gary Frazer, Katie Niemi, Dana Wright, Martin Kodis, Marian Howe,Angela Gustavson, Greg Sheehan, Leopoldo Miranda, Acquanetta Reese,Luis Santiago, Michael Oetker, Cynthia Bohn

**2pm  Year end close out strategy - Rm 3357**

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Where:** Room 3357  
**Calendar:** Stephen Guertin  
**Who:** Greg Sheehan, Jim Kurth, Stephen Guertin
2:30pm  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Michael) Rm 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Who: Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Michael Gale

3pm  Meeting/call (Greg, Jim, Tom Melius and Zack) to discuss Seven Hills Mine, Indiana
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Tom Melius, Conni Conner, Jim Kurth, Greg Sheehan, Zachariah Gambill, Charles Wooley

5pm  Prepare priority Presentation for DOI Leadership team retreat

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Gregory Sheehan

7pm  Travel to NCTC for HCP meeting the morning of 11/28
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

Tue Nov 28, 2017

All day  Speaking Event - National HCP Coalition 2017 Annual Meeting (9a - 11a)
- Location NCTC
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin

9am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

9am  Speaking Event - National HCP Coalition 2017 Annual Meeting
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: 151 Instructional West, NCTC, 698 Conservation Way, Shepherdstown, WV
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
11am  Travel from NCTC
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZfWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

12pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZfWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1pm  Weekly Politicals Meeting
Where: Secretary's Conference Room - 5160
Calendar: Natalie Davis

2:30pm  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Michael) Rm 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZfWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Who: Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Michael Gale

2:45pm  FWS weekly check in meeting
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZfWVoYW5AZn
Where: AS/FWP Conference Room -- 3144
Calendar: Maureen Foster
Created by: Tasha Robbins
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

3:30pm  
**Phone call (Greg and Rep. Jones' office (R-NC)) to discuss Coastal Barrier Resources (CBRA) System unit on Topsail Island, NC (Greg will call)**

*Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn*

**Where:** Room 3358, Dial in number to be determined  
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars  
**Who:** Martin Kodis, Marian Howe, Greg Sheehan, Angela Gustavson, Barbara Wainman

4pm  
**DOI Operations Meeting - AS/FWP**

*Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn*

**Where:** Room 6120  
**Calendar:** Gareth Rees  

**Wed Nov 29, 2017**

9:30am  
**Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358**

*Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn*

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars  
**Who:** Kashyap Patel, Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris

10am  
**Providing Golden Eagles for Falconers (Greg, Jerome, Ken Richkus, Mike Johnson, Eliza Savage, Eric Kershner and Brian Millsap-via phone)**

*Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn*

**Where:** Room 3358, Brian to call 202-208-4545  
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars  
**Who:** Jerome Ford, Eric Kershner, Eliza Savage, Ken Richkus, Delores Bigby, Mike Johnson, Greg Sheehan, Brian Millsap
**Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director**

### 11 am
**Meeting with Regional Hunting and Fishing Chiefs (Greg, Cynthia Martinez, Shaun Sanchez, Aaron Mize, Shannon Smith, Mitch Ellis, Laila Lienesch, Rob Larranaga, Deborah Beck, Kevin Lowry, Chris Dwyer, Otto Jose, Ryan Mollnow, Curt McCasland, Katherine Harrigan)**  Room 3038  
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
Where: Room 3038  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who:  
deborah_beck@fws.gov, Laila Lienesch, Chris Dwyer, curt_mccasland@fws.gov, Shaun Sanchez, Aaron Mize, Rob Larranaga, Katherine Harrigan, Cynthia Martinez, Otto Jose, Ryan Mollnow, Shannon Smith, Kevin Lowry, Mitch Ellis, Greg Sheehan

### 12:30pm  Do Not Schedule  
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

### 1 pm
**Briefing: GLIFWC Tribal Hunting Regulations (Greg, Jerome, Ben Jesup, Linus Chen, Ken Richkus, Ron Kokel, Eric Kershner and Scott Aikin)**  Dial-in:  
[Passcode: [REDACTED]] - Rm 3358  
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
Where: Room 3038  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who:  

### 2 pm
**Meeting on EA Seismic 1002 Area (Jim Cason, Scott Cameron, Jason Larrabee, Jack Haugrud, Joe Darnell)**  
Video call:  
Where: Room 6120 Call-in 1- [REDACTED] Code [REDACTED] (JC Code [REDACTED])  
Calendar: James Cason  
Created by: Gareth Rees  
Who:  
Stephen Wackowski, Jason Larrabee, Kimberly Edwards, Thomas Irwin, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Tasha Robbins, James Cason, Greg Sheehan, Scott Cameron, Todd Willens, Kevin Haugrud, Roslyn Sellars, Jean Parrish, Joseph Darnell

### 2:30 pm  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Michael) Rm 3358  
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Who: Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Michael Gale
3:30pm
Phone call: Greg/Noreen Walsh re: Meeting with Congressman Cramer (N. Dakota)--Greg to call Noreen at

Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Noreen Walsh

4pm
Meeting (Greg, Mitch Butler and John Devney) follow-up Delta Waterfowl conversation - Rm 3358

Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Mitch Butler, Greg Sheehan

5pm Powerpoint for DOI retreat

Video call:

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Gregory Sheehan

Thu Nov 30, 2017

9am
Meeting re: Potential strategy for 3Rs for hunting/shooting sports (Greg/Steve/Paul Rauch)

Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: Rm 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Paul Rauch, Stephen Guertin, Greg Sheehan

9:30am Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358

Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan

10am
Meeting (Greg Sheehan and Amos Eno) to discuss partners program, ESA and LWCF - Rm 3358

Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: aeno@resourcesfirstfoundation.org, aeno@landcan.org, Greg Sheehan
10:30am  
**Briefing: Notice of Funding Opportunities (NOFO) for IA Grants (African Elephants/Rhinos)**  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Where:** Rm 3038  
**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars  
**Who:** richard_ruggiero@fws.gov, Gloria Bell, Michelle Haynes, Cade London, Craig Hoover, Greg Sheehan, Dirck Byler, Pamela Scruggs

11:30am  
**Weekly FWS/SOL Meeting - Room 3359**  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Calendar:** Jim Kurth  
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars  
**Who:** Peg Romanik, Jim Kurth, Charisa Morris, Stephen Guertin, Benjamin Jesup, Wendy Fink, Greg Sheehan

12pm  
**Do Not Schedule**  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars

1pm  
**Briefing: Notice of Funding Opportunities (NOFO) for IA Grants (Asian Elephants)**  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Where:** Rm 3038  
**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars  
**Who:** richard_ruggiero@fws.gov, Gloria Bell, Michelle Haynes, Cade London, Craig Hoover, Greg Sheehan, Dirck Byler, Pamela Scruggs

1:45pm  
**Farewell Casey Stemler**  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Where:** 6120  
**Calendar:** Catherine Gulac  
**Who:** David Mihalic, Olivia Ferriter, Gareth Rees, Todd Willens, Greg Sheehan, Scott Hommel, Catherine Gulac, Downey Magallanes, Douglas Domenech, Michael Argo, James Cason, David Bernhardt
2pm  
Briefing (Todd Willens, David Bernhardt, Downey Magallanes, Greg Sheehan) - Secretary's office  
**Where:** Secretary's Office  
**Calendar:** ios.doi.gov  
**Created by:** Leila Getto  
**Who:** Downey Magallanes, Greg Sheehan, Gary Lawkowski, David Bernhardt, Jason Larrabee, Todd Willens

2:30pm  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Michael) Rm 3358  
**Video call:** https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Who:** Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Michael Gale

3pm  Travel to White House  
**Video call:** https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars

3:30pm  White House Christmas Tree lighting  
**Video call:** https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/gregory-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIZ29yeV9zaGVlaGFuQG:  
**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Gregory Sheehan

Fri Dec 1, 2017

All day  
REMINDER: On Sat, 12/2 Speak at Annual Meeting of the Boone and Crockett Club - Savannah, GA  
**Video call:** https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
**Where:** Savannah Georgia, Hyatt Regency  
**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Thomas Irwin

9am  
Workforce Management Strategy (Steve, Greg, Jim, Zack, Janine, Brian, Denise, Rebekah and Jessie)  
**Video call:**  
**Where:** Rm 3357 or Dial: (b) (6) Code: (b) (6)  
**Calendar:** Stephen Guertin  
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars  
**Who:** Greg Sheehan, Denise Sheehan, Rebekah Giddings, Zachariah Gambill, Stephen Guertin, Jessie Cheek, Janine Velasco, Brian Bloodsworth, Jim Kurth
10am  Briefing: Notice of Funding Opportunities (NOFO) for IA Grants (CARPE)

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Where:** Rm 3038
**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars
**Who:**
richard_ruggiero@fws.gov, Gloria Bell, Michelle Haynes, Cade London, Craig Hoover, Greg Sheehan, Dirck Byler, Pamela Scruggs

11am

Phone call with Dean Cox, Washington County, Utah Commissioner; Cameron Rognan, Washington County Commissioner’s Office and Celeste Malloy, Legal Counsel re: Utah’s Mojave Desert Tortoise Habitat Conservation Plan Renewal

**Video call:**
Where: Dial: , Participant code:
**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan
**Created by:** Thomas Irwin
**Who:** , Greg Sheehan, OIEA OS

12pm  Do Not Schedule

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars

12pm  Meet with International Team on IA species Plan room 3358

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan
**Created by:** Gregory Sheehan

1pm  Work on Retreat powerpoint

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan
**Created by:** Gregory Sheehan

1:30pm  Pre-meeting for 12/4 Midway Atoll Meeting with Jim Noone - Rm 3358

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars
**Who:** Greg Sheehan, Jim Kurth, Shaun Sanchez, Cynthia Martinez

2:30pm  Out of Office

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars
2:30pm  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Michael) Rm 3358

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/__/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Who: Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Michael Gale

Sat Dec 2, 2017

8am  SPEAK at Annual Meeting of the Boone and Crockett Club - Savannah, GA

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/__/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: Savannah Georgia, Hyatt Regency
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin

Sun Dec 3, 2017

6am  Travel home from Savannah, Boone and Crocket

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/__/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Gregory Sheehan

Mon Dec 4, 2017

All day  Thomas - On Leave

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/__/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin

All day  Thomas Out of Office All Day - Roslyn In the office at 9:30a

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/__/doi.gov/roslyn-sellars?hceid=cm9zbHluX3NibGxhcNAZndzI

Who: Jim Kurth, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin, Charisa Morris, Roslyn Sellars
Going? Yes

9am  Midway Atoll Follow Up (Greg Sheehan, Jim Noone, Jim Kurth, Aurelia Skipwith-invited) - Rm 3038

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/__/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: Room 3038
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: jnoone@mercuryllc.com, Jim Kurth, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin,Aurelia Skipwith, OIEA OS, Cynthia Martinez
9am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

10am  AD Staff meeting - Rm 3038
Video call:  

Calendar: Jim Kurth  
Created by: Thomas Irwin  

12pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1pm  Communications Plan for Elephant Strategy (Greg, Barbara Wainman) - Rm 3358
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: Rm 3358  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who: Barbara Wainman, Matthew Huggler, Greg Sheehan, Gavin Shire

1pm  OIG monthly status update meeting/conference call (Jim, Steve, Kathy Garrity, Keith Toomey, Charisa) Room 3359
Video call:  
k9g78

Where: Dial:  Code:  
Calendar: Jim Kurth  
Who: Casey Hammond, Jim Kurth, Charisa Morris, Keith Toomey, KatherineGarrity, Gregory Sheehan, Stephen Guertin, Greg Sheehan

2:30pm  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Michael) Rm 3358
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Who: Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Michael Gale
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

3pm  PowerPoint CBRA Sandy Batch 1 briefing (Greg, Gary & ES staff)
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: Room 3038
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who:
Martha BalisLarsen, Gary Frazer, Katie Niemi, Dana Wright, Jonathan Phinney, Greg Sheehan, Lois Wellman

4pm  International Affairs Briefing: IA Grants (Trophy Hunting) - Rm 3038
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: Rm 3038
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who:
richard_ruggiero@fws.gov, Gloria Bell, Michelle Haynes, Cade London, Craig Hoover, Greg Sheehan, Dirck Byler, Pamela Scruggs, Tim Vannorman, Eleanora Babij, Michelle Gadd, Danielle Kessler, Barbara Wainman, GavinShire

5pm  Benefits (Greg, Jessie) - Rm 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: Rm 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Jessie Cheek, Greg Sheehan

Tue Dec 5, 2017

All day  Directorate Meeting - Murie Conference Room (3N057)
Video call:

Where: Skyline
Calendar: Charisa Morris
Who: FWS Directorate & Deputies, Amy Lueders, FWS Directorate Secretaries, Greg Sheehan
Going? No

All day  Directorate Meeting - Murie Conference Room (3N057)
Video call:

Where: Skyline
Calendar:
GMS-mike_edwards@fws.gov-01cdc809-fe30cf88.pst/paul_souza@fws.gov (Read Only)
Created by: Mike Edwards
Who:
FWS Directorate & Deputies, Greg Sheehan, Amy Lueders, FWS Directorate Secretaries, Charisa Morris, Paul Souza, GMS-mike_edwards@fws.gov-01cdc809-fe30cf88.pst/paul_souza@fws.gov (ReadOnly)
Going? No
9am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

12pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1pm  Weekly Politicals Meeting
Where: Secretary's Conference Room- 5160
Calendar: Natalie Davis
Who:  

2:30pm  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Michael) Rm 3358
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Who: Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Michael Gale

5pm  Ducks Unlimited Conservation Partnerships Reception
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: Kenndy Caucus Room -Russell Senate Office Bldg. 325
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

Wed Dec 6, 2017

**All day Directorate Meeting - Murie Conference Room (3N057)**

*Video call:

Where: Skyline
Calendar: Charisa Morris
Who: FWS Directorate & Deputies, Amy Lueders, FWS Directorate Secretaries, Greg Sheehan
Going? No

**All day Directorate Meeting - Murie Conference Room (3N057)**

*Video call:

Where: Skyline
Calendar: GMS-mike_edwards@fws.gov-01cdc809-fe30cf88.pst/paul_souza@fws.gov (Read Only)
Created by: Mike Edwards
Who: FWS Directorate & Deputies, Greg Sheehan, Amy Lueders, FWS Directorate Secretaries, Charisa Morris, Paul Souza, GMS-mike_edwards@fws.gov-01cdc809-fe30cf88.pst/paul_souza@fws.gov (Read Only)
Going? No

**9am Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358**

*Video call:

https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

**9am Speaking Engagement: Annual Holiday Breakfast - Rachel Carson Room**

*Skyline

*Video call:

https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin

**12pm Do Not Schedule**

*Video call:

https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

**2:30pm Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Michael) Rm 3358**

*Video call:

https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Who: Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Michael Gale
All day  Directorate Meeting - Murie Conference Room (3N057)
Video call:

Where: Skyline
Calendar: Charisa Morris
Who: FWS Directorate & Deputies, Amy Lueders, FWS Directorate Secretaries, Greg Sheehan
Going? No

All day  Directorate Meeting - Murie Conference Room (3N057)
Video call:

Where: Skyline
Calendar: GMS-mike_edwards@fws.gov-01cdc809-fe30cf88.pst/paul_souza@fws.gov (Read Only)
Created by: Mike Edwards
Who: FWS Directorate & Deputies, Greg Sheehan, Amy Lueders, FWS Directorate Secretaries, Charisa Morris, Paul Souza, GMS-mike_edwards@fws.gov-01cdc809-fe30cf88.pst/paul_souza@fws.gov (Read Only)
Going? No

All day  DOI Staff Retreat (12/7 - 12/8) - NCTC
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

7 am  TRAVEL: To NCTC
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin

9 am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

10 am  DOI policy meeting retreat NCTC
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan

12 pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Fri Dec 8, 2017

2:30pm  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Michael) Rm 3358
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Who: Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Michael Gale

9am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

10am  DOI policy meeting retreat NCTC (POC: Scott Hommel)
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin

12pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

12:30pm  TRAVEL: To USDA Security should call 202-205-1661 for escort to the Chief’s Office
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where:  
Forest Service – Yates Bldg, 201 14th Street, SW (red brick building next to Holocaust Museum), Chief’s Conference Room, 4th Floor, NW
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

2pm  TRAVEL: Return for NCTC
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Mon Dec 11, 2017

**All day** Roslyn - Out of Office until 12:30p

**Video call:**

**Who:** Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Jim Kurth, Stephen Guertin, Roslyn Sellars
**Going?** Yes

**9 am** Meeting (Greg, Jim and Steve) year end close out - Rm 3357

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Where:** Rm 3357
**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan
**Created by:** Thomas Irwin
**Who:** Jim Kurth, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin

**9:30 am** Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars
**Who:** Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

**9:45 am**

Wildfire Roundtable Hosted by Secretaries Zinke and Perdue (Jason Larrabee, Greg Sheehan, Timothy Williams, Wesley Bullock, Harry Humbert, Jim Cason, John Tanner, Kate Macgregor, Todd Wynn)

**Where:** DOI 5160
**Calendar:** ios.doi.gov
**Created by:** Leila Getto
**Who:**
Jason Larrabee, Greg Sheehan, Harry Humbert, David Mihalic, Aurelia Skipwith, Wesley Bullock, Katharine MacGregor, Timothy Williams, James Cason, John Tanner, Todd Wynn, Amanda Kaster, Eli Nachmany, Tami Heilemann

**10 am** AD Staff meeting - Rm 3038

**Video call:**

**Calendar:** Jim Kurth
**Created by:** Thomas Irwin
**Who:**

**11 am**

Director's Office 2018 Budget (Greg, Steve, Jim, Chris Nolin, Charisa)- Rm 3357

**Video call:**

**Calendar:** Stephen Guertin
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars
**Who:** Chris Nolin, Greg Sheehan, Jim Kurth, Stephen Guertin, Charisa Morris
12pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1pm  Meet and Greet with new Utah Farm Bureau leadership
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan

1:30pm  Phone call with Rob Henneke Texas Dune Sage Lizard
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan

2pm  IA Grants: Asian Rhino, Tiger and Great Apes - Rm 3038
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: Rm 3038, Dial: ********, Participant Code: ********
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Gloria Bell, Cade London, Greg Sheehan, richard_ruggiero@fws.gov, Michelle Haynes, Meenakshi Nagendran, Dirck Byler

3pm  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Michael) Rm 3358
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Who: Greg Sheehan, Michael Gale, Charisa Morris

4pm  Phone call re: ESA-JTF
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: Room 3358 or Dial: ******** Code: ********
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Gary Frazer, alesia.read@noaa.gov, mike@hughes-collaboration.com, Nick.Wiley@myfwc.com, samuel.rauch@noaa.gov, Jen Mock Schaeffer, chris.w.oliver@noaa.gov, emily.hershman@myfwc.com, Greg Sheehan, OIEAOS, Lois Wellman

4:30pm  Follow-up Meeting with Secretary’s office on fire management - Rm TBA
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

5pm
Celebrate Appointment of Commissioner Brenda Burman - Interior Library, MIB
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: Located on the 1st Floor C Street lobby
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin

Tue Dec 12, 2017

9am
Collaborating to Control Aquatic Invasive Species - USFWS and USGS
Featured Work (Scott Cameron, Aurelia Skipwith, Dave Hoskins, Hilary Msith, Todd Turner, Jason Larabee, Greg Sheehan, Anne Kinsinger, Steve Guertin, Ryan Nichols, Greg Conover) - Rm 5160
Video call:
Where: Room 5160
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish

9am Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

10am
Phone call re: Borax Lake chub downlisting (Greg, Robyn Thorson & Region 1 staff) - Dial: , Code: 
Video call:
Where: Call in PC: 
Calendar: Robyn Thorson
Created by: Rose Reed
Who: Paul Henson, Roslyn Sellars, Theresa Rabot, Greg Sheehan, Rollie White, Craig Rowland, Lois Wellman, Thomas Irwin, Robyn Thorson, Gary Frazer

12pm Do Not Schedule
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
1pm  Weekly Politics Meeting
Where: Secretary's Conference Room- 5160
Calendar: Natalie Davis

2pm  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Michael) Rm 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Michael Gale

2:30pm  Wildfire Roundtable Follow Up (Harry Humbert, Casey Hammond, Amanda Kaster, Greg Sheehan, Jeff Rupert, Timothy Williams, Bryan Rice, Jim Cason, Downey Magallenes, John Tanner, Todd Wynn- Secretary's Conf. Room
Where: Secretary's Conference Room
Calendar: ios.doi.gov
Created by: Leila Getto
Who: Harry Humbert, John Tanner, Timothy Williams, jeff_rupert@fws.gov, Downey Magallenes, Todd Wynn, Greg Sheehan, Casey Hammond, Bryan Rice, James Cason, Brian Steed, Amanda Kaster

2:45pm  FWS weekly check in meeting
Video call: 
Where: AS/FWP Conference Room -- 3144
Calendar: Maureen Foster
Created by: Tasha Robbins
3:15pm

Greg Sheehan to pick up government vehicle from Michelle Smith
(Bring Drivers License, Tel: 208-5406)

Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: End of 1500 corridor on the left
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Michele Smith

3:30pm

Meeting with Steve Belinda and Miles Moretti of the N. American Grouse Partnership re: Lesser Prairie Chicken - Rm 3358

Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: sbelinda@grousepartners.org, Gary Frazer, miles@muledeer.org, GregSheehan, Lois Wellman

4pm DOI Operations Meeting - AS/FWP

Video call:

Where: Room 6120
Calendar: Gareth Rees

5pm

Meeting/Conference Call (Greg Sheehan, Gary Frazer, Region 1 and Oregon Counties Commissioners) to discuss ESA issue (Dial-in: - Rm 3358

Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: Rm 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Greg Sheehan, jsullivan@jamisonandsullivan.com, Gary Frazer, Lois Wellman, Nicole Tsugawa, Theresa Rabot, Rose Reed, Robyn Thorson

Wed Dec 13, 2017

6am Meet Bernhardt to depart to NCTC

Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
8am  ESA workshop at NCTC
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

9am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

12pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

2pm  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Michael) Rm 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Michael Gale

4pm  [Steve Guertin for Greg Sheehan] Meeting re: Sage Grouse with TRCP, WMI, Pheasants Forever and Mule Deer Foundation re: Sage Grouse) - Rm 3357
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: Room 3357
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Who: cplumer@trcp.org, Greg Sheehan, OIEA OS, Stephen Guertin, Charisa Morris, Jim Kurth, Benjamin Cassidy, Kelly Kennedy Bechdel

4pm  Video call in with TRCP and group
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan

5pm  Call in on work survey
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
**Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director**

**5:30pm  Travel to DC from NCTC**

Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/~/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWV0YW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan

**Thu Dec 14, 2017**

**9am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358**

Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/~/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWV0YW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

**9:30am  Politics Team Photo - DOI Auditorium**

Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/~/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWV0YW5AZn

Where: DOI Auditorium
Calendar: Elinor Werner

**10am**

**Directorate VTC - Mandatory Update (AD, RD or Deputy - No Actings) - Rm 3038**

Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/~/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWV0YW5AZn

Where: FWS Conference Room 3038
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
11am  Check in  
Video call:  
Where: Room 3357  
Calendar: Stephen Guertin  
Who: Stephen Guertin, Greg Sheehan, Jim Kurth

11:30am  Weekly FWS/SOL Meeting - Room 3359  
Video call:  
Calendar: Jim Kurth  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who: Jim Kurth, Stephen Guertin, Peg Romanik, Benjamin Jesup, Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Wendy Fink

12pm  Do Not Schedule  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1pm  Epermit/digital passes demo (Greg, Jim, Steve, Cynthia Martinez) - Rm 3038  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
Where: Rm 3038  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who: Cynthia Martinez, Jim Kurth, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin, OIEA OS, jeffery.nulf@egov.com, Shaun Sanchez

1:30pm  DOI social in Bison Bistro  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan

2pm  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Michael) Rm 3358  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who: Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Michael Gale

3pm  Grants Discussion (Steven Howke-DOI Grants Coordinator, Greg Sheehan, Steve Guertin)  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=c3RldmVuX2hvd2tlQGlvcy5kI  
Where: Room 5112  
Calendar: Steven Howke  
Created by: Jean Parrish  
Who: Thomas Irwin, Steven Howke, Stephen Guertin, Greg Sheehan, Roslyn Sellars
3:30pm  
Meeting (Greg, Gary and Charisa) on water removal for wildfire suppression efforts - Rm 3358  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWV0YW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Thomas Irwin  
Who: Charisa Morris, Gary Frazer, Greg Sheehan, Lois Wellman

4pm  DOI Learn Training  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWV0YW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

5pm  OCO/External Holiday Party  
Video call:  

Where: OCO/External Hallway Holiday Party  
Calendar: Laura Rigas  
Who:  
Michael Litterst, Brandon Middleton, Scott Cameron, sclutter@blm.gov, Lori Mashburn, Wesley Bullock, Scott Hommel, Gary Lawkowski, Benjamin Cassidy, April Slayton, Jennifer Goldblatt, Jeff Krauss, Jeremy Barnum, Russell Newell, Andrea Antunes, Austin Ewell, Daniel Jorjani, Douglas Domenech, John Tanner, Gregory Sheehan, Downey Magallanes, Casey Hammond, Gavin Shire, Jason Funes, Blake Deely, Landon Davis, James Cason, Jeffrey Olson, James Schindler, Christopher Stolte, Greg Sheehan, Kristin Merony, Tricia Hall, Eli Nachmany, Brendan Quinn, Thomas Baptiste, Laury Parramore, Natalie Davis, Patricia Aaron, Laura Rigas, Michael Argo, William Dove, Rebecca Zepeda, Heather Swift, Nedra Darling, Moshay Simpson, Micah Chambers, Richard Goeken, Scott Angelle, Brian Pavlik, Timothy Williams, Gavin Clarkson, Todd Wynn, Shirley Lewis, John Bockmier, Elinor Werner, Russell Roddy, Eileen Angelico, John Tahsuda, Alex Hinson, Steven Smith, Ryan Nichols, Kyle Scherer, Todd Willens, ddubray@blm.gov, Amy Holley, Amanda Kaster, Olivia Ferriter, David Mihalic, kathleen_benedetto@ios.doi.gov, Treci Johnson, Andrea Travnicek, Jason Larrabee, Tracey Moriarty, Brian Steed, Rick May, Genevieve Giaccardo, Aaron Thiele, melrose@ios.doi.gov, Vincent Devito, Leila Getto, Connie Gillette, Alan Mikkelsen, David Bernhardt, Virginia Johnson, cyounger@blm.gov, Caroline Boulton, Tanya Joshua, Lacey Smathers, Michael Fernandez, Nancy Savage, Anne-Berry Wade, Danielle Brigida, Joshua Campbell, Christine Bauserman, Gregory Julian, Aurelia Skipwith, Stephen Wackowski, Kyle Scherer, Steven Howke, Marshall Critchfield, Katharine MacGregor, Preston Beard, Catherine Puckett, Christopher Holmes

6pm  NFWF DOI Holiday Party  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWV0YW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Gregory Sheehan
9 am   
**External Meeting with Peabody Energy (Coal Company) re a new mine in Indiana (Todd Willens, Jason Larrabee, Greg Sheehan) - Rm 6120**

*Video call:*

*Where:* 6120  
*Calendar:* Catherine Gulac  
*Who:* Todd Willens, Greg Sheehan, Catherine Gulac, Maureen Foster, Thomas Garcia, Thomas Irwin, Jason Larrabee, Roslyn Sellars, Tasha Robbins

10 am   
**DOI Learn Training**

*Video call:*


*Calendar:* Greg Sheehan  
*Created by:* Roslyn Sellars

11 am   
**Canada Lynx DPS 5 year Review (Greg, Gary, Noreen Walsh, Matt Hogan, Robyn Thorson, Tom Melius, Wendi Weber) --Dial-in: [Call in]  
Passcode: [Passcode] - Rm 3358**

*Video call:*


*Where:* Rm 3358  
*Calendar:* Greg Sheehan  
*Created by:* Thomas Irwin  
*Who:* Stephanie Potter, Gary Frazer, Matt Hogan, Denise Sanchez, Greg Sheehan, Lois Wellman, Noreen Walsh, Michael Thabault, Nicole Alt, Jeff Newman, Don Morgan, Wendi Weber, Robyn Thorson, Tom Melius

11:30 am   
**Meeting (Greg and Cynthia M.) Refuge List - Rm 3358**

*Video call:*

*Where:* Rm 3358  
*Calendar:* Greg Sheehan  
*Created by:* Thomas Irwin  
*Who:* Greg Sheehan, Cynthia Martinez

12 pm   
**Do Not Schedule**

*Video call:*


*Calendar:* Greg Sheehan  
*Created by:* Roslyn Sellars

1 pm   
**Ext. Mtg. w/ Hecla Mining - Luke Russell**

*Where:* Room 5662, director's conference table  
*Calendar:* lthurn@blm.gov  
*Who:* Kathleen Benedetto, nwjohnson@hollandhart.com, cyounger@blm.gov, Yolando Mack-Thompson, lthurn@blm.gov, Greg Sheehan, Aurelia Skipwith
2pm  Casey Stemler/Greg Sheehan-- Casey to call 202-208-4545
Video call:  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Casey Stemler, Greg Sheehan

3pm  ASLM party
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan

3:30pm  Hornshell Briefing: Greg, Gary, Amy Lueders -Dial:  Code:  
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Gary Frazer, Amy Lueders, Stacey Garcia, Greg Sheehan, Lois Wellman, Ted Koch, Bridget Fahey, Sarah Quamme

4:30pm  Travel to CEQ
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

5pm  CEQ holiday party
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan

Mon Dec 18, 2017

9am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

10am  AD Staff meeting - Rm 3038
Video call:  
Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Thomas Irwin
11am   DOI Learn Training
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI/Z19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

12pm   Do Not Schedule
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI/Z19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1:30pm   BRIEFING (Greg, Gloria Bell, Richard Ruggiero, Jenny Martinez and Melida Tajbakhsh) on S. America NOFO - Rm 3358
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI/Z19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: Rm 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who:  richard_ruggiero@fws.gov, Gloria Bell, Melida Tajbakhsh, Cade London, Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Jenny Martinez

2:30pm   Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Michael) Rm 3358
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI/Z19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan

4:30pm   Meeting (Greg and John M. Bockmier) on communications - Rm 3358
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI/Z19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin

Tue Dec 19, 2017

8:30am   Internal Meeting/Conference Call re: ESA (Todd Willens, Greg, Gary, Peg Romanik, Richard Goeken, Downey, Gina Shultz) - 6116 or Dial: PC

Video call:  

Where: 6120 or call 1- PC Todd’s LC 9406827#
Calendar: Catherine Gulac
Created by: Todd Willens
Who:  Greg Sheehan, Gary Frazer, Roslyn Sellars, Thomas Irwin, Gina Shultz, Lois Wellman, Catherine Gulac, Todd Willens, Downey Magallanes, Peg Romanik, Richard Goeken
9 am  Meet with John Tanner - Fever Tick issue  
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Gregory Sheehan

9:30 am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358  
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Kashyap Patel

10 am  BRIEFING (Greg, Jim, Eric Alvarez and Katy Hopper) on 2019 LWCF land acquisition project list - Rm 3359  
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: Rm 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Katy Hopper, A Alvarez, Jim Kurth, Greg Sheehan, Azuredee Perkins

10:30 am  Meet with Utah Public Lands Office  
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Gregory Sheehan

11:15 am  Meeting (Greg Sheehan and Deb Hahn) to discuss IUCN issues, NAFTA and trapping - Rm 3358  
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/dhahn-greg-j-sh?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZr
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: dhahn@fishwildlife.org, Greg Sheehan, OIEA OS

12 pm  Do Not Schedule  
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

2 pm  CSF  
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
2:45pm  [CANCELLED] FWS weekly check in meeting
Video call:

Where: AS/FWP Conference Room -- 3144
Calendar: Maureen Foster
Created by: Tasha Robbins

3:30pm  Travel to White House
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

4pm  White house tour
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Gregory Sheehan

5:30pm  End of the Year Team Event - Secretary's Office
Video call:

Where: Secretary's Office
Calendar: Elinor Werner
Created by: Elinor Werner

Wed Dec 20, 2017

All day  Travel to Region 4 at 7:30p
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
9 am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358

Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Kashyap Patel, Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris

11 am  Meet & Greet/Border Briefing (Greg, Gina Shultz for Gary Frazer, Mitch Ellis for Cynthia Martinez, Harry Humbert, Brent Range-DOI Borderland Coordinator) - Rm 5128

Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: Room 5128
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Harry Humbert, Brent Range, Greg Sheehan, Gary Frazer, Jim Kurth, Mitch Ellis, Gina Shultz

12 pm  Director's Office Holiday Potluck Extravaganza (Sign up Sheet will be in the Director's Hallway Kitchen) - Rm 3038

Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: Room 3038
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Benjamin Tuggle, Kashyap Patel, Jerome Ford, Shelly Senior, Brian Bloodsworth, Seth Mott, Zachariah Gambill, Jesse Brent, Shaun Sanchez, Xiomara Labiosa, Thomas Irwin, Stephen Guertin, Chris Tollefson, Monique Manning, Lillian Moore, Michael Gale, Gloria Bell, Martin Kodis, Barbara Wainman, Margaret Hardy, Kenneth Taylor, Delores Bigby, Matthew Huggler, Lois Wellman, Sharon Showalter, Bud Cribley, Gary Frazer, Denise Thompson, Rebekah Giddings, Janine Velasco, Jim Kurth, Paul Rauch, Angela Gustavson, Cynthia Martinez, David Hoskins, JoAn Mundt, Charisa Morris, Denise Sheehan, Pamela Michalegko, Azuredee Perkins, Gina Shultz, Edward Grace

1:30 pm  Monthly meeting with ASFWP/Jason Larrabee - Secretary's Office

Where: Secretary's Office
Calendar: ios.doi.gov
Created by: Leila Getto
Who: David Bernhardt, Maureen Foster, Downey Magallanes, Scott Hommel, Gareth Rees, Greg Sheehan, Susan Combs, Todd Willens, Caroline Boulton, Paul (Dan) Smith, Jason Larrabee

2 pm  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Michael) Rm 3358

Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris
3:30pm  Briefing: Plan for Spending USAID funding for International Wildlife Conservation (Gloria Bell & International Affairs Staff) - Rm 3038
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: Room 3038
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: richard_ruggiero@fws.gov, Earl Possardt, Edward Grace, Kenneth Cameron, David Hubbard, Pamela Scruggs, Gloria Bell, David Gordon, Craig Hoover, Daphne Carlson Bremer, Andrew Brown, Mike Johnson, Chris Nolin, Greg Sheehan, Dirck Byler, Danielle Kessler

5:30pm  Check-in with BLM & FWS
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: Room 6120
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
Who: Brian Steed, Greg Sheehan, Casey Hammond, Yolando Mack-Thompson, cyyounger@blm.gov, Tracie Lassiter, lthurn@blm.gov, David Bernhardt, Katharine MacGregor

5:30pm  Travel to Reagan National Airport
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

7:30pm  Flight departs Reagan National at 7:30p--Arrives Atlanta 9:39p
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

Thu Dec 21, 2017

All day  Thomas - On Leave
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin

All day  Travel to Region 4 (Atlanta) for All Employee & Leadership Team Meeting
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Acquanetta Reese, Laura Maloof, Greg Sheehan, Michael Oetker, Kevin Reynolds
7 am  Meet Mike Oetker at Hotel
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan

7 am  Travel to Region 4
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

7:30 am  Meet with Region 4 leadership team
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

9 am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

9 am  Region 4 all employee meeting.
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan

12 pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1 pm  Meet with Mike Oetker
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan

2 pm  Conference call with Sylvia Burns
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan

2 pm  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Michael) Rm 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris
6pm  Depart to Utah
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Gregory Sheehan

Fri Dec 22, 2017

All day  Thomas - On Leave
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin

All day  Leave
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

8am  Leave
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

9am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

10am  MBTA memo briefing
Video call:  
Where: SOL CONF Rm. 6342 - call-in: participant code: 
Calendar: Mariagrazia Caminiti

12pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Mon Dec 25, 2017

**2pm Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Michael) Rm 3358**

Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars  
**Who:** Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan

**9am Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358**

Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars  
**Who:** Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel

**10am AD Staff meeting - Rm 3038**

Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Calendar:** Jim Kurth  
**Created by:** Thomas Irwin  
**Who:** Cynthia Martinez, Aurelia Skipwith, Brian Bloodsworth, Paul Souza, Zachariah Gambill, Edward Grace, Chris Nolin, Jim Kurth, Charisa Morris, Maureen Foster, Paul Rauch, Janine Velasco, Denise Sheehan, Jerome Ford, Gary Frazer, Bud Cribley, Stephen Guertin, David Hoskins, Gregory Sheehan, Barbara Wainman, Georgia Basso, Kenneth Taylor, Greg Sheehan, Seth Mott

**12pm Do Not Schedule**

Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars

**2pm Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Michael) Rm 3358**

Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars  
**Who:** Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris
All day  Greg - Leave 12/26 - 12/29
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

All day  Roslyn - Leave 12/26 - 12/29
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Who: Roslyn Sellars, Jim Kurth, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin

8am Leave
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

9am Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Charisa Morris, Kashyap Patel, Greg Sheehan

12pm Do Not Schedule
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

2pm DOI Operations Meeting - AS/FWP
Video call:
Where: Room 6120
Calendar: Gareth Rees

2pm Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Michael) Rm 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

Wed Dec 27, 2017

**All day Greg - Leave 12/26 - 12/29**
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars

**All day Roslyn - Leave 12/26 - 12/29**
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Who:** Roslyn Sellars, Jim Kurth, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin

**8am Leave**
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars

**9am Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358**
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars
**Who:** Charisa Morris, Kashyap Patel, Greg Sheehan

**12pm Do Not Schedule**
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars

**2pm Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Michael) Rm 3358**
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars
**Who:** Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris

Thu Dec 28, 2017

**All day Greg - Leave 12/26 - 12/29**
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars

**All day Roslyn - Leave 12/26 - 12/29**
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Who:** Roslyn Sellars, Jim Kurth, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

8am Leave
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

9am Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan

12pm Do Not Schedule
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

2pm Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Michael) Rm 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan

Fri Dec 29, 2017

All day Greg - Leave 12/26 - 12/29
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

All day Roslyn - Leave 12/26 - 12/29
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Who: Roslyn Sellars, Jim Kurth, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin

8am Leave
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

9am Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan
**Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director**

**12pm**  
**Do Not Schedule**  
**Video call:**  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI1Z19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars

**1:30pm**  
**Phone call (Greg Sheehan and Greg Schildwachter) for prairie chicken check-in (Sheehan should call (202) 329-9493)**  
**Video call:**  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-greg-j-she?hceid=Z3JI1Z19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Thomas Irwin  
**Who:** Greg Sheehan, greg@watershedresults.com

**2pm**  
**Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Michael) Rm 3358**  
**Video call:**  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI1Z19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars  
**Who:** Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris

**Mon Jan 1, 2018**

**All day**  
**Holiday**  
**Video call:**  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI1Z19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars

**9am**  
**Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358**  
**Video call:**  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI1Z19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars  
**Who:** Charisa Morris, Kashyap Patel, Greg Sheehan

**12pm**  
**Do Not Schedule**  
**Video call:**  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI1Z19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

1pm
OIG monthly status update meeting/conference call (Jim, Steve, Kathy Garrity, Keith Toomey, Charisa) Room 3359
Video call: k9g78

Where: Dial: [phone number] Code: [phone number]
Calendar: Jim Kurth
Who: Casey Hammond, Jim Kurth, Charisa Morris, Keith Toomey, Katherine Garrity, Gregory Sheehan, Stephen Guertin, Greg Sheehan

2pm  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Michael) Rm 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan

Tue Jan 2, 2018

All day  Thomas - On Leave
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=amltX2t1cnRoQGZ3cy5nb3Y.

Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Jim Kurth, Charisa Morris, Stephen Guertin, Greg Sheehan

9am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

10am  Briefing: American burying beetle (Greg, Gary, Regions 2, 3, 5 and 6) Dial-in: [phone number] Passcode: [phone number] - Rm 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
10am
Briefing: American burying beetle (Greg, Gary, Regions 2, 3, 5 and 6)
Dial-in: [redacted] Passcode: [redacted] - Rm 3358
Video call:

Calendar: Paul Phifer
Who:

10:30am
Briefing: Kuenzler's Hedgehog Cactus & Wrights Marsh Thistle Listing
(Greg, Gary, Amy Lueders and Noreen Walsh) - Rm 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: Dial: [redacted] Code: [redacted]
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who:
Gary Frazer, Stephanie Potter, Roslyn Sellars, Susan Jacobsen, Amy Lueders, Stacey Garcia, Greg Sheehan, Lois Wellman, Noreen Walsh, Bridget Fahey, Sarah Quamme, Ted Koch, Michael Thabault

11:30am
Meeting/Call for update on CSKT Bison Range in the Flathead - Rm 6120
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where:
Room 6120 (Dial-in [redacted] Participant Code: [redacted] JCason's Leader Code [redacted])
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who:
Todd Willens, James Cason, Catherine Gulac, Zachariah Gambill, Gareth Rees, Peg Romanik, Alan Mikkelsen, Amanda Kaster, Greg Sheehan, Micah Chambers, Jason Larrabee, Tasha Robbins, Thomas Garcia

12pm    Do Not Schedule
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
1pm  **Weekly Politicals Meeting**  
Where: Secretary’s Conference Room- 5160  
Calendar: Natalie Davis  
Who:  
Katie Mills, Eli Nachmany, Micah Chambers, Sarah Jorgenson, Leila Getto, James Schindler, Wesley Bullock, Scott Angelle, Brendan Quinn, Brenda Burman, Matthew Dermody, John Tanner, Kyle Scherer, Scott Cameron, Russell Newell, Timothy Petty, Gavin Clarkson, Todd Willens, cyounger@blm.gov, Preston Beard, John Bockmier, Caroline Boulton, Jason Funes, Marshall Critchfield, Alan Mikkelsen, Timothy Williams, Downey Magallanes, Joseph Balash, Ryan Nichols, Susan Combs, Russell Roddy, Douglas Domenech, Daniel Jorjani, Scott Hommel, Benjamin Cassidy, Katharine MacGregor, Christine Bauserman, James Voyles, Heather Swift, Paul (Dan) Smith, Michael Argo, Zachariah Gambill, John Tahsuda, Steven Smith, Gregory Sheehan, Ryan Hambleton, Charles Laudner, James Reilly, Blake Deely, Holly Lane, Todd Wynn, Casey Hammond, Virginia Johnson, David Bernhardt, Greg Sheehan, James Cason, Christopher Stolte, Kyle Scherer, Aurelia Skipwith, Kyle Scherer, Brian Pavlik, Nicholas Davis, Andrea Travnicek, Thomas Baptiste, Aaron Thiele, Gary Lawkowski, Amanda Kaster, Steven Howe, Gary Lawkowski, Joshua Campbell, Kathleen Benedetto, Shirley Lewis, Rick May, Jean Hovland, Faith Vander Voort, Cally Younger, Brian Steed, Jason Larabee, ldavis@osmre.gov, Lori Mashburn, Brandon Middleton, Elinor Werner, Stephen Wackowski, Vincent Devito, Richard Goeken, Laura Rigas, Samantha Hebert, Alex Hinson, David Mihalic, Austin Ewell, Lacey Smethers, William Dove

2pm  **Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Michael) Rm 3358**  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who: Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan

3:30pm  (Conference Call Only/No VTC)  **Briefing re: Greater Sage Grouse (Greg, Gary & Region 6)**  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
Where: Rm 3358, Dial: [גג] Code: [גג]  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Thomas Irwin  
Who: Nicole Alt, Stephanie Potter, Gary Frazer, Greg Sheehan, Lois Wellman, Noreen Walsh, Carolyn Swed, Mary Grim, Rose Reed, Wanda Cantrell, Rollie White, Theresa Rabot, Robyn Thorson, Angela Burgess, Paul Souza, Henry Schlitzer

4pm  **Travel to USDA**  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
4:30pm  
Meeting: Tony Tooke-Chief, Forest Service and Greg Sheehan (Security should call 202-205-1661 for escort to the Chief’s Office)  
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
Where: Forest Service – Yates Bldg, 201 14th Street, SW (red brick building next to Holocaust Museum), Chief’s Conference Room, 4th Floor, NW  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who: cahale@fs.fed.us, tooke@fs.fed.us, Greg Sheehan  

5:30pm  
Meet re: SG with Brian S and Casey Hammond - Rm 3358  
Video call:  
Where: greg’s office  
Calendar: Casey Hammond  
Who: Brian Steed, Roslyn Sellars, Thomas Irwin, Greg Sheehan, Casey Hammond  

Wed Jan 3, 2018  

All day  
Thomas - On Leave  
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=amlX2t1cnRoQGZ3cy5nb3Y.  
Calendar: Jim Kurth  
Created by: Thomas Irwin  
Who: Jim Kurth, Charisa Morris, Stephen Guertin, Greg Sheehan  

9am  
Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358  
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who: Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Kashyap Patel  

9:30am  
Bi-Weekly Meeting with Assistant Secretaries, Directors, & Advisors  
Where: 5160 Conference Room  
Calendar: ios.doi.gov  
Created by: Leila Getto  
Who: Scott Hommel, Scott Angelle, Vincent Devito, Gregory Sheehan, Laura Rigas, Greg Sheehan, David Bernhardt, Gareth Rees, Aaron Thiele, John Tanner, Rick May, Benjamin Cassidy, Alan Mikkelsen, Joseph Balash, Douglas Domenech, Todd Wynn, Katharine MacGregor, Brenda Burman, David Mihalic, James Cason, Lori Mashburn, John Tahsuda, Natalie Davis, Todd Willens, Andrea Travnicek, Daniel Jorjani, Downey Magallanes, Austin Ewell, Leila Getto, Elinor Werner, Micah Chambers, Scott Cameron, Jason Larrabee, Michael Argo  

10am  
South Dakota: Prairie Dogs and Ferrets  
Video call:  
Where: Room 3038  
Calendar: Aurelia Skipwith  
Who: Thomas Irwin, Timothy Williams, Aurelia Skipwith, Brian Pavlik, Roslyn Sellars, Greg Sheehan, Thomas Garcia
11:30am  Upcoming travel (Greg/Roslyn)
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar:  Greg Sheehan
Created by:  Roslyn Sellars

12pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar:  Greg Sheehan
Created by:  Roslyn Sellars

1pm  Meeting:  Greg Sheehan and Anne Kinsinger-USGS re: Coordination on USGS publications - Rm 3358
Video call:  
Calendar:  Greg Sheehan
Created by:  Thomas Irwin
Who:  Colette Charbonneau, Greg Sheehan, Anne Kinsinger

2pm  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Michael) Rm 3358
Video call:  
Calendar:  Greg Sheehan
Created by:  Roslyn Sellars
Who:  Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan

3pm  BRIEFING (Greg, Gary and Region 2) on Tobusch Fishhook Cactus (Dial-in: Passcode: - Rm 3358
Video call:  
Calendar:  Greg Sheehan
Created by:  Thomas Irwin

3:30pm  Phone call re: Wolves (Greg, Region 2)--Amy will stay on the phone after the Fishhook Cactus Call
Video call:  
Calendar:  Greg Sheehan
Created by:  Roslyn Sellars
Who:  Stacey Garcia, Amy Lueders, Greg Sheehan

4pm  Meeting (Greg Sheehan & Jack Hubbard) - Rm 3358
Where:  1849 C Street NW, Room 3358, Washington, DC 20250
Calendar:  jackh@americanhumane.org
Created by:  Greg Sheehan
Who:  Greg Sheehan
Thu Jan 4, 2018

9 am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZVVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

11:30 am  Weekly FWS/SOL Meeting - Room 3359
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZVVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Benjamin Jesup, Charisa Morris, Stephen Guertin, Peg Romanik, Greg Sheehan, Wendy Fink, Jim Kurth

12 pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZVVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

2 pm  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Michael) Rm 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZVVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan

Fri Jan 5, 2018

All day
Travel: Accompany David Bernhardt to the Dallas Safari Club Convention in Dallas, Texas (1/5 - 1/6)
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZVVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

9 am
Meeting (Greg Sheehan and Tyler Wilson group of the Corps Network) to discuss Corps’ work with FWS - Rm 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZVVoYW5AZn
Where: Room 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: twilson@corpsnetwork.org, Greg Sheehan, dfrancis@corpsnetwork.org, OIEAOS
9:30am  
**Pre-meeting for meeting with Mary Kendall re: FWS Audits (Greg, Paul Rauch) - Rm 3358**

*Video call:*
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

*Calendar:* Greg Sheehan  
*Created by:* Roslyn Sellars  
*Who:* Greg Sheehan, Paul Rauch

10am  
**Internal Meeting - Public/Private Partnerships (Todd Willens, Jason Larrabee, Aurelia Skipwith, Alan Mikkelsen, Doug Domenech, Downey Magallanes, Jim Kurth, Greg Sheehan, Steve Guertin, John Tahsuda, Lisa Mendelson, Mike Reynolds, Jim Cason, Casey Stemler - Rm 6120**

*Video call:*

*Where:*
Conf Rm 5160 or call 1-Participant Code JJason’s Leader Code (D)(S)

*Calendar:* Catherine Gulac  
*Created by:* Leslie Harmon  
*Who:* Janice DeSordi, Todd Willens, Tasha Robbins, Michael Hershfeld, Andrea Travnicek, Brian Steed, Jill Moran, Robert Wolf, Michael Reynolds, Willow Iron Cloud, Thomas Irwin, bart. stevens@bie.edu, Downey Magallanes, Douglas Domenech, Yolando Mack-Thompson, Kerry Rae, tony.dearman@bie.edu, Roslyn Sellars, Lacey Smethers, Jason Larrabee, krussell@usbr.gov, Lisa Mendelson, Austin Ewell, Joseph Balash, Casey Stemler, James Cason, Ithurn@blm.gov, Jennifer Wyse, Bryan Rice, Olivia Ferriter, Michael Nedd, Grayford Payne, Christina Kalavritinos, Casey Hammond, Brenda Burman, Michelle Mebane, Marisa Craft, Greg Sheehan, Anita Personius, Anna Owens-Brown, Stephen Guertin, Catherine Gulac, Maureen Foster, Jeff Reinbold, Jim Kurth, Evann Rogers, Aurelia Skipwith, Katharine MacGregor, Terzinda Vinson, Jeffrey Reinbold, Alan Mikkelsen, Tracie Lassiter, John Tahsuda, Carol LeaderCharge

11am  
**Leadership Summit Facilitator’s Prep (Scott Cameron, Aurelia Skipwith, Jason Larrabee, John Tahsuda, Joseph Balash, Andrea Travnicek, Downey Magallanes, Jim Cason, Katherine MacGregor, Scott Angelle) Rm 5112**

*Video call:*

*Where:*
Room 5112; PC: LC

*Calendar:* Scott Cameron  
*Created by:* Leslie Harmon  
*Who:* Downey Magallanes, John Tahsuda, Greg Sheehan, Joseph Balash, Jason Larrabee, Scott Angelle, James Cason, Katherine MacGregor, Scott Cameron, Andrea Travnicek, Aurelia Skipwith, Brenda Burman, Brian Steed, Austin Ewell

11:30am  
**Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358**

*Video call:*
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

*Calendar:* Greg Sheehan  
*Created by:* Roslyn Sellars  
*Who:* Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

12pm    Meet with Mary Pletcher
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Gregory Sheehan

1pm    Travel to Dallas Safari Club Convention (Flight departs DCA at 2:55p, Lands Dallas at 5:30 CST)
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Gregory Sheehan

Sat Jan 6, 2018

All day    Travel: Accompany David Bernhardt to the Dallas Safari Club Convention in Dallas, Texas (1/5 - 1/6)
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

8:30am    Dallas Safari Club
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Gregory Sheehan

11am    CIC meeting on Tajikistan Hunting imports
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan

Mon Jan 8, 2018

8am    Meet with Peg and Jason on International Strategy
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Gregory Sheehan

9am    FWS Audits (Greg Sheehan, Mary Kendall)
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: Rm 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Mary Kendall, Karen Edwards, Greg Sheehan
9:30am  
**FWS/OIG meeting re: Audits** (Greg Sheehan, Mary Kendall, Kimberly McGovern, Matthew Elliott, Jim Kurth, Steve Guertin, Paul Rauch)  
*Video call:*
*Where:* Room 3038  
*Calendar:* Greg Sheehan  
*Created by:* Roslyn Sellars  
*Who:* Kimberly McGovern, Matthew Elliott, Jim Kurth, Paul Rauch, Mary Kendall, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin  

10am  **AD Staff meeting - Rm 3038**  
*Video call:*  
*Calendar:* Jim Kurth  
*Created by:* Thomas Irwin  

10am  **SOI meeting on Permitting**  
*Video call:*  
*Calendar:* Greg Sheehan  
*Created by:* Gregory Sheehan  

11am  **Refuge meeting (Zach, Jim, Steve, Cynthia Martinez, Kashyap, Charisa)---**  
*POC: Zack*  
*Video call:*  
*Where:* Rm 3358  
*Calendar:* Greg Sheehan  
*Created by:* Zachariah Gambill  
*Who:* Cynthia Martinez, Stephen Guertin, Kashyap Patel, Zachariah Gambill, Jim Kurth, Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan  

12pm  **Do Not Schedule**  
*Video call:*  
*Calendar:* Greg Sheehan  
*Created by:* Roslyn Sellars  

1pm  **BRIEFING: on upcoming Wildlife Trafficking Task Force on Jan 10 - Rm 3358**  
*Video call:*  
*Calendar:* Greg Sheehan  
*Created by:* Thomas Irwin  
*Who:* Pamela Scruggs, Gloria Bell, David Hubbard, Greg Sheehan, Edward Grace, Craig Hoover
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

2pm
Briefing: DOI Office of Law Enforcement and Security Changes (Greg Sheehan, Darren Cruzan-Director of DOI Law Enforcement & Security) - Rm 3358 (Copy of memo in description)

Video call: [link]

Where: Room 3358
Calendar: Darren Cruzan
Created by: Maureen Woods

3pm Priority Items - Rm 3358

Video call: [link]

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Charisa Morris, Kashyap Patel, Greg Sheehan

3:30pm
Briefing re: Denver Repository & AZA Collaboration (Greg, Zack, Noreen Walsh, Ed Grace, James Gale, Steve Oberholtzer)

Video call: [link]

Where: Rm 3358 or Dial: [phone number] Code: [code]
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: James Gale, Steve Oberholtzer, Edward Grace, Zachariah Gambill, Greg Sheehan, Noreen Walsh

4pm
Briefing: Lesser Prairie Chicken (Greg, Gary, Jason Larrabee, John Tanner, Amy Lueders, Noreen Walsh, Susan Jacobsen)

Video call: [link]

Where: Rm 3038 or Dial: [phone number] Code: [code]
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Gary Frazer, Stephanie Potter, Amy Lueders, Susan Jacobsen, Stacey Garcia, Greg Sheehan, Lois Wellman, Noreen Walsh, Alyssa Hausman, Martin Kodis, Barbara Wainman, Micah Chambers, Bridget Fahey, John Tanner, Jason Larrabee, Tasha Robbins

Tue Jan 9, 2018

9am Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358

Video call: [link]

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris
9:30am    Oregon wolf issues and federal delisting efforts - Rm 3038
Where: Call in # (b) (5) , Access Code: (b) (6)
Calendar: maryjo.foleyb@orcattle.com
Created by: Greg Sheehan

10am
FY 2018 Budget Issues (Greg, Steve, Jim, Barbara, Charisa, Chris Nolin, Denise Sheehan)-3357
Video call:
Calendar: Stephen Guertin
Who: Stephen Guertin, Greg Sheehan, Jim Kurth, Charisa Morris, Barbara Wainman, Denise Sheehan, Chris Nolin

11am
Meeting with ConocoPhillips Alaska re: Projects in the NationalPetroleum Reserve-Alaska/Western North Slope (Greg Sheehan/Region 7-via phone/Jim Kurth/Bud Cribley)
Dial-in: Passcode: Rm 3038
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: Conference Room 3038
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Karen Clark, Greg Siekaniec, Jim Kurth, Greg Sheehan, Tauline Davis, OIEA OS, Bud Cribley, Mary Colligan

11:30am    Meet with Doug Ritter knife industry rep. Wildlife Materials
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan

12pm    Do Not Schedule
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
12pm  
**Leadership Summit Facilitator's Prep (Scott Cameron, Aurelia, Austin Ewell, Downey, Jason Larrabee, John Tahsuda, Andrea Travnicek, James Cason, Katherine Macgregor) - Rm 5112**

**Video call:**

**Where:**
Room 5112; PC: , LC:  1849 C St NWWashington DC 20240 United States

**Calendar:** Scott Cameron

**Created by:** Jean Parrish

**Who:**
Brian Steed, Greg Sheehan, Austin Ewell, Scott Angelle, Andrea Travnicek, Casey Hammond, James Cason, Downey Magallanes, Valgentina Bolden, Joseph Balash, Katharine MacGregor, Aurelia Skipwith, John Tahsuda, Douglas Domenech, Brenda Burman, Scott Cameron, Laura Rigas, Jason Larrabee

12:30pm  
**Meet with Peg Romanik - Rm 3358**

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan

**Who:** Peg Romanik, Greg Sheehan

1pm  
**Weekly Politicals Meeting**

**Where:** Secretary's Conference Room- 5160

**Calendar:** Natalie Davis

**Who:**

2pm  
**Priority Items - Rm 3358**

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan

**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars

**Who:** Charisa Morris, Kashyap Patel, Greg Sheehan
2:15pm  
Pre-brief for Five Points Newhall Ranch Meeting (Jason Larrabee, Greg, Gary Frazer) - Rm 3152  
Video call:  

Where: Jason's office - 3152  
Calendar: Tasha Robbins  
Who: 
Tasha Robbins, Thomas Irwin, Lois Wellman, Thomas Garcia, RoslynSellars, Jason Larrabee, Gary Frazer, Aurelia Skipwith, Greg Sheehan  

2:30pm  
Call w/Five点-Newhall Ranch  
Video call:  

Where: Jason's office - 3152 - (Jason - Leader's code - (passcode  
Calendar: Tasha Robbins  
Who: 
Tasha Robbins, Aurelia Skipwith, Thomas Irwin, Greg Sheehan, GaryFrazer, Roslyn Sellars, Jason Larrabee  

3pm  
Hunting Opening Process with Cynthia Martinez & Shaun Sanchez - Rm 3358  
Video call:  

https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  

Where: Rm 3358  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who: 
Cynthia Martinez, Katherine Spomer, Shaun Sanchez, Xiomara Labiosa, JimKurth, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin, Mitch Ellis  

4pm  
DOI Operations Meeting - AS/FWP  
Video call:  

Where: Room 6120  
Calendar: Gareth Rees  
Who: 

5pm  
Meet with Doug Ritter knife association  
Video call:  

https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
**Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director**

**5:15pm**

*External Meeting with Lori McCullough of the Great Outdoors Fund (Kathleen Benedetto, Jim Cason, Greg Sheehan)*

**Video call:**

*Where:* 6120  
*Calendar:* Catherine Gulac  
*Who:* Catherine Gulac, Roslyn Sellars, James Cason, Yolando Mack-Thompson, Kathleen Benedetto, Greg Sheehan, Thomas Irwin, lthurn@blm.gov

**Wed Jan 10, 2018**

**All day  SES Meeting (1/10 - 1/11)**

**Video call:**

https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
*Calendar:* Greg Sheehan  
*Created by:* Roslyn Sellars

**8:30am  SES Leadership Summit - MIB Auditorium**

**Video call:**

https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
*Calendar:* Greg Sheehan  
*Who:* Greg Sheehan, Roslyn Sellars

**9am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358**

**Video call:**

https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
*Calendar:* Greg Sheehan  
*Created by:* Roslyn Sellars  
*Who:* Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

**12pm  Do Not Schedule**

**Video call:**

https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
*Calendar:* Greg Sheehan  
*Created by:* Roslyn Sellars

**2pm  Priority Items - Rm 3358**

**Video call:**

https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
*Calendar:* Greg Sheehan  
*Created by:* Roslyn Sellars  
*Who:* Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

**5pm  Travel Discussion (Greg/Roslyn)**

**Video call:**

https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
*Calendar:* Greg Sheehan  
*Created by:* Roslyn Sellars
**Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director**

Thu Jan 11, 2018

**All day SES Meeting (1/10 - 1/11)**

*Video call:*
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

*Calendar:* Greg Sheehan  
*Created by:* Roslyn Sellars

**9am SES Leadership Summit - MIB Auditorium**

*Video call:*
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

*Calendar:* Greg Sheehan

**10am Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358**

*Video call:*
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

*Calendar:* Greg Sheehan  
*Created by:* Roslyn Sellars  
*Who:* Kashyap Patel, Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris

**12pm Do Not Schedule**

*Video call:*
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

*Calendar:* Greg Sheehan  
*Created by:* Roslyn Sellars

**2:30pm Meeting with Greg Sheehan, ADs and RDs - Rm 3038**

*Video call:*
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

*Where:* FWS Directors Conf. Room 3038 or Dial: [703] 247-6895  
*Code:* [703] 247-6895

*Calendar:* Greg Sheehan  
*Created by:* Roslyn Sellars  

**3:30pm Meeting (Greg, Jim, Steve, Tom Melius-in person) on FY 18 Strategic Allocation Investment for Pollinators and Ludington Sea Lamprey office replacement (Steve and David H. for Sea Lamprey) - Rm 3358**

*Video call:*
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

*Where:* Room 3358

*Calendar:* Greg Sheehan  
*Created by:* Thomas Irwin  
*Who:* David Hoskins, Tom Melius, Conni Conner, Jim Kurth, Greg Sheehan,Stephen Guertin, Virginia Takang
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

4:15pm  HOLD-Russell Newell
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

5pm  Check-in Meeting/Conference Call (Greg Sheehan, Scott Talbott, Noreen Walsh and Matt Hogan) (Dial-in: Passcode: - Rm 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: Room 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Stephanie Potter, Greg Sheehan, Noreen Walsh, Matt Hogan, Sheridan Todd, scott.talbott@wyo.gov

Fri Jan 12, 2018

9 am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Kashyap Patel, Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris

9:30 am  Meeting (Greg, David Hoskins and Robyn Thorson) re: Hagerman - Rm 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: David Hoskins, Robyn Thorson, Greg Sheehan

10 am  Briefing with SOL, FWS, FWP (David Bernhardt, Ann Navaro, Jason Larrabee, Downey Magallanes, Aurelia Skipwith, Greg Sheehan, Dan Jorjani, Jerome Ford, Richard Goeken, Todd Willens)
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: Room 6120
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
11am  Upcoming Travel Discussion (Greg/Roslyn)
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

12pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

2pm  Priority Items - Rm 3358
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Charisa Morris, Kashyap Patel, Greg Sheehan

2:30pm  [Steve G. to cover for Director] Internal Meeting - Status Check -
Sportsmen SO 3356 (Todd Willens, Jason Larrabee, Ben Cassidy, Natalie Davis, Andrea Travnicek, Kathleen Macgregor, Kathleen Benedetto, Mike Nedd, Mike Reynolds, Alan Mikkelsen) --If you are unable to attend, send a surrogate
Video call:  
Where: 6023
Calendar: Catherine Gulac
Who: Michael Reynolds, Stephen Guertin, Joseph (Gene) Seidlitz, BrendaBurman, Jason Larrabee, Greg Sheehan, Benjamin Cassidy, Todd Willens, Catherine Gulac, Casey Hammond, Raymond Sauvajot, lthurn@blm.gov, Andrea Travnicek, Natalie Davis, Kathleen Benedetto, Brian Steed, JimKurth, Brian Carlstrom

3pm  Travel to State Department
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

3:30pm  Wildlife Trafficking Task Force
Where: Rm 3940, 2201 C St. NW Washington D.C. 20520
Calendar: rattanasuwanfp@state.gov
Created by: Greg Sheehan
Who: Roslyn Sellars, Thomas Irwin, Harris, Deborah (ENRD), Watson, Rowena P,Wood, Jeffrey (ENRD), Wardzinski, Karen (ENRD), Snow, Corinne (ENRD),Kobb, Shawn A, 'Bogan, Shanedda L. (ENRD)', Greg Sheehan, Nathan, Ari, Dawson, Christine L (OES)
**Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director**

**Mon Jan 15, 2018**

**All day  MLK Holiday**

**Video call:**

**Who:** Jim Kurth, Roslyn Sellars, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin

**Going? Yes**

**9 am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358**

**Video call:**

https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan

**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars

**Who:** Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

**10 am  AD Staff meeting - Rm 3038**

**Video call:**

**Calendar:** Jim Kurth

**Created by:** Thomas Irwin

**Who:**

**12 pm  Do Not Schedule**

**Video call:**

https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan

**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars

**2 pm  Priority Items - Rm 3358**

**Video call:**

https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan

**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars

**Who:** Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

---

**Tue Jan 16, 2018**

**9 am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358**

**Video call:**

https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan

**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars

**Who:** Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris
10am  Meeting with Former Governor Dave Freudenthal

Video call:

Where: Room 6120
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
Who: Brian Steed, lthurn@blm.gov, cyounger@blm.gov, Greg Sheehan, David Bernhardt

11am  Internal Mtg - ESA Decision Documents (Todd Willens, Jason Larrabee, Greg Sheehan, Aurelia Skipwith, Gary Frazer) Rm 6120

Video call:

Where: 6120
Calendar: Catherine Gulac
Who: Charisa Morris, Roslyn Sellars, Jason Larrabee, Gary Frazer, Greg Sheehan, Thomas Irwin, Thomas Garcia, Tasha Robbins, Todd Willens, Kashyap Patel, Catherine Gulac, Aurelia Skipwith

12pm  Do Not Schedule

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hcid=Z3JIIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1pm  Weekly Politicals Meeting

Where: Secretary's Conference Room- 5160
Calendar: Natalie Davis

2pm  Vido Directorate check-in VTC - Room 3038

Video call:

Where: Room 3038
Calendar: Stephen Guertin
2:45pm FWS weekly check in meeting

Video call:

Where: AS/FWP Conference Room -- 3144
Calendar: Maureen Foster
Created by: Tasha Robbins

3:30pm Meeting (Steve Guertin, Gary Frazer and Scott Jones, CEO Forest Landowners Association) on ESA and listing process - Rm 3357

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/stephen-guertin?hceid=c3RlcGhlbl9ndWVydW5uQGZ

Where: Room 3357
Calendar: Stephen Guertin
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: mgable@forestlandowners.com, Greg Sheehan, Gary Frazer, Lois Wellman, Stephen Guertin

4pm Meeting: Greg Sheehan/Amos Eno re: Briefing Deputy Secretary on ESA, Partners, NRCS, REPI, etc) Rm 3358

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWV0YW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, aeno@landcan.org

4:30pm Vidyo Briefing/Conference Call (Greg, A/S FWP, Gary Frazer and Reg 6) on Missouri River Consultation - Rm 3038

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWV0YW5AZn

Where: Rm 3038
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin

5pm TRAVEL: To 2168 Rayburn House Office Building (Gold Room)

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWV0YW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
5:30pm
Welcome Back To Congress Reception - Rayburn House Office Building (Gold Room)
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZVVoYW5AZn
Where: 2168 Rayburn House Office Building (Gold Room)
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin

Wed Jan 17, 2018

9am  Call with Senator Burr
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZVVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Martin Kodis, Barbara Wainman, Greg Sheehan

9:30am  Monthly meeting with ASFWP/Jason Larrabee (Secretary Zinke, Todd Wileins, Jason Larrabee, Greg Sheehan, Paul Smith, Downey Magallanes) Secretary's office
Where: Secretary's Office
Calendar: ios.doi.gov
Created by: Leila Getto
Who: Jason Larrabee, Paul (Dan) Smith, Scott Hommel, David Bernhardt, Maureen Foster, Caroline Boulton, Downey Magallanes, Greg Sheehan, Susan Combs, Todd Willens, Gareth Rees

10:30am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZVVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan

11:30am  Meeting with Joint Administrative Operations (JAO) Core team (Greg, Janine Velasco, Brian Bloodsworth) Rm 3038
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZVVoYW5AZn
Where: Rm 3038
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Brian Bloodsworth, Thomas Irwin, Janine Velasco, Greg Sheehan

12pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZVVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
1pm  
**Meeting (Greg, Gloria Bell, Craig Hoover, Mara Lopez, Pam Scruggs and Cade London) on the FWS International Conservation Strategic Planning effort - Rm 3358**

**Video call:**  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Where:** Room 3358  
**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Thomas Irwin  
**Who:** Pamela Scruggs, Gloria Bell, Cade London, Craig Hoover, Mara Lopez, Greg Sheehan

1:30pm  
**Priority Items - Rm 3358**

**Video call:**  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars  
**Who:** Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

2:30pm

**Meeting: Jason Phillips, Joe Raeder & Chris Kearney of Friant WaterAuthority (FWA) of California re: FWA’s testimony before the Senate, the administration’s plans for advancing infrastructure principles, and FWA’s interest and support for the title transfer legislation and BOR’s programs**

**Video call:**  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Where:** Room 3358, Paul Souza to call 202-208-4545  
**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Thomas Irwin  
**Who:** Paul Souza, tdykstra@tfgnet.com, Wanda Cantrell, Greg Sheehan

3pm  
**Vidyo Briefing/Conference Call (Greg Sheehan, R3 & ES staff) Delisting of the Kirtland Warbler - Rm 3038**

**Video call:**  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Where:** Room 3038  
**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars  
**Who:** Lori Nordstrom, Gary Frazer, Lawrence McTighe, Alisa Shull, Conni Conner, Laura Ragan, Thomas Irwin, Lois Wellman, Greg Sheehan, Sean Marsan, Scott Hicks, Tom Melius, Bridget Fahey, Don Morgan, Jeff Newman, Sarah Quamme, Kashif Askari, Henry Schlitzer

4pm  
**Meet with Salome Gasabile**

**Video call:**  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Gregory Sheehan
5pm
Sea Urchins and Sea Cucumbers Regulation Meeting w/FWP/SOL/FWS (Aurelia, Greg, Peg Romanik, Richard Goeken) - Rm 3144

Video call:

Where: Room 3144
Calendar: Aurelia Skipwith
Created by: Thomas Garcia
Who:
Greg Sheehan, Roslyn Sellars, Peg Romanik, Thomas Garcia, Richard Goeken, Thomas Irwin, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Aurelia Skipwith

Thu Jan 18, 2018

All day
Travel: Reno, Nevada to Speak at the Wild Sheep Foundation - Conservation Night Banquet (Depart DCA 5pm on 1/18, Return 1/20 at 10:50p)

Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin

9am
Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358

Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel

9:30am
Planning for the joint AFWA/FWS session at the North American (Greg, Steve, Jim, Paul Rauch) Rm 3358

Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Jim Kurth, Paul Rauch, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin

10am
Meeting with the Endangered Species Coalition (Greg Sheehan, Gary Frazer, Barbara Wainman) - Rm 3038

Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/cwestbrook-greg?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: Room 3038
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who:
cwestbrook@endangered.org, Greg Sheehan, Gary Frazer, Barbara Wainman, Xiomara Labiosa, Lois Wellman, Leda Huta, OIEA OS
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

11am

Briefing: Black capped vireo final delisting rule (Greg, Gary and Reg2) - Room 3358 or Dial: [REDACTED] Code: [REDACTED]

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who:
Gary Frazer, Stacey Garcia, Amy Lueders, Greg Sheehan, Lois Wellman, Jeff Newman, Bridget Fahey

11:30am  Weekly FWS/SOL Meeting - Room 3359

Video call

Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who:
Greg Sheehan, Benjamin Jesup, Wendy Fink, Peg Romanik, Jim Kurth, Stephen Guertin, Charisa Morris

12pm  Do Not Schedule

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1pm  Meet with Vianna von Weyhausen- Anti Poaching in Africa

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: Africa
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Gregory Sheehan

1:30pm

Briefing: Lesser Long Nosed Bat Final delisting rule (Greg, Gary and Reg2) - Room 3358 or Dial: [REDACTED] Code: [REDACTED]

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who:
Gary Frazer, Stacey Garcia, Amy Lueders, Greg Sheehan, Lois Wellman, Jeff Newman, Bridget Fahey
2pm  **External Meeting with NAFO, CSF and Boone & Crockett - Conservation without Conflict Concept (Todd Willens, Jason Larrabee)** RM 6120  
Video call:  
Where: 6120  
Calendar: Catherine Gulac  
Who: Tasha Robbins, Thomas Irwin, Greg Sheehan, Catherine Gulac, Todd Willens, Jason Larrabee, Roslyn Sellars

3pm  **Travel to DCA airport (Flight departs DCA at 4:59p)**  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan

Fri Jan 19, 2018

All day  **Travel: Reno, Nevada to Speak at the Wild Sheep Foundation - Conservation Night Banquet (Depart DCA 5pm on 1/18, Return 1/20 at 10:50p)**  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Thomas Irwin

8am  **Speak at Wild Sheep Show Friday PM**  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
Where: Wild Sheep Show  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Gregory Sheehan  
Who: Greg Sheehan, OIEA OS

12pm  **Do Not Schedule**  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1pm  **Internal Mtg/ConfCall - Wilderness Study Areas (WSAs)**  
Video call:  
Where: 6120 or call 1- Participant Code  
Calendar: Catherine Gulac  
Who: Greg Sheehan, Michael Reynolds, Laura Rigas, Timothy Williams, Downey Magallanes, Joseph Balash, Catherine Gulac, Aurelia Skipwith, John Tanner, Todd Willens, Todd Wynn, Jason Larrabee, Janice DeSordi, James Cason, Brian Steed, James Voyles, Paul (Dan) Smith, Benjamin Cassidy
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

2:30pm    Alaska Funding Studies
Video call:

Where: Room 6641; Call # PC: Leader: 5233355
Calendar: Michelle Mebane
Who:
Jason Larrabee, Stephen Wackowski, James Voyles, Andrea Travnicek, GregSheehan, Catherine Gulac, Stephen Guertin, Thomas Irwin, RoslynSellers, Joseph Balash, James Cason, Todd Willens, Tasha Robbins, ASWSConference Room, Michelle Mebane, Jim Kurth, William Lukas, JosephHayes, Kerry Rae

3pm    VTC: Directorate and Deputies (Actings are Allowed) - Room 3038
Video call:

Calendar: Stephen Guertin
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who:
Seth Mott, Gary Frazer, Shelly Senior, Gloria Bell, Jesse Brent, BrianBloodsworth, David Hoskins, Delores Bigby, Henry Schlitzer, LoisWellman, Margaret Hardy, Noreen Walsh, Kashyap Patel, Robyn Thorson,Janine Velasco, Cynthia Martinez, Paul Rauch, Sharon Showalter, Edward Grace, Barbara Wainman, Jerome Ford, JoAn Mundt, Stephanie Potter,cynthia_dohner@fws.gov, Nicole Tsugawa, Benjamin Tuggle, Rose Reed, TomMelius, john_tramack@fws.gov, Wanda Cantrell, Stacey Garcia, KashifAskari, Conni Conner, FWS Directorate & Deputies, Acquanetta Reese,Robert Garfinkel, Denise Sanchez, Clayton McBride, Taulline Davis, Pamela Michalegko, Kelly Kennedy Bechdel, Kathleen King, Lillian Moore, Xiomara Labiosa, Wendi Weber, Monique Manning, Kenneth Taylor, PaulSouza, Lori Mendoza, Greg Sheehan, Denise Thompson, Greg Siekaniec, Stephen Guertin, Kristin Young, Azuredeee Perkins, Charisa Morris, Denise Sheehan

Sat Jan 20, 2018

All day
Travel: Reno, Nevada to Speak at the Wild Sheep Foundation - Conservation Night Banquet (Depart DCA 5pm on 1/18, Return 1/20 at 10:50p)

Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin

8am    Return from Wild Sheep Show
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Gregory Sheehan

Sun Jan 21, 2018

11am    Director’s Office check in
Video call:

Where:  
Calendar: Charisa Morris
Who:
Jim Kurth, Zachariah Gambill, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin, KashyapPatel, Barbara Wainman
Mon Jan 22, 2018

9am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI\Z19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

12pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI\Z19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1pm  Daily Directorate Shutdown Coordination Call (Directorate-only)
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI\Z19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: 1
Calendar: Charisa Morris
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: FWS Directorate & Deputies, Marilyn Brower, Brad Iarossi, Greg Sheehan

2pm  Priority Items - Rm 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI\Z19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

Tue Jan 23, 2018

9am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI\Z19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

10am  FWS/Boise Idaho Peregrine Fund Meeting (Greg Sheehan, Jerome Ford, Rick Watson, Geoff Pampush, Michael Bogert) - Rm 3038-Background materials printed
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI\Z19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: Room 3038
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Jerome Ford, Greg Sheehan, OIEA OS, mbogert@parsonsbehle.com, Brian Millsap
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

12pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

12pm
Meeting w/Luke Johnson, Brownstein Hyatt Farber Schreck, Bill McGrath, Brownstein Hyatt Farber Schreck, and Alan Mintz, Van Ness Feldman. RE: To discuss critical habitat issues and Rosemont Copper
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: AS/FWP Conference room - 3144
Calendar: Tasha Robbins
Who: Daniel Jorjani, Richard Goeken, Greg Sheehan, Roslyn Sellars, Thomas Irwin, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Peg Romanik, Jason Larrabee, Tasha Robbins

12:30pm
Meeting/Conference Call (Greg, Gloria and Daphne) on African Ministers Meeting - Rm 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: Room 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Gloria Bell, Daphne Carlson Bremer, OIA-Daphne Carlson Bremer, Greg Sheehan

1pm  Weekly Politicals Meeting
Where: Secretary's Conference Room- 5160
Calendar: Natalie Davis
2pm
**African Ministers Meeting (Greg Sheehan/Karen Senhadji/Gloria Bell-via phone)**

*Video call:*

*Where:* Rm 3358, Gloria dial 202-208-4545

*Calendar:* Greg Sheehan

*Created by:* Roslyn Sellars

*Who:* Greg Sheehan, Karen Senhadji, Gloria Bell

---

2pm **Priority Items - Rm 3358**

*Video call:*

*Calendar:* Greg Sheehan

*Created by:* Roslyn Sellars

*Who:* Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

---

2:45pm **NOTE: NEW LOCATION - FWS weekly check in meeting**

*Video call:*

*Where:* AS/FWP Conference Room -- 3144

*Calendar:* Maureen Foster

*Created by:* Tasha Robbins


---

**Wed Jan 24, 2018**

**All day**

**Travel from Albuquerque for All Employee Meeting & Denver for Sage Grouse Task Force)-- Depart DCA at 6:58a on 1/24, Return IAD at 11pm on 1/25**

*Video call:*

*Calendar:* Greg Sheehan

*Created by:* Roslyn Sellars

**All day** **Travel to Region 2 (Albuquerque, NM) for 1/24 All Employee Mtg**

*Video call:*

*Calendar:* Greg Sheehan

*Created by:* Roslyn Sellars

*Who:* Joy Nicholopoulos, Stacey Garcia, Amy Lueders, Greg Sheehan

---

**7am** **Flight departs DCA at 6:58am**

*Video call:*

*Calendar:* Greg Sheehan

*Created by:* Roslyn Sellars
7 am  Travel to ABQ
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Joy Nicholopoulos, Stacey Garcia, Amy Lueders, Greg Sheehan

9 am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

11 am  FWS Package Briefing
Video call:
Where: Conference Room 3144
Calendar: Gary Frazer
Created by: Lois Wellman
Who: Aurelia Skipwith, Tasha Robbins, Megan Apgar, Jason Larrabee, Thomas Irwin, Greg Sheehan, Gary Frazer, Roslyn Sellars, Maureen Foster

12 pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

2 pm  Priority Items - Rm 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

Thu Jan 25, 2018

All day  Travel from Albuquerque for All Employee Meeting & Denver for Sage Grouse Task Force)-- Depart DCA at 6:58a on 1/24, Return IAD at 11pm on 1/25
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Joy Nicholopoulos, Stacey Garcia, Amy Lueders, Greg Sheehan

All day  Travel to Region 2 (Albuquerque, NM) for 1/24 All Employee Mtg
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Joy Nicholopoulos, Stacey Garcia, Amy Lueders, Greg Sheehan
9 am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

10 am  WGA Sage Grouse Task Force
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Gregory Sheehan

11:30 am  Weekly FWS/SOL Meeting - Room 3359
Video call:  
Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Jim Kurth, Stephen Guertin, Peg Romanik, Benjamin Jesup, Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Wendy Fink

12 pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

2 pm  Priority Items - Rm 3358
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

Fri Jan 26, 2018

9 am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris
10 am
Meeting: FWS & Midas Gold re: Stibnite Mine project in Central Idaho (Greg, Jim, Robyn Thorson-via phone, Terry Rabot) - Rm 3358 or Dial: [Redacted]

Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who:
Theresa Rabot, Jim Kurth, Isayer@midasgoldinc.com, Robyn Thorson, GregSheehan, OIEA OS, Rose Reed

10:30 am
ESA Regs Briefing (Gary Frazer, Greg Sheehan, Jason Larrabee, Gina Shultz, Craig Aubrey, Bridget Fahey) - Rm 3038

Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who:
Bridget Fahey, Gary Frazer, Tasha Robbins, Craig Aubrey, Thomas Irwin, Lois Wellman, Greg Sheehan, Gina Shultz, Jason Larrabee, Carey Galst, Richard Goeken, Peg Romanik

11 am
Meeting (Greg Sheehan and Arthur Middleton, University of California - Berkeley) on wildlife movements/migrations/connectivity around Greater Yellowstone and northern Rockies - Rm 3358

Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/amiddleton-greg?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZ

Where: Room 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: amiddleton@berkeley.edu, Greg Sheehan, OIEA OS

12pm    Do Not Schedule

Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1 pm
BRIEFING (Cynthia Martinez/Shaun Sanchez, Jim Kurth, Eric Alvarez and Ken Fowler) for Proposed FY18 MBCF Work Plan - Rm 3359

Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: Room 3359
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who:
Ken Fowler, Cynthia Martinez, A Alvarez, Shaun Sanchez, Jim Kurth, Azuredee Perkins, Greg Sheehan
2 pm
Briefing re: Mazama Pocket Gopher (Greg, Aurelia, Jim, Gary, RobynThorson via phone) Rm 3358—Robyn will call 202-208-4545
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: Room 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who:
Gary Frazer, Aurelia Skipwith, Tasha Robbins, Thomas Garcia, Rose Reed, Jim Kurth, Robyn Thorson, Greg Sheehan, Lois Wellman, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

2:30 pm
State of the Agency MD-715 Briefing (Greg, Jim, Steve, Inez, Paul, Rickey Siggal, Julia Bumbaca, Jessie Cheek, Rebeka Giddings) - Rm 3038
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: Room 3038
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who:
Inez Uhl, Rebekah Giddings, Jim Kurth, Paul Rauch, Julia Bumbaca, Jessie Cheek, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin, Rickey Siggal, Lisa Danaceau

4 pm
Briefing with FWS, NPS and BLM (David Bernhardt, Todd, Downey, Greg, Jim Cason, Jim Kurth, Dan Smith, Brian Steed)-Rm 6120
Video call:

Where: Room 6120
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
Who:
Greg Sheehan, James Cason, Brian Steed, Paul (Dan) Smith, Tasha Robbins, Lacey Smathers, David Bernhardt, Thomas Irwin, Jason Larrabee, Downey Magallanes, Todd Willens, Jim Kurth, Roslyn Sellars, Janice DeSordi, Stephen Guertin

Mon Jan 29, 2018

9 am Meeting: Greg Sheehan/Darren Von Feldt-OIG's Office Rm 3358
Video call:

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Darren Von Feldt, Greg Sheehan

9 am Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris
10am  AD Staff meeting - Rm 3038
Video call:  
Calendar: Jim Kurth  
Created by: Thomas Irwin  
Who:  
Gary Frazer, Maureen Foster, Cynthia Martinez, Aurelia Skipwith, Paul Souza, Zachariah Gambill, Denise Sheehan, Paul Rauch, Stephen Guertin, David Hoskins, Georgia Basso, Greg Sheehan, Bud Cribley, Chris Nolin, Seth Mott, Brian Bloodsworth, Edward Grace, Gregory Sheehan, Barbara Wainman, Janine Velasco, Jim Kurth, Jerome Ford, Charisa Morris, Kenneth Taylor

11am  2018 Trilateral Committee Briefing (Greg and IA staff) - Rm 3038
Video call:  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who:  
Gloria Bell, Greg Sheehan, richard_ruggiero@fws.gov, Valencia Richardson, Jim Kurth, Stephen Guertin, Melida Tajbakhsh, Charisa Morris

12pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

2pm  Travel to Hill Meeting
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

2:30pm  Meeting with Rep. Dunn (R-FL-2) re CBRS Gulf County Legislation  
(Briefing paper attached)
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who: Martin Kodis, Barbara Wainman, Marian Howe, Thomas Irwin, Greg Sheehan

3:30pm  Travel to Senate side
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

4pm
Meeting with Sen. Tillis (R-NC) and Sen. Burr (R-NC) re: the position of FWS on their legislation, S. 1745, to remove North Topsail Beach from CBRS unit L-06 (185 Dirksen Senate Office Building)
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: 185 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Martin Kodis, Barbara Wainman, Marian Howe, Matthew Huggler, Greg Sheehan

4:30pm  Travel to MIB
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin

Tue Jan 30, 2018

9am    Meeting/Conf Call - Migration Corridor Initiative
Video call:

Where: 6120 or call 1- PC TWillens' LC 94096827#
Calendar: Catherine Gulac
Who: Benjamin Cassidy, Tasha Robbins, Downey Magallanes, Maureen Foster, Heather Swift, Roslyn Sellars, Greg Sheehan, Jason Larrabee, Todd Willens, Thomas Irwin, Todd Wynn, Gary Lawkowski, Catherine Gulac, Casey Stemler, Laura Rigas

9am    Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

10am    Phone call re: Conservation without Conflict (Greg, Wendi Weber)--Wendi to call 202-208-4545
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Wendi Weber, Kathleen King
10:30am
Briefing: Process for filling vacancies on the North American Wetlands Conservation Council (Greg, Jerome, Jim, Steve, Sarah Mott, Kari Duncan) Rm 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWV0YW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Jerome Ford, Sarah Mott, Kari Duncan, Mike Johnson, Greg Sheehan, Jim Kurth, Stephen Guertin

11:30am
Phone call (Greg, Gary, Mike Oetker and Leo Miranda) to discuss Red Wolf (Call 202-208-4545 - Rm 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWV0YW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Leopoldo Miranda, Acquanetta Reese, Gary Frazer, Michael Oetker, Greg Sheehan, Lois Wellman, Laura Maloof, Victoria Davis

12pm
Do Not Schedule
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWV0YW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1pm
Weekly Politicals Meeting
Where: Secretary's Conference Room- 5160
Calendar: Natalie Davis
2pm  BRIEFING via Vidyo (Greg, Gary and Reg 6) on Stoneflies Final Listing and Proposed Critical Habitat - Rm 3358
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: Rm 3358  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who:  
Gary Frazer, Stephanie Potter, James Boyd, Sarah Backsen, Denise Sanchez, Marjorie Nelson, Jodi Bush, Bridget Fahey, Nicole Alt, Matt Hogan, Michael Thabault, Sarah Quamme, Greg Sheehan, Lois Wellman, Noreen Walsh, Kashif Askari, Henry Schlitzer

2:45pm  FWS weekly check in meeting  
Video call:  

Where: AS/FWP Conference Room -- 3144  
Calendar: Maureen Foster  
Created by: Tasha Robbins  
Who:  

3:15pm  Priority Items - Rm 3358  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who: Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan

3:30pm  Pre-Safari Club Meeting  
Video call:  

Where: Mike Argo's Office- Enter 6136  
Calendar: Michael Argo  
Created by: Lacey Smethers  
Who:  
Heather Swift, Wesley Bullock, Alex Hinson, Juliette Lillie, Brenda Burman, Michael Argo, Caroline Boulton, Aaron Thiele, Timothy Petty, Jason Larrabee, Casey Hammond, Benjamin Cassidy, Timothy Williams, Greg Sheehan, Laura Rigas

4pm  BRIEFING (Greg, Gary and R1) (Dial-in: [Redacted] Passcode: [Redacted]) on the Nene proposal to downlist with a 4(d) rule - Rm 3358  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: Room 3358  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Thomas Irwin  
Who:  
Gary Frazer, Jeff Newman, Amy Brisendine, Rose Reed, Theresa Rabot, Rollie White, Sarah Hall, Mary Abrams, Grant Canterbury, Gregory Koob, Marilet Zablan, Don Morgan, Robyn Thorson, Greg Sheehan, Lois Wellman, Bridget Fahey
5pm  BRIEFING (Greg, Gary, Regions 2, 6 and 8) on Humpback Chub 5-Year review (Dial-in: Passcode: - Rm 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: Room 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin

Wed Jan 31, 2018
All day  NABCI Winter 2018 Meeting - FWS at 5275 Leesburg Pike, Falls Church, VA
Where: Washington, DC or nearby
Calendar: jsclar@fishwildlife.org
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Steven Hilburger, Brad Bortner (Brad_Bortner@fws.gov), david.whitehurst@dgif.virginia.gov, Steve Albert, Elaine Leslie, Gordon Myers, David Hoge, Randy Myers, Roslyn Sellars, Emily Jo Williams, dmehlman@tn.org, Mike Johnson, Dave Trevino, Thomas Moorman, Dalsimer, Allyn A (Alison) CTR (US), J Gordon, Tammy VerCauteren, Stephen Brown, Jerome Ford, Geoffrey Walsh, skip.hyberg@wdc.usda.gov, Iain Stenhouse, Todd Fearer, Greg Sheehan, Keith Norris, Thomas Irwin, Frances Greenway, Gray Anderson (gray.anderson@dgif.virginia.gov), Gregory Sheehan, Jim Kurth, Delores Bigby, Ken Rosenberg, Butcher, Gregory, Tammy Rundle, Danielle Flynn, Glenn Olson, Judith Scarl, John Alexander, Anne Kinsinger, Breck Carmichael, dpashley@abcbirds.org, Brad Andres, Ron Regan

9am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

10am  Meeting (Greg Sheehan, Peg Romanik, Nancy Brown-Kobil and Ben Jesup) to discuss GMO use on refuges litigation history - Rm 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: Room 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Kashyap Patel, Nancy Brown-Kobil, Charisa Morris, Peg Romanik, Greg Shuehan, Benjamin Jesup, Cynthia Martinez, Xiomara Labiosa, Shaun Sanchez
11am  **FWS Package Briefing**  
*Video call:*

**Where:** Conference Room 3144  
**Calendar:** Gary Frazer  
**Created by:** Lois Wellman  
**Who:** Maureen Foster, Roslyn Sellars, Tasha Robbins, Aurelia Skipwith, Thomas Irwin, Greg Sheehan, Gary Frazer, Megan Apgar, Jason Larrabee

11am  **Meeting** (Greg Sheehan, Paul Souza-via phone and Sites Project Authority Board of Directors) to discuss status and issues associated with Study - Rm 3038  
*Video call:*

https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Where:** Room 3038  
**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Thomas Irwin  
**Who:** Paul Souza, bmalat@naturalresourceresults.com, Wanda Cantrell, GregSheehan, OIEA OS

12pm  **Do Not Schedule**  
*Video call:*

https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars

12pm  **Lunch call with Wendi Weber**  
*Video call:*

https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan

1pm  **Briefing:** Wildlife trafficking law enforcement tool (Greg, LE staff, Gloria Freund of the Office of the Director of National Intelligence) - Rm 3038  
*Where:** Room 3038  
**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars  
**Who:** David Hubbard, Greg Sheehan, Jeanne Van Lancker, Edward Grace, Jim Kurth, Stephen Guertin

2pm  **Priority Items - Rm 3358**  
*Video call:*

https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars  
**Who:** Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

3pm
Ivory, poaching and AZA (Greg, Barbara Wainman, Ed Grace, Zack-via phone) Zack to call 202-208-4545
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWV0YW5AZn

Where: Room 3358 (Zack to call 202-208-4545)
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Barbara Wainman, Xiomara Labiosa, Greg Sheehan, Edward Grace, Zachariah Gambill

3:30pm
Meeting (Greg and Wayne Hubbard, Urban American Outdoors) - Rm 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWV0YW5AZn

Where: Room 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Barbara Wainman, Cynthia Martinez, Greg Sheehan, Doug Hobbs, Matthew Huggler, OIEA OS

5pm Ceremonial Swearing-In: Assistant Secretary Tim Petty

Where: DOI Library
Calendar: Natalie Davis
Created by: Thomas Irwin

Thu Feb 1, 2018

All day
NABCI Winter 2018 Meeting - FWS at 5275 Leesburg Pike, Falls Church, VA
Where: Washington, DC or nearby
Calendar: jscarl@fishwildlife.org
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Steven Hilburger, Brad Bortner (Brad_Bortner@fws.gov), david.whitehurst@dgif.virginia.gov, Steve Albert, Elaine Leslie, Gordon Myers, David Hoge, Randy Myers, Roslyn Sellars, Emily Jo Williams, dmehlman@tnc.org, Mike Johnson, Dave Trevino, Thomas Moorman, Dalsimer, Allyn A (Alison) CTR (US), J Gordon, Tammy VerCauteren, Stephen Brown, Jerome Ford, Geoffrey Walsh, skip.hyberg@wdc.usda.gov, Iain Stenhouse, Todd Fearer, Greg Sheehan, Keith Norris, Thomas Irwin, Frances Greenway, Gray Anderson (gray.anderson@dgif.virginia.gov), Gregory Sheehan, Jim Kurth, Delores Bigby, Ken Rosenberg, Butcher, Gregory, Tammy Rundle, Danielle Flynn, Glenn Olson, Judith Scarl, John Alexander, Anne Kinsinger, Breck Carmichael, dpashley@abcbirds.org, Brad Andres, Ron Regan
9 am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JiZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

9:30 am  
Join Secretary Zinke event honoring the 75th anniversary of Mitchell Jamieson's mural - Sidney Yates Auditorium MIB
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JiZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: Sidney Yates Auditorium in the Main Interior Building
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin

11 am  
Meeting with Jason Larrabee and Sacramento River Settlement Contractors - AS/FWP conference room 3144
Video call:  

Where: AS/FWP conference room - 3144
Calendar: Tasha Robbins
Who: Jason Larrabee, Tasha Robbins, Thomas Irwin, Greg Sheehan, Roslyn Sellars

11:30 am  Weekly FWS/SOL Meeting - Room 3359
Video call:  

Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Stephen Guertin, Wendy Fink, Jim Kurth, Peg Romanik, Charisa Morris, Benjamin Jesup, Greg Sheehan

12 pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JiZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1:30 pm  Priority Items - Rm 3358
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JiZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Charisa Morris, Kashyap Patel, Greg Sheehan
2pm
Secretary Town Hall Meeting - Sidney Yates Auditorium at the Main Interior Building
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: Sidney Yates Auditorium at the Main Interior Building
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin

4:30pm
Meeting (Greg, Craig Hoover, Ben Cassidy and Kashyap) to discuss African ambassadors meeting - Rm 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: Room 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Charisa Morris, Craig Hoover, Kashyap Patel, Benjamin Cassidy, Greg Sheehan

Fri Feb 2, 2018
All day
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: Las Vegas Convention Center (Badge pick-up at room N243 on the second floor in the North Tower)
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin

7am 7:00AM AA flight 568
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: Ronald Reagan Ntl Washington to Phoenix
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

7am Travel to Safari Club Convention
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Gregory Sheehan

9am Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris
12pm  Do Not Schedule

Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1:24pm  11:24AM AA flight 1646

Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: Phoenix to Las Vegas
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

2pm  Priority Items - Rm 3358

Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

3:30pm  International Ministers Pre-Plan Meeting (Mike Argo, Ben Cassidy, Doug Domenech, Greg Sheehan, Jason Funes, Jason Larrabee, Juliet Lillie, Karen Senhadji, Todd Wynn, Downey Magallanes, Scott Hommel)- Rm 6151

Where: Secretary’s Conference Room 6151/Call In Code: 
Calendar: Michael Argo
Created by: Lacey Smethers
Who: Douglas Domenech, Benjamin Cassidy, Downey Magallanes, Jason Funes, Laura Rigas, Todd Wynn, Elinor Werner, Michael Argo, Karen Senhadji, Tasha Robbins, Jason Larrabee, Greg Sheehan, Lacey Smethers, Juliette Lillie, Scott Hommel, Thomas Garcia

Sat Feb 3, 2018

All day  TRAVEL/SPEAKING: Safari Club International 2018 Convention - Las Vegas, NV (2/2 -2/4)

Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: Las Vegas Convention Center (Badge pick-up at room N243 on the second floor in the North Tower)
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin

8:30am  Speak at SCI Banquet Las Vegas

Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Sun Feb 4, 2018

All day  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where:  
Las Vegas Convention Center (Badge pick-up at room N243 on the second floor in the North Tower)  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Thomas Irwin

4:29pm  1:29PM AA flight 2536  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: Las Vegas to Ronald Reagan Ntl Washington  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

Mon Feb 5, 2018

All day  
Roslyn - Dr. Appt - Sick leave (9a - 1p)  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=cm9zbHluX3NlbGxhcnNAZnd

Who: Greg Sheehan, Jim Kurth, Charisa Morris, Roslyn Sellars, Stephen Guertin  
Going? Yes

9am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

10am  AD Staff meeting - Rm 3038  
Video call:  

Calendar: Jim Kurth  
Created by: Thomas Irwin  
11am
Meeting re: the Joint Commission for Environmental Cooperation (CEC) -
Greg, Gloria Bell, Craig Hoover, Rose Gnam, Thomas Leuteritz - Rm 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWV0YW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who:
Gloria Bell, Thomas Leuteritz, Cade London, Rosemarie Gnam, Craig Hoover, Greg Sheehan

12pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWV0YW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1pm
OIG monthly status update meeting/conference call (Jim, Steve, Kathy Garrity, Keith Toomey, Charisa) Room 3359
Video call:
k9g78
Where:
Dial: Code:
Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who:
Casey Hammond, Jim Kurth, Charisa Morris, Keith Toomey, Katherine Garrity, Gregory Sheehan, Stephen Guertin, Greg Sheehan

2pm  Priority Items - Rm 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWV0YW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

2:30pm  Pre-Salt Lake Planning Meeting
Where: Secretary's Conference room 6151
Calendar: Michael Argo
Created by: Lacey Smethers
Who:
Juliette Lillie, Laura Rigas, Michael Argo, Greg Sheehan, Heather Swift, Jason Larrabee, John Tanner, Benjamin Cassidy

3pm
BRIEFING (Greg, Gary and Reg 2) on lesser prairie chicken (Dial-in:
Passcode: - Rm 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWV0YW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who:
4pm  Meet with Susan Combs - Susan's office (Room 6126)
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Who: Susan Combs

4:30pm  
Prebrief for LPC meeting with David Bernhardt (Greg, Gary, Amy Lueders-via phone, Clay Nichols, Ted Koch -Rm 3358--Dial: code: [REDACTED]  
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

6pm  Meet with UDWR Kevin Bunnell and Justin Shannon
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan

Tue Feb 6, 2018

8:30am  Briefing with FWS (Lesser prairie chicken)  
Where: Room 6120 - Call-in Code [REDACTED] (Leader Code [REDACTED]
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
Who: Clay Nichols, Matthew Dermody, Micah Chambers, Todd Willens, Ted Koch, Greg Sheehan, Thomas Irwin, Jason Larrabee, Gary Frazer, David Bernhardt, Roslyn Sellars, Aurelia Skipwith

10am  
TRAVEL: The Hamilton Crown Plaza: 1001 14th St NW, Washington, DC 20005
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin

10:30am  
SPEAKING at Forest Landowners Board Meeting - Hamilton Crowne Plaza, 1001 14th St NW, Washington, DC
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: The Hamilton Crown Plaza is located at: 1001 14th St NW, Washington, DC20005
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Greg Sheehan, mgable@forestlandowners.com
Greg J. Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

11:15am  TRAVEL: Rtn to MIB
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/._/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin

12pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/._/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1pm  Weekly Politicals Meeting
Where: Secretary's Conference Room- 5160
Calendar: Natalie Davis

2pm  Meeting: Todd Wynn, Greg Sheehan and Ben Shepperd of the Permian Basin Petroleum Association - Rm 3358-MIB--Dial: [redacted] Code: [redacted]
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/._/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: 1849 C Street NW, Room 3358, Washington, DC
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Valerie Smith, ben@pbpa.info, Todd Wynn, Greg Sheehan

2:45pm  FWS weekly check in meeting
Video call: [redacted]
Where: AS/FWP Conference Room -- 3144
Calendar: Maureen Foster
Created by: Tasha Robbins
3:30pm  Priority Items - Rm 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIz19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

3:30pm  Weekly Check-in call with Zack Gambill (Zack to call 202-208-4545)
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIz19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Greg Sheehan, Zachariah Gambill

4:15pm  DOI Operations Meeting - AS/FWP
Video call: 
Where: Room 6120
Calendar: Gareth Rees
Created by: Catherine Gulac

5:15pm  Briefing with FWS, NPS and BLM (David Bernhardt, Downey, Greg, Todd, Dan Smith, Brian Steed) Rm 6120
Where: Room 6120
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Catherine Gulac
Who: Jason Larrabee, Tasha Robbins, jeff_rupert@fws.gov, Stephen Guertin, Downey Magallanes, Jim Kurth, Thomas Irwin, Todd Willens, Greg Sheehan, Roslyn Sellars, James Cason, Brian Steed, Matthew Dermody, David Bernhardt, Janice DeSordi, Harry Humbert, James Voyles, Paul (Dan) Smith, Lacey Smethers

6pm  Greg to call Zack at 
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIz19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Zachariah Gambill

Wed Feb 7, 2018

9am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIz19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris
11:30am   Meet: Greg/David Hoskins- Rm 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/gregory-sheehan?hceid=Z3JiZ29yeV9zaGVlaGFuQG.
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Gregory Sheehan
Who: Greg Sheehan, David Hoskins

12pm   Do Not Schedule
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JiZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

12:30pm   Brief on International Conservation (Secretary Zinke, Doug Domenech, Greg Sheehan, Ben Cassidy, David Bernhardt, Downey Magallanes) - Secretary's office
Where: Secretary's Office
Calendar: ios.doi.gov
Created by: Leila Getto
Who: Greg Sheehan, Benjamin Cassidy, Douglas Domenech, David Bernhardt, Downey Magallanes, ios.doi.gov

1pm   Meet with David Bernhardt
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JiZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Gregory Sheehan

1:30pm   Briefing re: Woodland Caribou (Greg, Gary and Reg 1) --Dial-in: Code: - Rm 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JiZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: Room 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Gary Frazer, Theresa Rabot, Rose Reed, Robyn Thorson, Greg Sheehan, Lois Wellman, Rollie White, Marilet Zablan, Gregory Hughes, Sarah Hall, Tracy Melbihess, Kit Hershey, Bridget Fahey, Jeff Newman, Christopher Swanson, Don Morgan
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

2pm
Meeting re: the planned Community & Nature Center at the Ridgefield NWR (Greg, Barbara Wainman, Cynthia Martinez)—Ridgefield, Washington
Officials: Ron Oslow, Ridgefield Mayor; David Taylor, Ridgefield Councilor; Darren Wertz, Ridgefield Councilor; Steve Stuart, Ridgefield City Manager; Joel Rubin, CFM Federal Affairs --Rm 3038

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: Room 3038
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Michael Gale, Cynthia Martinez, Barbara Wainman, Shaun Sanchez, Greg Sheehan, OIEA OS

2:30pm Priority Items - Rm 3358

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan

4pm Task Force Follow Up Call (Greg and Noreen Walsh) - Rm 3358 - -Noreen to call 202-208-4545

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Stephanie Potter, Greg Sheehan, Denise Sanchez, Noreen Walsh

4:30pm Meeting re: USAID/DOI Collaboration (Greg Sheehan, Jim Kurth, Steve Guertin, Gloria Bell & USAID staff, Kaush Arha, Jose Perez and Carey Thompson) - Rm 3038

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: jperez@usaid.gov, Greg Sheehan, karha@usaid.gov, Gloria Bell, cthompson@usaid.gov, Jim Kurth, Stephen Guertin

Thu Feb 8, 2018

9am Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Kashyap Patel, Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris
9:30am
**DO NOT SCHEDULE: Prep Time and Meeting with the Secretary & Ambassadors**

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars

10am
**Meeting on International Conservation (David Bernhardt, Greg Sheehan, Doug Domenech, Downey Magallanes) Secretary’s office**

**Where:** Secretary's Office (DOI - 1849 C Street NW)  
**Calendar:** ios.doi.gov  
**Created by:** Leila Getto  
**Who:** Douglas Domenech, Downey Magallanes, @who.eop.gov, DavidBernhardt, @who.eop.gov, Greg Sheehan

11:30am  **Weekly FWS/SOL Meeting - Room 3359**

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Calendar:** Jim Kurth  
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars  
**Who:** Jim Kurth, Stephen Guertin, Peg Romanik, Benjamin Jesup, Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Wendy Fink

12pm  **Do Not Schedule**

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars

12pm  **Weekly Political Meetings w/Jason**

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Where:** Jason’s conference room - 3144 -- Call Zack on (b) (5), (b) (6)

**Calendar:** Tasha Robbins  
**Who:** Charles Laudner, Brian Pavlik, Roslyn Sellars, Greg Sheehan, JaniceDeSordi, Zachariah Gambill, Paul (Dan) Smith, Susan Combs, ThomasIrwin, Tasha Robbins, Aurelia Skipwith, Thomas Garcia, MarshallCritchfield

1pm
**Meeting (Greg Sheehan, Jerome Ford and Steve Holmer) to discuss Migratory Bird Conservation and Mitigation - Rm 3358**

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Where:** Room 3358  
**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Thomas Irwin  
**Who:** sholmer@abcbirds.org, Jerome Ford, Delores Bigby, Greg Sheehan, OIEA OS
1:30pm

Phone call re: IWCC agenda (Greg and Joshua Winchell) Joshua to call 202-208-4545

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: Room 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Joshua Winchell, Greg Sheehan

2:30pm

Phone call RE: AFWA/FWS Communications (Greg Sheehan, Ron Regan, Barbara Wainman) - Rm 3358 or Dial: Code:

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: Room 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: arnelson@fishwildlife.org, Barbara Wainman, Greg Sheehan,rregan@fishwildlife.org, Jen Mock Schaeffer, Jim Kurth, Stephen Guertin

3pm

Meeting (Greg Sheehan, Jim Kurth, Steve Guertin and Will Hall, DOI-CADR) to discuss rolling out organizational ombuds services to the bureaus - Rm 3359

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: Room 3359
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Jim Kurth, William Hall, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin

3:30pm

Draft legislation on easements for waterfowl production areas and FWS law enforcement (Greg, CLA, Ed Grace and Reg 6) - Rm 3358 or Dial: Code:

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: Room 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris, Martin Kodis, Barbara Wainman, Matthew Huggler, Angela Gustavson, Greg Sheehan, Stephanie Potter, Cynthia Martinez, Edward Grace, Noreen Walsh
3:45pm
Phone call re: Lesser Prairie Chicken (Greg Sheehan, Gary Frazer & State Directors Bob Broscheid-CO, Alexandra Sandoval-NM, J.D. Strong-OK, Ross Melinchuk-TX, Keith Sexon-KS) Dial: [REDACTED] Code: [REDACTED]
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: Dial: [REDACTED] Code: [REDACTED]
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Gary Frazer, keith.sexson@ksoutdoors.com, ross.melinchuk@tpwd.state.tx.us, ross.melinchuk@tpwd.texas.gov, GregSheehan, Lois Wellman, bob.broscheid@state.co.us, alexandra.sandoval@state.nm.us, Kashyap Patel, Rhonda Hurst, jd.strong@odwc.ok.gov, terri.bocanegra@state.co.us, sandra.ducharme@state.nm.us, Tim McCoy

4:15pm  Travel to airport
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

Fri Feb 9, 2018
All day  Annual Leave
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

8am  Annual Leave
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Gregory Sheehan

9am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

12pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
2pm FY 2019 Budget Overview - CLOSE HOLD until release Feb 12

Video call:

Where: MIB 5160 Polycom ; PC

Calendar: Denise Flanagan
Who:
Sharon Smith, Elena Gonzalez, Amanda Kaster, Casey Hammond, Christopher Salotti, Sylvia Burns, Elizabeth Appel, Downey Magallanes, Brenda Burman, Richard Cardinale, Andrea Travnicek, Thomas Wayson, Tricia Hall, Bruce Nesslage, Linda Chambers, Beth Lamb, Scott Cameron, Katharine MacGregor, Edward Keable, George Bearpaw, Tonya Jackson, Walter Cruickshank, Nikolao Pula, Denise Flanagan, jeff_rupert@fws.gov, Laura Rigas, Tyrone Santos, Steve Glomb, Jaclyn Corona, Linda Smith, Tom Bussanich, Richard Beck, Lena McDowall, Todd Wynn, Adrienne Moss, Jonathan Dunn, Marie Hughes-Brown, Jason Larrabee, Michael Reynolds, Douglas Domenech, Paul (Dan) Smith, Thao Tran, Reed Murray, Kerry Rae, Mathew Maucieri, Wendy Fink, Harry Humbert, Olivia Ferriter, Timothy Petty, Eric Modrow, Robert Wolf, Anne Barrett, Greg Gould, Austin Ewell, Craig Prestenbach, Jill Moran, Mary Kendall, Jason Freihage, Daniel Jorjani, BLM WO mscnieder, Joseph Balash, Jerold Gidner, Micah Chambers, Scott Angelle, Acting BIA Director Darryl LaCounte, Cynthia Lodge, Heather Swift, Raymond Limon, Aurelia Skipwith, Jennifer Werner, Brian Steed, Maureen Foster, james.burckman@bia.gov, Kimberly Prendergast (Kim), Jessica Bowron, Stephen Guertin, Marc Smith, Paul Ross, John Tahsuda, Greg Sheehan, Glenda Owens, William Werkheiser, Nancy Savage, Chris Nolin, James Anderson, John Tanner

2pm Priority Items - Rm 3358

Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

Mon Feb 12, 2018

All day Annual Leave

Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

All day Thomas - Annual Leave (2/12 - 2/16)

Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=cm9zbHluX3NlbGxhcNAZnd

Who: Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan, Jim Kurth, Roslyn Sellars, Stephen Guertin
Going? Yes

8am Annual Leave

Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Gregory Sheehan
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

9am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

10am  AD Staff meeting - Rm 3038
Video call:  

Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Thomas Irwin

12pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call:  

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

2pm  Priority Items - Rm 3358
Video call:  

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

Tue Feb 13, 2018

All day  Thomas - Annual Leave (2/12 -2/16)
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=cm9zbHluX3NlbgxhcNAZn

Who: Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan, Jim Kurth, Roslyn Sellars, Stephen Guertin
Going? Yes

All day  Reminder: Meeting with the Canadian Wildlife Service (2/13)
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Charisa Morris, Jim Kurth, Stephen Guertin, Greg Sheehan
9 am  FWS-Canadian Wildlife Service Joint Meeting - Room 3038
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who:
Benjamin Tuggle, Bud Cribley, Gary Frazer, Jerome Ford, Zachariah Gambill, Edward Grace, Jim Kurth, Stephen Guertin, Gloria Bell, Cynthia Martinez, David Hoskins, Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Kashyap Patel, Barbara Wainman, OIEA OS, Todd Willens, David Bernhardt, Jason Larrabee

12 pm  Budget Call with Stakeholders (Dial-in: Passcode: ) - MIB Rm 1548
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: Room 1548
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who:
Doug Hobbs, Charisa Morris, Barbara Wainman, Jim Kurth, Chris Nolin, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin, Matthew Huggler, Chris Tollefson, Gavin Shire, Gary Frazer, Jerome Ford, Cynthia Martinez, Rachel Merkel

1 pm  Weekly Politicals Meeting
Where: Secretary's Conference Room- 5160
Calendar: Natalie Davis
Who:

5:30 pm  Embassy of Canada Environment and Energy Section Dinner
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=cm9zbHluX3NlbGxhcnNABznd:

Where: Siroc Restaurant, 915 15th Street, NW, Wash., DC
Who: Stephen Guertin, Roslyn Sellars, Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Jim Kurth, OIEA OS
Going? Yes
All day   Thomas - Annual Leave (2/12 -2/16)

Who: Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan, Jim Kurth, Roslyn Sellars, Stephen Guertin
Going? Yes

9 am
Meeting: Greg Sheehan, Ducks Unlimited & a farm family from ND re: Easements - Rm 3038

Who: Margaret Everson, Greg Sheehan, OIEA OS

9:30am   Monthly Meeting with Assistant Secretaries, Directors, & Advisors

Who: Todd Wynn, Brenda Burman, Lori Mashburn, Susan Combs, Greg Sheehan, James Cason, Scott Angelle, Rick May, James Reilly, Timothy Petty, Scott Cameron, Brian Steed, Samantha Hebert, Michael Argo, Daniel Jorjani, Vincent Devito, David Mihalic, Leila Getto, John Tanner, John Bockmier, Paul (Dan) Smith, Scott Hommel, Gareth Rees, Aaron Thiele, David Bernhardt, Elinor Werner, Steven Howke, Joseph Balash, John Tahsuda, Todd Willens, Downey Magallanes, David Domenech

11 am
Mazama Pocket Gopher meeting with Thurston County Commisioners (Greg/Aurelia)

Who: edwardg@co.thurston.wa.us, Aurelia Skipwith, Greg Sheehan, larkin@co.thurston.wa.us

11:30am   Meeting with Mike Argo

Who: edwardg@co.thurston.wa.us, Aurelia Skipwith, Greg Sheehan, larkin@co.thurston.wa.us

1:30pm   Travel to FWS Skyline office
2pm  
**All Employee Message/Town Hall re: Budget - Rachel Carson Conference Center, Skyline**

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Thomas Irwin  
**Who:** Charisa Morris, Kashyap Patel, Jim Kurth, Stephen Guertin, GregSheehan, Chris Tollefson, FWS Directorate Secretaries, FWSDirectorate & Deputies, Inez Uhl

3:30pm  
**Monthly FWS Directorate VTC - Room 3038**

**Video call:**

**Calendar:** FWS MIB Dir.Conf. Rm 3038  
**Created by:** Thomas Irwin  
**Who:** Azuredee Perkins, Wanda Cantrell, Stacey Garcia, Lillian Moore, HenrySchlitzer, Margaret Hardy, Lois Wellman, Delores Bigby, Shelly Senior,JoAn Mundt, Pamela Michalegko, Kathleen King, Lynne Santost, XiomaraLabiosa, Jesse Brent, Nicole Tsugawa, Monique Manning, Kelly KennedyBechdel, Greg Sheehan, Kashif Askari, Stephanie Potter, Rose Reed,Acquanetta Reese, Sharon Showalter, Marilyn Brower, FWS Directorate &Deputies, Conni Conner

5pm  
**Sea Urchins and Sea Cucumbers (Aurelia, Greg, Peg Romanik, Jim Kurth, Richard Goeken) Rm 3144**

**Video call:**

**Where:** AS/FWP Conference room - 3144  
**Calendar:** Aurelia Skipwith  
**Who:** Peg Romanik, Jim Kurth, Aurelia Skipwith, Greg Sheehan, Roslyn Sellars,Richard Goeken

6pm  
**Call with Ryan Moehring**

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan

6:30pm  
**Check in: Greg/Zack- -Greg to call**

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars  
**Who:** Greg Sheehan, Zachariah Gambill

**Thu Feb 15, 2018**

**All day  Thomas - Annual Leave (2/12 -2/16)**

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=cm9zbHluX3NlbGxhcnNAZnd

**Who:** Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan, Jim Kurth, Roslyn Sellars, Stephen Guertin  
**Going?** Yes
9am    Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

11am    Meet with Kelly Myers - Science Apps
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Gregory Sheehan

11:45am    Travel to Skyline
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

12:15pm    Speaking Engagement: African American History Month Event - FWS Skyline Office
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Barbara Wainman, Chris Tollefson, Greg Sheehan, OIEA OS

1:30pm    Travel back to office
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

2pm    International Wildlife Conservation Council- Planning Session (Todd Willens, Ben Cassidy, Natalie Davis, Jason Larrabee, Joshua Winchell) Rm 6120
Where: Dep Sec's Conference Room: 6120
Calendar: Natalie Davis
Who: Todd Willens, Benjamin Cassidy, Gareth Rees, Natalie Davis, Catherine Gulac, Greg Sheehan, Jason Larrabee, Joshua Winchell, Lori Mashburn

3pm    Monthly meeting with ASFWP (Todd Willens, David Bernhardt, Jason Larrabee, Dan Smith, Downey Magallanes) Secretary's office
Where: Secretary's Office
Calendar: ios.doi.gov
Created by: Leila Getto
Who: Caroline Boulton, Greg Sheehan, Maureen Foster, Todd Willens, Jason Larrabee, Downey Magallanes, Paul (Dan) Smith, Scott Hommel, Susan Combs, Gareth Rees, David Bernhardt
3pm  Priority Items - Rm 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan

4pm  Pre-brief on American burying beetle (Greg, Gary and Region 2, 5, 6)
Dial-in: Passcode: - Rm 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: Room 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin

4pm  Pre-brief on American burying beetle (Greg, Gary and Region 2, 5, 6)
Dial-in: Passcode: - Rm 3358
Video call:
Where: Room 3358
Calendar: Paul Phifer

6pm  Call with Casey Stemler
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan

Fri Feb 16, 2018
All day  Thomas - Annual Leave (2/12 - 2/16)
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=cm9zbHluX3NlbgxhcNaZnd
Who: Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan, Jim Kurth, Roslyn Sellars, Stephen Guertin
Going? Yes
9am  
**Briefing on ABB (David Bernhardt, Aurelia, Greg, Gary, Jason Larrabee, Micah Chambers, Todd Willens, Ted Koch, Clay Nichols) Rm 6120**  
*Where:* Room 6120  
*Calendar:* David Bernhardt  
*Created by:* Gareth Rees  
*Who:*  
Kevin Stubbs, Ted Koch, Aurelia Skipwith, Thomas Irwin, Roslyn Sellars, Seth Willey, Jonna Polk, Todd Willens, David Bernhardt, Micah Chambers, Jason Larrabee, Gary Frazer, Clay Nichols, Matthew Dermody, Greg Sheehan

10am  
**Giraffe Briefing (Greg, Janine Van Norman, Craig Hoover, Don Morgan, Bridget Fahey, Rose Gnam, Tim Van Norman) - Rm 3038**  
*Video call:* https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
*Calendar:* Greg Sheehan  
*Created by:* Roslyn Sellars  
*Who:*  
janine_vannorman@fws.gov, Bridget Fahey, Thomas Leuteritz, Rosemarie Gnam, Craig Hoover, Tim Vannorman, Don Morgan, Lois Wellman, Greg Sheehan, Gary Frazer

11:30am  
**Upcoming travel discussion (Greg/Roslyn)**  
*Video call:* https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
*Calendar:* Greg Sheehan  
*Created by:* Roslyn Sellars

12pm  
**Do Not Schedule**  
*Video call:* https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
*Calendar:* Greg Sheehan  
*Created by:* Roslyn Sellars

1pm  
**Teleconference (No VTC) Proposed delisting of the Colorado butterfly plant (Greg, Gary, Region 2 & 6) - Rm 3358 or Dial: Code:**  
*Video call:* https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
*Calendar:* Greg Sheehan  
*Created by:* Thomas Irwin  
*Who:*  
Gary Frazer, Stephanie Potter, Kashif Askari, Matt Hogan, Michael Thabault, Marjorie Nelson, Henry Schlitzer, Tyler Abbott, Greg Sheehan, Lois Wellman, Noreen Walsh, Bridget Fahey, Jeff Newman, janine_vannorman@fws.gov, Stacey Garcia, Don Morgan

1:30pm  
**Priority Items - Rm 3358**  
*Video call:* https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
*Calendar:* Greg Sheehan  
*Created by:* Roslyn Sellars  
*Who:* Kashyap Patel, Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris
2pm
Meeting: Arch Coal Co & FWS consultation issues with a harbor project in Norfolk (Greg Sheehan, Gary Frazer, Jim Kurth, Wendi Weber or Deb Rocque via phone, Rachel Rogier & Jay Martin-Arch Coal)--Room 3358 or Dial: [phone number]
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: Room 3358 or Dial: [phone number]
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Gary Frazer, rrogier@archcoal.com, Deborah Rocque, Jim Kurth, Greg Sheehan, Wendi Weber

2:30pm
U.S. v. Oregon (Richard Goeken, Jason Larrabee, Duane Mecham, John Tahsuda, Lynn Peterson, Robyn Thorson, Dan Jorjani, Timothy Petty) SOL Conf. Room
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: SOL Conference Room # 6342
Calendar: Kimberly Edwards

Mon Feb 19, 2018
All day Presidents Day Holiday
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Who: Roslyn Sellars, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin, Jim Kurth
Going? Yes

9am Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

10am AD Staff meeting - Rm 3038
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Thomas Irwin
12pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI\{19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

2pm  Priority Items - Rm 3358
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI\{19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

5pm  Weekly Check-in call with Zack Gambill (Zack to call 202-208-4545)
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI\{19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Greg Sheehan, Zachariah Gambill

Tue Feb 20, 2018

9am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI\{19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

11am  
Briefing re: Black Vulture Depredation in Tennessee (Jerome Ford, Jason Larrabee, Steve Guertin, Jim Kurth) - Jason's office
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI\{19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Stephen Guertin, Jerome Ford, Jason Larrabee, Tasha Robbins, Jim Kurth, Greg Sheehan

12pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI\{19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
1pm  Weekly Politicals Meeting
Where: Secretary’s Conference Room - 5160
Calendar: Natalie Davis
Who: Jason Funes, Gary Lawkowski, Eli Nachmany, Charles Laudner, Douglas Domenech,
William Dove, John Tahsuda, Holly Lane, Cally Younger, Lori Mashburn, Leila Getto, Laura Rigas,
Caroline Boulton, Timothy Petty, Ryan Hambleton, Susan Combs, Micah Chambers, Aurelia Skipwith,
Joseph Balash, Blake Deely, Nicholas Davis, Richard Goeken, Kyle Scherer, Christine Bauserman,
Casey Hammond, John Tanner, Russell Newell, Brian Pavlik, Scott Angelle,
cyounger@blm.gov, Amanda Kaster, Kathleen Benedetto, Todd Willens, Kyle Scherer, Gregory Sheehan,
Jason Larrabee, Vincent Devito, Scott Cameron, Brendan Quinn, Matthew Dermody, Andrea Travnicek,
Samantha Hebert, Todd Wynne, Benjamin Cassidy, Joshua Campbell, James Voyles, Austin Ewell,
Stephen Wackowski, Greg Sheehan, Steven Smith, Alan Mikkelsen, Scott Hommel, Sarah Jorgenson, Zachariah Gambill, Shirley Lewis, Preston Beard, Russell Roddy,
Christopher Stolte, David Bernhardt, Lacey Smethers, Downey Magallanes, Gavin Clark,
Paul (Dan) Smith, Heather Swift, Katharine MacGregor, Ryan Nichols, Katie Mills, Aaron Thiele,
Elinor Werner, John Bockmier, Brian Steed, Kyle Scherer, James Schindler, Faith Vander Voort, Michael Argo,
Timothy Williams, Alex Hinson, James Cason, Rick May, James Reilly, Jean Hovland, Steven Howke,
Brenda Burman, Marshall Critchfield, Brandon Middleton, Wesley Bullock, Daniel Jorjani,
Gary Lawkowski, ldavis@osmre.gov, David Mihalic, Virginia Johnson, Thomas Baptiste

2:45pm  FWS weekly check in meeting
Video call:
Where: AS/FWP Conference Room -- 3144
Calendar: Maureen Foster
Created by: Tasha Robbins
Who: Tasha Robbins, Heather Swift, Todd Willens, Marshall Critchfield, Barbara Wainman,
Stephen Guertin, Peg Romanik, Charisa Morris, Susan Combs, Maureen Foster, Greg Sheehan,
Richard Goeken, Aurelia Skipwith, Roslyn Sellar, Wendy Fink, Thomas Irwin, Jim Kurth,
Catherine Gulac

3:15pm  Priority Items - Rm 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellar
Who: Charisa Morris, Kashyap Patel, Greg Sheehan

4pm  DOI Operations Meeting - AS/FWP
Video call:
Where: Room 6120
Calendar: Gareth Rees
9am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

10am  FWS Meeting with the American Fisheries Society/The Wildlife Society:
FWS meeting & professional society support (Greg, Steve, Dave Hoskins, Doug Austen-AFS, Drue Banta-AFS, Caroline Murphy-TWS, Cameron Kovach-TWS) - Rm 3357

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: Room 3038
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: dwinters@fisheries.org, David Hoskins, John Schmerfeld, Greg Sheehan, Virginia Takang, OIEA OS, Douglas Austen, 'Cameron Kovach', Stephen Guertin

12pm  Do Not Schedule

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1:30pm  Meet with Carter Wilford. Eagles

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Who: Jerome Ford, Greg Sheehan

2pm  Priority Items - Rm 3358

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris
2:30pm  Pittman Robertson Meeting (Scott Hommel, Ben Cassidy, Greg Sheehan, Todd Wynn, Heather Swift, John Bockmier, Timothy Williams) - Rm 6023
   Video call:  
   Where: 6023
   Calendar: Scott Hommel
   Created by: Elinor Werner
   Who: Timothy Williams, Scott Hommel, Benjamin Cassidy, John Bockmier, Greg Sheehan, Todd Wynn, Heather Swift, Russell Newell

5:30pm  Happy Hour!
   Video call:  
   Where: Hank's Oyster Bar, The Wharf
   Calendar: Charisa Morris
   Who: Charisa Morris, Zachariah Gambill, Barbara Wainman, Kashyap Patel, Anya Rushing, Greg Sheehan, Michael Gale

Thu Feb 22, 2018

9am  Briefing for Greg and Jim for 2/22 NAWCC teleconference (Greg, Jim, Jerome, Mike Johnson, Sarah Mott, Kari Duncan, Robert Ford) - Rm 3359
   Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
   Calendar: Greg Sheehan
   Created by: Roslyn Sellars
   Who: Jerome Ford, Sarah Mott, Jim Kurth, Mike Johnson, Kari Duncan, Greg Sheehan, Robert Ford

10am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
   Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
   Calendar: Greg Sheehan
   Created by: Roslyn Sellars
   Who: Charisa Morris, Kashyap Patel, Greg Sheehan

11:30am  Weekly FWS/SOL Meeting - Room 3359
   Video call:  
   Calendar: Jim Kurth
   Created by: Roslyn Sellars
   Who: Benjamin Jesup, Stephen Guertin, Peg Romanik, Jim Kurth, Wendy Fink, Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan
12:30pm  **NOTE: New Time for today - Weekly Political Meetings w/Jason**

*Video call:*

**Where:** Jason's conference room - 3144 -- Call Zack on [Tel link removed]

**Calendar:** Tasha Robbins

**Who:** Zachariah Gambill, Janice DeSordi, Roslyn Sellars, Brian Pavlik, Thomas Irwin, Thomas Garcia, Susan Combs, Charles Laudner, Paul (Dan) Smith, Tasha Robbins, Greg Sheehan, Aurelia Skipwith, Marshall Critchfield

1pm  **Meeting (Greg and Eric Alvarez) for follow-up conversation - Rm 3358**

*Video call:*

https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWV0YW5AZn

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan

**Created by:** Thomas Irwin

**Who:** Xiomara Labiosa, Cynthia Martinez, Greg Sheehan, A Alvarez

1:30pm  **Proposed Lee's Ferry Fish Stocking Discussion (Michelle Browne, Jason Larrabee, Janet Balsom, Kerry Rae, Steve Spangle, Andrea Travnicek) Rm 6641**

*Video call:*

**Where:** Room 6641

**Calendar:** Michelle Mebane

**Created by:** Travis Yonts

**Who:** Michelle Mebane, Kerry Rae, Katrina Grantz, Travis Yonts, Christine Lehnertz, ASWS Conference Room, Greg Sheehan, Janet Balsom, Jason Larrabee, Billy Shott, Tasha Robbins, Andrea Travnicek, steve_spangle@fws.gov, Rob Billerbeck

2pm  **Teleconference: North American Wetlands Conservation Council (Greg or Jim)--Dial: [Tel link removed], Code: [Tel link removed] (Agenda Attached)-Rm 3359**

*Video call:*

https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWV0YW5AZn

**Where:** Rm 3359

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan

**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars

**Who:** Jim Kurth, Thomas Irwin, Greg Sheehan, Jerome Ford, Delores Bigby

4pm  **Priority Items - Rm 3358**

*Video call:*

https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWV0YW5AZn

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan

**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars

**Who:** Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan
REMINDER: Sat, 2/24 Governors Sportmen's Caucus Winter Reception - The Hamilton Loft
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin

9am Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

9:30am Briefing: Coastal Barrier Resources Act (CBRA)--Greg Sheehan, Jason Larrabee, Todd Willens, Gary Frazer, Micah Chambers, John Tanner, Barbara Wainman, Marty Kodis) Room 3038
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Todd Willens, Gary Frazer, Kashyap Patel, John Tanner, Gareth Rees, Taylor Pool, Jason Larrabee, Tasha Robbins, Wendy Fink, Martin Kodis, Barbara Wainman, Greg Sheehan, Micah Chambers, Katie Niemi, Dana Wright, Lois Wellman

10am HOLD for conference call - Rm 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin

12pm Do Not Schedule
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1pm Briefing for International Wildlife Conservation Strategic Planning Kick Off meeting (Greg & IA staff)- Rm 3038
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Pamela Scruggs, Gloria Bell, Cade London, Craig Hoover, Mara Lopez, Greg Sheehan, Tatiana Hendrix
2pm  
**Pre-brief for interview with E&E (Greg, Barbara Wainman, Gavin Shire)-Rm 3358**

Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who: Barbara Wainman, Greg Sheehan, Gavin Shire, Shaun Sanchez, Cynthia Martinez

2:30pm  
**Interview with Mike Doyle of E&E: Refuge System maintenance backlog - Rm 3358**

Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who: Barbara Wainman, Greg Sheehan, Gavin Shire

3pm  **Priority Items - Rm 3358**

Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who: Charisa Morris, Kashyap Patel, Greg Sheehan

3:30pm  
**Briefing: Potential effects of FERC hydroelectric license conditions proposed by FWS/BLM for the Don Pedro Project on the Tuolumne River in Central California (Greg Sheehan, Jason Larrabee, Joe Raeder and Lori Pickford of Modesto and Turlock Irrigation Districts) - Rm 3358**

Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: Rm 3358  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Thomas Irwin  
Who: Tasha Robbins, tdykstra@tfgnet.com, Thomas Garcia, Greg Sheehan, Jason Larrabee, OIEA OS

4pm  **Alan Winslette**

Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

4:30pm  **Travel to the Hamilton**

Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
5pm  
Great Outdoors Event Saluting the Nation’s Governors as Champions-Location: The Hamilton/Loft, 600 Fourteenth Street, N.W.  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

Sat Feb 24, 2018

5:30pm  Governors Sportmen's Caucus Winter Reception - The Hamilton Loft  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
Where: The Hamilton, 14th Street Northwest, Washington, DC  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Thomas Irwin

Mon Feb 26, 2018

9am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

10am  AD Staff meeting - Rm 3038  
Video call:  
Calendar: Jim Kurth  
Created by: Thomas Irwin  

12pm  Do Not Schedule  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
1 pm  
**BRIEFING/Conference Call (Greg, Gary and Reg 3) on proposed delisting of the Running Buffalo Clover (Dial-in: [Redacted] Passcode: [Redacted] - Rm 3358**

*Video call:*
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JiZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

*Where:* Rm 3358  
*Calendar:* Greg Sheehan  
*Created by:* Thomas Irwin  
*Who:* janine_vannorman@fws.gov, Lori Nordstrom, Gary Frazer, Kashif Askari, Dan Everson, Jeff Newman, Alisa Shull, Charles Wooley, Bridget Fahey, Tom Melius, Henry Schlitzer, Conni Conner, Barbara Hosler, Don Morgan, Sean Marsan, Greg Sheehan, Lois Wellman, Lawrence Mctighe, Gina Shultz, Jennifer Finfera

1:30 pm **TRAVEL: To Falls Church**

*Video call:*
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JiZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

*Calendar:* Greg Sheehan  
*Created by:* Thomas Irwin

2 pm  
**Speaking Event: International Wildlife Conservation for Strategic Plan Kick-off Workshop - Skyline, 2W036 - Sam Hamilton Conf. Rooms A & B**

*Video call:*
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JiZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

*Where:* Falls Church, VA, USA  
*Calendar:* Greg Sheehan  
*Created by:* Thomas Irwin  
*Who:* Mara Lopez, Greg Sheehan, Chris Tollefson

4 pm **TRAVEL: Rtn to MIB**

*Video call:*
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JiZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

*Calendar:* Greg Sheehan  
*Created by:* Thomas Irwin

5 pm  
**Meeting re: 1002 Comprehensive Conservation Plans (CCP) -- Greg Sheehan, Greg Siekaniec, Peg Romanik, Ben Jesup, Larry Mellinger, Michael Gieryc**  
**Room 3358 or Dial:** [Redacted]  
**Code:** [Redacted]

*Video call:*
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JiZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

*Where:* Room 3358 or Dial: [Redacted]  
*Calendar:* Greg Sheehan  
*Created by:* Roslyn Sellars  
*Who:* Peg Romanik, Greg Siekaniec, Larry Mellinger, Greg Sheehan, Benjamin Jesup, Michael Gieryc, Danielle Dimaurio, Kenneth Lord, Aaron Moody, Bud Cribley
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

5:30pm
Meeting (Greg Sheehan and Peg Romanik) to discuss Import Permit/African Elephants in Zimbabwe - Rm 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Peg Romanik, Greg Sheehan

6pm Weekly Check-in call with Zack Gambill (Zack to call)
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Zachariah Gambill, Greg Sheehan

Tue Feb 27, 2018

9am Mule Deer Foundation (Jim Cason, Greg Sheehan) Rm 6113
Video call:

Where: 6120
Calendar: Catherine Gulac
Who: Catherine Gulac, Greg Sheehan, James Cason

9:30am
California refuges and water issues (Greg Sheehan, Noah Matson-for Cynthia Martinez, Natalie Davis, Ben Cassidy, Mark Smith-Environmental & Energy Consulting Senior Policy Associate and Ric Ortega-Grassland Water District)-Rm 3359
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: Rm 3359
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Cynthia Martinez, Natalie Davis, Shaun Sanchez, Benjamin Cassidy, mark@caleec.com, rortega@gwdwater.org, Greg Sheehan, OIEA OS, Noah Matson, Stephen Guertin

10am
Meeting (Greg Sheehan, Jason Larabee and Western Municipal Water District) on status of Western projects - Rm 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: Room 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Tasha Robbins, tdykstra@tfgnet.com, Thomas Garcia, Greg Sheehan, OIEAOS, Jason Larabee, Jim Kurth, Stephen Guertin
10:45am
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JiZ19qX3NoZWV0YW5AZn
Where: Room 3038
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Inez Uhl, Lisa Danaceau, Jim Serfis, Greg Sheehan, Sangita Chari, wtome@rabengroup.com, april.croxton@noaa.gov, Ulysees Gilbert, bmcintosh@thesca.org

11:30am
Meeting with Jason Larrabee, Tim O’Laughlin, O’Laughlin & Paris LLP, Peter Rietkerk, South San Joaquin Irrigation District (SSJID), Steve Knell, Oakdale Irrigation District (OID), Roger Patterson, Metropolitan Water District (MWD), Tom Birmingham, Westlands Water District (WWD)-Rm3144
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JiZ19qX3NoZWV0YW5AZn
Where: AS/FWP Conference Room - 3144
Calendar: Tasha Robbins
Who: Greg Sheehan, Tasha Robbins, Thomas Irwin, Jason Larrabee, Roslyn Sellars

12:15pm
Meeting re: Cormorants (FWS-Greg Sheehan, Jerome Ford, Ken Richkus, Texas Parks & Wildlife-Ross Melinchuk, Craig Bonds, Ralph Duggins) Room 3038
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JiZ19qX3NoZWV0YW5AZn
Where: Rm 3038
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Jerome Ford, Ken Richkus, ross.melinchuk@tpwd.texas.gov, Greg Sheehan, OIEA OS, Stephen Guertin
1pm  Weekly Politicals Meeting
Where: Secretary’s Conference Room- 5160
Calendar: Natalie Davis

2pm
Meeting with Theodore Roosevelt Conservation Partnership (David Bernhardt, Todd Willens, Greg Sheehan) Rm 6120
Where: Room 6120
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
Who: Todd Willens, David Bernhardt, Greg Sheehan

2:45pm  FWS weekly check in meeting
Video call:

Where: AS/FWP Conference Room -- 3144
Calendar: Maureen Foster
Created by: Tasha Robbins

3:30pm
Meeting: FWS/Intermountain West Joint Venture Partners re: privatelands conservation needs, opportunities, and ways for IWJV and PFC to increasingly support FWS in the West - Rm 3038 or Dial:  Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: Rm 3038 or Dial:  Code:  Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Dave Smith, Stephanie Potter, Jerome Ford, Delores Bigby, Jim Kurth, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin, OIEA OS, Noreen Walsh, dykstra@tfgnet.com, Mike Johnson
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

4pm
Meeting: Association of Joint Venture Management Board (Greg, Steve, Sarah Mott & Dave Gordon-via phone for Jerome) Rm 3038 - - Dial: ** Code: **
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: Rm 3038 - - Dial: ** Code: **
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin

4:30pm
Bison Range (Alan Mikkelsen, Jason Larrabee, Greg Sheehan) -Rm 3358
or Dial: ** Code: **
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: Rm 3358 or Dial: ** Code: **
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Tasha Robbins, Alan Mikkelsen, Greg Sheehan, Zachariah Gambill, Jason Larrabee

5pm
Priority Items - Rm 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel

Wed Feb 28, 2018

All day
TRAVEL: Region 1, Portland and Ashland, Oregon for All Employee Meeting on DOI Priorities & Meeting/Visit at Forensics Lab
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Nicole Tsugawa, Theresa Rabot, Rose Reed, Vicki Finn, Robyn Thorson, Greg Sheehan

8am
Meet with Nathan Owens. AIS program lead
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan

9am
Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris
9:30am  
**M-Opinion Reg (Greg, Steve, Jim, Gary, Ed Grace, Peg Romanik, Ben Jesup, Jerome Ford, Mike Johnson)--Room 3359**  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who:  
Gary Frazer, Jerome Ford, Edward Grace, Peg Romanik, Jim Kurth, GregSheehan, Stephen Guertin, Benjamin Jesup, Mike Johnson

10am  
**Mitigation Policy Comments Briefing (Gary Frazer, Greg Sheehan, Ben Thatcher, Jason Miller, Gina Shultz) Rm 3038**  
Video call:  

Where: MIB Conference Room 3038  
Calendar: Gary Frazer  
Created by: Lois Wellman  
Who:  
Gina Shultz, Christy JohnsonHughes, Jason Miller, Roslyn Sellars, CraigAubrey, Thomas Irwin, Gary Frazer, Greg Sheehan, Ben Thatcher

10:30am  
**Briefing on Final Listing Rule for LA Pinesnake (Greg, Mike Oetker-via phone, Gary Frazer) - Rm 3358 (Dial-in:  Passcode:**  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: Dial-in:  Passcode:  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who:  
Acquanetta Reese, Gary Frazer, Laura Maloof, Michael Oetker, GregSheehan, Lois Wellman, Sarah Quamme, Bridget Fahey, Jack Arnold, Leopoldo Miranda, Bill Uihlein, Joseph Ranson, Timothy Merritt, AndreasMoshogianis

11am  
**NFWF Board pre-meeting - Dial: Passcode:**  
Video call:  

Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Gregory Sheehan

11:30am  
**FWS/Petroleum Assoc. meeting re: Migratory Bird Treaty Act (Greg, Ed Grace, Mike Johnson, Jerome Ford) - Room 3038**  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who:  
Jerome Ford, Greg Sheehan, OIEA OS, Edward Grace, JoAn Mundt, DeloresBigby, Mike Johnson
12pm  Do not schedule

Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1:30pm
Meeting with the Pacific Salmon Commission (Tribal Leaders/Oregon Commissioners)-- Greg Sheehan, Jason Larrabee, Robyn Thorson-viaphone--
Dial: **866** Code: **800** Rm 3038

Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: Room 3038
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who:
Tasha Robbins, Greg Sheehan, OIEA OS, Jason Larrabee, Robyn Thorson,
shericep@senseinc.com

2pm
Western Stakeholders invasive mussels briefing (Scott Cameron, Jason Larrabee, Aurelia Skipwith, Greg Sheehan, Hilary Smith, Raymond Sauvajot, Ryan Nichols, Stanley Burgiel, Andrea Travnicek, Timothy Williams) Rm 5112

Video call:

Where: Room 5112 - Participant: - Leader:
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who:
Paul (Dan) Smith, Greg Sheehan, Kerry Rae, Hilary Smith, Jamie Reaser, Scott Cameron, Stanley Burgiel, Aurelia Skipwith, Timothy Williams, Ryan Nichols, Jason Larrabee, bwhitacre@westgov.org, Andrea Travnicek, Shawn Buckner, Mathew Maucieri, Sarah Abdelrahim, sphillips@psmfc.org, Raymond Sauvajot, David Raff, Brian Steed

3pm
Meeting with CITES Secretary General, John Scanlon (Greg Sheehan, Jason Larrabee, Todd Willens, Aurelia Skipwith, Gloria Bell, Craig Hoover, Laura Noguchi, Rosemarie Gnam) - Rm 3038

Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who:
Gloria Bell, Aurelia Skipwith, Tasha Robbins, Thomas Garcia, Craig Hoover, Jim Kurth, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin, Jason Larrabee, Laura Noguchi, Rosemarie Gnam, Todd Willens, Gareth Rees, OIEA OS
3pm  Meeting with David Bernhardt, PMB, FWS, NPS, USGS, OIA re: Supplemental Funding for Hurricane Relief-Rm 6120
Where: Room 6120 - Call-in [REDACTED] Code [REDACTED]
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
Who: Greg Sheehan, Jason Larrabee, Anne Barrett, Scott Cameron, Cynthia Lodge, Adrianne Moss, David Bernhardt, Michelle Mebane, Douglas Domenech, Denise Flanagan, Chris Nolin, Jonathan Dunn, Lena McDowall, Tasha Robbins, Timothy Petty, Olivia Ferriter, Tom Bussanich, William Werkheiser, Paul (Dan) Smith, Andrea Travnicek, Jeanette Harriz, Nikolao Pula, Stephen Guertin, Jessica Bowron, Jennifer Werner

4pm  Priority Items
Video call: [REDACTED]
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Charisa Morris, Kashyap Patel, Greg Sheehan

4:45pm  Travel to DCA for 6:45p flight to Medford, Oregon
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

Thu Mar 1, 2018

All day  TRAVEL: Region 1, Portland and Ashland, Oregon for All Employee Meeting on DOI Priorities & Meeting/Visit at Forensics Lab
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Nicole Tsugawa, Theresa Rabot, Rose Reed, Vicki Finn, Robyn Thorson, Greg Sheehan

8am  Travel to Oregon
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Gregory Sheehan

9am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris
11:30am  Weekly FWS/SOL Meeting - Room 3357
Video call:
Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Benjamin Jesup, Charisa Morris, Wendy Fink, Stephen Guertin, Greg Sheehan, Peg Romanik, Jim Kurth

12pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

2pm  Priority Items - Rm 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

3pm  Asian Carp Briefing with State Fisheries Chiefs from the Mississippi Interstate Cooperative Resource Association re: (Jason Larrabee, Aurelia Skipwith, Steve Guertin—for Greg Sheehan, Anne Kinsinger, Scott Cameron, William Lukas, Jamie Reaser, Shawn Buckner, David Hoskins) - Rm 3038-MIB
Video call:
Where: Room 3038-MIB
Calendar: FWS MIB Dir.Conf. Rm 3038
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Craig Martin, OIEA OS, Shawn Buckner, Scott Cameron, Roslyn Sellars, William Lukas, Thomas Garcia, Jamie Reaser, Timothy Williams, Ryan Nichols, Stephen Guertin, Anne Kinsinger, Andrea Travnicek, Jason Larrabee, Greg Sheehan, David Hoskins, Hilary Smith, Tasha Robbins, Aurelia Skipwith

Fri Mar 2, 2018
All day  TRAVEL: Region 1, Portland and Ashland, Oregon for All Employee Meeting on DOI Priorities & Meeting/Visit at Forensics Lab
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Nicole Tsugawa, Theresa Rabot, Rose Reed, Vicki Finn, Robyn Thorson, Greg Sheehan
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

**All day  Paul Rauch Acting Director**
---
**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan
**Created by:** Thomas Irwin

**7am  Travel to Oregon**
---
**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan
**Created by:** Gregory Sheehan

**9am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358**
---
**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars
**Who:** Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

**12pm  Do Not Schedule**
---
**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars

**2pm  Priority Items - Rm 3358**
---
**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars
**Who:** Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

**Sat Mar 3, 2018**
---
**All day  TRAVEL: Region 1, Portland and Ashland, Oregon for All Employee Meeting on DOI Priorities & Meeting/Visit at Forensics Lab**
---
**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars
**Who:** Nicole Tsugawa, Theresa Rabot, Rose Reed, Vicki Finn, Robyn Thorson, Greg Sheehan

**Mon Mar 5, 2018**
---
**9am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358**
---
**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars
**Who:** Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris
10am  AD Staff meeting - Rm 3038
Video call:
Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who:

11am
Meeting re: Delisting Wolves in Oregon (Greg Sheehan, Gary Frazer, Timothy Williams-DOI External Affairs & Colleen Roberts-Jackson County (Oregon) Commissioner) - Rm 3358-MIB
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who:
Gary Frazer, OIEA OS, Greg Sheehan, Timothy Williams, robertcl@jacksoncounty.org, Kashyap Patel

12pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1pm
International Check-in (Greg, Eric Alvarez, Gloria Bell, Craig Hoover) Rm 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Gloria Bell, Craig Hoover, A Alvarez, Greg Sheehan

2pm  Meeting with Oregon Commissioners - Rm 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: OIEA OS, Greg Sheehan
2:30 pm
FWS Meeting with Wyoming Commissioners (Greg Sheehan, Gary Frazer, Jerome Ford, Noreen Walsh—via phone)—Room 3038—Dial: Code: 
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: Room 3038—Dial: Code: 
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Gary Frazer, Matt Hogan, Greg Sheehan, OIEA OS, Noreen Walsh, Kashyap Patel, Jerome Ford, Mike Johnson

3:15 pm
Briefing: Nashville Crayfish Delisting Decision (Greg, Mike Oetker & Region 4 staff via phone)—Dial: Code: RM 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: Rm 3358, Dial: Code: 
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Leopoldo Miranda, Acquanetta Reese, Michelle Eversen, Matthew Dekar, Drew Becker, Laura Maloof, Aaron Valenta, Jim Kurth, Jack Arnold, Michael Oetker, mary_e_jennings@fws.gov, Greg Sheehan, Gary Frazer, Bridget Fahey, Don Morgan, Kashyap Patel

4 pm
Meeting re: Hunting Shooting Sports Conservation Council’s (Lori Mashburn, Ben Cassidy, Greg Sheehan, Todd Wynn, Natalie Davis) Secretary’s Conf. Room
Where: Secretary’s Conference Room- 6151
Calendar: Lori Mashburn
Created by: Natalie Davis
Who: Greg Sheehan, Todd Wynn, Todd Willens, Lori Mashburn, Benjamin Cassidy, Natalie Davis

5 pm
Travel to U.S. Capitol
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

5:30 pm
NFWF Board of Directors Congressional Reception—U.S. Capitol Bldg., Mike Mansfield Room, S-207
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Tue Mar 6, 2018

**All day**

**NFWF board meeting - 1133 Fifteenth St., NW, Wash., DC 11th Floor**

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars

---

**7 am**

**NFWF Pre Meeting & Breakfast - St Regis Hotel, 923 Sixteenth Street, Wash.DC**

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/gregory-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ29yeV9zaGVlaGFuQG:

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Gregory Sheehan

---

**7:30 am**

**NFWF board meeting - 1133 Fifteenth St., NW, Wash., 11th Floor (Greg to give and FWS update at 11:45am)**

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars

---

**10 am**

(Gary Frazer for Greg) **Meeting with Todd Willens and Reps from Concordia University Texas - Rm 6120**

**Where:** 6120  
**Calendar:** Todd Willens  
**Created by:** Gareth Rees  
**Who:** Gary Frazer, Greg Sheehan, Thomas Irwin, Roslyn Sellars, Todd Willens

---

**12:30 pm** **Travel back to office**

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars
1pm  **Weekly Politicals Meeting (Greg will attend)**

**Where:** Secretary’s Conference Room - 5160

**Calendar:** Natalie Davis

**Who:**
William Dove, Blake Deeley, Alex Hinson, Thomas Baptiste, Paul (Dan) Smith, Russell Newell, Joshua Campbell, Gary Lawkowski, Aurelia Skipwith, James Cason, Amanda Kaster, Christopher Stolte, Gary Lawkowski, Matthew Dermody, Gavin Clarkson, Kyle Scherer, Lacey Smethers, Scott Hommel, Kyle Scherer, David Mihalic, John Bockmier, Katharine MacGregor, Aaron Thiele, Scott Cameron, Shirley Lewis, Leila Getto, David Bernhardt, Steven Smith, Benjamin Cassidy, Kyle Scherer, Jason Larrabee, Kathleen Benedetto, Caroline Boulton, Holly Lane, Douglas Domenech, Russell Roddy, John Tanner, Katie Mills, ldavis@osmre.gov, Brendan Quinn, cyounger@blm.gov, Marshall Critchfield, Greg Sheehan, Sarah Jorgenson, Ryan Hambleton, Preston Beard, Rick May, Micah Chambers, Ryan Nichols, Gregory Sheehan, Wesley Bullock, Samantha Hebert, Brian Steed, Laura Rigas, Todd Willens, Daniel Jorjani, Steven Howke, Christine Bauserman, Alan Mikkelsen, Virginia Johnson, Elinor Werner, Nicholas Davis, James Schindler, Susan Combs, Jean Hovland, Brenda Burman, Lori Mashburn, James Reilly, Charles Laudner, Timothy Williams, Zachariah Gambill, Eli Nachmany, Brandon Middleton, Heather Swift, John Tahsuda, Brian Pavlik, Michael Argo, Timothy Petty, Jason Funes, Stephen Wackowski, Vincent Devito, Casey Hammond, Joseph Balash, Todd Wynn, Scott Angelle, Faith VanderVoor, Austin Ewell, Andrea Travnichek, James Voyles, Cally Younger, Downey Magallanes, Richard Goeken

2pm  **Politics Briefing on International Affairs and Travel (Greg will attend)**

**Video call:**

**Where:** Room 5160 MIB

**Calendar:** Douglas Domenech

**Who:**

3pm  **NFWF Board**

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JiZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan

**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars

7pm  **Travel to NFWF Reception**

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JiZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan

**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

7:30pm  
NFWF Board Reception & Dinner - Occidental Grill & Seafood, 1475 Pennsylvania Ave NW  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  

Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

Wed Mar 7, 2018

All day  
NFWF board meeting - 1133 Fifteenth St., NW, Wash., DC 11th Floor  
(March 6 -7)  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  

Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who: OIEA OS, Greg Sheehan

All day  
Half Day - NFWF board meeting - 1133 Fifteenth St., NW, Wash., DC  
11th Floor  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  

Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

7:30am  NFWF Board Meeting  
Where: NFWF Office, 1133 Fifteenth St. NW, Wash., DC  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

11:30am  Travel from NFWF to Main Interior  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  

Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

12pm  Do Not Schedule  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  

Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1pm  Meeting with U.K. Minister  
Where: Secretary's Office  
Calendar: ios.doi.gov  
Created by: Leila Getto  
Who:  
ios.doi.gov, Karen Senhadji, Douglas Domenech, Downey Magallanes, Tami Heilemann, Greg Sheehan
2pm
FWS Reorg. Discussion (Scott Cameron, Greg Sheehan, Susan Combs, John Tanner) - Rm 6126
Where: Room 6126
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Audrey Haskins, Greg Sheehan, Thomas Irwin, Susan Combs, John Tanner, Scott Cameron

3pm
Indiana Bats (Greg Sheehan, Aurelia Skipwith, Landon Davis-Office of Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement) - Rm 3358 or Dial: XXX-XXX-XXXX
Code: XXX-XXX-XXXX
Where: Rm 3358 or Dial: XXX-XXX-XXXX
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Landon Davis, Aurelia Skipwith, Greg Sheehan

3:30pm John Jackson
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

4pm
Phone Call re: Duck Recruitment White Paper (Greg Sheehan, John Devney-Delta Waterfowl) - Devney to call 202-208-4545
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Gregory Sheehan
Who: jdevney@deltawaterfowl.org, Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel

4:30pm Priority items
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

5:30pm Travel to Embassy of Canada
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

6pm
Embassy of Canada Great Lakes Day Reception - Canadian Embassy, 501 Pennsylvania Ave NW
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

Thu Mar 8, 2018

9am Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

10am Meeting re: FWS climate adaptation activities (Greg/Steve/Jim/Seth/Ben Tuggle) - Rm 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Benjamin Tuggle, Seth Mott, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin, Jim Kurth

10:30am Weekly FWS/SOL Meeting - Room 3359
Video call: 2f
Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Stephen Guertin, Benjamin Jesup, Peg Romanik, Jim Kurth, Charisa Morris, Wendy Fink, Greg Sheehan

11:30am [BPC] Briefing re: Ludington building contaminants (Greg, Jim, Steve, Tom Melius, Charlie Wooley, Todd Turner and Aaron Woldt) - Rm 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: Room 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Aaron Woldt, Tom Melius, Charles Wooley, Conni Conner, Jim Kurth, Greg Sheehan, Todd Turner, Stephen Guertin, David Hoskins, Kashyap Patel
12pm  Weekly Political Meetings w/Jason
Video call:
Where: Jason's conference room - 3144 -- Call Zack on [Call] Calendar: Tasha Robbins
Who: Greg Sheehan, Thomas Garcia, Susan Combs, Brian Pavlik, Roslyn Sellers, Aurelia Skipwith, Charles Laudner, Janice DeSordi, Tasha Robbins, Paul (Dan) Smith, Thomas Irwin, Zachariah Gambill, Marshall Critchfield

1pm  [BPC] Meeting re: Funding for repairs to levees in the Don Edwards San Francisco Bay NWR (Greg Sheehan, Paul Souza-via phone, Cynthia Martinez & the California State Coastal Conservancy) - Rm 3358-- Paul Souza to call 208-4545
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: Room 3358 (Paul to call 202-208-4545)
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Paul Souza, daniel@oconnellbmpsey.com, Wanda Cantrell, Greg Sheehan, OIEA OS, Kashyap Patel, Cynthia Martinez, Polly Wheeler

1pm  OIG monthly status update meeting/conference call (Jim, Steve, Kathy Garrity, Keith Toomey, Charisa) Room 3359 or Dial: [Dial] Code:
Video call:
Where: Dial: [Dial] Code: [Code]
Calendar: Jim Kurth
Who: Keith Toomey, Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin, Casey Hammond, Jim Kurth, Gregory Sheehan, Katherine Garrity

2pm  Priority Items - Rm 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellers
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

3pm  Call with Jett Ferebee
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Gregory Sheehan
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

4pm
Briefing follow-up on Final Listing Rule for LA Pinesnake (Greg, Mike and Leo-via phone, Gary Frazer) - Rm 3358 (Dial-in: [ ] Passcode: [ ]
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWV0YW5AZn
Where: Dial-in: [ ] Passcode: [ ]
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Leopoldo Miranda, Acquanetta Reese, Gary Frazer, Kashyap Patel, Laura Maloof, Michael Oetker, Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan, Lois Wellman, Sarah Quamme, Bridget Fahey

Fri Mar 9, 2018

9am
Building Consensus in the West Initiative to address Invasive Mussels (Scott Cameron, Aurelia Skipwith, Hilary Smith, Jennifer Wyse Ryan Nichols, Zack Gambill Mathew Maucieri, Randal Bowman, Andrea Travniecek, Sarah Abdelrahim) Rm 5112
Video call: [ ]
Where: Room 5112 - Participant: [ ] - Leader: [ ]
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Randal Bowman, Stanley Burgiel, Brenda Burman, Paul (Dan) Smith, Jamie Reaser, Zachariah Gambill, Timothy Williams, Shawn Buckner, Hilary Smith, Joanne Grady, Sarah Abdelrahim, Aurelia Skipwith, Andrea Travniecek, Mathew Maucieri, Jennifer Wyse, Brian Steed, Greg Sheehan, sshowalt@olemiss.edu, Ryan Nichols, Scott Cameron

10am Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWV0YW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Kashyap Patel

11am
Phone call re: Washington, County, Utah Proposed Desert Tortoise Legislation (Greg, Gary Frazer and Cameron Rognan) Rm 3358 or Dial: [ ]
Video call: [ ]
Where: Rm 3358 or Dial: [ ] Code: [ ]
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Gary Frazer, cameron.rognan@washco.utah.gov, Greg Sheehan, Lois Wellman, Noreen Walsh, OIEA OS
11:30am  Travel to OMB
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

12pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

12pm  Lunch with Emma at OMB
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Gregory Sheehan

1pm  Travel from OMB
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1:30pm  Phone call (Greg and Wendi Weber) to talk about conservation without conflict - Rm 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: Wendi should call (202) 208-4545 and transferred to Greg's office - Rm3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Greg Sheehan, Wendi Weber, Kathleen King

2pm  Priority Items - Rm 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Kashyap Patel

2:30pm  Meeting to discuss Pittman-Robertson Dingell Johnson Grant events
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: Conference Room 6013
Calendar: Benjamin Cassidy
Created by: Valerie Smith
Who: Aurelia Skipwith, Caroline Boulton, Benjamin Cassidy, Eli Nachmany, Russell Newell, Alex Hinson, Todd Wynn, Jason Funes, Greg Sheehan, John Bockmier
3pm  
[BPNA] Meeting re: NFWF/Director's Reception at N. American Conf. (Greg, Barbara Wainman, Matt Huggler, Doug Hobbs)-Rm 3358  
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI4Zx3NoZnWVoYW5AZn  
Where: Room 3358  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Thomas Irwin  
Who: Kashyap Patel, Doug Hobbs, Charisa Morris, Barbara Wainman, XiomaraLabiosa, Matthew Huggler, Greg Sheehan, Azuredee Perkins, Laura Maclean

4pm  
[BPC] Briefing re: Candy darter listing/critical habitat package (Greg, Gary & ES staff, Wendy Weber, Deb Rocque & Region 5 staff)--Rm 3358 or Dial:  
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI4Zx3NoZnWVoYW5AZn  
Where: Rm 3358 or Dial:  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  

5pm  
Weekly Check-in call with Zack Gambill (Zack to call 202-208-4545)  
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI4Zx3NoZnWVoYW5AZn  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Thomas Irwin  
Who: Greg Sheehan, Zachariah Gambill

Sun Mar 11, 2018

6pm  
Depart Dulles 6:05p on United Flight 980/Arrive Denver 8pm  
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI4Zx3NoZnWVoYW5AZn  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Mon Mar 12, 2018

All day  Travel to Region 6 (Denver/Lakewood, CO) for All Employee Meeting
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

8 am  Travel to Region 6 (Denver/Lakewood, CO) for All Employee Meeting
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

10 am  AD Staff meeting - Rm 3038
Video call: 

Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Thomas Irwin

1 pm  (1pm EDT/11a MDT) Trilateral Committee Exec Table Conference Call with Canadian & Mexico--Dial: , Code:
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: Dial: , Code: 
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Gloria Bell, Valencia Richardson, Melida Tajbakhsh, Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, A Alvarez

6 pm  Depart Denver on United flight 652 at 3:55p MDT/Arrive Dulles 8:59p EDT
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

Tue Mar 13, 2018

10 am  Performance Close-out - Greg Sheehan/Jim Cason - Rm 6113
Video call: 

Where: 6113
Calendar: Catherine Gulac
Who: Thomas Irwin, Catherine Gulac, Greg Sheehan, Roslyn Sellars, James Cason
10 am  Priority items

**Video call:**
https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIIZ19qX3NoZWVVoYW

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan

**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars

10:30 am  Meet w/Judge Jeff Branick and Tim Richardson, Jefferson County Texas (Jason Larrabee, Ben Cassidy, Greg Sheehan) Rm 31447

**Video call:**

**Where:** AS/FWP Conference room, 3144 Call in information [confidential] passcode [confidential]

**Calendar:** Tasha Robbins

**Who:** Thomas Irwin, Roslyn Sellars, Tasha Robbins, Benjamin Cassidy, Greg Sheehan, Jason Larrabee

11 am  Phone call re: Cooperating agency status with BLM (Greg, Gary, Noreen Walsh, Terry Rabot, Paul Souza) Rm 3358 or Dial: [confidential] Code: [confidential]

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIIZ19qX3NoZWVVoYW5AZn

**Where:** Rm 3358 or Dial: [confidential] Code: [confidential]

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan

**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars

**Who:** Gary Frazer, Paul Souza, Theresa Rabot, Greg Sheehan, Noreen Walsh, Nicole Alt

11:30 am  IWCC Meeting Pre-Brief (Greg and Joshua Winchell) - Rm 3358

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIIZ19qX3NoZWVVoYW5AZn

**Where:** Rm 3358

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan

**Created by:** Thomas Irwin

**Who:** Joshua Winchell, Greg Sheehan

12 pm  Do Not Schedule

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIIZ19qX3NoZWVVoYW5AZn

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan

**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars
1 pm **Weekly Politicals Meeting**
- **Where:** Secretary’s Conference Room- 5160
- **Calendar:** Natalie Davis

2 pm **Meet with Young Farmers Assoc**
- **Video call:** https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW:
- **Calendar:** Greg Sheehan

2:30 pm **Priority Items - Rm 3358**
- **Video call:** https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
- **Calendar:** Greg Sheehan
- **Created by:** Roslyn Sellars
- **Who:** Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

3:15 pm **Grizzly bear Briefing with FWS (Gary Frazer, David Bernhardt, Todd Willens, Jason Larrabee, Ben Jesup, Matt Hogan, Noreen Walsh, Matthew McKeown, Peg Romanik, Richard Goeken) Rm 6120**
- **Where:** Room 6120 or call [PC](b) (5)
- **Calendar:** David Bernhardt
- **Created by:** Gareth Rees
- **Who:** Gary Frazer, Richard Goeken, Tyson Powell, Matthew McKeown, Jason Larrabee, Peg Romanik, Greg Sheehan, David Bernhardt, Todd Willens, Gary Lawkowski, Katie Mills, Lois Wellman, Dana Jacobsen, Matt Hogan, Benjamin Jesup, Noreen Walsh, Aurelia Skipwith
**Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director**

4pm

**PRDJ Grant Event Meeting** (Ben Cassidy, Alex Hinson, Aurelia Skipwith, Eli Nachmani, Jason Funes, Laura Rigas, Marshall Critchfield, Michael Argo, Todd Willens, Todd Wynn) Rm 6013

*Video call:*

*Where:* Conference Room 6013  
*Calendar:* Benjamin Cassidy  
*Created by:* Valerie Smith  
*Who:* Roslyn Sellars, Thomas Irwin, Eli Nachmany, Jason Funes, Aurelia Skipwith, Benjamin Cassidy, Catherine Gulac, Marshall Critchfield, Heather Swift, Russell Newell, Alex Hinson, Michael Argo, Laura Rigas, John Bockmier, Downey Magallanes, Paul Ross, Greg Sheehan, Todd Willens, Todd Wynn, Laury Parramore

6pm **Dinner with Tim**

*Video call:*

https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYWlAZn

*Calendar:* Greg Sheehan

---

**Wed Mar 14, 2018**

7:30am

Congressional Sportsmen's Foundation Breakfast Briefing on Recovering America’s Wildlife Act - 2044 Rayburn House Office Building Washington, DC

*Video call:*

https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

*Where:* Rayburn House Office Building, 45 Independence Ave SW, Washington, DC 20515, USA  
*Calendar:* Greg Sheehan  
*Created by:* Thomas Irwin

9am **Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358**

*Video call:*

https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

*Calendar:* Greg Sheehan  
*Created by:* Roslyn Sellars  
*Who:* Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

9:30am

**Monthly Meeting with Assistant Secretaries, Directors, & Advisors - Rm 5160**

*Where:* 5160 Conference Room  
*Calendar:* ios.doi.gov  
*Created by:* Leila Getto  
*Who:* Scott Angelle, David Bernhardt, Daniel Jorjani, Greg Sheehan, Todd Willens, Vincent Devito, Brenda Burman, John Bockmier, Rick May, Gareth Rees, Joseph Balash, Brian Steed, Susan Combs, Michael Argo, Elinor Werner, Leila Getto, John Tahsuda, Steven Howke, James Reilly, Aaron Thiele, Todd Wynn, Lori Mashburn, David Mihalic, Samantha Hebert, Timothy Petty, Douglas Domenech, Scott Hommel, Downey Magallanes, Scott Cameron, Paul (Dan) Smith, John Tanner, James Cason
11:30am
[BPC] Don Pedro Hydroelectric Project (Greg Sheehan, Jason Larrabee, Paul Souza-via phone)-Rm 3038--Dial: [redacted] Code: [redacted]
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: Rm 3038--Dial: [redacted] Code: [redacted]
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Tasha Robbins, Greg Sheehan, Jason Larrabee, Jody Holzworth, Paul Souza, OIEA OS, Todd Willens, Gareth Rees, Dan Castleberry, Kaylee Allen, Catherine Gulac, Kerry O’Hara

12pm    Do Not Schedule
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

12:45pm
Phone call re: Greg Sheehan's Tallahassee trip (Greg, Scott Currie, Kim Hintz) - Greg will call 208-2151
Video call:
https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: Greg will call 208-2151
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Kimberly Hintz, Scott Currie, Greg Sheehan

1pm
Vidyo Briefing: Hidden Lake bluecurls - (Greg, Gary, Region 8 staff) Rm 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: Rm 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Jody Holzworth, Gary Frazer, Kashif Askari, Wanda Cantrell, Mendel Stewart, Henry Schlitzer, Paul Souza, April Evans, Don Morgan, Greg Sheehan, Lois Wellman, Sabrina West, Angela Picco, Bradd Bridges, Scott Sobiech, Michael Fris, Daniel Russell, Lisa Ellis, Jeff Newman, Michael Senn

1:45pm
Dry Run for IWCC presentation (Greg, Eric Alvarez, Gloria Bell, Craig Hoover) Rm 3358
Video call:
https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: Rm 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Gloria Bell, Craig Hoover, A Alvarez, Greg Sheehan, Edward Grace
2:30pm  Monthly FWS Directorate VTC - Room 3038

Video call: 

Calendar: FWS MIB Dir.Conf. Rm 3038
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who:
Shelly Senior, FWS Directorate & Deputies, Sharon Showalter, Delores Bigby, Wanda Cantrell, Xiomara Labiosa, Lillian Moore, Lynne Santos, Henry Schlitzer, Greg Sheehan, Acquanetta Reese, Rose Reed, Kathleen King, Nicole Tsugawa, Azuree Perkins, Kashif Askari, Stephanie Potter, Pamela Michalegko, JoAn Mundt, Stacey Garcia, A Alvarez, Conni Conner, Jesse Brent, Marilyn Brower, Monique Manning, Margaret Hardy, Kelly Kennedy Bechdel, Lois Wellman

2:30pm  Monthly FWS Directorate VTC - Room 3038

Video call: 

Calendar: Natalie Lasher
Created by: Natalie Lasher
Who:
Natalie Lasher, Conni Conner, Shelly Senior, Nicole Tsugawa, Margaret Hardy, Wanda Cantrell, Acquanetta Reese, JoAn Mundt, Monique Manning, Lynne Santos, Kathleen King, Stephanie Potter, Kelly Kennedy Bechdel, A Alvarez, Azuree Perkins, Lois Wellman, Lillian Moore, Xiomara Labiosa, Kashif Askari, Sharon Showalter, Rose Reed, Greg Sheehan, Christophe Amundson, Stacey Garcia, FWS Directorate & Deputies, Jesse Brent, Delores Bigby, Henry Schlitzer, Pamela Michalegko

3:30pm

Video call: 
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: Dial-in: [Redacted] Passcode: [Redacted] - Room 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who:
Cynthia Martinez, Edward Grace, Martin Kodis, Barbara Wainman, Devin Helfrich, Greg Sheehan, Angela Gustavson, Lisa Jones

4pm  Priority Items - Rm 3358

Video call: 
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Charisa Morris, Kashyap Patel, Greg Sheehan
5pm  
Carryover requests Grasslands Water District made to USBR for the 2017-2018 water year (Greg, Brenda Burman-USBR, Mark Smith and Ric Ortega, Grassland Water District- from CA and Paul Souza via phone) Rm 3358 or Dial: [Redacted]  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWV0YW5AZn

Where:  Dial-in: [Redacted]  Passcode: [Redacted] - Rm 3358  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Thomas Irwin  
Who:  Jody Holzworth, Wanda Cantrell, Natalie Davis, Paul Souza, mark@caleec.com, rortega@gwdwater.org, Greg Sheehan, OIEA OS, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris, Evann Rogers, David Murillo, Brenda Burman, ewehr@gwdwater.org, Dan Castleberry, Donald Ratcliff, Polly Wheeler

Thu Mar 15, 2018

9am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWV0YW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who: Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan

9:30am  Grants (Greg Sheehan, Steven Howke) Rm 3358  
Video call:  
https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=c3RldmVuX2hvd2tlQGlv

Where: Room 3358  
Calendar: Steven Howke  
Created by: Jean Parrish  
Who: Rosslyn Murphy, Greg Sheehan, Steven Howke

10am  Meeting on access mapping Rm 6120  
Video call:  

Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Gregory Sheehan

10am  Meeting/Presentation with Theodore Roosevelt Conservation Partnership  
Where: Room 6120  
Calendar: David Bernhardt  
Created by: Gareth Rees  
Who:  Timothy Williams, David Bernhardt, Greg Sheehan, Todd Willens, Roslyn Sellars, Thomas Irwin

11am  Process for ESA package review (Greg, Aurelia) Rm 3358  
Video call:  

Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who: Aurelia Skipwith, Greg Sheehan
11:30am  Weekly FWS/SOL Meeting - Room 3359

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JiZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Jim Kurth, Stephen Guertin, Peg Romanik, Benjamin Jesup, Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Wendy Fink

12pm  Do Not Schedule

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JiZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1pm  Phone call (Greg and Joshua Winchell) Joshua should call Greg’s cell

Video call: https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JiZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Joshua Winchell, Greg Sheehan

1:30pm  Priority Items - Rm 3358

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JiZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel

2pm  Sea Urchins and Sea Cucumbers - Legal/ Regulatory Update (Aurelia, Greg, Peg Romanik, Richard Goeken) Rm 3144

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JiZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Aurelia Skipwith
Who: Richard Goeken, Aurelia Skipwith, Greg Sheehan, Peg Romanik

3pm  Meeting: (Greg Sheehan, Jerome Ford & AWEA) re: Eagle permitting under the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (BGEPA), ESA and bats-Room 3038

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JiZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: Room 3038
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Jerome Ford, Delores Bigby, mspeerschneider@awea.org, Greg Sheehan, OIEA OS, Gary Frazer, Gina Shultz, Lois Wellman, Craig Aubrey
3:30pm  **Internal Meeting**  
**Where:** 6114  
**Calendar:** David Bernhardt  
**Created by:** Catherine Gulac  
**Who:** Downey Magallanes, Gary Lawkowski, Daniel Jorjani, Greg Sheehan, David Bernhardt, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Todd Willens, Gareth Rees

4pm  **International Wildlife Conservation Council (IWCC) Member Reception - Secretary's office**  
**Video call:**  
**Where:** POC: Joshua Winchell  
**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars

6:15pm  **International Wildlife Conservation Council (IWCC) Member Dinner - Location: Carmine's, 425 Seventh Street NW, Wash., DC**  
**Video call:**  
**Where:** POC: Joshua Winchell  
**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Thomas Irwin

**Fri Mar 16, 2018**

8:30am  **IWCC member coffee/reception - Secretary Zinke's office**  
**Video call:**  
**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars

9am  **International Wildlife Conservation Council (IWCC) Meeting - North Penthouse**  
**Video call:**  
**Where:** MIB South Penthouse  
**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars

10:15am  **International Wildlife Conservation Council (IWCC) Meeting - South Penthouse**  
**Video call:**  
**Where:** MIB South Penthouse  
**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Thomas Irwin
3:30pm  PR/DJ Grant Event Planning meeting (Ben Cassidy, Alex Hinson, Heather Swift, Marshall Critchfield, Matthew Dermody, Zack Gambill, Aurelia Skipwith, Caroline Boulton, Doug Hobbs, El Nachmani) Rm 6013

Video call:

Where: Conference Room 6013
Calendar: Benjamin Cassidy
Created by: Valerie Smith

Who: Eli Nachmany, Aurelia Skipwith, Benjamin Cassidy, Matthew Dermody, Heather Swift, Jeffrey Fleming, Doug Hobbs, John Bockmier, Zachariah Gambill, Roslyn Sellars, Russell Newell, Alex Hinson, Paul Ross, Greg Sheehan, Todd Wynn, Thomas Irwin, Caroline Boulton, Marshall Critchfield, Jason Funes

5pm  Weekly Check-in call with Zack Gambill (Zack to call 202-208-4545)

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Zachariah Gambill, Greg Sheehan

Mon Mar 19, 2018

All day  Travel to Tallahassee for PRDJ Grant Event (3/19 -3/20)

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

9am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

10am  AD Staff meeting - Rm 3038

Video call:

Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Thomas Irwin
10am  Meeting (Greg, Todd, Jason, Aurelia and Katie Mills) on ESA - Rm 3144
Video call: https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW1AZn
Where: Room 3144
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Todd Willens, Tasha Robbins, Aurelia Skipwith, Kashyap Patel, Catherine Gulac, Thomas Garcia, Katie Mills, Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan, Jason Larrabee

11am  Meeting (Greg, Ed Grace, Eric Alvarez, Gloria Bell and Joan Galvin) to discuss import/export matters - Rm 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: Room 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Gloria Bell, A Alvarez, Edward Grace, jgalvin@kelleydrye.com, Greg Sheehan, OIEA OS, Craig Hoover

11:30am  Meeting with the Ambassador of Botswana to the United States (Greg Sheehan, Eric Alvarez, Gloria Bell, Jason Larrabee, Craig Hoover, Edward Grace) - Rm 3038
Video call: https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW1AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Gloria Bell, Tasha Robbins, A Alvarez, JoAn Mundt, Edward Grace, Craig Hoover, Greg Sheehan, Jason Larrabee, Michelle Gadd

12:30pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1pm  Interagency Shared Leadership Meeting (Forest Service-Glenn Casamassa, Chris French, Leslie Weldon, Vicki Christiansen, Jaelith Hall-Rivera; FWS-Greg & Jim; BLM-Brian Steed, Mike Nedd, Kristian Ball; BIA-Brian Rice, Jim James) - RM 5653
Where: BLM, MIB RM 5653 Conference Room
Calendar: ttoke@fs.fed.us
Created by: Greg Sheehan
1:30pm    Travel to Reagan National Airport for 3:30pm flight
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1:30pm    Travel to Tallahassee
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

5:30pm    Reminder: Flight to Tallahassee departs DCA at 3:30p
Calendar: Greg Sheehan

Tue Mar 20, 2018

All day    Travel to Tallahassee for PRDJ Grant Event (3/19 -3/20)
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

8am    Travel to Florida
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

12pm    Do Not Schedule
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

1pm  Weekly Politicals Meeting

Where: Secretary's Conference Room - 5160
Calendar: Natalie Davis

2:45pm  FWS weekly check in meeting

Video call:

Where: AS/FWP Conference Room -- 3144
Calendar: Maureen Foster
Created by: Tasha Robbins

Wed Mar 21, 2018

9am  Meeting CANCELLED! (Will set up conference call next week) with Julia Altemus, Montana Forest Products

Video call:

Where: Rm 6120; also attending: Chuck Roady - Stoltz, Bill Imbergamo – EDFFRC, Bob Boeh – Idaho Forest Group, Tom Schultz – IFG
Calendar: David Mihalic
Who: julia@montanaforests.com, Greg Sheehan, Aurelia Skipwith, David Mihalic, Amanda Kaste
10am Meeting with Jason Larrabee and Xcel Energy re: BGEPA
Video call:
Where:
1849 C. Street NW, Room 3152, Washington, DC 20240 ---- Code:  
Leader Code: 
Calendar: Jason Larrabee
Created by: Thomas Garcia
Who:
Tasha Robbins, Roslyn Sellars, Jason Larrabee, Thomas Garcia, ThomasIrwin, stephen.l.plevniak@xcelenergy.com, Greg Sheehan

11:30am [BPNA] Calif. Water Fix Briefing (Greg, Jim, Jason Larrabee and Region 8) -- Dial: Code: - Rm 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoY2Vz
Where: Rm 3358 or Dial: Code: 
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who:

12pm Do Not Schedule
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoY2Vz
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

Thu Mar 22, 2018

9am ES - Upper Colorado/San Juan River Recovery Program - Rm 3038
Video call:
Where: MIB - conference room 3038 (conference line - Passcode: 
Calendar: Gary Frazer
Created by: Lois Wellman
Who:
Jeff Newman, steve.wolff@wyo.gov, Roya Mogadam, Greg Sheehan, DavidHoskins, Gary Frazer, Alyssa Hausman

10am Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoY2Vz
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Charisa Morris, Kashyap Patel, Greg Sheehan
11:30am  Weekly FWS/SOL Meeting - Room 3359
Video call:
Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Jim Kurth, Stephen Guertin, Peg Romanik, Benjamin Jesup, Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Wendy Fink

12pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

12pm  Weekly Political Meetings w/Jason
Video call:
Where: Jason’s conference room - 3144 -- Call Zack on [redacted]
Calendar: Tasha Robbins

2pm  Priority Items - Rm 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

4:15pm  Meeting with Utah Department Natural Resources (Jim Cason, Todd Willens, Greg Sheehan) Rm 3038
Where: Room 3038
Calendar: James Cason
Created by: Gareth Rees
Who: James Cason, Thomas Irwin, Roslyn Sellars, Brian Steed, James Voyles, Greg Sheehan, Jeffery Rupert, Todd Willens
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

Fri Mar 23, 2018

9am
Briefing - VTC re: Final listing determination/Proposed 4d rule- LA Pinesnake (Greg, Todd, Aurelia, Jason Larrabee and Reg 4-via phone) - Room 3038
Video call:
https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: Room 3038
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin

10am
Duke Permit Application (Todd Willens, Jason Larrabee, Aurelia Skipwith, Greg Sheehan, Eric Alvarez, Gloria Bell, Gary Frazer, Craig Hoover, Tim Vannorman) Rm 3038
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: Rm 3038
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Todd Willens, Kashyap Patel, Catherine Gulac, Tim Vannorman, Jason Larrabee, Gloria Bell, Tasha Robbins, Aurelia Skipwith, A Alvarez, Charisa Morris, Craig Hoover, Greg Sheehan, Rosemarie Gnam, Gary Frazer

10:30am Priority items
Video call:

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Charisa Morris, Kashyap Patel, Greg Sheehan

11am Check in (Steve, Greg, Jim) - Rm 3358
Video call:
https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=c3RlcGhlbl9ndWVydGlj

Where: Room 3358
Calendar: Stephen Guertin
Who: Jim Kurth, Stephen Guertin, Greg Sheehan

12pm Do Not Schedule
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
1pm  Briefing re: NAWCA grants (Greg, Jerome, Mike Johnson, Sara Mott, Kari Duncan) Rm 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: Rm 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Jerome Ford, Sarah Mott, Kari Duncan, Mike Johnson, Greg Sheehan

2pm  Directorate VTC re: SO 3355/NEPA - Rm 3038 (POC: Gary Frazer)
Video call: https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

3pm  Priority items
Video call: https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Charisa Morris, Kashyap Patel, Greg Sheehan

Mon Mar 26, 2018
9am Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

10am  [BPC] (Greg, Todd & Region 6-via phone) FWS & USFS cooperation on the Hecla Mining Company, Montanore Mine project - Rm 3038-- Dial: [b] [b] 
Code: [b] [b] 
Video call: https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: Rm 3038-- Dial: [b] [b] 
Code: [b] [b] 
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Todd Willens, Tasha Robbins, Catherine Gulac, Thomas Garcia, GregSheehan, Jason Larrabee, Gareth Rees, Matt Hogan, Noreen Walsh
10:45am
Grizzly bear discussion with Richard Goeken - Dial:  
Video call: https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/__/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Who: Richard Goeken, Gary Frazer, Matt Hogan, Greg Sheehan

12pm Do Not Schedule
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/__/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

2pm Priority Items - Rm 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/__/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

3pm Meet with Dennis Stephens. Lewis river fish passage issue
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/__/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Who: Dennis.Stephens@KLGates.com, Greg Sheehan

4:30pm Depart Office for Travel to Norfolk
Video call: https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/__/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan

Tue Mar 27, 2018

All day Travel - North American Wildlife and Natural Resources Conference (Norfolk, VA)
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/__/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: Hilton Norfolk, The Main, 100 East Main Street, Norfolk, VA 23502
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin

8am Travel to Norfolk
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/__/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
9 am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar:  Greg Sheehan
Created by:  Roslyn Sellars
Who:  Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

12 pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar:  Greg Sheehan
Created by:  Roslyn Sellars

12 pm  Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation Luncheon - Hilton Norfolk the Main (Salon D)
Video call:  
https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar:  Greg Sheehan
Created by:  Thomas Irwin

1 pm  Optional Pre-Meeting Prior to Joint Meeting with State Directors - Location:  North American Conf., Norfolk, VA, Hilton Hotel, Ghent room
Video call:  

Where:  Hilton Norfolk THE MAIN, 100 E Main St, Norfolk, VA 23510, USA
Calendar:  Greg Sheehan
Created by:  Roslyn Sellars

1 pm  Speaking event:  N. Amer. Conf. Workshop on Workshop on Bridging Science and Management: Building Resiliency to Ensure Relevance - Norfolk, VA
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where:  Norfolk, VA
Calendar:  Greg Sheehan
Created by:  Roslyn Sellars
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

1pm  **Weekly Politicals Meeting**
*Where:* Secretary’s Conference Room - 5160  
*Calendar:* Natalie Davis  
*Who:*  

1:30pm  
**Speaking Event: AWCP meeting at the North American Conference in Norfolk, VA**
*Video call:*  
*Calendar:* Greg Sheehan  
*Created by:* Roslyn Sellars  
*Who:* Chris Tollefson, Greg Sheehan

2pm  **Priority Items - Rm 3358**
*Video call:*  
*Calendar:* Greg Sheehan  
*Created by:* Roslyn Sellars  
*Who:* Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

---

**Wed Mar 28, 2018**

All day  
**Travel - North American Wildlife and Natural Resources Conference (Norfolk, VA)**
*Video call:*  
*Calendar:* Greg Sheehan  
*Created by:* Thomas Irwin

8am  **Travel to Norfolk**
*Video call:*  
*Calendar:* Greg Sheehan  
*Created by:* Roslyn Sellars
9am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
    Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
    Calendar: Greg Sheehan
    Created by: Roslyn Sellars
    Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

12pm  Do Not Schedule
    Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
    Calendar: Greg Sheehan
    Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1pm  Directorate check-in while at the North American - Room 1783 (on the 3rd floor)
    Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
    Where: Hilton Norfolk THE MAIN, 100 E Main St, Norfolk, VA 23510, USA
    Calendar: Greg Sheehan
    Created by: Thomas Irwin
    Who: Charisa Morris, FWS Assistant Directors, Kashyap Patel, Greg Sheehan, FWS Regional Directors

2pm  Priority Items - Rm 3358
    Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
    Calendar: Greg Sheehan
    Created by: Roslyn Sellars
    Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

6pm  Boone and Crockett Dinner/Reception - Granby E ballroom, Hilton Main hotel, Table 8
    Video call: https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWVoYWYW
    Calendar: Greg Sheehan
    Created by: Roslyn Sellars

Thu Mar 29, 2018

All day  Travel - North American Wildlife and Natural Resources Conference (Norfolk, VA)
    Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
    Where: Hilton Norfolk, The Main, 100 East Main Street, Norfolk, VA 23502
    Calendar: Greg Sheehan
    Created by: Thomas Irwin
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

8am  **Travel to Norfolk**

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

12pm  **Do Not Schedule**

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

2pm  **Coop required annual training.**


Calendar: Greg Sheehan

2pm  **Meet with Shane Mahoney**


Calendar: Greg Sheehan

**Fri Mar 30, 2018**

All day  **Travel - North American Wildlife and Natural Resources Conference (Norfolk, VA)**

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: Hilton Norfolk, The Main, 100 East Main Street, Norfolk, VA 23502
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin

8am  **Travel to Norfolk**


Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
10am    Meet Russ and Karoline Newell and their newborn daughter Nora
Video call:

Where: Room 6013
Calendar: Laura Rigas
Who:

10:30am    Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel

12pm    Lunch hosted by the American Sportfishing Association - Location:
Norfolk, VA at N. Amer. Conf.
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

2pm    Priority Items - Rm 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

Mon Apr 2, 2018

9am    Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan
9:30am Pre-brief for 11:30a SFBPC Call (Greg/Linda Friar) Rm 3358
Video call: https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW...

Where: Rm 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Linda Friar, Greg Sheehan, David Hoskins

10am AD Staff meeting - Rm 3038
Video call:

Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Thomas Irwin

10:30am Meet w/Greg Sheehan, FWS RE: Introductory Meeting
Video call:

Where: Susan's office - 3160
Calendar: Tasha Robbins
Who: Susan Combs, Roslyn Sellars, Thomas Irwin, Greg Sheehan, Tasha Robbins

11am Meeting (Greg, Paul R. and Erica Rhoad of NRA-ILA) on NRA's new, free, online hunter education course - Rm 3038

Where: Rm 3038
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Paul Rauch, Delores Bigby, Greg Sheehan, OIEA OS

11:30am Phone call: Greg Sheehan/Linda Friar/Scott Kovoravic-SFBPC Chair & Exec. Director, Izaak Walton League of America (Scott Kovoravic to call 202-208-4545) - Rm 3358

Where: Rm 3358, Scott Kovoravic to call 202-208-4545
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Linda Friar, skovarovics@iwla.org, Greg Sheehan, OIEA OS, David Hoskins

12pm Do Not Schedule
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
1pm

OIG monthly status update meeting/conference call (Jim, Steve, Kathy Garrity, Keith Toomey, Charisa) Room 3359

Video call:

Where: Dial: Code:

Calendar: Jim Kurth
Who:
Jim Kurth, Charisa Morris, Stephen Guertin, Gregory Sheehan, Katherine Garrity, Greg Sheehan, Casey Hammond, Keith Toomey

2pm

NOTE: New Time - FWS Budget Overview and Hurricane Briefing/ w/Susan Combs

Video call:

Where: AS/FWP conference room - 3144

Calendar: Tasha Robbins
Who:
Jim Kurth, Thomas Irwin, Chris Nolin, Roslyn Sellars, Tasha Robbins, Greg Sheehan, Susan Combs, Maureen Foster

3pm Priority items

Video call:

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Charisa Morris, Kashyap Patel, Greg Sheehan

4pm Scheduling/Travel (Greg/Roslyn)

Video call:

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

Tue Apr 3, 2018

9:30am Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358

Video call:

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan

10:30am Meeting re: Commitment & Planning Support (CPS) Inter-agency Agreement (IAG)--Greg Sheehan/Mary Josie Blanchard - Rm 3358

Video call:

Where: Rm 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Mary Josie Blanchard, Jim Kurth
11am  Meeting (Greg, Gloria and Eric) to discuss Grants - Rm 3358
Video call: https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/11am/11am/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: Rm - 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Gloria Bell, A Alvarez, Greg Sheehan, Craig Hoover

11:30am  Briefing for Greg on MBP Grants (Greg, Jerome, Mike Johnson, Zack Gambill via phone) - Rm 3358 - Zack to call 208-4545
Video call: https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/11am/11am/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Jerome Ford, Mike Johnson, Greg Sheehan, Zachariah Gambill

12pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/12pm/12pm/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1pm  Weekly Politicla Meeting
Where: Secretary's Conference Room- 5160
Calendar: Natalie Davis

2pm  Priority Items - Rm 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/2pm/2pm/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

---

Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director
2:30pm  Catch Up re: Canada/Caribou (Greg Sheehan/Karen Senhadji) - Rm 3358

Where: Rm - 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Charisa Morris, Karen Senhadji, Bud Cribley, Kashyap Patel, Greg Sheehan

2:45pm  FWS weekly check in meeting

Where: AS/FWP Conference Room -- 3144
Calendar: Maureen Foster
Created by: Tasha Robbins

3:15pm  Meeting re: Permit by Permit Approach & Potential import of a polar bear from Mexico (Greg and IA staff) Dial: Code:

Where: Rm 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Mary Cogliano, Gloria Bell, Kashyap Patel, A Alvarez, Charisa Morris, Craig Hoover, Greg Sheehan

4pm  DOI Operations Meeting - AS/FWP
Where: Room 6120
Calendar: Gareth Rees

Wed Apr 4, 2018

All day  Sport Fishing and Boating Partnership Council meeting - MIB Room 5160

Where: Room 5160
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
9 am  Sportfish and boating council - Rm 5160
  Video call:  
    https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
  Calendar: Greg Sheehan

9:10 am  
  SPEAKING: "Greet the Group" at Sport Fishing and Recreational Boating Partnership Council (SFBPC)  
  Video call:  
    https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
  Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin

12 pm  Do Not Schedule
  Video call:  
    https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
  Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

12 pm  Prep for 2018 Operations Plan Meeting with Susan Combs (Greg, Chris Nolin, Jim, Steve) Rm 3358  
  Video call:  
    https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
  Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who:  
  Jim Kurth, Chris Nolin, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris, Barbara Wainman

1 pm  
  Secretary Zinke to Drop By Sport Fishing and Boating Partnership Council Meeting  
  Where: 5160
  Calendar: ios.doi.gov
Created by: Leila Getto
Who:  
  Greg Sheehan, Tami Heilemann, Eli Nachmany, Wesley Bullock, Downey Magallanes, Lori Mashburn

1:30 pm  
  FWS meeting 2018 Operations Plan meeting with Susan Combs - (Greg, Chris Nolin) Rm 3160  
  Video call:  
    https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
  Where: Susan's office - 3160
  Calendar: Tasha Robbins
Who: Thomas Irwin, Greg Sheehan, Roslyn Sellars, Chris Nolin, Susan Combs, Tasha Robbins
Thu Apr 5, 2018

2pm  Prep for Hurricane Budget Briefing - Rm 3357 or Dial: Code: 

Where: (Code corrected) Code: , Code: 

Calendar: Stephen Guertin
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

8am  Annual Leave

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

9am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

10:30am  B&A JAO Listening Session

Calendar: Brian Bloodsworth
Who: Rebekah Giddings, FWHQ ITM HQ Federal Staff, Jim Kurth, FWHQ_BPHC_All, Kristin Young, Kevin Bumatay, Kenneth Taylor, Stephen Guertin, Janine Velasco, FWS BMO All Employees, Greg Sheehan, Shelley Hartmann, Brian Bloodsworth, Martha Spadafore, Pamela Sirotzky

11:30am  Weekly FWS/SOL Meeting - Room 3359

Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Benjamin Jesup, Jim Kurth, Peg Romanik, Charisa Morris, Wendy Fink, Stephen Guertin, Greg Sheehan
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

12pm Do Not Schedule
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1pm JAO Listening Session - All Customers
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: FWS Skyline - Rachel Carson Conference Center (1W104 - 1W112)
Calendar: Brian Bloodsworth
Who: Stephen Guertin, Martha Spadafore, Greg Sheehan, Kristin Young, FWS BMOAll Employees, Cynthia Martinez, James Gale, FWHQ ITM HQ Federal Staff, Shelley Hartmann, Seth Mott, Rebekah Giddings, Brian Bloodsworth, FWHQ_BPHC_All, Gina Shultz, Charisa Morris, Gloria Bell, Steve Chase, Benjamin Tuggle, Kevin Bumatay, Pamela Sirotzky, Paul Rauch, Denise Sheehan, David Hoskins, Shaun Sanchez, Matthew Huggler, Jim Willis, Barbara Wainman, Gary Frazer, Jim Kurth, Robert Curry, Edward Grace, Mike Johnson, Kenneth Taylor, Carol Greeley, John Schmerfeld, Jerome Ford, Janine Velasco

Fri Apr 6, 2018

All day Annual leave (4/5 - 4/6)
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

8am Annual Leave
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

9am Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan

12pm Do Not Schedule
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

2pm Priority Items - Rm 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Kashyap Patel, Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris
All day    Charisa AL

Video call:

Calendar: Charisa Morris
Who: Barbara Wainman, Nikki Randolph, Zachariah Gambill, Thomas Irwin, Xiomara Labiosa, Jim Kurth, Kashyap Patel, Bud Cribley, Maureen Foster, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin, Donnice Hancock, Charisa Morris, Roslyn Sellars

9am    Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

10am    Management Improvement Team Meeting with Scott Cameron - Rm 5160

Where: Room 5160 - : Participant; - Leader

Calendar: Jean Parrish

11am    Humane Society Meeting (Aurelia, Cally Younger, Raymond Sauvajot, Richard Goeken, Brian Steed) rm 3144

Video call:

Where: MIB Room 3144
Calendar: Aurelia Skipwith
Who: Stephen Guertin, Raymond Sauvajot, Greg Sheehan, Cally Younger, Aurelia Skipwith, Richard Goeken, Claire Shields, Brian Steed

2:30pm    Allocation Issue - Investments/ongoing commitments (Greg, Steve, Jim, Chris Nolin, Ken Taylor, Shelley Hartman, Matt Huggler, Shaun Sanchez) Rm 3357

Video call:

Where: Rm 3357
Calendar: Stephen Guertin
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Kenneth Taylor, Stephen Guertin, Greg Sheehan, Chris Nolin, Barbara Wainman, Matthew Huggler, Shelley Hartmann, Jim Kurth, Shaun Sanchez
3pm
Allocation Issue - LCC Funding (Greg, Steve, Jim, Chris Nolin, Ben Tuggle, Seth Mott) Rm 3357

Where: Rm 3357
Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Barbara Wainman, Chris Nolin, Matthew Huggler, Greg Sheehan, Benjamin Tuggle, Seth Mott, Stephen Guertin, Jim Kurth

3:30pm
BRIEFING (Greg, Cynthia Martinez, Eric Alvarez, Ken Fowler, Mike Johnson and Sarah Mott) to review 4/25 MBCC meeting proposals - Rm 3358

Where: Room 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin

4:15pm
Meeting (Greg, Cynthia M., Barbara W., Marty K. and Devin Helfrich) on National Defense Authorization Act, FWS comments - Rm 3358

Where: Room 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Cynthia Martinez, Martin Kodis, Shaun Sanchez, Barbara Wainman, Xiomara Labiosa, Devin Helfrich, Greg Sheehan, Azuredee Perkins

Tue Apr 10, 2018
All day Roslyn - Out of Office until noon
Video call: https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=cm9zbHluX3NlbgxhmN

Who: Roslyn Sellars, Charisa Morris, Jim Kurth, Stephen Guertin, Greg Sheehan
Going? Yes
9:30am
Greg Sheehan Phone Call with U.S. Ambassadors in Southern Africa
(Eric Alvarez, Craig Hoover, Gloria Bill) (Dial-in: [b] (5) [b] ______ Passcode: [b] (5) _______ ) - Rm 3038
Where: (Dial-in: [b] (5) ______ Passcode: [b] (5) _______ ) - Rm 3038
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Gloria Bell, A Alvarez, Craig Hoover, repkoem@state.gov, Michelle Gadd, Greg Sheehan, OIEA OS, Rosemarie Gnam, Dirck Byler

10am Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Kashyap Patel

10:30am Meeting (Greg, Tom Franklin, Jef Hodges and Steve Chapman)
National Bobwhite Conservation Initiative - Rm 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Cynthia Martinez, tfranklin@trcp.org, Shaun Sanchez, Xiomara Labiosa, Greg Sheehan, Azuredee Perkins, OIEA OS

11am Meeting with National HCP Coalition (Gary, Greg, Lisa Ellis, Trish Adams)
Rm 3038
Where: MIB 3038
Calendar: FWS MIB Dir.Conf. Rm 3038
Created by: Gary Frazer
Who: Trish Adams, Roslyn Sellars, Lois Wellman, Lisa Ellis, Gary Frazer, Greg Sheehan, Thomas Irwin, [b] (6) ______

11:30am Appropriations Language (Greg, Jim, Steve, Chris, Barbara, Marty) Rm 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Barbara Wainman, Jim Kurth, Chris Nolin, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin, Rachel Merkel, Martin Kodis
12pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1pm  Weekly Politicals Meeting
Where: Secretary's Conference Room- 5160
Calendar: Natalie Davis

2pm  ESA Review Process Briefing (Greg Sheehan, Todd Willens, Susan Combs, Aurelia Skipwith, Gary Frazer, Katie Mills) - Rm 3038
Video call:
https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: Rm 3038
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Todd Willens, Aurelia Skipwith, Gary Frazer, Tasha Robbins, Thomas Garcia, Catherine Gulac, Katie Mills, Gareth Rees, Greg Sheehan, Susan Combs, Gina Shultz

2:45pm  NOTE: New Location: room 3038 FWS weekly check in meeting
Where: AS/FWP Conference Room -- 3144
Calendar: Maureen Foster
Created by: Tasha Robbins

3:30pm  Diversity Program Enterprise (Greg, Jim, Steve and Inez Uhl) - Rm 3359
Video call:

Where: Rm 3359
Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Lisa Danaceau, Stephen Guertin, Greg Sheehan, Inez Uhl, Jim Kurth, Rickey Siggal
23rd Trilateral (Canada/Mexico/US) Committee Meeting - NCTC (4/11 - 4/12)

All day

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

8am 23rd Trilateral (Canada/Mexico/US) Committee Meeting - NCTC (4/9 - 4/12)

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

9am Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

Who: Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan

12pm Do Not Schedule

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

4:30pm Laura Rigas SURPRISE birthday party!

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: 6013

Calendar: Faith Vander Voort

Who:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Video call</th>
<th>Calendar</th>
<th>Created by</th>
<th>Who</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8pm</td>
<td><strong>Travel from NCTC</strong></td>
<td><a href="https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn">https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn</a></td>
<td>Greg Sheehan</td>
<td>Roslyn Sellars</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fri Apr 13, 2018</td>
<td><strong>Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358</strong></td>
<td><a href="https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn">https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn</a></td>
<td>Greg Sheehan</td>
<td>Roslyn Sellars</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Who: Kashyap Patel, Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
10am

**BRIEFING (Greg and Gary) General Overview on Mitigation Policy - Rm 3358**

Video call:

Where: Rm 3358  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Thomas Irwin  
Who: Charisa Morris, Kashyap Patel, Gary Frazer, Greg Sheehan, Lois Wellman, Christy Johnson Hughes, Craig Aubrey, Jason Miller, Ben Thatcher, Ashley Stilson

11am

**Phone call with David Scott (Greg Sheehan/Jim Kurth) David will call (202) 208-4545**

Video call:


Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Thomas Irwin  
Who: , Greg Sheehan, Jim Kurth

12pm    Do Not Schedule

12:30pm

**Monthly ESA Actions Briefing (Todd, Gary, Aurelia, Bridget Fahey, Gina Shultz, Susan Combs) Rm 3038**

Video call:

Where: 3038  
Calendar: Todd Willens  
Created by: Catherine Gulac  
Who: Don Morgan, Todd Willens, Greg Sheehan, Catherine Gulac, Thomas Irwin, Gina Shultz, Lois Wellman, Tasha Robbins, Roslyn Sellars, Jason Larrabee, Thomas Garcia, Maureen Foster, Susan Combs, Sarah Quamme, Gary Frazer, Aurelia Skipwith, Jim Kurth, Bridget Fahey

2pm

**Phone call re: Oregon Forests & Wolves (Greg Sheehan, Mark Owens-Harney County Commissioner, Pete Runnel-Harney County Judge) - (Dial-in:  Passcode: **

Video call:


Where: (Dial-in:  Passcode: ** - Rm 3358  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who: kerry.opie@co.harney.or.us, Greg Sheehan, Nicole Tsugawa, Theresa Rabot, Rose Reed, Robyn Thorson, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris, Zachariah Gambill
2:45pm  Phone call (Greg and Leonard Jordan) Leonard will call (202) 208-4545  

Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Thomas Irwin

3pm  
FWS meeting with The Great Outdoors Fund re: a partnership between FWS and The Great Outdoors Fund to help enhance recreational opportunities on refuges-Rm 3358  

Where: Rm 3358  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who: Robert Miller, Cynthia Martinez, Linda Walker, Shaun Sanchez, lori@thegreatoutdoorsfund.org, Greg Sheehan, OIEA OS

3:30pm  Phone call with Casey Stemler (Greg Sheehan/Jim Kurth) - Casey to call 202-208-4545  

Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who: Jim Kurth, Greg Sheehan, Casey Stemler

6:05pm  David Bernhardt  

Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

Mon Apr 16, 2018

8am  Follow up 4/13 Meeting (Greg, Susan Combs) -Rm 3160  
Where: 3160  
Calendar: Susan Combs  
Created by: Thomas Garcia  
Who: Thomas Irwin, Susan Combs, Greg Sheehan, Roslyn Sellars, Tasha Robbins

9am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358  
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who: Charisa Morris, Kashyap Patel, Greg Sheehan
10 am  Meeting (Greg and Jerome) on Eagle Permit Issue - Rm 3358  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Thomas Irwin  
Who: Jerome Ford, Delores Bigby, Greg Sheehan  

10:30 am  
Meeting (Greg and Seth Mott) on Science Applications re-branding - Rm 3358  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Thomas Irwin  
Who: Seth Mott, Greg Sheehan, Benjamin Tuggle  

11 am  
Meeting with DOI & USDA (David Bernhardt, Todd Willens, Greg Sheehan, Richard Goeken, Gina Shultz, Downy Magallanes) Rm 6120  
Where: Room 5160  
Calendar: David Bernhardt  
Created by: Gareth Rees  
Who: Greg Sheehan, Susan Combs, Downey Magallanes, Tasha Robbins, PegRomanik, Maureen Foster, Todd Willens, Gina Shultz, Gary Frazer, Richard Goeken, David Bernhardt  

1 pm  
[Confirmed] BLM/FWS meeting re: Sage Grouse (Greg Sheehan, Michael Nedd, Brian St George-via phone, Brian Steed, Kristin Bail) - Room 3358, Brian St George to call 202-208-4545  
Where: Room 3358, Brian St George to call 202-208-4545  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who: Michael Nedd, Brian Steed, Ursula Massey, Kristin Bail, YolandoMack-Thompson, Brian St George, Greg Sheehan  

1:30 pm  
Meeting re: London Conference on Illegal Wildlife Trade (Greg Sheehan, Sam Myers, Eric Alvarez, Craig Hoover, Gloria Bell, Ed Grace, Karen Senhadji, Ryan Close) - Rm 3038  
Where: Rm 3038  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who: Gloria Bell, Craig Hoover, A Alvarez, Greg Sheehan, benjamin.springer@fco.gov.uk, OIEA OS, Karen Senhadji, Ryan Close, Edward Grace
2:30pm  Vacancies and Waivers (Greg, Jim, Steve) Rm 3359
Video call:
https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYWVf

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Charisa Morris, Kashyap Patel, Jim Kurth, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin

3pm
Meeting/Conference Call re: Bison/Grand Canyon (Greg Sheehan, Danny Smith and Sue Masica) - Rm 3358 (Dial-in: Passcode: )

Video call:
https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYWVf

Where: (Dial-in: Passcode: ) - Rm 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Kashyap Patel, Janice DeSordi, Danny Smith, Charisa Morris, GregSheehan, Sue Masica, Paul (Dan) Smith, Christine Powell, ClaireShields, Raymond Sauvajot, Rick Obernesser

3:30pm
In-person meeting (Greg and Noreen Walsh) sage grouse and a personnel matter - Rm 3358

Video call:
https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYWVf

Where: Rm 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Stephanie Potter, Greg Sheehan, Noreen Walsh

4pm
Meeting with Friant Water Authority re: Bay Delta BiOps (Greg Sheehan, Kaylee Allen-Region 8 via phone) Dial: Code: - Rm 3038

Video call:
https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYWVf

Where: Room 3038
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Jody Holzworth, Kashyap Patel, tdykstra@tfgnet.com, Charisa Morris, Paul Souza, Greg Sheehan, OIEA OS, Kaylee Allen

4:30pm  Mitigation Discussion
Video call:

Where: 6120
Calendar: Katie Mills
Who: Katie Mills, Greg Sheehan, Susan Combs, Gary Lawkowski, Todd Willens
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

5:30pm  TRAVEL: To Metropolitan Club
Video call:  https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/...hceid=Z3J1Z19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar:  Greg Sheehan
Created by:  Thomas Irwin

6pm
Ducks Unlimited & Wetlands America Trust Reception - The Metropolitan Club, 1700 H St NW, Wash., DC
Video call:  
Where:  The Metropolitan Club, 1700 H St NW, Washington, DC 20006, USA
Calendar:  Greg Sheehan
Created by:  Thomas Irwin

Tue Apr 17, 2018

All day  Directorate Meeting (ADs and RDs only) - Falls Church, VA
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3J1Z19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where:  Falls Church, VA, USA
Calendar:  Greg Sheehan
Created by:  Thomas Irwin
Who:  Greg Sheehan, FWS Directorate Secretaries, FWS Directorate & Deputies

9am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3J1Z19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar:  Greg Sheehan
Created by:  Roslyn Sellars
Who:  Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

10am  Monthly Meeting with Assistant Secretaries, Directors, & Advisors
Where:  5160 Conference Room
Calendar:  ios.doi.gov
Created by:  Leila Getto
Who:  Scott Cameron, Leila Getto, James Reilly, Steven Howke, Scott Angelle, Vincent Devito, Brenda Burman, John Tahsuda, Timothy Petty, Scott Hommel, Greg Sheehan, David Mihalic, Lori Mashburn, Joseph Balash, Downey Magallanes, Paul (Dan) Smith, John Tanner, Aaron Thiele, Elinor Werner, David Bernhardt, Rick May, Samantha Hebert, Brian Steed, Todd Willens, Douglas Domenech, Gareth Rees, Michael Argo, Daniel Jorjani, John Bockmier, Katharine MacGregor, Susan Combs, James Cason, Todd Wynn, Casey Hammond

12pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3J1Z19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar:  Greg Sheehan
Created by:  Roslyn Sellars
1 pm  Weekly Politicals Meeting
Where: Secretary's Conference Room- 5160
Calendar: Natalie Davis

3 pm  Susan and Greg to meet
Video call:
Where: Susan's office
Calendar: Tasha Robbins
Who: Tasha Robbins, Thomas Irwin, Greg Sheehan, Susan Combs, Roslyn Sellars

3:30 pm  Meeting w/Susan, Greg and Ed Keable
Video call: https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW1
Where: Susan's office - 3160
Calendar: Tasha Robbins
Who: Susan Combs, Thomas Irwin, Edward Keable, Roslyn Sellars, Greg Sheehan, Tasha Robbins

4 pm  Monthly meeting with FWP
Where: Secretary's Office
Calendar: los.doi.gov
Created by: Leila Getto
Who: Scott Hommel, Gareth Rees, David Bernhardt, Caroline Boulton, Maureen Foster, Downey Magallanes, Todd Willens, Greg Sheehan, Susan Combs, Paul (Dan) Smith, Tasha Robbins

4:30 pm  Meeting: Greg, Paul Souza, Susan Combs - Rm 3358
Video call: https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW1
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
All day  Directorate Meeting (ADs and RDs only) - Falls Church, VA
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI/Z19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: Falls Church, VA, USA
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Greg Sheehan, FWS Directorate Secretaries, FWS Directorate & Deputies

9am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI/Z19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

10:30am  External Meeting - Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation
Where: Room 6120
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
Who: Thomas Irwin, Greg Sheehan, David Bernhardt, Roslyn Sellars, Matthew Dermody, Benjamin Cassidy

11am  FWS Package Briefing
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI/Z19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: Conference Room 3144
Calendar: Gary Frazer
Created by: Lois Wellman
Who: Aurelia Skipwith, Tasha Robbins, Megan Apgar, Jason Larrabee, Thomas Irwin, Greg Sheehan, Gary Frazer, Roslyn Sellars, Maureen Foster

12pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI/Z19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

2:30pm  Meeting/Conference Call (Greg, Jim, Steve, Jerome, Robyn and Terry) on Eagle permit issue (Dial-in: [Redacted] Passcode: [Redacted] - Rachel Carson Conference Center room 1W112
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI/Z19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: (Dial-in: [Redacted] Passcode: [Redacted] Skyline HQ - Rachel Carson Conference Center room 1W112
Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Stephen Guertin, Jerome Ford, Rose Reed, Robyn Thorson, Theresa Rabot, Greg Sheehan, Jim Kurth, Delores Bigby
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

5pm Greg Sheehan (Principal Deputy Director of FWS): Pebble Mine Project
Where: Department of Interior, 1849 C St NW, Washington, DC 20240 (room 3358)
Calendar: william@naturalresourceresults.com
Created by: Greg Sheehan
Who: Greg Sheehan, Jenna Sugg, Lewis Lowe, Sara Tucker

Thu Apr 19, 2018

All day Directorate Meeting (ADs and RDs only) - Falls Church, VA
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI519qX3NoZWVoY5AZn

Where: Falls Church, VA, USA
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Greg Sheehan, FWS Directorate Secretaries, FWS Directorate & Deputies

8am Meet with Steve Thompson forestry issues - Rm 3358
Video call: https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI519qX3NoZWVoYW

Where: Rm 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan

9am Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI519qX3NoZWVoY5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

12pm Do Not Schedule
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI519qX3NoZWVoY5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1:30pm Meet and Greet (FWS Directorate and Senior Advisor to the Secretary, Susan Combs) - Kiowa Room (Bison Bistro)-Main Interior Bldg
Video call: https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI519qX3NoZWVoYW

Where: Kiowa Room (Bison Bistro)
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
**Meet and Greet (FWS Directorate and Deputy Director for NPS, Danny Smith) - Kiowa Room (Bison Bistro)-- Main Interior Bldg**

Video call:

Where: Kiowa Room (Bison Bistro)- Main Interior Bldg  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Thomas Irwin  

**NWRS Grants Discussion (Greg, Cynthia Martinez, Aurelia Skipwith) - Rm 3358**

Video call:

Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who: Shaun Sanchez, Xiomara Labiosa, Cynthia Martinez, Greg Sheehan, Aurelia Skipwith

**Grants discussion (Greg Sheehan, Amy Lueders-Region 2, Aurelia Skipwith) - Greg's office, Rm 3358**

Video call:

Where: Greg's office, Rm 3358  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who: Amy Lueders, Greg Sheehan, Aurelia Skipwith

**Fri Apr 20, 2018**

**8:30am** Meet w/Greg Sheehan and Mike Oetker RE: Red Wolves

Video call:
https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=dGFzaGFhb9yb2JiaW5z

Where: Susan's office  
Calendar: Tasha Robbins  
Who: Michael Oetker, Greg Sheehan, Roslyn Sellars, Tasha Robbins, Susan Combs, Thomas Irwin

**9am** Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358

Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIJ19qX3NoZWWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris
9:30am  Meeting re: the Elephant Initiative (Greg, Eric Alvarez, IA Staff) Rm 3358
Video call:

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Gloria Bell, A Alvarez, Rosemarie Gnam, Craig Hoover, Michelle Gadd, Thomas Irwin, Greg Sheehan, Dirck Byler

10:30am  Refuges FY18 Allocation Briefing (Greg, Steve, Jim, Cynthia, Shaun, Ketti Spomer, Rachel Merkel, Chris Nolin, Hillary Harm) - Rm 3038
Video call:

Where: Rm 3038
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

11:30am  CSKT Presentation for FWS - Rm 3038 - Region 6 via phone (Dial: Code:
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYWV5AZn

Where: Rm 3038 - Region 6 via phone (Dial: Code:
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

12:30pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYWV5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1pm  Call Casey Stemler
Video call:

Calendar: Greg Sheehan

2pm  Priority items
Video call:

Where: U.S. Department of the Interior 1849 C St NW Washington DC 20240 UnitedStates
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

4:30pm Meeting with David Bernhardt - Rm 6114
Video call:

Where: 6114
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Catherine Gulac
Who: Catherine Gulac, David Bernhardt, Greg Sheehan, Roslyn Sellars, Thomas Irwin

Mon Apr 23, 2018

9am Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

10am AD Staff meeting - Rm 3038
Video call:

Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who:

11am Meeting (Greg and Jason Jurgena) to discuss artwork from MIB - Rm 3358
Video call:

Where: Rm 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Charisa Morris, Kashyap Patel, Jason Jurgena, Greg Sheehan

11:30am
OLE Director Position (Greg Sheehan & Jason Thompson-Asst. Director, BIA, Office of Justice Services) rm 3358
Video call:

Where: Rm 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Jason Thompson, Greg Sheehan

12pm Do Not Schedule
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

1pm

Internal FWS Briefing for Meeting with Monsanto (Greg, Tom Melius, Charlie Wooley, Chuck Traxler, Craig Czarnecki, Monsanto Staff) - Rm 3038

Video call:
https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW...

Where: Room 3038
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Craig Czarnecki, Tom Melius, Charles Wooley, Conni Conner, Jim Kurth, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin, Charles Traxler, Barbara Wainman, Seth Mott, Benjamin Tuggle

2pm  Priority Items - Rm 3358

Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Kashyap Patel, Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris

3pm

Hold: Phone call: Greg Sheehan/Ed Grace re: Echinoderms (Ed to call 208-4545)

Video call:

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Edward Grace

3:30pm  Budget discussion with Greg/Steve Guertin

Video call:
https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW...

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Who: Stephen Guertin, Greg Sheehan, Jim Kurth

4:15pm  Program Allocation Meeting w/Science Applications - Rm 3357

Video call:
https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW...

Where: Rm 3357
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin

Tue Apr 24, 2018

9am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358

Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan
9:30am
Region 6 Grant Discussion (Dial-in:  Passcode:  Rm 3358
Video call:
Where:  Dial-in:  Passcode:  
Calendar:  Greg Sheehan
Created by:  Roslyn Sellars
Who:  Greg Sheehan, Noreen Walsh, Aurelia Skipwith, Stephanie Potter, Matt Hogan

10am
Meeting with Xcel Energy re: Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act - Rm 3358
Video call:
Where:  Rm 3358
Calendar:  Greg Sheehan
Created by:  Thomas Irwin
Who:
Kashyap Patel, stephen.l.plevniak@xcelenergy.com, Greg Sheehan, OIEAOS, Jerome Ford, Gary Frazer, Mike Johnson

11am
FWS Construction Account Flexibility (Scott Cameron, Susan Combs, Denise Flanigan, Brent Range, Olivia Ferriter, Jason Freihage) Rm 3144
Video call:
Where:  Room 3144
Calendar:  Scott Cameron
Created by:  Jean Parrish
Who:
Brent Range, Abigail Miller, Greg Sheehan, Denise Flanagan, Scott Cameron, Tasha Robbins, Roslyn Sellars, Susan Combs, Chris Nolin, Jason Freihage, Olivia Ferriter, Jim Kurth, Steven Farrell, Adrianne Moss

12pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar:  Greg Sheehan
Created by:  Roslyn Sellars
1pm  Weekly Politicals Meeting
Where: Secretary's Conference Room- 5160
Calendar: Natalie Davis

2pm Hold for Monsanto MOU briefing for David Bernhardt- Rm 6120
Where: Room 6120
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Tom Melius, Conni Conner, Greg Sheehan

2pm Monsanto MOU briefing for David Bernhardt-Rm 6120
Where: Room 6120
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
Who: Tom Melius, Greg Sheehan, Roslyn Sellars, Susan Combs, Maureen Foster, David Bernhardt, Thomas Irwin, Tasha Robbins

3pm Migratory Bird Budget Allocation Briefing - Rm 3038
Where: Rm 3038
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Dan Patterson, Jerome Ford, Jim Kurth, Mike Johnson, Chris Nolin, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris, Ken Richkus, Scott Carleton, Sarah Mott

4pm Discussion re: 10J Grizzly Options/Wolf Language (Greg, Gary) Rm 3358
Video call: 
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Gary Frazer, Greg Sheehan
**Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director**

**Wed Apr 25, 2018**

---

**All day  Administrative Professionals Day**

**Video call:**
https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVVoYW:

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Thomas Irwin

---

**8am  Susan Combs and Gary**

**Video call:**
https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVVoYW:

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan

---

**8:30am  Migratory Bird Conservation Commission Meeting - South Penthouse**

**Where:** DOI South Penthouse  
**Calendar:** ios.doi.gov  
**Created by:** Leila Getto  
**Who:** Downey Magallanes, Susan Combs, Gregory Knee, John Tanner, Greg Sheehan

---

**10am  International Affairs FY18 Allocation Briefing - Rm 3357**

**Video call:**
https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVVoYW:

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars  
**Who:** Carol Greeley, Gloria Bell, A Alvarez, Craig Hoover, Jim Kurth, Chris Nolin, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin

---

**11:30am  Critical Vacanies (Greg, Jim and Steve) - Rm 3357**

**Video call:**
https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVVoYW:

**Where:** Rm 3357  
**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Thomas Irwin  
**Who:** Charisa Morris, Kashyap Patel, Jim Kurth, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin

---

**12pm  Do Not Schedule**

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVVoYW5AZn

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars

---

**1pm  Meeting (Greg and Science Application ARDs) - Rm 3038-MIB**

**Video call:**
https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVVoYW:

**Where:** Rm 3038  
**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Thomas Irwin  
**Who:** Seth Mott, Greg Sheehan, Benjamin Tuggle
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

1:30pm  
Meeting (Jim, Steve, Chris, Shaun, David and Gary) to select project list for $50 m dm funding - Rm 3357  
Video call:  
Where:  
Calendar:  
Created by:  

2:30pm  
Steve Belinda  
Video call:  
Calendar:  
Created by:  
Who:  

3pm  
[BPR] Meeting/Conference Call (Greg, Reg 4 and Brian Murphy, Exec Director for the Quality Deer Mgmt Association) - Rm 3358  
Video call:  
Where: (Dial-in:  
Passcode:  
- Rm 3358  
Calendar:  
Created by:  
Who:  Leopoldo Miranda, Bill Uihlein, Larry Williams, Acquanetta Reese, Laura Maloof, Michael Oetker, Greg Sheehan, OIEA OS

3:30pm  
Phone call re: Grey Wolves (Greg Sheehan, Micah Chambers, Barbara Wainman, and Cody Stewart, HNR Staff Director) Dial in to be provided - Rm 3358  
Video call:  
Where: Rm 3358  
Calendar:  
Created by:  
Who:  Barbara Wainman, Greg Sheehan, Micah Chambers

4pm  
Priority Items - Rm 3358  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
Calendar:  
Created by:  
Who:  Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel

4:30pm  
Archery Trade Association - meet new CEO and Dan Forester  
Video call:  
https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW  
Calendar:  
Created by:  
Who:  mattkormann@archerytrade.org, Greg Sheehan, danforster@archerytrade.org
6pm  Travel to Andrew W. Mellon Auditorium in Washington, DC
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: Andrew W Mellon Auditorium, 1301 Constitution Ave NW, Washington
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin

6:30pm
TRCP's Capitol Conservation Awards Dinner - Andrew W. Mellon Auditorium in Washington, DC
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: Andrew W. Mellon Auditorium, 1301 Constitution Ave NW, Washington
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin

Thu Apr 26, 2018

9:30am
Greg Sheehan/Delta Waterfowl Mtg re: Priorities for wildlife conservation in the upcoming 2018 Farm Bill-Rm 3038
Where: Rm 3038
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: william@naturalresourceresults.com, Greg Sheehan, OIEA OS, Cynthia Martinez, Jim Kurth, Dave Walker, Stephen Guertin

10am
Briefing re: IA minimizing future grants conflicts and accountability(Greg, Eric Alvarez & staff) -Rm 3358
Video call: https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW:
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Gloria Bell, A Alvarez, Derek Litchfield, William Jones, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin

10:45am
Meeting (Greg and International Affairs) to discuss the Int'l Wildlife Conservation Strategic Plan - Rm 3358
Where: Rm 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Pamela Scruggs, Gloria Bell, Kashyap Patel, A Alvarez, Tatiana Hendrix, Charisa Morris, Craig Hoover, Greg Sheehan
11:30am  Weekly FWS/SOL Meeting - Room 3359

Video call: [link]

Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Wendy Fink, Stephen Guertin, Peg Romanik, Jim Kurth, Benjamin Jesup, Charisa Morris

12pm  Do Not Schedule

Video call: [link]

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1:30pm  Priority Items

Video call: [link]

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Charisa Morris, Kashyap Patel, Greg Sheehan

1:45pm  Meeting w/Greg Sheehan, FWS

Video call: [link]

Where: Susan's Office
Calendar: Susan Combs
Created by: Thomas Garcia
Who: Tasha Robbins, Roslyn Sellars, Susan Combs, Greg Sheehan, Thomas Irwin

2pm  Eagle Permitting (Greg, Jerome, Brian Millsap) Rm 3358

Video call: [link]

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Jerome Ford, Greg Sheehan, Brian Millsap

3pm  Meeting re: MBTA and Mitigation (Greg Sheehan, Gary Frazer, Jerome Ford & Independent Petroleum Association of America) on - Rm 3038

Video call: [link]

Where: Room 3038
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Gary Frazer, Jerome Ford, Delores Bigby, Mike Johnson, Greg Sheehan, Gina Shultz, Lois Wellman, smcdonald@ipaa.org, OIEA OS
Fri Apr 27, 2018

All day Roslyn - Annual Leave (all day)

Who: Jim Kurth, Roslyn Sellars, Charisa Morris, Stephen Guertin, Greg Sheehan
Going? Yes

9am Draft allocations briefing (Greg and ES Program) - Rm 3358

Where: Rm 3358

Who: Martha BalisLarsen, Gary Frazer, Greg Sheehan, Gina Shultz, LoisWellman, Chun-Xue Ren, Lydia Collins

10am Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358

Who: Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel

11am Elkhorn Slough Ramsar Application (Greg, Eric, Gloria, Cade) Rm 3358
12pm  Admin Professionals Lunch - Rm 3038
Video call:

Calendar: FWS MIB Dir.Conf. Rm 3038
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

12pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1pm  Meeting (Greg and Paul R.) o go over his comments on the April grants packages - Rm 3358

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Paul Rauch, Delores Bigby, Greg Sheehan

3pm  Briefing re: FWS State Management Authority (David Bernhardt, Greg Sheehan, Gary Lawkowski, Todd Willens, Richard Goeken) - Rm 6120
Where: Room 6120
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
Who: David Bernhardt, Richard Goeken, Thomas Irwin, Roslyn Sellars, Gary Lawkowski, Todd Willens, Greg Sheehan

Sat Apr 28, 2018

7am  Bio blitz event in Baltimore speaking engagement

Calendar: Greg Sheehan

Mon Apr 30, 2018

10am  AD Staff meeting - Rm 3038
Video call:

Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Thomas Irwin
**Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director**

**11 am**

*Hold: Planning for joint Directorate / State Director meeting at AFWA meeting (Greg/Paul Rauch)*

_Rm 3358_

*Video call:*


*Where: Rm 3358*
*Calendar: Greg Sheehan*
*Created by: Roslyn Sellars*
*Who: Greg Sheehan, Paul Rauch*

**11:30 am**

*Meeting/Conference Call on Wolf Update (Greg Sheehan, Gary Frazer & staff, Ben Jesup)*

_Dial-in: Passcode:_

*Rm 3038*

*Video call:*


*Where: Rm 3038 (Dial-in: Passcode:)*
*Calendar: Greg Sheehan*
*Created by: Roslyn Sellars*
*Who: Bridget Fahey, Gary Frazer, Helen Speights, Maricela Constantino, Don Morgan, Sarah Quamme, Greg Sheehan, Benjamin Jesup, Gina Shultz, Lois Wellman, Ellen Van Gelder*

**12:30 pm**  
_Do Not Schedule_

*Video call:*

https://plus.google.com/hangouts/__doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

*Calendar: Greg Sheehan*
*Created by: Roslyn Sellars*

**1:30 pm**

*[TO BE RESCHEDULED] Meeting with the Ferguson Group re: ESA/Modesta & Turlock Irrigation (Greg, Lori Pickford, Chris Kearney, Joe Raeder)*

_Rm 3358_

*Video call:*


*Calendar: Greg Sheehan*
*Created by: Roslyn Sellars*
*Who: OIEA OS, Greg Sheehan*

**2 pm**  
*Priority Items - Rm 3358*

*Video call:*

https://plus.google.com/hangouts/__doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

*Calendar: Greg Sheehan*
*Created by: Roslyn Sellars*
*Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris*

**4 pm**

*Meeting with Kaush Arha of USAID re: Collaboration - Rm 3358*

*Video call:*


*Calendar: Greg Sheehan*
*Created by: Roslyn Sellars*
*Who: Gloria Bell, A Alvarez, karha@usaid.gov, Craig Hoover, jperez@usaid.gov, Greg Sheehan, OIEA OS, cthompson@usaid.gov, mrowen@usaid.gov*
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

5pm  Work on Budget Allocations  
Video call:  
https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Gregory Sheehan

Tue May 1, 2018

9am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

10am  Fisheries Allocation (Greg, Steve, Jim, Dave Hoskins, John Schmerfeld, Nancy Labatte) Rm 3357  
Video call:  
https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who: Nancy LaBatte, David Hoskins, John Schmerfeld, Jim Kurth, Chris Nolin, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin

11am  [To Be Resked] Monthly Briefing - ESA Actions  
Where: 3038  
Video call:  

Calendar: Todd Willens  
Created by: Catherine Gulac  
Who: Roslyn Sellars, Tasha Robbins, Todd Willens, Jason Larrabee, BridgetFahey, Lois Wellman, Gary Frazer, Maureen Foster, Gina Shultz, AureliaSkipwith, Don Morgan, Sarah Quamme, Thomas Irwin, Greg Sheehan, SusanCombs, Katie Mills, Catherine Gulac, Thomas Garcia, Kashyap Patel

12pm  Do Not Schedule  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
1pm  Weekly Politics Meeting
Where: Secretary's Conference Room- 5160
Calendar: Natalie Davis

2pm  Briefing: Adaptive Science/Grants (Greg, Aurelia, Paul Rauch, Rachel Hansen, Steven Howke, Ben Tuggle, Seth Mott (Dial: Rm 3038
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Benjamin Tuggle, Aurelia Skipwith, Stephen Howke, Seth Mott, Maureen Foster, Paul Rauch, Delores Bigby, Rachel Hansen, Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

2:45pm  Priority Items - Rm 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Kashyap Patel

3:30pm  Meeting/Call (Greg, Steve, Benjamin and Seth) for update on the Red Wolf/Mexican Wolf study directed by Congress - Rm 3357
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Benjamin Tuggle, Seth Mott, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin
4pm  
BRIEFING (Greg, Gary, Gina, Martha Balis-Larsen and Lydia Collins) on information for Planning and Consultation (IPaC) system (Dial-in: [Redacted]  
Passcode: [Redacted] - Rm 3358  
Where: Rm 3358 (Dial-in: [Redacted]  
Passcode: [Redacted]  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Thomas Irwin  
Who: Martha Balis-Larsen, Gary Frazer, Kashyap Patel, Craig Aubrey, Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan, Lois Wellman, Gina Shultz, Victoria Foster  

5pm  Review Surname Packages  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Gregory Sheehan  

Wed May 2, 2018  
All day  Roslyn-Annual Leave (9a - 1p)  
Video call:  
Who: Jim Kurth, Stephen Guertin, Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan, Roslyn Sellars  
Going? Yes  

10am  Annual Continuity of Operations Training (COOP) - IOC, Rm 3447  
Video call:  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  

11:30am  Meeting Greg and Mike Argo  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Gregory Sheehan  
Who: Michael Argo  

12pm  Do Not Schedule  
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
1 pm
NBR check-in Conference Call (Steve, Greg, Jim, Cynthia, Will Meeks, Noreen Walsh) Dial-in: [REDACTED] Passcode: [REDACTED] - Rm 3357
Video call: https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=c3RlcGhlbl9ndWVydGluc
Where: Room 3357
Calendar: Stephen Guertin
Who: Will Meeks, Stephen Guertin, Greg Sheehan, Cynthia Martinez, Noreen Walsh, Jim Kurth

1:30 pm
Pre-brief for 5/7 Quarterly Status Review (QSR) - Greg, Steve, Gary, Chris Nolin, Kim Howze, Gary (Rm 3357)
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Gary Frazer, Chris Nolin, Kim Howze, Greg Sheehan, Gina Shultz, Stephen Guertin

2 pm Priority Items - Rm 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

3 pm Employee Broadcast Message Taping about DOI Anti-Harassment Plan - Rm 3358
Where: Rm 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Barbara Wainman, Matthew Huggler, Chris Tollefson, Greg Sheehan

4 pm Meeting (Greg and Paul Rauch) for a follow-up meeting on grant review comments - Rm 3358
Where: Rm 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Paul Rauch, Delores Bigby, Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Kashyap Patel
9 am
Pre-brief for 5/9 Budget meeting with David Bernhardt (Greg, Steve, Chris, Jim) - Rm 3358
Video call: https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWV0YW...

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Jim Kurth, Chris Nolin, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin, Lydia Collins

9:45 am Office of Law Enforcement FY18 Allocation Briefing - Rm 3357

Where: Rm 3357
Calendar: Stephen Guertin
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Jim Kurth, Stephen Guertin, Matthew Thorburn, Kathleen Scully, Edward Grace, Andrew Brown, Greg Sheehan, Chris Nolin

10:40 am
Phone call (Greg and Tom Melius) on FY18 funding for monarchs - Rm 3358 -- Tom to call 202-208-4545
Video call: https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWV0YW...

Where: Rm 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Tom Melius, Conni Conner, Greg Sheehan

11 am
Management Improvement Team Meeting (Scott Cameron, Ed Keable, Darryl LaCounte, Elena Gonzalez, Glenda Owens, Jerold Gidner, John Tahsuda, Sylvia Burns, Water Cruickshank, William Werkheiser, Olivia Ferriter, Brenda Burman) Rm 5160
Video call:

Where: Room 5160 - Participant: - Leader:
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
11:30am  Weekly FWS/SOL Meeting - Room 3359
Video call:  
Calendar: Jim Kurth  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who: Benjamin Jesup, Jim Kurth, Peg Romanik, Stephen Guertin, Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Wendy Fink

12pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1pm  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

2pm  Meeting with David Bernhardt re: NEPA Review/San Juan Draft Environmental Impact Statement  
Where: Room 6120 or call  
Calendar: Gareth Rees  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  

3:30pm  Out of Office (Annual Leave)
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

Fri May 4, 2018
All day  Annual leave
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
All day  Thomas - On Leave
Video call:  https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI/9qX3NoZWVoYWAZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin

8am  Annual leave
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI/9qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

9am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI/9qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

12pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI/9qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

2pm  Priority Items - Rm 3358
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI/9qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

Mon May 7, 2018

All day  Annual Leave
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI/9qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

All day  Roslyn - Dr. Appt - Out Until 12:30pm
Video call:  https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=cm9zbHluX3NlbGxhcnN
Who: Charisa Morris, Roslyn Sellars, Stephen Guertin, Greg Sheehan, Jim Kurth
Going? Yes

8am  Annual Leave
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI/9qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
9 am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars  
**Who:** Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

10 am  AD Staff meeting - Rm 3038
Video call:  
**Calendar:** Jim Kurth  
**Created by:** Thomas Irwin  
**Who:** Jim Kurth, Gary Frazer, Barbara Wainman, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin, Kenneth Taylor, Edward Grace, Bud Cribley, Cynthia Martinez, Brian Bloodsworth, Chris Nolin, Zachariah Gambill, David Hoskins, Jerome Ford, Paul Souza, Gregory Sheehan, Janine Velasco, Aurelia Skipwith, Charisa Morris, Paul Rauch, Georgia Basso, Denise Sheehan, Maureen Foster, Seth Mot

12 pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars

2 pm  Priority Items - Rm 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars  
**Who:** Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

**Tue May 8, 2018**

6 am  Emergency Management Training
Video call:
**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Thomas Irwin

8 am  Emergency Management Training
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
**Where:** Site Charlie Facilities  
**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars

9 am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars  
**Who:** Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

12pm    Do Not Schedule

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1pm    Exercise Exercise Exercise: Senior Leadership Table Top Exercise (TTX)

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: Commons Gallery
Calendar: Jonathan Rosen

2pm    Priority Items - Rm 3358

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

3:30pm    Foreign travel meeting

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

Wed May 9, 2018

All day
(7a - 9a) Annual Theodore Roosevelt Island Bird Walk with National Audubon Society

Video call: https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/gregory-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWVoY!

Where: Meet at the pedestrian bridge that goes over to the island
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

7am
Annual Theodore Roosevelt Island Bird Walk with National Audubon Society


Where: Meet at the pedestrian bridge that goes over to the island
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Gregory Sheehan
9 am  Travel back to office
Video call: https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI\textquotesingle Z19qX3NoZWVoYW
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

9:30am  Monthly Meeting with Assistant Secretaries, Directors, & Advisors
Where: 5160 Conference Room
Calendar: ios.doi.gov
Created by: Leila Getto
Who: Aaron Thiele, John Tanner, Paul (Dan) Smith, David Bernhardt, Scott Cameron, Timothy Petty, Rick May, Leila Getto, Vincent Devito, John Tahi\textquotesingle Suda, Todd Willens, Brenda Burman, Lori Mashburn, Michael Arg\textquotesingle O, Daniel Jorjani, Steven Howke, Ga\textquotesingle Rees, David Mihalic, Downey Magallanes, Joseph Balash, Scott An\textquotesingle Gele, Elinor Werner, Greg Sheehan, Susan Combs, James Reilly, James Cason, Douglas Domenech, Scott Hommel, John Bockmier, Samantha Hebert, Brian Steed, Micah Chambers, Holly Lane, Todd Wynn

11 am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI\textquotesingle Z19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan

12 pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI\textquotesingle Z19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1 pm  Meeting with the Monday Morning Group from Western Riverside County, CA: California Water (Amanda Casters, Brenda Burman, Greg Sheehan, Timothy Petty)- Rm 6641- (Briefing Paper Attached)
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI\textquotesingle Z19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: 6641 MIB
Calendar: Amanda Kaster
Who: Brenda Burman, Amanda Kaster, Timothy Petty, Greg Sheehan, Roslyn Sellars, Evann Rogers, Thomas Irwin, Michelle Mebane

2 pm  Priority Items - Rm 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI\textquotesingle Z19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Charisa Morris, Kashyap Patel, Greg Sheehan
2:30pm  Monthly FWS Directorate VTC - Room 3038

Video call:

Calendar: FWS MIB Dir.Conf. Rm 3038
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who:
Kathleen King, Shelly Senior, Stacey Garcia, Lillian Moore, Monique Manning, Azuredeee Perkins, JoAn Mundt, Kashif Askari, Wanda Cantrell, Stephanie Potter, Pamela Michalegko, Delores Bigby, Greg Sheehan, Lynne Santos, Seth Willey, Kelly Kennedy Bechdel, Margaret Hardy, Conni Conner, Acquanetta Reese, Marilyn Brower, Nicole Tsugawa, Lois Wellman, Henry Schlitzter, Jesse Brent, Rose Reed, FWS Directorate & Deputies, Sharon Showalter, Xiaomara Labiosa

3:30pm
Meeting with AZA (Greg, Eric Alvarez, Ed Grace, Jim Gale, Gloria Bell, Jeff Newman, Gary Frazer, Gina Shultz) - Rm 3038

Video call:

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who:
Gloria Bell, Gary Frazer, A Alvarez, Edward Grace, Greg Sheehan, OIEAOS, Jim Kurth, Stephen Guertin, Jeff Newman, Kashyap Patel, Gina Shultz, solson@aza.org, James Gale

4:30pm
Meeting with Susan Combs re: Increasing Recreation (Susan Combs, Ryan Hambleton, Aurelia Skipwith, Jeffrey Reinbold, Marshall Critchfield, Pau (Dan) Smith) Rm 3160

Where:

Calendar: Tasha Robbins
Who:
Ryan Hambleton, Janice DeSordi, Tasha Robbins, Greg Sheehan, Paul (Dan) Smith, Marshall Critchfield, Susan Combs, Thomas Irwin, Jeffrey Reinbold, Maureen Foster, Aurelia Skipwith, Thomas Garcia, Sheila Wakisa, Roslyn Sellars

6pm  AZA Event

Video call:

Calendar: Greg Sheehan

6pm  Basketball

Video call:

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
9am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

10am  Meeting (Greg and Paul) grants follow-up - Rm 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Greg Sheehan, Paul Rauch

11am  Conference call (Greg, Joshua and Eric Alvarez) check-in to discuss IWCC agenda (Joshua should call 208-4545) - Rm 3358
Video call: https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW:
Where: Rm 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: A Alvarez, Joshua Winchell, Greg Sheehan

12pm  Weekly Political Meetings w/Susan
Where: Susan's office, 3160
Calendar: Tasha Robbins
Who: Roslyn Sellars, Ryan Hambleton, Susan Combs, Thomas Irwin, Marshall Critchfield, Brian Pavlik, Charles Laudner, Greg Sheehan, Thomas Garcia, Aurelia Skipwith, Janice DeSordi, Tasha Robbins, Paul (Dan) Smith

1pm  Ethics Plan Discussion (Greg, Steve, Anne Badgley, Chris Nolin and Rebekah Giddings) --Dial: [REDACTED] Code: [REDACTED] - Rm 3358
Where: Rm 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Anne Badgley, Rebekah Giddings, Chris Nolin, Stephen Guertin, Greg Sheehan

2pm  Meeting re: M-Opinion (Greg, Jerome, Bud) - Rm 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Jerome Ford, Bud Cribley, Greg Sheehan
2:30pm  Priority Items (w/Kashyap) - Rm 3358
Video call: 
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

3pm  Pre-Meeting for Iceland Pelly Amendment - Rm 3358 or Dial: Code: 
Video call: 
Where: Rm 3358-MIB or Dial: Code: 
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Karen Senhadji, David Downes, Kashyap Patel, phelpse@state.gov, AAlvarez, Ryan Close, abramovitzjzj@state.gov, Craig Hoover, Greg Sheehan

Fri May 11, 2018

9am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call: 
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Kashyap Patel, Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris

9:30am  Phone call (Greg and Chris Kearney) on ESA program matters (Chris should call 202-208-4545)
Video call: 
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: ckearney@tfgnet.com, Greg Sheehan

10am  DOI meeting
Video call: 
Calendar: Greg Sheehan

12pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call: 
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
1 pm  Meeting (Greg and Amos Eno) on Lpc prairie chicken and other esa issues - Rm 3358

Where: Rm 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Greg Sheehan, aeno@landcan.org, OIEA OS

1:30 pm  Foreign Travel Discussion
Where: Susan's office
Calendar: Tasha Robbins
Who: Thomas Irwin, Maureen Foster, Susan Combs, Tasha Robbins, Roslyn Sellars, Greg Sheehan

2 pm  Scheduling discussion (Greg/Roslyn)

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

2:30 pm  Priority Items - Rm 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel

3 pm  Conservation Roundtable Discussion (Greg Sheehan/Ben Cassidy) Rm 3358
Video call:

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Benjamin Cassidy, Greg Sheehan

3:30 pm  Review Congressional Staff Field Trip Options (Greg, Barbara Wainman, Marty Kodis) Rm 3358
Video call: https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW:

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Martin Kodis, Barbara Wainman, Greg Sheehan

Mon May 14, 2018

All day  Roslyn - Annual leave 5/14 - 5/15
Video call: https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=cm9zbHluX3NlbgxhcnN

Who: Greg Sheehan, Jim Kurth, Stephen Guertin, Charisa Morris, Roslyn Sellars
Going? Yes
8:30am  Director’s Office Meeting – (Dial:  Code:  – Rm3359

Video call:

Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Barbara Wainman, Charisa Morris, Jim Kurth, Greg Sheehan, Zachariah Gambill, Stephen Guertin, Bud Cribley

9:30am
"Run of Show" for Law Enforcement Memorial at Sidney R. Yates Auditorium - MIB


Where: Greg to present wreath
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Greg Sheehan, Roslyn Sellars

10am  AD Staff meeting - Rm 3038

Video call:

Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Thomas Irwin

11am
Department of the Interior’s 11th Annual Law Enforcement Officer Memorial Ceremony - Sidney R. Yates Auditorium - MIB


Where: Sidney R. Yates Auditorium - MIB
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Charisa Morris, Kashyap Patel, Jim Kurth, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin

12pm  Do Not Schedule

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1pm  Hold for Call with Bill Brewster & Eric Alvarez (POC: Eric Alvarez)

Video call:

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, A Alvarez
2pm  
**FWS Budget Metrics Meeting (Susan Combs, Greg, Steve, Chris Nolin) Rm 3160**

- **Where**: Susan's office 3160
- **Calendar**: Tasha Robbins
- **Who**: Kim Howze, Thomas Irwin, Stephen Guertin, Roslyn Sellars, Chris Nolin, Greg Sheehan, Susan Combs, Tasha Robbins

2:30pm  
**Susan and Greg - Catch up meeting**

- **Where**: Susan's office
- **Calendar**: Tasha Robbins
- **Who**: Thomas Irwin, Tasha Robbins, Greg Sheehan, Roslyn Sellars, Susan Combs

3pm  
**Priority Items - Rm 3358**

- **Video call**: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/3JLZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
- **Calendar**: Greg Sheehan
- **Created by**: Roslyn Sellars
- **Who**: Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan

4pm  
**Meeting (Greg, David Hoskins and Ryan McGinness) on the Lake Tahoe Restoration Act - Rm 3358**

- **Video call**: https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/3JLZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
- **Where**: Rm 3358
- **Calendar**: Greg Sheehan
- **Created by**: Thomas Irwin
- **Who**: Charisa Morris, Kashyap Patel, ryan@districtstrategies.com, GregSheehan, OIEA OS, David Hoskins, Virginia Takang

4:30pm  
**Briefing - NOIs/Complaints (Todd Willens, Susan Combs, Aurelia Skipwith, Bridget Fahey, Gary Frazer, Peg Romanik, Parks Gilbert, Richard Goeken)**

- **Video call**: https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/3JLZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
- **Where**: 6120
- **Calendar**: Todd Willens
- **Created by**: Catherine Gulac
- **Who**: Tasha Robbins, Gary Frazer, Todd Willens, Sarah Quamme, Bridget Fahey, Maureen Foster, Susan Combs, Parks Gilbert, Richard Goeken, Gina Shultz, Peg Romanik, Greg Sheehan, Carey Galst, Benjamin Jesup, Aurelia Skipwith, Lois Wellman

**Tue May 15, 2018**

**All day**  
**Roslyn - Annual leave 5/14 - 5/15**

- **Video call**: https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/3JLZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
- **Who**: Greg Sheehan, Jim Kurth, Stephen Guertin, Charisa Morris, Roslyn Sellars
- **Going? Yes**
9 am
Congressional Sportmen's Foundation Event - Location: 10400 Good Luck Rd, Glendale, MD
Video call:

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Casey Stemler, Greg Sheehan

10:30 am
[To Be Rescheduled] Meeting: Greg/Casey Stemler/Paul Rauch re: Grants for land acquisitions - Rm 3358 (Casey will be in DC)
Video call:

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Casey Stemler, Greg Sheehan, Paul Rauch

12 pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1 pm  Weekly Politicals Meeting
Where: Secretary's Conference Room- 5160
Calendar: Natalie Davis

2 pm  Priority Items - Rm 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris
2:45pm  FWS weekly check in meeting  
Where:  AS/FWP Conference Room -- 3144  
Calendar:  Maureen Foster  
Created by:  Tasha Robbins  

3:15pm  Meet with Rick May and Ben Cassidy-Hunt Fish Chiefs-Room 3358  
Video call:  https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWV0YW

Where:  Room 3358  
Calendar:  Greg Sheehan  
Created by:  Gregory Sheehan  
Who:  Cynthia Martinez, Benjamin Cassidy, Aaron Mize, Greg Sheehan, Rick May

4pm  DOI Operations Meeting - AS/FWP  
Where:  Room 6120  
Calendar:  Gareth Rees  

Wed May 16, 2018

8:30am  Director’s Office Meeting – (Dial:  Code:  – Rm3359  
Video call:  

Calendar:  Jim Kurth  
Created by:  Roslyn Sellars  
Who:  Barbara Wainman, Charisa Morris, Jim Kurth, Greg Sheehan, Zachariah Gambill, Stephen Guertin, Bud Cribley

9am  Meeting with Modesto Irrigation District, Turlock Irrigation District & the San Francisco Public Utilities Commission re: Re-licensing of the Don Pedro Hydroelectric Project(Greg Sheehan, Paul Souza) - Rm 3038  
Video call:  https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWV0YW

Where:  Rm 3038  
Calendar:  Greg Sheehan  
Created by:  Roslyn Sellars  
Who:  Paul Souza, OIEA OS, Greg Sheehan, jaustin@tfgnet.com
9:30am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan

10:30am  Conservation Roundtable
Where: South Penthouse
Calendar: ios.doi.gov
Created by: Leila Getto
Who:
Tami Heilemann, Benjamin Cassidy, Rick May, Casey Stemler, DowneyMagallanes, David Mihalic, Greg Sheehan, Susan Combs, Tasha Robbins, Gareth Rees, David Bernhardt, Roslyn Sellars, Todd Wynn, Brian Steed, Todd Willens, John Bockmier

12pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1:30pm  Mtg to Discuss SO 3362 with External Stakeholders - Rm 3038
Video call: 
Where: Rm 3038
Calendar: Benjamin Cassidy
Who: Casey Stemler, Greg Sheehan, Todd Wynn, Benjamin Cassidy, Todd Willens

2:30pm  Priority Items - Rm 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Kashyap Patel, Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris

3pm  Meeting (Greg and Roger Kelley, Continental Resources, Inc.) - Rm 3358
Video call: 
Where: Rm 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Greg Sheehan, roger.kelley@clr.com

3:30pm  Meeting (Greg, Susan and Steve) on metrics - Susan's office
Video call: 
Where: Susan's office
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
4pm   Greg/Casey
Video call:  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Casey Stemler, Greg Sheehan

5pm   HOLD: Travel to Rayburn Cafeteria, Rayburn House Office Building
Video call:  https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW:
Where: Rayburn Cafeteria, Rayburn House Office Building
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin

5:30pm   Annual Association of Zoos & Aquariums Reception - Rayburn Cafeteria, Rayburn House Office Building
Video call:  https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW:
Where: Rayburn Cafeteria, Rayburn House Office Building
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin

Thu May 17, 2018

All day   Travel to Anchorage for All Employee Mtg/Battle of Attu Event (5/17-5/20)
Video call:  https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW:
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

8am   Catch up meeting (Greg and Paul Souza) - Rm 3358
Video call:  https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW:
Where: Rm 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Paul Souza, Greg Sheehan

8:30am   Director’s Office Meeting - (Dial:  Code:  ) - Rm3359
Video call:  
Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who:  Barbara Wainman, Charisa Morris, Jim Kurth, Greg Sheehan, ZachariahGambill, Stephen Guertin, Bud Cribley
9am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Kashyap Patel

9:30am  Meeting (Greg, Steve and Mary Josie Blanchard) RESTORE IAA - Rm 3357
Video call:
https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: Rm 3357
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Charisa Morris, Kashyap Patel, Stephen Guertin, Greg Sheehan, Mary Josie Blanchard

10:45am  FWS Budget Briefing
Where: Room 6120
Calendar: Gareth Rees
Who: Susan Combs, Thomas Irwin, Todd Willens, Greg Sheehan, Maureen Foster, Olivia Ferriter, Scott Cameron, Roslyn Sellars, Denise Flanagan, James Cason, David Bernhardt, Adrianne Moss, Stephen Guertin, Gareth Rees, Chris Nolin

11:30am  Weekly FWS/SOL Meeting - Room 3359
Video call:
Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Peg Romanik, Jim Kurth, Charisa Morris, Wendy Fink, Benjamin Jesup, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin

12pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

12:30pm  -Phone call re: Lesser Prairie Chicken (Greg, Amy Lueders) --Amy to call -202-208-4545
Video call:
https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where: Amy to call -202-208-4545
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Stacey Garcia, Amy Lueders, Greg Sheehan
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

12:30pm  Travel to Anchorage for All Employee Mtg/Battle of Attu Event (5/16-5/18)
Video call: https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIz19qX3NoZWVoYW
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1pm  Travel to Reagan Airport for 2:55p flight
Video call: https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIz19qX3NoZWVoYW
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

Fri May 18, 2018

All day  Travel to Anchorage for All Employee Mtg/Battle of Attu Event (5/17-5/20)
Video call: https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIz19qX3NoZWVoYW
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

All day  Jerome Ford - Acting Director
Video call: https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIz19qX3NoZWVoYW
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin

8am  Tentative: Travel to Anchorage for All Employee Mtg/Battle of Attu Event (5/16-5/18)
Video call: https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIz19qX3NoZWVoYW
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

9am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIz19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

12pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIz19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

2pm Priority Items - Rm 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

Sat May 19, 2018

All day Travel to Anchorage for All Employee Mtg/Battle of Attu Event (5/17-5/20)
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

Sun May 20, 2018

All day Travel to Anchorage for All Employee Mtg/Battle of Attu Event (5/17-5/20)
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

Mon May 21, 2018

All day TRAVEL: Council to Advance Hunting & Shooting Sports-Natl R3 Symposium - Lincoln, Nebraska (5/21 - 5/22)
Where: Marriott Cornhusker Hotel, Lincoln, NE
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

8:30am Director's Office Meeting - (Dial: Code: - Rm3359
Video call: 
Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Barbara Wainman, Charisa Morris, Jim Kurth, Greg Sheehan, ZachariahGambill, Stephen Guertin, Bud Cribley

9am Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris
10am    AD Staff meeting - Rm 3038  
Video call:  
Calendar: Jim Kurth  
Created by: Thomas Irwin  
Who:  

10:30am    Travel to Reagan National airport for 11:30a flight  
Video call: https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3j1Z19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

11:30am    Travel to Nebraska (Flight departs Reagan Natl at 11:30a)  
Video call: https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3j1Z19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

12pm    Do Not Schedule  
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3j1Z19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

2pm    Priority Items - Rm 3358  
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3j1Z19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

5pm  
TRAVEL: Council to Advance Hunting and the Shooting Sports National R3 Symposium in Lincoln, Nebraska (the Cabela’s facility in Lincoln)  
Video call: https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3j1Z19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
Where: Marriott Cornhusker Hotel, Lincoln, NE  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Thomas Irwin
All day  
**TRAVEL: Council to Advance Hunting & Shooting Sports-Natl R3 Symposium** - Lincoln, Nebraska (5/21 - 5/22)  
Video call:  
https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/./doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIz19qX3NoZWVoYW!  
Where: Marriott Cornhusker Hotel, Lincoln, NE  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

All day  
**Roslyn- Annual Leave**  
Video call:  
https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/./doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=cm9zbHluX3NlbGxcnN  
Who: Stephen Guertin, Roslyn Sellars, Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan, Jim Kurth  
Going? Yes

9 am  
**TRAVEL: Council to Advance Hunting and the Shooting Sports National R3 Symposium in Lincoln, Nebraska**  
Video call:  
https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/./doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIz19qX3NoZWVoYW!  
Where: Marriott Cornhusker Hotel, Lincoln, NE  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Thomas Irwin

12 pm  
**Do Not Schedule**  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/./doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIz19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1 pm  
**Weekly Politicals Meeting**  
Where: Secretary's Conference Room- 5160  
Calendar: Natalie Davis  
Who:  
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

Wed May 23, 2018

All day  Roslyn- Annual Leave
Video call:
https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=cm9zbHluX3NlbGxhcN

Who: Stephen Guertin, Jim Kurth, Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan, Roslyn Sellars
Going? Yes

8:30am  Director's Office Meeting - (Dial: [________] Code: [________] - Rm3359
Video call:

Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who:
Charisa Morris, Barbara Wainman, Bud Cribley, Stephen Guertin, Jim Kurth, Zachariah
Gambill, Greg Sheehan, Michael Gale

9am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWV0YW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

10am  Red Wolf Program Update - Rm 6136
Video call:

Where: 6136 CALL IN: [________] code [________]
Calendar: Downey Magallanes
Created by: Lacey Smathers
Who:
Greg Sheehan, Downey Magallanes, Todd Willens, Roslyn Sellars, Thomas Irwin, Catherine
Gulac

11am  Meeting: FWS & Berkshire Hathaway Energy (Call Charlie W. @ (612) 713-5304) re: Wind Turbines, NEPA, Bats, Eagles - Rm 3038
Video call:
https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWV0YW!

Where: Room 3038
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who:
Tasha Robbins, Susan Combs, Greg Sheehan, OIEA OS, Jerome Ford, Gary Frazer, Mike
Johnson, Lois Wellman, Gina Shultz, Aurelia Skipwith, Charles Wooley, Conni Conner

11:30am  M-Opinion Meeting Agenda and Planning (Greg, Bud, Jerome & Mig. Bird Staff) - Rm 3358
Video call:
https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWV0YW!

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Lesley Kordelia, Jerome Ford, Bud Cribley, Edith Thompson, Greg Sheehan
12 pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1pm  Monthly Briefing - ESA Actions (Passcode)
Video call:
Where: MIB - Conference Room 3144
Calendar: Gary Frazer
Created by: Lois Wellman
Who: Jim Kurth, Katie Mills, Catherine Gulac, Gary Frazer, Aurelia Skipwith, Tasha Harris, Seth Willey, Gina Shultz, Maureen Foster, Jeff Newman, Bridget Fahey, Susan Combs, Lisa Ellis, Ted Koch, Thomas Garcia, GregSheehan, Roslyn Sellars, Downey Magallanes, Don Morgan, Thomas Irwin, Todd Willens

3pm  Conference Call (Greg, David Hoskins and Reg 6) to discuss Saratoga National Fish Hatchery (Dial-in: Passcode) - Rm 3358
Where: Rm 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Gregory Gerlich, Stephanie Potter, Matt Hogan, David Hoskins, Greg Sheehan, Virginia Takang, Noreen Walsh

4pm  Meeting (Greg Sheehan/Kaush Arha) to discuss China and Indo-Pacific Strategy - Rm 3358
Where: Rm 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Charisa Morris, Kashyap Patel, jperez@usaid.gov, Greg Sheehan, OIEA OS, cthompson@usaid.gov, karha@usaid.gov

5pm  TRAVEL: To U.S. Senate Building, Wash. DC
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

5:30pm
Black Footed Ferret Congressional event - U.S. Senate Building, Wash. DC (POC: Marty Kodis)
Video call:
https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/gregory-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIIZ19qX3NoZWVoY

Where: Russell Senate Office Building, Washington, DC 20002, USA
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

Thu May 24, 2018

8:30am Directors office meeting
Video call:
https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

8:30am Director’s Office Meeting – (Dial: Code: – Rm3359
Video call:

Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Barbara Wainman, Charisa Morris, Jim Kurth, Greg Sheehan, Zachariah Gambill, Stephen Guertin, Bud Cribley

9am Meeting (Greg Sheehan, Blackfooted Ferret Recovery Executive Team and FWS Region 6) - Rm 3038
Video call:
https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW

Where: Rm 3038
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Matt Hogan, Charisa Morris, Noreen Walsh, OIEA OS

9am Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

9:40am REMINDER: Andreas will be by for FOIA work in computer - Rm 3358
Video call:

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Andreas Moshogianis, Greg Sheehan
**Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director**

**10am**  
**USGS Water Use Briefing - Rm 6641**  
*Where:* 6641 MIB or please dial code:  
*Calendar:* Michelle Mebane  
*Created by:* William Lukas  
*Who:*  
ASWS Conference Room, Gene Summerhill, Austin Ewell, Todd Willens, Timothy Petty, Ryan Nichols, Kyle Blasch, Melinda Dalton, James Cason, Kerry Rae, Mia Drane-Maury, William Werkheiser, Michelle Mebane, Donald Cline, Steven Howke, Laura Rigas, William Lukas, Andrea Travnicek, James Reilly, Adrienne Bartlewitz, Susan Combs, Russell Newell, Greg Sheehan, Elizabeth Goldbaum, Molly Maupin, Robert Joseph, Aaron Thiele, Joseph Balash

**11am**  
**FWS DIRECTOR’S HALL SPRING FLING PICNIC!**  
*Video call:*  
*Where:* Hains Point Picnic Area, 2301 Ohio Dr SW, Washington, DC 20024, USA  
*Calendar:* Charisa Morris  
*Who:*  
Anya Rushing, Jerome Ford, JoAn Mundt, Matthew Huggler, Delores Bigby, Paul Rauch, Robert Curry, John Schmerfeld, Seth Mott, Thomas Irwin, Shaun Sanchez, Lois Wellman, Edward Grace, Kashyap Patel, Katherine Garrity, Gina Shultz, Nikki Randolph, David Hoskins, Azuredee Perkins, Jessie Cheek, Charisa Morris, Gary Frazer, Donnise Hancock, Roslyn Sellars, Benjamin Tuggle, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin, Georgia Basso, Denise Sheehan, Barbara Wainman, Gloria Bell, Parks Gilbert, Bud Cribley, Jeffery Rupert, Inez Uhl, Kenneth Taylor, Shelley Hartmann, Kashif Askari, Janine Velasco, Brian Bloodsworth, A Alvarez, Xiomara Labiosa, Cade London, Nicola Sanchez, Cynthia Martinez, Mike Johnson, Michael Gale, Jim Kurth  
*Going? Yes*

**2pm**  
**UAS Briefing (Scott Cameron, Harry Humbert, Susan Combs, Greg Sheehan, Timothy Petty)-Rm 5112**  
*Video call:*  
*Where:* Rm: 5112  
*Calendar:* Scott Cameron  
*Created by:* Catherine Callaway  
*Who:*  
Thomas Irwin, Greg Sheehan, Roslyn Sellars, Brian Steed, trassie_lassiter@ios.doi.gov, Susan Combs, Yolando Mack-Thompson, Scott Cameron, Joseph Balash, Ryan Hambleton, Timothy Petty, Michelle Mebane, Thomas Garcia, Harry Humbert, Tasha Robbins

**2pm**  
**VTC - Delta Smelt, FWS (David Bernhardt, Paul Souza & Region 8 staff)-Rm 3038**  
*Where:* Room 3038 (Video conference will be set up)  
*Calendar:* Gareth Rees  
*Created by:* Jean Parrish  
*Who:*  
Roslyn Sellars, Jody Holzworth, Gareth Rees, Jana Affonso, Matt Nobriga, IT Servicedesk, Dan Castleberry, Henry Schlitzer, Wanda Cantrell, Kaylee Allen, Paul Souza, Greg Sheehan, Thomas Irwin

**5pm**  
**Travel to speaking engagements**  
*Video call:*  
*Calendar:* Greg Sheehan  
*Created by:* Roslyn Sellars
5:30pm
National Wildlife Refuge Association’s Annual Awards Dinner - OmniShoreham Hotel, 2500 Calvert St NW, Wash., D.C.

Video call:  
https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWV0YW5AZn

Where: Washington, D.C.
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

6pm
[Jerome Ford to attend] Speaking event: Dinner with Students from Michigan State, Mississippi State, Colorado State & Oregon State Universities - Old Members Dining Room - Cosmos Club

Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWV0YW5AZn

Where: Old Members Dining Room - Cosmos Club 2121 Mass Ave NW
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: OIEA OS, Chris Tollefson, Jerome Ford, Delores Bigby

Fri May 25, 2018

All day  Roslyn - Out of Office 2 - 5p

Video call:  

Who: Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin, Jim Kurth, Charisa Morris, Roslyn Sellars
Going? Yes

All day  Thomas - Out of Office at 1:00p

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Charisa Morris, Roslyn Sellars, Jim Kurth, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin

8:30am  Director’s Office Meeting - (Dial: Code:- Rm3359

Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Barbara Wainman, Charisa Morris, Jim Kurth, Greg Sheehan, Zachariah Gambill, Stephen Guertin, Bud Cribley

9am  Security briefing

Video call:  
https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWV0YW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
10 am  Meeting (Greg and IA Program staff) to discuss denial of permit to export box turtles for Richard McNabb and two pending appeals - Rm 3358
Video call: https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/__/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWV0YW
Where: Rm 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Mary Cogliano, Pamela Scruggs, Gloria Bell, A Alvarez, Craig Hoover, Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris, Eleanora Babij, AdrienneLohe

11 am  Water modeling meeting at USGS
Video call: https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/__/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWV0YW
Calendar: Greg Sheehan

11:30am  Internal Meeting (David Bernhardt, Aurelia Skipwith, Greg Sheehan, Douglas Beard, Gary Lawkowski, Katie Mills, Timothy Petty, William Werkheiser) Rm 6120
Where: Room 6120
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
Who: Gary Lawkowski, Timothy Petty, Adam Terando, Greg Sheehan, Kerry Rae, William Werkheiser, Susan Combs, William Lukas, David Bernhardt, Douglas Beard, Aurelia Skipwith, Katie Mills

12 pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/__/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWV0YW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1pm  Greg Sheehan/Melissa Beaumont - Rm 3358
Video call: https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/__/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWV0YW
Where: 1849 C Street NW, Rm 3358, Wash., DC
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Melissa Beaumont

1:30pm  Grants Discussion (Greg and Paul Rauch) - Rm 3358
Video call: https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/__/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWV0YW
Where: Rm 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Delores Bigby, Paul Rauch, Greg Sheehan
2pm  **Briefing-International Enforcement activities (Doug Domenech, David Downes, Greg Sheehan, Ed Grace Barbara Pitkin, Dave Hubbard)** Rm 3448

*Where:* #3448
*Calendar:* Doug Domenech
*Created by:* Shandria Dixon
*Who:* David Hubbard, Edward Grace, Greg Sheehan, David Downes, Douglas Domenech, Barbara Pitkin, Kristy Bibb

3pm  **Priority Items - Rm 3358**


*Calendar:* Greg Sheehan
*Created by:* Roslyn Sellars
*Who:* Kashyap Patel, Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris

**Mon May 28, 2018**

8:30am  **Director’s Office Meeting - (Dial: [Call ID], Code: [Password]) - Rm3359**

*Video call:*

*Calendar:* Jim Kurth
*Created by:* Roslyn Sellars
*Who:* Barbara Wainman, Charisa Morris, Jim Kurth, Greg Sheehan, Zachariah Gambill, Stephen Guertin, Bud Cribley

9am  **Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358**


*Calendar:* Greg Sheehan
*Created by:* Roslyn Sellars
*Who:* Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

10am  **AD Staff meeting - Rm 3038**

*Video call:*

*Calendar:* Jim Kurth
*Created by:* Thomas Irwin

12pm  **Do Not Schedule**


*Calendar:* Greg Sheehan
*Created by:* Roslyn Sellars
2pm  Priority Items - Rm 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

Tue May 29, 2018

8:30am  Director’s Office Meeting – (Dial: Code: – Rm 3359
Video call:

Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Barbara Wainman, Charisa Morris, Jim Kurth, Greg Sheehan, Zachariah Gambill, Stephen Guertin, Bud Cribley

9am  Greg Sheehan/Emily Newman - Rm 3358
Video call:

Where: 1849 C Street NW, Rm 3358, Wash., DC
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan

9:30am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Kashyap Patel

11am  Mtg with Greg re: HSSCC - Rm 3358
Video call:

Where: Greg's Office
Calendar: Benjamin Cassidy
Who: Benjamin Cassidy, Roslyn Sellars, Greg Sheehan

12pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
1pm  **Weekly Politicals Meeting**

**Where:** Secretary's Conference Room - 5160

**Calendar:** Natalie Davis

**Who:**

2pm  **Call - FWS/FS/FERC**

**Video call:**

**Where:** Call: Number: 1-  Passcode:  

**Calendar:** Aurelia Skipwith

**Who:**
Aurelia Skipwith, Greg Sheehan, paul.friedman@ferc.gov, chris french, ryan. thomas3@osec.usda.gov, Paul Phifer

2pm  **Meeting (Greg, Jim, Steve and Charisa) on AFWA Awards - Rm 3357**

**Video call:**

https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=c3RlcGhlbl9ndWVydGlu

**Where:** Rm 3357

**Calendar:** Stephen Guertin

**Created by:** Thomas Irwin

**Who:** Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris, Stephen Guertin, Jim Kurth, Greg Sheehan

2:30pm  **Priority Items - Rm 3358**

**Video call:**

https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan

**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars

**Who:** Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

3pm  **Grants Follow up (Greg, Paul Rauch) Rm 3358**

**Video call:**


**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan

**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars

**Who:** Greg Sheehan, Paul Rauch
8:30am  Director’s Office Meeting – (Dial:  Code:  – Rm3359  

Video call:

Calendar: Jim Kurth  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who: Barbara Wainman, Charisa Morris, Jim Kurth, Greg Sheehan, Zachariah Gambill, Stephen Guertin, Bud Cribley

9am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358  

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  

Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who: Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Kashyap Patel

9:30am  
Top Management Challenges (OIG-ASFWP)--Mary Kendall, Greg Sheehan, Kimberly McGovern, Paul Dan Smith, Susan Combs, Stephen Gregoire, Janice Desordi, Karen Edwards) Rm 3144  

Video call:

Where: Room 3144  
Calendar: Mary Kendall  
Created by: Karen Edwards  
Who: Karen Edwards, Greg Sheehan, Kimberly McGovern, Susan Combs, Paul (Dan) Smith, Stephen Gregoire, Janice DeSordi, Patrick O'Boyle, Thomas Irwin, Mary Kendall, Tasha Robbins

10am  
2020 DOI submit Meeting (Greg, Jim, Steve, Chris and Rachel Merkel) - Rm 3357  

Video call: https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn  

Where: Rm 3357  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Thomas Irwin  

11am  
Additional budget updates (Greg, Jim, Steve, Chris Nolin, Charisa, Kashyap) Rm 3357  

Video call: https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=c3RlcGhlbl9ndWVydGljYW5AZn  

Where: Room 3357  
Calendar: Stephen Guertin  
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

11:45am
Meet & Greet: Cesar Chavez Public Charter School Fellows Irie Smith and Tayon Shepard, Jr.; Edward Stoker, External Affairs; Jessica Collier, National Wildlife Refuge System - Rm 3358
Where: Rm 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Doug Hobbs, Christina Meister, Jessica Collier, Barbara Wainman, Edward Stoker, Xiomara Labiosa, Matthew Huggler, Greg Sheehan

12:15pm Do Not Schedule
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1pm
Meeting (Greg and IA Program staff) to discuss our CITES CoP18 species Proposals recommendations - Rm 3358
Where: Rm 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Gloria Bell, Kashyap Patel, Thomas Leuteritz, Cade London, Rosemarie Gnam, Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan, A Alvarez

2pm
Section 7 - Garrison Diversion Conservancy District (Auerlia Skipwith, Jim Kurth, Greg Sheehan, Gary Frazer, Noreen Walsh, Matt Hogan & FWS Region 6 staff via phone)-Rm 3038 or Dial: [phone number] Code: [phone number]
Video call: [phone number]
Where: Rm 3038 or Dial: [phone number] Code: [phone number]
Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Matt Hogan, Austin Ewell, Timothy Petty, Aurelia Skipwith, Andrea Travnicek, Gina Shultz, Greg Sheehan, Nicole Alt, Scott Larson, Noreen Walsh, Jim Kurth, Michael Thabault, Gary Frazer, Kevin Shelley, Stephanie Potter, Lois Wellman

3pm Priority Items - Rm 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan
4pm     Status of the Red Wolf/Mexican Wolf study (Greg, Steve, Jim, Ben Tuggle, Seth Mott, Gary Frazer or Gina Shultz) Rm 3358
Where: Rm 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Benjamin Tuggle, Gary Frazer, Seth Mott, Jim Kurth, Greg Sheehan, Gina Shultz, Lois Wellman, Stephen Guertin

5pm    Outdoor Recreation Roundtable
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Gregory Sheehan

Thu May 31, 2018

8:30am     Director’s Office Meeting – (Dial: Code: – Rm3359
Video call:  
Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Barbara Wainman, Charisa Morris, Jim Kurth, Greg Sheehan, Zachariah Gambill, Stephen Guertin, Bud Cribley

9am    Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel

9:30am     Permit Fee Schedule Rule (Greg, Jim, Steve, Eric A./Gloria B., Jerome F. /Mike J.) - Rm 3359
Where: Rm 3359
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Gloria Bell, Jerome Ford, Kashyap Patel, A Alvarez, Charisa Morris, Jim Kurth, Mike Johnson, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin
10am
Meet with Susan Combs, Bret Sumner and Steve Manning, American Habitat Center, Jim Sipes, Kansas Farm Bureau, Gene Richardson, Texas Farm Bureau and Shawn Wade, Plains Cotton Growers Association - Rm 3144
Where: AS/FWP Conference room - 3144
Calendar: Tasha Robbins
Who: Greg Sheehan, Tasha Robbins, Thomas Irwin, Roslyn Sellars, Susan Combs

10:45am
Prep for June 7 Hearing - ES Lead (Greg Sheehan, Barbara Wainman, Marty Kodis, Matt Huggler, Alyssa Hausman, Angela Gustavson, Micah Chambers, Gina Shultz, Craig Aubrey, Ben Thatcher, Frankie Green) Rm 3038
Where: Room 3038
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Gary Frazer, Craig Aubrey, Alyssa Hausman, Ben Thatcher, Martin Kodis, Barbara Wainman, Matthew Huggler, Greg Sheehan, Angela Gustavson, Micah Chambers, Gina Shultz, Frankie Green, Dominic Maione

12pm Travel to Dept of Agriculture
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

12:30pm Lunch - Partners Outdoors 2018 and Great Outdoors - Location: Dept of Agriculture, Whitten Building Patio 1400 Jefferson Dr, SW
Where: Dept of Agriculture, Whitten Building Patio 1400 Jefferson Drive, S.W., Washington, D.C.
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin

1:15pm Presentation of Legends Award at the Partners Outdoors 2018 and Great Outdoors Event Location: Dept of Agriculture, Whitten Building Patio 1400 Jefferson Dr, SW
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
2:40pm  
Panel Discussion: Enhancing Access to Hunting, Fishing, Recreational Shooting and Wildlife Conservation Opportunities - Dept of Agriculture, Whitten Building Patio 1400 Jefferson Dr, SW  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

3pm  
Out of office  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

3pm  
Travel back to Office  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

3:30pm  
Internal Briefing on Ducks Unlimited for Secretary Zinke - Secretary's office  
Where: Secretary's Office  
Calendar: ios.doi.gov  
Created by: Leila Getto
Who: Greg Sheehan

3:30pm  
Laura Rigas Happy Hour -- Farewell  
Video call:  
Where: Laura's office -- Room 6210  
Calendar: Laura Rigas
Who: Greg Sheehan

Fri Jun 1, 2018

All day  
Annual leave (6/1 and 6/4)  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

All day  
Roslyn - Out of Office until 2pm  
Video call: https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=cm9zbHluX3NlbGxhcN
Who: Charisa Morris, Jim Kurth, Stephen Guertin, Roslyn Sellars, Greg Sheehan
Going? Yes
8 am  Annual leave
Video call:  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan

9 am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

12pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

2pm  Priority Items - Rm 3358
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

Sat Jun 2, 2018

All day  Annual leave (6/1 and 6/4)
Video call:  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

Sun Jun 3, 2018

All day  Annual leave (6/1 and 6/4)
Video call:  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

Mon Jun 4, 2018

All day  Annual leave (6/1 and 6/4)
Video call:  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
8 am  Annual leave
Video call: https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan

8:30 am  Director’s Office Meeting – (Dial:  Code:  – Rm3359
Video call:
Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Barbara Wainman, Charisa Morris, Jim Kurth, Greg Sheehan, Zachariah Gambill, Stephen Guertin, Bud Cribley

9 am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

10 am  AD Staff meeting - Rm 3038
Video call:
Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Thomas Irwin

12 pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1 pm  OIG monthly status update meeting/conference call (Jim, Steve, Kathy Garrity, Keith Toomey, Charisa) Room 3359 or Dial:  Code:
Video call: k9g78
Where: Dial:  Code:  
Calendar: Jim Kurth
Who: Stephen Guertin, Gregory Sheehan, Casey Hammond, Charisa Morris, Keith Toomey, Katherine Garrity, Greg Sheehan, Jim Kurth
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

2pm Priority Items - Rm 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

Tue Jun 5, 2018

8:30am Director’s Office Meeting – (Dial: Code: – Rm3359
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Bud Cribley, Greg Sheehan, Zachariah Gambill, Charisa Morris, Stephen Guertin, Barbara Wainman, Jim Kurth

9am Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

10am Meeting/Conference Call on SO 3366 check in / update (Steve, Greg, Jim Barbara, Brad Gunn David Miko, Linda Walker, Shaun Sanchez) Dial-in: Code: - Rm 3357
Video call: https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=c3RlcGhlbl9ndWVydGlj

Where: Room 3357
Calendar: Stephen Guertin

11:30am Upcoming travel discussion (Greg/Roslyn)
Video call: https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

12pm Do Not Schedule
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
1pm Weekly Politicals Meeting
Where: Secretary's Conference Room- 5160
Calendar: Natalie Davis

2pm Prep for June 7 Hearing - CLA Lead (Greg Sheehan, Barbara Wainman, Marty Kodis, Matt Huggler, Alyssa Hausman, Angela Gustavson, Micah Chambers, Gina Shultz, Craig Aubrey, Ben Thatcher, Frankie Green) Rm 3038
Video call: https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVVoYW:
Where: Room 3038
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Gary Frazer, Craig Aubrey, Alyssa Hausman, Ben Thatcher, Martin Kodis, Barbara Wainman, Matthew Huggler, Greg Sheehan, Angela Gustavson, Micah Chambers, Gina Shultz, Frankie Green, Dominic Maione

3:30pm Priority Items - Rm 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Charisa Morris, Kashyap Patel, Greg Sheehan

3:30pm Update on GRCA Bison Herd (b) (5) / Passcode: (b) (5)
Where: Dan's office or call in (b) (5) / Passcode: (b) (5)
Calendar: Paul (Dan) Smith
Created by: Janice DeSordi
Who: Greg Sheehan, Aurelia Skipwith, Christine Lehnhertz, S Olliff, Patrick Walsh, Michele Klossowsky, Timothy Williams, Brian Drapeaux, Ryan Hambleton, Nicole Koehlinger, Raymond Sauvajot, Jeannette Cahouin, Matt Vandzura, Rick Obersnser, Paul (Dan) Smith, Sue Masica, Lisa Carrico, Christine Powell, Michael Roche
Meeting re: Collaborative solutions for water management within the Icicle Creek drainage in the central part of Washington State (Greg, David Hoskins, and Washington State Icicle Creek Work Group) - Rm 3038

Video call: https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW1w

Where: Rm 3038
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: David Hoskins, maryjo.sanborn@co.chelan.wa.us, Greg Sheehan, Virginia Takang, OIEA OS

Wed Jun 6, 2018

8:30am  Director's Office Meeting - (Dial: XXX-XXXX, Code: XXX-XXXX) - Rm 3359

Video call: https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/jim-kurth?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW1w

Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Jim Kurth, Stephen Guertin, Zachariah Gambill, Charisa Morris, Bud Cribley, Barbara Wainman, Greg Sheehan

9am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW1w

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

10am  Discuss Agenda for Hunting and Shooting Sports Conservation Council (Greg/Doug Hobbs) - Rm 3358

Video call: https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/doug-hobbs-greg?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW1w

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Doug Hobbs

12pm  Do Not Schedule

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW1w

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

1pm
Phone call with Region 8 to Prep for 6/7 Hearing - Dial: , Code: 
Where: Dial: Code: Room 3038
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Jody Holzworth, Gary Frazer, Alyssa Hausman, Dominic Maione, Angela Gustavson, Frankie Green, Craig Aubrey, Ben Thatcher, Martin Kodis, Barbara Wainman, Paul Souza, Matthew Huggler, Greg Sheehan, Micah Chambers, Gina Shultz, Jennifer Norris, Meghan Snow, Daniel Welsh

1:30pm
Prep for June 7 Hearing - CLA Lead (Greg Sheehan, Barbara Wainman, Marty Kodis, Matt Huggler, Alyssa Hausman, Angela Gustavson, Micah Chambers, Gina Shultz, Craig Aubrey, Ben Thatcher, Frankie Green) Rm 3038
Where: Room 3038
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Gary Frazer, Craig Aubrey, Alyssa Hausman, Ben Thatcher, Martin Kodis, Barbara Wainman, Matthew Huggler, Greg Sheehan, Angela Gustavson, Micah Chambers, Gina Shultz, Frankie Green, Dominic Maione

3pm
Phone call with Barbara Wainman, Gary Frazer, Alyssa Hausman, Dominic Maione & other agencies re: 6/7 Hearing - Dial: , Code: --Rm 3358
Video call:
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Alyssa Hausman, Martin Kodis, Barbara Wainman, Matthew Huggler, Greg Sheehan, Angela Gustavson, Gary Frazer, Dominic Maione, Micah Chambers

4pm Priority Items - Rm 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Charisa Morris, Kashyap Patel, Greg Sheehan
5:30pm  Mid Year Team Event with Secretary Zinke--Secretary's office  
Video call:

Where: Secretary's Office  
Calendar: Elinor Werner  
Who:

Thu Jun 7, 2018

8:30am  Director’s Office Meeting – (Dial: [ ] Code: [ ] – Rm3359

Video call:  

Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who:
Jim Kurth, Bud Cribley, Zachariah Gambill, Charisa Morris, Barbara Wainman, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin

9am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358

Video call:  

https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI/Z19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

10am  Andreas Moshogianis - FOIA search-Greg's office

Video call:  

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Andreas Moshogianis, Greg Sheehan

10:15am  TRAVEL: To 2123 Rayburn House Office Building

Video call:


Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
11 a.m.
HEARING: Energy and Commerce Energy Subcommittee Hearing: Obstacles to Non-Federal Hydropower
Video call: 

Where: 2123 Rayburn House Office Building
Calendar: Amanda Kaster
Who: Micah Chambers, Gregory Sheehan, Greg Sheehan, John Tanner, Amanda Kaster

1 p.m. Travel from Hearing
Video call: https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW:

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

2 p.m.
Internal Meeting with David Bernhardt re: Delta Smelt (Greg, Paul Souza, Austin Ewell, Timothy Petty) Rm 6120
Where:
Room 6120 - call-in Participant Code (LeaderCode
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Catherine Gulac
Who: Paul Souza, Greg Sheehan, David Bernhardt, Roslyn Sellars, Timothy Petty, Austin Ewell, Gareth Rees, Thomas Irwin

3 p.m. Priority Items - Rm 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Kashyap Patel

4 p.m.
Meeting: (Greg Sheehan, Gary Frazer, Paul Souza and Chris Kearney) to discuss ESA & Klamath - Rm 3358

Where: Rm 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: ckearney@tfgnet.com, Greg Sheehan, OIEA OS, Gary Frazer, WandaCantrell, Paul Souza, Lois Wellman
8:30am  Director’s Office Meeting – (Dial:  Code:  – Rm3359

Video call:

Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Zachariah Gambill, Bud Cribley, Jim Kurth, Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan, Barbara Wainman, Stephen Guertin

9am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel

9:30am  Fort Hood Discussion (Greg, Joy Nicholopoulos)-- Joy to call 202-208-4545

Video call: https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: Joy to call 202-208-4545
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Joy Nicholopoulos, Greg Sheehan

10am  Briefing re: FY20 LWCF Projects (Greg, Jim, Steve, Cynthia Martinez, Shaun Sanchez, Ken Fowler, Eric Alvarez) rm 3359

Video call: https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: Rm 3359
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Ken Fowler, Cynthia Martinez, A Alvarez, Shaun Sanchez, Jim Kurth, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin, Steven Seibert

11am  Proposal to White House for National Shooting Sports Month - Proclamation & Camp David Event (Greg, Cynthia Martinez, Shaun Sanchez, Linda walker, Ben Cassidy) - Rm 3038

Video call: https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Where: Rm 3038
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Benjamin Cassidy, Cynthia Martinez, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris, Shaun Sanchez, Greg Sheehan, Thomas Irwin, Linda Walker
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

12pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar:  Greg Sheehan
Created by:  Roslyn Sellars

1pm  Conference Call (Greg Sheehan, Gary Frazer, Reg 2 and members of Texas Oil and Gas Association) on industry update on dune sagebrush lizard recovery efforts  (Dial-in:  Passcode:  - Rm 3358
Video call:  https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Where:  Rm 3358
Calendar:  Greg Sheehan
Created by:  Thomas Irwin
Who:  Gary Frazer, Joy Nicholopoulos, tim.stewart@bennettdc.com, Amy Lueders, Stacey Garcia, Greg Sheehan, OIEA OS, Lois Wellman

1:30pm  Interview with Cassie Scott, Archery Trade Association Magazineinterview – (Greg, Barbara, Laury Parramore) Rm 3358--Dial:  Code
Video call:
Where:  Rm 3358--Dial:  Code
Calendar:  Greg Sheehan
Created by:  Roslyn Sellars
Who:  Greg Sheehan, Thomas Irwin, Barbara Wainman, Laury Parramore, Chris Tollefson

2:30pm  Briefing for 6/12-6/13 re: NAWCA Council Mtg (Greg, Jerome, Sarah Mott, Kari Duncan, Tom Melius-via phone, Mike Johnson, Robert Ford) -Rm 3358 - Tom to dial 202-208-4545
Video call:  
Where:  Rm 3358- Tom to dial 202-208-4545
Calendar:  Greg Sheehan
Created by:  Roslyn Sellars
Who:  Thomas Irwin, Greg Sheehan, Sarah Mott, Robert Ford, Mike Johnson, Kari Duncan, Jerome Ford, Tom Melius, Conni Conner

3pm  Priority Items - Rm 3358
Video call:  https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar:  Greg Sheehan
Created by:  Roslyn Sellars
Who:  Kashyap Patel, Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

3:30pm  
Meeting/Conference Call (Greg and Dave Azure) to discuss hunting access opening (Dial-in:  Passcode:  - Rm 3358


Where: Rm 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Dave Azure, Stephanie Potter, Cynthia Martinez, Matt Hogan, Shaun Sanchez, Xiomara Labiosa, Greg Sheehan, Noreen Walsh

5pm  Phone Call Casey Stemler


Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Gregory Sheehan

Mon Jun 11, 2018

6am  TRAVEL: To NCTC


Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin

8am  SPEAKING at Recruit, Retain, Reactivate (R3) Training - NCTC


Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin

8:30am  Director's Office Meeting – (Dial:  Code:  – Rm3359


Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Barbara Wainman, Jim Kurth, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin, Charisa Morris, Bud Cribley, Zachariah Gambill

10am  AD Staff meeting - Rm 3038


Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Thomas Irwin
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
<th>Video Call</th>
<th>Calendar</th>
<th>Created by</th>
<th>Who</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1pm</td>
<td>Priority Items - Rm 3358</td>
<td></td>
<td>Greg Sheehan</td>
<td>Roslyn Sellars</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:30pm</td>
<td>Meeting (Greg, Jerome, Peg Romanik and Gary Lawkowski) to discuss SOL and FWS efforts relating to Eagle Act and MBTA Regs - Rm 3358</td>
<td></td>
<td>Greg Sheehan</td>
<td>Thomas Irwin</td>
<td>Jerome Ford, Gary Lawkowski, Peg Romanik, Delores Bigby, Benjamin Jesup, Greg Sheehan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2pm</td>
<td>ES Briefing -- petition findings on northern spotted owl and lesser prairie-chicken (Gary Frazer, Greg, Susan Combs, Ted Koch, Aurelia, Bridget Fahey, James Voyles, Paul Henson) Rm 3038</td>
<td></td>
<td>Gary Frazer</td>
<td>Lois Wellman</td>
<td>Aurelia Skipwith, Susan Combs, Bridget Fahey, Catherine Gulac, Katie Mills, Greg Sheehan, Thomas Irwin, Rollie White, Maureen Foster, Roslyn Sellars, Jim Kurth, Gary Frazer, Ted Koch, James Voyles, Paul Henson, Todd Willens, Tasha Robbins</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3pm  
Follow-Up Meeting with Greg Sheehan and Rusty-Patched Bumble Bee Coalition (RPBB) - Rm 3038  
Video call:  

Where: Rm 3038  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Thomas Irwin  
Who: Greg Sheehan, OIEA OS, Parker Moore, Gary Frazer, Lois Wellman

3:45pm  
Meeting: Greg Sheehan/Parker Moore of Beveridge & Diamond re: the Oil and Gas HCP Coalition - Rm 33358  
Video call:  

Where: Rm 3358  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who: Gary Frazer, Greg Sheehan, OIEA OS, Lois Wellman, Parker Moore

4pm  Internal Meeting  
Where: Room 6120  
Calendar: David Bernhardt  
Created by: Gareth Rees  
Who: Katie Mills, Gary Lawkowski, Susan Combs, Tasha Robbins, AureliaSkipwith, Todd Willens, Thomas Irwin, Roslyn Sellars, Greg Sheehan, David Bernhardt

Tue Jun 12, 2018

All day  
Afternoon Speaking Event: Aquatic Nuisance Species Task Force - Location: NOAA office in Silver Spring, MD  
Video call:  

Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

8am  Travel to Silver Spring  
Video call:  

Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

9am  
Speaking Event: Aquatic Nuisance Species Task Force - Location: NOAA office, 1315 East West Hwy, SSMC3 Room 4527, Silver Spring, MD  
Video call:  

Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
10am    Travel from Silver Spring, MD
Video call:  
https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

11am  
DOI-DOD TIGER meeting update (Aurelia, Gary, Wendy Fink, Ryan Hambleton, Greg Sheehan) Rm 3144
Video call:  
Where: Rm 3144; Call Wendy at 202 208-4615  
Calendar: Aurelia Skipwith  
Who: Ryan Hambleton, Aurelia Skipwith, Greg Sheehan, Wendy Fink, Gary Frazer

12pm  
Do Not Schedule
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

2pm  
Priority Items - Rm 3358
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

3pm  
Phone call (Greg and Casey Stemler) Casey should call 202-208-4545
Video call:  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Thomas Irwin  
Who: Casey Stemler, Greg Sheehan

3:45pm  
Secretary Zinke's Monthly meeting with FWP (Secretary Zinke, Todd Willens, David Bernhardt, Susan Combs, Downey Magallanes, Paul Dan Smith, Susan Combs, Scott Hommel) -Secretary's office
Where: Secretary's Office  
Calendar: ios.doi.gov  
Created by: Leila Getto  
Who: Susan Combs, Paul (Dan) Smith, Downey Magallanes, Greg Sheehan, ToddWillens, Caroline Boulton, Gareth Rees, David Bernhardt, Scott Hommel, Maureen Foster
### 8 am
**Congressional Sportsmen's Foundation Chronic Wasting Disease Breakfast Briefing - 2168 Rayburn House Office Building (Gold Room) Washington, DC**

**Video call:**
https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW1

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars

### 9 am  **Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358**

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars  
**Who:** Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Kashyap Patel

### 9:30 am  **Monthly Meeting with Assistant Secretaries, Directors, & Advisors**

**Where:** 5160 Conference Room  
**Calendar:** ios.doi.gov  
**Created by:** Leila Getto  
**Who:** Joseph Balash, Timothy Petty, John Bockmier, Scott Cameron, Rick May, Aaron Thiele, Todd Willens, Daniel Jorjani, Susan Combs, Scott Hommel, Gareth Rees, James Cason, Vincent Devito, Elinor Werner, Leila Getto, Steven Howke, Greg Sheehan, David Mihalic, Todd Wynn, Brenda Burman, John Tanner, David Bernhardt, Douglas Domenech, Lori Mashburn, Michael Argo, Scott Angelle, Brian Steed, Paul (Dan) Smith, John Tahsuda, James Reilly, Samantha Hebert, William Dove, Downey Magallanes

### 11:30 am
**Meet & Greet with Craig Potter and Discussion of CITES-related issues on behalf of the San Diego Zoo - Rm 3358**

**Video call:**
https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW1

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars  
**Who:** Jim Kurth, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin

### 12 pm  **Do Not Schedule**

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars

### 12 pm  **Phone call Simon Roosevelt**

**Video call:**
https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW1

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan

### 12:30 pm  **Call Paul Souza**

**Video call:**
https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW1

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan
1pm  
**Monthly Briefing - ESA Actions (Todd Willens, Susan Combs, Aurelia, Greg Sheehan, Don Morgan, Bridget Fahey, Katie Mills) Rm 3038**  
*Video call:*  

- **Where:** 3038  
- **Calendar:** Todd Willens  
- **Created by:** Catherine Gulac  
- **Who:** Katie Mills, Gina Shultz, Maureen Foster, Susan Combs, Don Morgan, Bridget Fahey, Aurelia Skipwith, Thomas Irwin, Lois Wellman, Catherine Gulac, Tasha Robbins, Greg Sheehan, Jason Larrabee, Sarah Quamme, Kashyap Patel, Gary Frazer, Roslyn Sellars, Todd Willens, Thomas Garcia

3:15pm  
**Monthly FWS Directorate VTC - Room 3038**  
*Video call:*  

- **Calendar:** FWS MIB Dir.Conf. Rm 3038  
- **Created by:** Thomas Irwin  
- **Who:** Conni Conner, Marilyn Brower, Kathleen King, Wanda Cantrell, Nicole Tsugawa, FWS Directorate & Deputies, Jesse Brent, Shelly Senior, Sharon Showalter, Azuredee Perkins, Greg Sheehan, Rose Reed, Clayton McBride, Margaret Hardy, Stacey Garcia, Monique Manning, Acquanetta Reese, Pamela Michalegko, Lillian Moore, Kashif Askari, Henry Schlitzer, Kelly Kennedy Bechdel, Delores Bigby, Lynne Santos, Stephanie Potter, Lois Wellman, JoAn Mundt, Xiomara Labiosa

4:15pm  
**Meet with Nita**  
*Video call:*  

- **Calendar:** Greg Sheehan

4:30pm  
**Travel to Evening Event**  
*Video call:*  

- **Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
- **Created by:** Roslyn Sellars

5pm  
**Dallas Safari Club Annual Reception - Bullfeathers Restaurant, 410 First St SE**  
*Video call:*  

- **Where:** Bullfeathers, 410 First St SE, Washington, DC 20003, USA  
- **Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
- **Created by:** Thomas Irwin

Thu Jun 14, 2018  
**All day  Thomas - AL**  
*Video call:*  

- **Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
- **Created by:** Thomas Irwin
9 am  Meet with Dallas Safari Club
Video call:
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Gregory Sheehan

10 am  
Phone call with AZ Game and Fish Department (Dan Smith, Greg Sheehan)
-Rm 3310
Video call:

Where: Dan’s office room 3310 or Call-in: Passcode:
Calendar: Paul (Dan) Smith
Created by: Janice DeSordi
Who: Sue Masica, Paul (Dan) Smith, iguzman@azgfd.gov, jammons@azgfd.gov,tfinley@azgfd.gov, Greg Sheehan, Thomas Irwin, Roslyn Sellars, LisaCarrico, tgray@azgfd.gov, Nicole Koehlinger, kurt@firststrategic.com,kdavis@azgfd.gov, Christine Lehnertz

11 am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel

12 pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1 pm  Priority Items - Rm 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel

2:15 pm  
Meeting: Greg Sheehan/Washington State Salmon Recovery Office
(GregSheehan, Region 1 via phone) -Room 3359 or Dial: Code:
Video call:
Where: Room 3359 or Dial: Code:
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Robyn Thorson, Theresa Rabot, Greg Sheehan, OIEA OS
Fri Jun 15, 2018

3pm  Ducks Unlimited Event - The American Legion, 224 D Street SE, Wash., DC
Video call:

Where: The American Legion, 224 D Street SE, Wash., DC
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Gregory Sheehan

All day  Thomas - AL
Video call:
https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW:

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin

8:30am  Director's Office Meeting – (Dial:  Code:  – Rm3359
Video call:
https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW:

Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who:
Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan, Barbara Wainman, Bud Cribley, Stephen Guertin, Zachariah Gambill, Jim Kurth

9am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW:

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Charisa Morris, Kashyap Patel, Greg Sheehan

10am  Grants discussion (Greg, Paul Rauch) Rm 3358
Video call:
https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW:

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Paul Rauch

10:30am  Meeting (Greg, Amy Lueders and Greg Schildwachter) on lesser prairie chicken (Amy should call (202) 208-4545) - Rm 3358
Video call:
https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW:

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: greg@watershedresults.com, Stacey Garcia, Amy Lueders, Greg Sheehan
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

11am  Meeting (Greg, Chris Nolin and Rachel Merkel) on 2020 reboot - Rm 3358
Video call:
https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIz19qX3NoZWVoYW!

Where: Rm 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Rachel Merkel, Chris Nolin, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin

12:10pm  
[12:10p Eastern] Pre-Call re: American Burying Beetle (Greg Sheehan & Region 2 staff)--Dial:  Code:  Video call:

Where: Dial:  Code:  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

12:30pm  Do Not Schedule
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1pm  Priority Items - Rm 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Charisa Morris, Kashyap Patel, Greg Sheehan

1:45pm  
Phone call (Greg and Chris Kearney) on Topsail Island Shoreline Protection Commission (TISPC) - Chris should call (202) 208-4545 - Rm3358
Video call:

Where: Rm 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: ckearney@tfgnet.com, Greg Sheehan

2:30pm  
Internal - Executive Review Team Meeting re: American Burying Beetle HCP in Arkansas, Oklahoma and Texas (David Bernhardt, James Voyles, Greg Sheehan, Downey Magallanes, Susan Combs, Todd Willens, Trish Adams, Amy Lueders)-Rm 6120

Where: Room 6120 - Call-in  Code  (Leader Code  
Calendar: Gareth Rees
3:30pm
Meeting (Greg and Georgia Basso) to discuss some aspects of my ALDP class - Rm 3358
Video call:
Where: Rm 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Georgia Basso, Greg Sheehan

4:30pm
Phone call re: IWCC Discussion (Greg, Doug Hobbs, Barbara) - -Dial: [555-1234]
Video call:
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Barbara Wainman, Doug Hobbs, Greg Sheehan

Sat Jun 16, 2018
8am    National Zoo
Video call:
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Gregory Sheehan

Mon Jun 18, 2018
All day    IWCC Meeting - Atlanta, Georgia-6/18 - 6/20 (POC: Joshua Winchell)
Video call:
Where: Southeast Regional Office
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

8:30am    Director’s Office Meeting – (Dial: [555-1234]  Code: [1234567] - Rm3359
Video call:
Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Barbara Wainman, Charisa Morris, Jim Kurth, Greg Sheehan, Zachariah Gambill, Stephen Guertin, Bud Cribley

9am    Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Kashyap Patel, Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris
9:30am  **Pre-mtg for 6/18 Meeting re: OIG Entrance Conference for project 2018-ER-046 (Greg, Steve, Kathy Garrity) Rm 3358**

**Code:**

**Video call:**
https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW1AZn

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan

**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars

**Who:** Stephen Guertin, Greg Sheehan, Katherine Garrity, Penny Bartnicki

10am  **AD Staff meeting - Rm 3038**

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW1AZn

**Calendar:** Jim Kurth

**Created by:** Thomas Irwin

**Who:** Paul Rauch, Bud Cribley, Maureen Foster, Jerome Ford, Gary Frazer, Greg Sheehan, Denise Sheehan, Zachariah Gambill, Paul Souza, Edward Grace, Kenneth Taylor, Charisa Morris, Brian Bloodsworth, Janine Velasco, Barbara Wainman, Aurelia Skipwith, Georgia Basso, David Hoskins, Cynthia Martinez, Gregory Sheehan, Stephen Guertin, Seth Mott, Jim Kurth, Chris Nolin

11am  **Jay McAninch/Greg Sheehan mtg re: CWD national plan - Rm 3358**

**Video call:**
https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW1AZn

**Where:** Room 3358

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan

**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars

**Who:** , Greg Sheehan

11:30am  **Do Not Schedule**

**Video call:**
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW1AZn

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan

**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars

12:30pm  **Izembek Follow-up (Greg Sheehan, Greg Siekaniec, Jim Kurth, Cynthia Martinez)- Rm 3358 or Dial:**

**Code:**

**Video call:**
https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW1AZn

**Where:** Rm 3358 or Dial: 

**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan

**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars

**Who:** Karen Clark, Cynthia Martinez, Lucille Frerich, Greg Siekaniec, Xiomara Labiosa, Jim Kurth, Greg Sheehan
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

1pm  
Meeting: Greg Sheehan/John Devney of Delta Waterfowl re: General updates at FWS - Rm 3358  
Video call:  

Where: Rm 3358  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who: william@naturalresourceresults.com, Greg Sheehan, OIEA OS

1:30pm  Travel to Reagan National Airport for 3pm flight  
Video call:  

Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

Tue Jun 19, 2018

All day  IWCC Meeting - Atlanta, Georgia-6/18 - 6/20 (POC: Joshua Winchell)  
Video call:  

Where: Southeast Regional Office  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

7am  IWCC meeting - Atlanta  
Video call:  

Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

9am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI/Z19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZ

Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

12pm  Do Not Schedule  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI/Z19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZ

Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

2pm  Priority Items - Rm 3358  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JI/Z19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZ

Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris
**Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director**

**Wed Jun 20, 2018**

**All day**  
IWCC Meeting - Atlanta, Georgia-6/18 - 6/20 (POC: Joshua Winchell)  
Video call:  
Where: Southeast Regional Office  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

**7 am**  
IWCC meeting - Atlanta  
Video call:  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

**9 am**  
Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVVoYW5AZn  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

**12 pm**  
Do Not Schedule  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVVoYW5AZn  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

**2 pm**  
Priority Items - Rm 3358  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVVoYW5AZn  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

**Thu Jun 21, 2018**

**8:30 am**  
Director’s Office Meeting - (Dial:  
Code:  
- Rm3359  
Video call:  
Calendar: Jim Kurth  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who: Barbara Wainman, Charisa Morris, Jim Kurth, Greg Sheehan, Zachariah Gambill, Stephen Guertin, Bud Cribley

**9 am**  
Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVVoYW5AZn  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who: Charisa Morris, Kashyap Patel, Greg Sheehan
9:30 am  
**Eagle Wind Permit Discussion (Greg, Jerome, Mike Johnson, Ken Richkus, Brian Millsap, Peg Romanik, Philip Kline) Rm 3358 or Dial:**  
[Video call](https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW!)  
**Where:** Rm 3358 or Dial:  
**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars  
**Who:** Jerome Ford, Peg Romanik, Ken Richkus, Philip Kline, Mike Johnson, Greg Sheehan, Brian Millsap

10 am  
**BRIEFING: (Greg, Bud, Jerome, Edith, Ken and Lesley) on the M-Opinion Federal Family meeting - Rm 3358**  
[Video call](https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW!)  
**Where:** Rm 3358  
**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Thomas Irwin  
**Who:** Lesley Kordella, Bud Cribley, Jerome Ford, Eric Kershner, Delores Bigby, Ken Richkus, Edith Thompson, Greg Sheehan

11:15 am  
**Mitigation Policy (Greg, Gary) Rm 3358**  
[Video call](https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW!)  
**Where:** Rm 3358  
**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars  
**Who:** Gary Frazer, Greg Sheehan

11:30 am  
**Weekly FWS/SOL Meeting - Room 3357**  
[Video call](https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW!)  
**Where:** Rm 3357  
**Calendar:** Jim Kurth  
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars  
**Who:** Charisa Morris, Jim Kurth, Stephen Guertin, Benjamin Jesup, Peg Romanik, Greg Sheehan, Wendy Fink

12 pm  
**Do Not Schedule**  
[Video call](https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW!)  
**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1:30pm</td>
<td>Scheduling/Travel Matters (Greg, Roslyn) - Rm 3358</td>
<td>Video call: <a href="https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW">https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW</a>!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Calendar:</strong> Greg Sheehan</td>
<td><strong>Created by:</strong> Roslyn Sellars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2pm</td>
<td>Call Marvin Plenart NBR</td>
<td>Video call: <a href="https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW">https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW</a>!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Calendar:</strong> Greg Sheehan</td>
<td><strong>Created by:</strong> Roslyn Sellars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3pm</td>
<td>Priority Items - Rm 3358</td>
<td>Video call: <a href="https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn">https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Calendar:</strong> Greg Sheehan</td>
<td><strong>Created by:</strong> Roslyn Sellars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Who:</strong> Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:30pm</td>
<td>International Permitting (Greg and International Affairs Staff) - Rm 3358</td>
<td>Video call: <a href="https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW">https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW</a>!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Where:</strong> Rm 3358</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Calendar:</strong> Greg Sheehan</td>
<td><strong>Created by:</strong> Roslyn Sellars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Who:</strong> Pamela Scruggs, Mary Cogliano, Gloria Bell, Eleanora Babij, Rosemarie Gnam, Greg Sheehan, Peg Romanik, Russell Husen, Benjamin Jesup</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6pm</td>
<td>Reception with Utah County Commisioners - 801 Pennsylvania Ave NW, 4th Floor</td>
<td>Video call: <a href="https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW">https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW</a>!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Where:</strong> 801 Pennsylvania Ave NW, 4th Floor, Washington, DC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Calendar:</strong> Greg Sheehan</td>
<td><strong>Created by:</strong> Roslyn Sellars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fri Jun 22, 2018</td>
<td>8:30am  Director's Office Meeting - (Dial: Code: - Rm3359)</td>
<td>Video call:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Calendar:</strong> Jim Kurth</td>
<td><strong>Created by:</strong> Roslyn Sellars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Who:</strong> Barbara Wainman, Charisa Morris, Jim Kurth, Greg Sheehan, Zachariah Gambill, Stephen Guertin, Bud Cribley</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
10am
[Confirmed] - Lesser Prairie Chicken Call with Kansas Farm Bureau, Plains Cotton growers, Texas Farm Bureau & Reps from the Oil and Gas Industry (Greg Sheehan, Susan Combs, Gary Frazer, Amy Lueders) Rm 3358
Where: Rm 3358 (Dial: [b] (5), Access Code: [b] (5))
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Tasha Robbins, Greg Sheehan, Susan Combs, Gary Frazer, Gina Shultz, Amy Lueders

11am
Pre-Brief for 6/26 Call with Nez Perce Tribe (Greg, Region 1 Staff, Scott Aikin) --Dial: [b] Code: [b] - Rm 3358
Where: Rm 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris, Vicki Finn, Roy Elicker, Nathan Dexter, Robyn Thorson, Greg Sheehan, Scott Aikin, Judith Gordon, Jim Kurth

11:30am Budget discussion check in (Greg, Steve, Jim, Asst. Directors) Rm 3038
Video call: https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=c3RlcGhlbl9ndWVydGluc
Where: Rm 3038
Calendar: Stephen Guertin

12:30pm Do Not Schedule
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1pm FWS/DOI meeting re: Following up on Izembek (Greg, Jim, Bud, Greg Siekaniec, John Ross-DOI, Shaun Sanchez, Shirley Milli-DOI, Tanya Henderson-DOI) - Rm 3038 or --Dial: [b] Code: [b]
Where: Rm 3038 or --Dial: [b] Code: [b]
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Cynthia Martinez, Elena Gonzalez, Stephen Wackowski, Greg Siekaniec, Shaun Sanchez, Shirley Milli, Jim Kurth, Tanya Henderson, Greg Sheehan, John Ross, Bud Cribley
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

3:30pm  Grant Review Follow Up (Greg and Paul Rauch) - Rm 3358
Where: Rm 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Charisa Morris, Kashyap Patel, Paul Rauch, Delores Bigby, Greg Sheehan

4:45pm  Phone call with Ben Tuggle -- Ben to call 202-208-4545
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Benjamin Tuggle, Greg Sheehan

Sun Jun 24, 2018

All day  Travel: Speaker-MAFWA Conference (Bismarck, ND)-6/24 - 6/25
Where: Bismarck, ND, USA
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin

9am  View Prairie Potholes with Region 6
Calendar: Greg Sheehan

12pm  Visit Audubon Refuge with Todd
Calendar: Greg Sheehan

5pm  Meet with MAFWA Exec Committee
Calendar: Greg Sheehan

Mon Jun 25, 2018

All day  Travel: Speaker-MAFWA Conference (Bismarck, ND)-6/24 - 6/25
Where: Bismarck, ND, USA
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

8 am  TRAVEL to MAFWA Conference (Bismarck, ND)
Video call:
https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin

8:30am  Director’s Office Meeting – (Dial: [Redacted] Code: [Redacted] – Rm3359
Video call:

Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Barbara Wainman, Stephen Guertin, Zachariah Gambill, Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan, Bud Cribley, Jim Kurth

9 am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

2 pm  Priority Items - Rm 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

4:30pm  Depart Bismarck, 4:30p Eastern, Arrive Reagan at 10:01p
Video call:
https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

Tue Jun 26, 2018

8:30am  Director’s Office Meeting – (Dial: [Redacted] Code: [Redacted] – Rm3359
Video call:

Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Barbara Wainman, Charisa Morris, Jim Kurth, Greg Sheehan, Zachariah Gambill, Stephen Guertin, Bud Cribley

9 am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Kashyap Patel, Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris
9:30am
Phone call: (Greg and Senator Tillis) re: advance notice of the red wolf proposal (Greg should call Senator conference line [REDACTED] Passcode: [REDACTED]) - Rm 3358

Video call:

Where: Rm 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Alyssa Hausman, Martin Kodis, Barbara Wainman, Matthew Huggler, GregSheehan, Angela Gustavson, Todd Willens, Gareth Rees, Katie Mills

10:30am
Call with Rep. Jones will re: the Red Wolf (Jones will call Greg on 208-4545)

Video call:

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Martin Kodis, Matthew Huggler, Alyssa Hausman, Greg Sheehan, AngelaGustavson

10:45am
Phone call: (Greg and Senator Burr) re: advance notice of the red wolf proposal (Senator should call (202) 208-4545) - Rm 3358

Video call:

Where: Rm 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Alyssa Hausman, Martin Kodis, Barbara Wainman, Matthew Huggler, GregSheehan, Angela Gustavson

11am Meeting with Doug Domenech re: Tangier - Rm 3110

Where: 3110
Calendar: Douglas Domenech
Created by: Shandria Dixon
Who: Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan, Joseph McDermott, Thomas Irwin, DouglasDomenech

11:30am
FWS/Nat’l Wildlife Federation Meeting re: Red Wolf Recovery (GregSheehan, Gary Frazer, Mike Oetker via phone, Mike Leahy, Tim Gestwicki, John Canter) Rm 3358—Mike Oetker to call 202-208-4545


Where: Rm 3358 - Mike Oetker to call 202-208-4545
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Gary Frazer, Kashyap Patel, leahym@nwf.org, Michael Oetker, CharisaMorris, Greg Sheehan, Lois Wellman, OIEA OS, Gina Shultz
12:30pm  Liaison for SO 3362 – Rm 3357, Dial:  Code:  
Video call:  
**Where:** Room 3357 / call in number  
**Calendar:** Stephen Guertin  
**Who:**  
Kashyap Patel, Matt Hogan, Noreen Walsh, Charisa Morris, Amy Lueders, Jim Kurth, Paul Souza, Jody Holzworth, Theresa Rabot, Greg Sheehan, Robyn Thorson, Stephen Guertin

2pm  
**HOLD:** Conference call (FWS and Kate MacGregor) to discuss Broadband 
(Dial-in:  Passcode:  
Video call:  
**Where:** Dial-in:  Passcode:  
**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Thomas Irwin  
**Who:**  

2pm  
**Phone call:** (Greg and Congressman Rouzer) re: advance notice of the red wolf proposal (Congressman should call should (202) 208-4545) - Rm 3358  
Video call:  
**Where:** Rm 3358  
**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Thomas Irwin  
**Who:**  
Alyssa Hausman, Martin Kodis, Barbara Wainman, Matthew Huggler, Greg Sheehan, Angela Gustavson

2:45pm  **FWS weekly check in meeting**  
**Where:** AS/FWP Conference Room -- 3144  
**Calendar:** Maureen Foster  
**Created by:** Tasha Robbins  
**Who:**  

3:30pm  **Meeting/Call:** Greg & Jessie Cheek-Rm 3358  
**Video call:**  
**Where:** Rm 3358  
**Calendar:** Greg Sheehan  
**Created by:** Roslyn Sellars  
**Who:** Jessie Cheek, Greg Sheehan
Greg J Sheehan, FWS Principal Deputy Director

4:30pm
Phone Call: Hagerman NFH G to G Consultation between the FWS and the Nez Perce Tribal Council (Greg, Robyn Thorson & R1 staff, Scott Aikin) --
Dial-in: [REDACTED] Passcode: [REDACTED]
Video call: https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYWFt

Where: Dial-in: [REDACTED] Passcode: [REDACTED]
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Nicole Tsugawa, Vicki Finn, Robyn Thorson, Theresa Rabot, Greg Sheehan, David Hoskins, Scott Aikin, Jim Kurth, Stephen Guertin

Wed Jun 27, 2018

8:30am  Director’s Office Meeting - (Dial: [REDACTED] Code: [REDACTED] - Rm3359
Video call:

Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Zachariah Gambill, Charisa Morris, Bud Cribley, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin, Barbara Wainman, Jim Kurth

9am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYWF5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Kashyap Patel

9:30am  Susan and Greg to meet w/John Northington, Northington Strategy Group RE: Pending ESA - AS/FWP conference room -3144
Where: AS/FWP conference room -3144
Calendar: Tasha Robbins
Who: Greg Sheehan, Tasha Robbins, Susan Combs, Roslyn Sellars, Thomas Irwin

10am  2020 Budget Check In - Greg, Steve, Chris Nolin, Susan Combs - Rm 3144
Video call:
https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYWFt

Where: Rm 3144
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Jim Kurth, Chris Nolin, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin, Tasha Robbins, Susan Combs, Ryan Hambleton, Maureen Foster, Aurelia Skipwith
11am  FWS Package Briefing - Rm 3144

Where: Conference Room 3144
Calendar: Gary Frazer
Created by: Lois Wellman
Who: Maureen Foster, Jason Larrabee, Gary Frazer, Aurelia Skipwith, Greg Sheehan, Thomas Irwin, Roslyn Sellsar, Tasha Robbins, Megan Apgar

11:30am  Meeting (Greg, Steve, Benjamin Tuggle, Chris Nolin and Seth Moth) on SA priorities and operations under the FY 18 Omnibus operations - Rm 3357


Where: Rm 3357
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Benjamin Tuggle, Seth Mott, Chris Nolin, Greg Sheehan, Stephen Guertin, Jesse Brent

12pm  Do Not Schedule

Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1pm  Meeting/Conference Call (FWS, FWP, Atlas Sand and group, Region 2 via phone) to discuss the Dunes Sagebrush Lizard issue (Dial-in: Passcode: - Rm 3038


Where: Conference Room 3038
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Gary Frazer, Kashyap Patel, Aurelia Skipwith, Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan, Lois Wellman, Timothy Williams, Todd Wynn, Amy Lueders, Stacey Garcia, Ted Koch, Seth Wiley, Kathleen Benedetto, Stewart Jacks, margaret@americanstewards.us

2pm  Meeting re: Bills affecting MBTA & waterfowl hunting frameworks (Greg, Jerome, Jen Mock Schaeffer-AFWA, Margaret Everson-Ducks Unlimited) Rm 3358


Where: Rm 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellsar
Who: Jerome Ford, Mike Johnson, Greg Sheehan, OIEA OS, Jen Mock Schaeffer, Margaret Everson, Ken Richkus
2:30pm  Priority Items - Rm 3358
Video call:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris

3:30pm
Pre-brief for 7/6 Mtg with DOI re: FWS Pacific SW Region Briefing for NEPA Review Team on the public draft EIS for the Green Diamond Habitat Conservation Plan (Greg, Steve, Gary, Region 9 via phone) Rm3358--Dial: , Code: 
Video call:
Where: Rm 3358--Dial: , Code:
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Jim Kurth, Stephen Guertin, Greg Sheehan, Jody Holzworth, Jennifer Norris, Gary Frazer, Dan Everson, Michael Fris, Michael Senn, Paul Souza, Gina Shultz, Lois Wellman, Dan Cox

Thu Jun 28, 2018

8:30am  Director’s Office Meeting – (Dial:  Code:  – Rm3359
Video call:
Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Barbara Wainman, Charisa Morris, Jim Kurth, Greg Sheehan, Zachariah Gambill, Stephen Guertin, Bud Cribley

8:30am  Meet and Greet with Christian Mower
Video call:
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Gregory Sheehan

9 am  Meeting (Greg Sheehan and Jaime Matyas, President and CEO of the Student Conservation Association) to discuss SCA’s work with the USFWS- Rm 3358
Video call:
Where: Rm 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Kashyap Patel, jmatyas@thesca.org, Charisa Morris, rkhera@thesca.org, Greg Sheehan, OIEA OS
9:30am  
ESA follow up (Greg Sheehah, Timothy Male & Jake Li of Environmental Policy Innovation Center) Rm 3358  
Video call:  

Where: Rm 3358  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who: tmale@policyinnovation.org, Greg Sheehan

10am  Priority Items (Greg, Charisa, Kashyap) - Room 3358  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_.doi.gov/greg-j-sheehah?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who: Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Kashyap Patel

11am  
Grants discussion (Greg, Paul Rauch) - follow up on the May youth grant awards - Rm 3358  
Video call:  

Where: Rm 3358  
Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Thomas Irwin  
Who: Greg Sheehan, Paul Rauch

11:30am  Weekly FWS/SOL Meeting - Room 3359  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_.doi.gov/greg-j-sheehah?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Jim Kurth  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars  
Who:  
Jim Kurth, Stephen Guertin, Peg Romanik, Benjamin Jesup, Greg Sheehan, Charisa Morris, Wendy Fink

12pm  Do Not Schedule  
Video call:  
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_.doi.gov/greg-j-sheehah?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan  
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
1:30pm  Proposed Federal agency meeting regarding M-Opinion - MIB Yates Auditorium
Video call:

Where: MIB N. Penthouse
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Lesley Kordella, Bud Cribley, Jerome Ford, Eric Kershner, Ken Richkus, Delores Bigby, Edith Thompson, Mike Johnson, Greg Sheehan, Gary Lawkowski, Edward Grace, P Souphanya, Benjamin Jesup

3pm  In-Person Meeting (Greg and Cynthia Jacobson) Conservation of Arctic Flora and Fauna (CAFF) working group - Rm 3358
Video call:

Where: Rm 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Cynthia Jacobson, Greg Sheehan

3:30pm  Priority Items - Rm 3358
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWV0YW5AZn

Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris, Greg Sheehan

4pm  BRIEFING (Greg and IA) on preparations for CITES CoP18 - Rm 3358
Video call: https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWV0YW5AZn

Where: Rm 3358
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Pamela Scruggs, Gloria Bell, A Alvarez, Laura Noguchi, Greg Sheehan, Kashyap Patel, Charisa Morris, Rosemarie Gnam

Fri Jun 29, 2018

All day  Travel: Duck Stamp 1st day Sale - Bass Pro Shops, 7000 Arundel Mills Circle, Hanover, Maryland
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JlZ19qX3NoZWV0YW5AZn

Where: Bass Pro Shops, 7000 Arundel Mills Circle, Hanover, Maryland
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
8:30am  Director’s Office Meeting – (Dial:  Code:  – Rm3359
Video call:
Calendar: Jim Kurth
Created by: Roslyn Sellars
Who: Barbara Wainman, Charisa Morris, Jim Kurth, Greg Sheehan, Zachariah Gambill, Stephen Guertin, Bud Cribley

8:30am  Travel to Bass Pro Shops
Video call: https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

9:30am  SPEAKING: Federal Duck Stamp First Day of Sale event (cosponsored by Bass Pro Shops) - Hanover, MD
Video call: https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW5Az
Where: Hanover, MD
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

1pm  Travel from Duck Stamp Event
Video call: https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW:
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Roslyn Sellars

2pm  Meeting (Greg, IA and SOL) to discuss case-by-case permits - Rm 3038
Video call: https://hangouts.google.com/hangouts/_/doi.gov/greg-j-sheehan?hceid=Z3JIZ19qX3NoZWVoYW:
Where: Rm 3038
Calendar: Greg Sheehan
Created by: Thomas Irwin
Who: Pamela Scruggs, Mary Cogliano, Gloria Bell, A Alvarez, Russell Husen, Greg Sheehan, Benjamin Jesup

3:30pm  Check in meeting w/Susan, Greg and Danny
Where: Susan’s office
Calendar: Tasha Robbins
Who: Paul (Dan) Smith, Tasha Robbins, Susan Combs, Kelly Fox, Greg Sheehan, Janice DeSordi, Thomas Irwin, Roslyn Sellars